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The basic theme and premise of this book emanates from a PAPER read out by 

the author on the topic of “The Role and Workings of Parliaments in Crisis 

Situations” at the meeting of the Association of Secretaries General of 

Parliaments (ASGP), held at St. Petersburg, Russian Federation  October, 15 – 

18, 2017. 

However, the scope and purview of the ASGP presentation further evolved and 

expanded along conceptual, thematic and contextual lines into a separate and 

independent research study that finally culminated into this book. 

Set against the backdrop of the primacy lately ascribed to the parliaments in the 

developed countries in crisis management, this book takes up Pakistan 

Parliament, especially the Upper House and its Members, as a special case 

study in building up a comprehensive legal and constitutional crisis control 

framework against interstate, intrastate and transnational terrorism. The findings 

of the study, or the records compiled and exhibited in the book, belay the 

'theorists' technocrats or so-called experts who advocate 'doing away with 

Parliament' to handle existing and emerging crisis in Pakistan. 

Divided in parts and sub-sections, the book incorporates primary statistical data, 

documents, committee reports and comparative analysis of how and when 

specific parliamentary procedural tools, devices and specialized crisis 

management forums were used over a period of 9 years from 2008 to 2017 to 

address terrorism and extremism, imported from other lands or ignited 

schematically during and after the Soviet Afghan War of 1979, that constitute one 

of the biggest crisis being faced by the country. 

Of special mention here is the data relating to Joint Parliamentary Sessions, 

outcome documents of the joint Parliamentary Committee on National Security, 

Senate Committee of the Whole, Standing Committees on Defence and Foreign 

Affairs, Question Hour, Adjournment Motions, Resolutions and debates through 

Motion under Rule 218. 

Part I of the book explores the definitions and dimensions of what constitutes 

crisis and relevance of parliament in the international crisis resolution matrix. 

An in-depth analysis of various definitions of what constitutes a crisis reveals a 

much broader scope and canvas. A crisis may be “a time of intense difficulty or 

danger”, but it can also be “a time when a difficult or important decision must be 

made”, or a turning point when an important change takes place. Elaborating 
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further, Merriam Webster defines crisis as “the decisive moment”, an “unstable or 

crucial time or state of affairs” in which a decisive change is impending.

Almost all countries and regions, and even national parliaments are invariably 

faced with multiple traditional and non-traditional crisis situations on key 

diplomatic, bilateral, geo-political and geo-strategic, socio-economic, 

environmental, security and peace fronts. 

The conflicts varying in nature and forms are classified along four main fronts i.e. 

the interstate; intrastate; transstate; and Natural crises. However, the inter-

connectivity between various domestic and external crisis situation has made it 

increasingly difficult to brand a certain crisis as inter-state, intrastate or trans-

state only. At the same time, there is a dire need to differentiate between genuine 

and cosmetic crisis, the latter being the one whereby states face negative 

profiling on the basis of false propaganda. 

Also the Cold War era conflicts that had earlier remained hushed up during the 

bipolar time have now resurfaced creating ethnic, religious territorial, terrorism 

and extremism related crisis situations. 

Apart from states, the parliaments themselves, too, are faced with crisis 

situations of a constitutional and political nature, or those related to power-

struggle in some countries including Pakistan.

In the given scenario, the ability to chart out a potent, swift and conducive 

resolution of a given crisis has come to define the viability and true character of a 

state. Executive branch is often dubbed the lead crisis response arm of the state. 

This approach usually overshadows the role of parliament, which carries more 

constitutional and representational legitimacy to address and resolve both 

internal and external crisis.

The primacy given to the Executive branch as the lead crisis response arm of the 

state is often premised on the literal and limited definition of crisis. Usually, crisis 

is dubbed an immediate emergency requiring urgent, concrete or physical action. 

This puts Executive at the fore front and parliament on the back burner. 

That parliaments should play a more proactive crisis mitigating role is, however, 

premised on the fact that the complexity of today's crises requires multiple 

responses at the state and international levels, and excluding parliament results 

in perpetuation of crisis or temporary solutions. Without the involvement of 

parliament, all peace-building or crisis resolution efforts risk being skewed or 

being put off-target.
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International and national past experiences show the need for parliaments to 

expand their crisis mitigation role from reactive to progressively pre-emptive 

through proactive legislation and oversight, thus mainstreaming their role in key 

conflict-resolution processes such as peace-treaties, building constituencies for 

peace, oversight of reconstruction, and legislating human rights guarantees.

The paper also highlights that despite Pakistan's troubled political and 

constitutional history interspersed with periods that saw dissolution of 

Parliament, imposition of Martial Law and ensuing decade-long dictatorial 

periods whereby Parliament functioned even under autocrats, the national 

legislature has proved its crisis mitigating capabilities, especially since the 

restoration of democracy in the country in 2008. 

A comparative analysis of the country's crisis handling efficacy with or without the 

involvement of the parliament reveals that every time parliament proactively 

engaged in conflict or crisis resolution, the solutions were mutually-acceptable, 

peaceful and lasting in the best national interest. 

The first Afghan war of 80s, and the Musharraf era war on terror are examples of 

limited or zero role of parliament in crisis situations, resulting in erroneous 

decisions and faulty policies with disastrous ramifications, creating interstate, 

intrastate and trans-state crises for Pakistan.

On the other hand, successive anti-terrorist military operations in extremists 

concentrated areas such as 2009 Operation Rah-e-Raast and Operation Rah-e-

Nijat that targeted Swat and South Waziristan areas, 2014 Operation Zarb-e-Azb 

that rid North Waziristan of terrorist elements, and the on-going Operation Radd-

ul-Fasaad are examples of conducive synergy between the Parliament, the 

Executive and the Armed Forces towards resolving crisis. 

The valiant jawans and officers of both armed and para-military forces as well as 

police rendered huge sacrifices laying down their lives in thousands for rooting 

out the menace of terrorism. The Parliament backed them fully and since then 

have paid tribute to their sacrifices and achievements. 

Unlike the misadventures of the Zia and Musharraf regimes, these military 

operations had complete backing, support, deliberative collective wisdom and 

political consensus of the Parliament in the form of various resolutions, 

legislation and committee oversight.

Likewise, the Pakistan Parliament played an active deliberative and lead role in 

amicably resolving border and interstate disputes like the NATO and American 
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troops; and the diplomatic and strategic crisis arising out of President Trump's 

new Afghan and South Asia policy speech wherein he leveled baseless 

accusations against Pakistan. This also showed that the institution of Parliament, 

no matter how weak, can help bring about peaceful and mutually acceptable 

solutions to the crisis situations.

A joint session of the parliament was convened on October 27, 2008 passing a 

Resolution calling “for an urgent review of the national security strategy and 

revisiting the methodology of combating terrorism in order to restore peace and 

stability through an independent foreign policy”. The Resolution also called for 

constituting “a Special Committee of Parliament to periodically review, provide 

guidelines and monitor the implementation of the principles framed and roadmap 

given in the resolution.”  

As a result, the Parliamentary Committee on National Security was constituted 

initially for the period of November, 2008 - March, 2012. The committee held a 

total of 63 meetings averaging at 16 meetings per year till March, 2012. The 

committee finalized a total of 16 “guidelines for revised terms of engagement with 

USA/ NATO/ISAF, and general foreign policy”, and submitted the same to a joint 

session of the Parliament on March 20, 2012.

The study takes up a more recent case of Afghanistan policy speech by U.S. 

President Donald Trump in which he questioned and doubted Pakistan's integrity 

and intentions in fighting terrorism in the region, thus, creating a bilateral and 

interstate crisis situation. The first response to this crisis situation was a 

unanimous voice in both Houses of the Pakistan Parliament, where 

parliamentarians rejected the Trump narrative and dubbed the accusations as 

baseless. The Senate played a more structural and synergized role in handling of 

this crisis. 

Chairman Senate on August 23, 2017 referred the matter to the Senate 

Committee of Whole constituted to “Prepare policy guidelines in the light of 

emerging regional realities and the Role of the United States. This committee 

held extensive consultations with the Foreign Office and the Defence Ministry, as 

well as the two respective Ministers, and came up with initial parliamentary 

response and guidelines – an initiative that is still evolving – which helped steer 

Pakistan's policy and diplomatic stance in the crisis situation.  

The Parliamentary Committee on National Security and Pakistan Senate's 

Committee of the Whole initiative are procedural tools specifically conceived to 
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shape and amplify parliamentary response in crisis situations. These committees 

constitute an important component of the parliament's emergency and prompt 

response mechanism in national security crisis situations on both internal and 

external fronts. 

Especially, Pakistan Senate's Committee of the Whole House has set new 

benchmarks in strengthening and expanding parliamentary role in addressing 

key challenges on account of bilateral relations, institutional harmony, reforms in 

underdeveloped areas, speedy justice etc.

A detailed account is also given as to how parliamentary tools like Resolutions, 

Motion under Rule 218, Adjournment Motions, Calling attention notices, 

Questions, Raising of points of public importance during Prime Minister's Zero 

Hour were utilised by Senators to initiate discussion in the House on all crisis 

situations.

Pakistan Parliament's Crises Response mechanism in tackling the scourge of 

terrorism is depicted as a Case Study that reflects how Pakistan Parliament has 

exercised available and specially devised tools in this regard. This section also 

highlights in detail the Constitutional mechanism, initiatives and specific tools 

used by Pakistan Parliament towards addressing intrastate, interstate, natural, 

and transnational crises.

The interstate and trans-state repercussions of terrorism are of equal 

importance, and need to be addressed through multilateral consultations. For 

this purpose, the Senate of Pakistan, through proactive involvement in the Asian 

Parliamentary Assembly (APA) and Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), has taken 

up the issue to address its root causes and devise plans of action. This is backed 

by several APA resolutions, declarations, and has been taken up as agenda 

items by the APA Standing Committees.

In addition, Pakistan Parliament has specifically focused on fighting and 

eliminating terrorist elements by initiating and continuing national policy dialogue 
stand consensus building. The National Action Plan and the 21  Constitutional 

Amendment are milestones in Pakistan Parliament's anti-terror strategy, which 

became possible only as a result of hectic political consensus building on the 

floor of the parliament. 

The Senate on its part also initiated the novel initiative to turn itself into a hub of 

building counter-extremist narrative. Over the years, the need for such a 
,narrative was discussed through a number of motions. On September 18  2017, 
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the Senate through a motion under rule 218 held discussion regarding the 

alternate narrative to curb militancy as envisioned in the National Action Plan. 

Members from both Treasury and Opposition benches agreed on the need for 

developing an alternate narrative. They identified that this is a battle of ideas and 

we should understand the factors which promote militant mindset. The members 

suggested on the need for reforms in the curriculum, effective utilization of media 

(TV channels), collaboration among various segments of society and better 

implementation of laws regarding banned outfits.

Some of the decisions and steps taken by the parliament in the fight against terror 
stwere with a heavy heart for their human rights implications. The 21  

Constitutional Amendment, which provided for establishment of special trial 

courts following the tragic massacre of children in a terrorist attack on the Army 

Public School in Peshawar, is one such step. However, the Parliament ensured 

through incorporation of Sunset Clause in the Amendment that the Special 

Courts would be a time bound intervention for a specific period. 

Likewise, National Counterterrorism Authority Act, 2013, the Investigation for 

Fair Trial Act, 2013, the Protection of Pakistan Act of 2014, Suppression of 

Terrorist Activities (Special Courts) Acts (1974 to 1997), The Anti-Terrorism Acts 

1997 and its related Amendments, Anti-Money Laundering Act 2010, Counter-

Insurgency (In Aid of Civil Power) Regulations 2011, Anti-Terrorism 

(Amendment) ordinances, and Protection of Pakistan Ordinances are some of 

the examples of the legal interventions taken by Pakistan Parliament to address 

this enduring crisis. 

Part II of the Study gives detailed records, proceedings and outcome documents 

about the role of Pakistan Parliament, especially Senators, in building up a 

comprehensive legal and constitutional framework against terrorism. Another 

highlight of this section is the proceedings and reports of the joint parliamentary 

sessions and joint parliamentary committees. Major incidents of cross border 

attacks were taken up by joint session of the parliament, leading to concrete 

policy guidelines which helped resolve the issue. 

The outcome documents have been included in this section. These include the 

Report of the Parliamentary Committee on National Security presented to the 

joint sitting the parliament titled “Guidelines for Revised Terms of Engagement 

with USA/NATO/ISAF and General Foreign Policy”, and as published in the 

Gazette of Pakistan. Earlier report of the Parliamentary Committee on National 
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Security constituted to “Periodically review, provide guidelines and monitor the 

implementation of the principle framed and roadmap” is also reproduced. 

Also included are: the consensus resolution passed at the conclusion of the in-

camera joint sitting of the parliament held from October 8 to 22, 2008; and the 

recommendations of the Parliamentary Committee on National Security that 

called for urgent review of the national security strategy and for revisiting the 

methodology of combating terrorism in order to restore peace and stability to 

Pakistan and the region through an independent foreign policy. It was also 

stressed that the challenge of militancy and extremism must be met through 

developing a consensus and dialogue with all genuine stakeholders The 

recommendations also made it clear that Pakistan's soil would not be used for 

any kind of attacks on other countries. Providing an ideal crisis-resolution 

guideline, it was stressed that dialogue must now be the highest priority, as a 

principal instrument of conflict resolution and management. Another important 

recommendation pertained to creating new economic opportunities to bring 

people of less privileged areas at par with Pakistan. It was also stressed that a 

political dialogue must be initiated with the people of Balochistan to redress their 

grievances regarding redistribution of resources. It was recommended that the 

federation must be strengthened through the process of democratic pluralism, 

social justice, religious values and tolerance and equitable resource sharing 

between the provinces. 

These recommendations and joint resolutions of the parliament reflect the 

important role being played by the legislature towards addressing both intrastate 

and transnational crisis by devising solid anti-terror, domestic and foreign policy 

guidelines. 

With regard to addressing the crisis of terrorism and extremism that constitute 

intra, inter and trans-state challenges, the Pakistan Parliament has taken 

significant constitutional measures in the form of several new Acts and 

amendments to augment our legal framework against this challenge. A detailed 

account of the Counter-terror Legislation and the National Action Plan is given in 

Part II. 

Pakistan Penal Code, Suppression of Terrorist Activities (Special Courts) Acts 

(1974 to 1997), The Anti-Terrorism Acts 1997 and its related Amendments, Anti-

Money Laundering Act 2010, Counter-Insurgency (In Aid of Civil Power) 
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Regulations 2011, Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) ordinances, and Protection of 

Pakistan Ordinances are some of the examples of the legal interventions taken 

by Pakistan Parliament to address this enduring crisis.

The National Action Plan, Pakistan's premier counter-terrorism compass, agreed 

upon by an All Parties Conference after a marathon session lasting 11 hours on 

December 24, 2014, is a major achievement in the ongoing fight against terror. 

The National Action Plan aims to supplement the ongoing anti-terrorist offensive, 

and is considered as a major coordinated state retaliation following the deadly 

Peshawar school attack. The plan combines foreign and domestic policy 

initiatives aimed to crack down on and eventually eliminate proscribed 

organisations across the country. The plan was provided as the framework for 

the Twenty-first Amendment to the Constitution of Pakistan which established 

speedy trial military courts for offences relating to terrorism. 

The development of National Action Plan (NAP) is a different procedure in quickly 

responding to a crisis situation. Instead of Joint Sitting of parliament, the two 

Houses deliberated and acted separately based on a consensus and concrete 

plan of action developed within few days by holding lengthy meetings of 

Parliamentary Parties’ representative of both Houses. 

The National Action Plan authorises the Foreign, Finance, and other ministerial 

departments to reach out to the friendly Muslim countries to clamp down on 

financiers of sectarian and terrorist networks operating against Pakistan.

A part of the book illustrates detailed statistical data regarding the Questions, 

Calling Attention Notices, Motions under Rule 218, Adjournments Motions, 

Resolutions, and verbatim of House debates, moved by Senators and/or taken 

up by the House, on issues concerning fight against terrorism.  

Questions enabled the Senators to keep an eye on the implementation of 

initiatives like the National Action Plan (NAP) and to scrutinize overall 

performance of the Executive with reference to the efforts for eliminating 

terrorism from the affected parts of the Country. The subject of terrorism has 

been a frequent subject of the questions being raised by the Senators in the 

Senate of Pakistan. 

Questions highlighted issues and details pertaining to “The measures adopted 

by the government to ensure transparency in the implementation, execution and 
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follow-up of reports on the progress of National Action Plan; number of terrorists 

killed in operation Rah-i-Nijat in South Waziristan; implementation of the National 

Action Plan; number of people arrested under the National Action Plan on the 

charges of providing financial assistance to terrorists; steps taken by the 

government to control reported infiltration of terrorists from Afghanistan into 

Pakistan; the roles/functions assigned to the National Counter Terrorism 

Authority in the National Security Policy for countering terrorism in the country; 

Drone attacks and number of civilian casualties and terrorists killed; details of 

those martyred in suicide attacks; steps being taken by the government to 

obstruct financing for terrorist organisations in the country.

Likewise, a number of Resolutions have been passed by the Senate in 

condemning the acts of terrorism, reaffirming the resolve to fight this menace, 

and to show solidarity with the victims. The Senate also passed resolution 

recommending the government to take effective steps to implement the National 

Action Plan. Another resolution demanded that the State should adopt a policy of 

zero-tolerance against terrorism, calling for constituting an oversight committee 

of the parliament to monitor the efforts of the federal and provincial government 

as well as agencies concerned, to further improve the performance.  Moreover, 

the Senate of Pakistan also passed Resolutions to call upon the Government to 

act in certain situations and also to recommend a certain course of action. 

Resolutions were also passed to appreciate and recognise the efforts by the 

Executive and the countless sacrifices made by the Armed forces of the country. 

Also included at the end of list of Resolutions is the verbatim of the debate on 

Resolution moved by Senator Sitara Ayaz regarding effective steps for 

implementation of the National Action Plan. This has been included to depict 

details of how exchange of ideas takes place through passionate debate before a 

Resolution is passed. 

Under Rule 218 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the 

Senate, any minister or a member may give notice of a motion that a policy, 

situation, statement or any other matter may be taken into consideration. 

This section features Motions discussed in the Senate under Rule 218 pertaining 

to crisis situations relating to terrorism, human rights, rehabilitation of internally 

displaced persons in FATA, implementation of the National Action Plan, lynching 
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of a university student, missing persons etc.  Also included in the section is the 

verbatim of the commenced discussion on a Motion moved by Senator 

Farhatullah Babar regarding the alternative narrative to curb militancy as 

envisaged in the National Action Plan. 

On September 18, 2017, the Senate under a motion moved by Senator 

Farhatullah Babar commenced discussion regarding the alternate narrative to 

curb militancy as envisioned in the National Action Plan. Members from both 

Treasury and Opposition benches agreed on the need for developing an 

alternate narrative. They identified that this is a battle of ideas and the aim should 

understand the factors which promote militant mind set. The members 

suggested need for reforms in the curriculum, effective utilization of media (TV 

channels), collaboration among various segments of society and better 

implementation of laws regarding banned outfits. It was also suggested that an 

alternative narrative be developed after consultation with all parliamentary 

parties drawing inspiration from the speeches of the founding father Quaid-e-

Azam on tolerance and the Constitution of Pakistan. Furthermore some 

members of the Senate were of the opinion that this matter is referred to the 

Committee of the Whole where it could be further deliberated upon and a set of 

policy guidelines be developed.

Parliamentarians have very efficiently used the tool of Adjournment Motion to 

take up the issue of terrorism on the floor of the Parliament and have tried to 

deliberate it at length for meaningful policy, legislative and oversight outcomes.

In the Senate of Pakistan, Adjournment Motions on the issue of terrorism have 

been put up and admitted both on specific terrorist attacks and terrorism in 

general. Some key adjournment motions enumerated in this section pertain to 

issues such as, Terrorist attacks; Establishment of a National Security 

Committee to take a holistic view of the multitude of security challenges to 

Pakistan and draft a strategic course of action; speech delivered by US President 

Barak Obama to the State of the Union wherein he mentioned the name of 

Pakistan in the context of terrorism/extremism and stated that instability will 

continue for decades in parts of Pakistan; suicide attacks at Parks; Mosques and 

other public places, death of innocent citizens including women and children and 

loss of precious lives of lawyers, school, college, university students, doctors, 

hospital staff and civilian and defence organizations personnel and their families.
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Also highlighted in this section are the Calling Attention Notices moved by 

Senators pertaining to issues of terrorism and extremism. The key issues 

highlighted through these notices included “involvement of RAW for destabilizing 

Pakistan through various acts of terrorism”; banned outfits operating in Pakistan 

openly on social media; the circulation of counterfeit currency in country that 

paves the way for terror financing and other criminal activities.

Likewise, the procedural tool of Prime Minister's Zero Hour was used by the 

Senators to bring into parliamentary focus and purview issues such as “seeking 

evidence which have been submitted in the UNO against Indian involvement in 

terrorism in Pakistan and the action taken by the government in respect of 

confession of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Bangladesh that India 

broke Pakistan in two pieces and other threatening statements or actions. 

Part III of the Study focuses on the proceedings and reports of the Senate 

Committees including the Committee of the Whole relating to inter-state crisis 

situations, and standing committees on Foreign Affairs, Committee on Defence, 

Committee on Interior and Narcotics Control relating to terrorism.

The section leads off with two reports of the Senate Committee of the Whole i.e. 

First Report of the Committee of the Whole constituted to “Prepare Policy 

Guidelines in the Light of Emerging Regional Realities and The Role of United 

States”. “policy guidelines in view of the latest situation developing between India 

and Pakistan” (October-2016); and Report of the Committee of the Whole House 

on the same matter giving “Initial response to the U.S. president's afghan–south 

Asia policy statement” Senate of Pakistan (August-2017).The debate in the 

Committee of Whole has been summarized in annexes. Much more important is 

the interactive working of Committee of Whole; the Committee has sought 

experts input besides involving secretaries and functionaries of Government 

Ministries. The Reports of the Committee of Whole adopted by the House and 

sent to Government for compliance and report back. The report back by Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs in case of both the Committee Reports is given at the end of 

Reports.

An in-camera meeting of the Committee of Whole “to prepare policy guidelines in 

the light of the emerging regional realities” was also held on December 17, 2017, 

to deliberate upon the emerging national security paradigm for Pakistan, 

especially with respect to the recent visits of the Chief of Army Staff and other 
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recent developments in this regard. The meeting was attended by the Chief of 

Army Staff (COAS) along with the DG MO, DG MI, DG ISI and DG ISPR. The 

Chairman Senate Mian Raza Rabbani, in his opening remarks, stated that this 

exercise, first of its kind, was being carried out to ensure that Pakistan's National 

Security Policy was in line with the emerging regional realities and the incipient 

security paradigm for Pakistan. General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Chief of Army Staff 

(COAS), gave an overview which was followed by a detailed presentation by 

Major General Sair Shamshad Mirza, DG MO. After the presentation, the COAS 

personally answered the questions asked by the Members which touched upon 

all areas of national interest and security, which lasted for over three hours.

Also, the issue of terrorism and other interstate issues have long remained an 

area of focus and discussion at various Standing Committee of Senate. In a 

separate section of Part-III some examples of the business transacted by the 

Committees In response to acts of terror and other crisis situations have been 

listed. After a brief synopsis of committees' work, the relevant sections of some of 

their reports have also been included.

In this regard, the Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs held a public 

hearing on key issues of “Public option for Pakistan concerning Peace in 

Afghanistan and the Region in the light of the Post 2014 withdrawals of NATO 

Forces”; another key issue of “Future of SAARC in the Context of Pak-India 

Relations” and sub topics “War on Terror and Regional Security Situation”, 

“Trade, Economy and Visa Liberalization” and “Resolution of all the regional 

disputes for the overall betterment of people” were discussed by the members of 

the Committee and other participants in the light of presentations by the Experts 

and Secretary Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The key policy proposals evolved by 

the public hearing included Repatriation of Afghan refugees; Fencing the Border 

Management of Porous Pak– Afghan Border – The Durand Line; Giving 

Federally Administrated Tribal Areas (F.A.T.A) its due administrative and 

constitutional status; Increasing trade with Afghanistan and mitigating India's 

over populated and influential presence; reassessing Pakistan's “Goodwill 

Diplomacy” in Afghanistan etc. 

Also a Joint Meeting of Senate Standing Committees on Defence and Foreign 

Affairs, held on May 12, 2016 discussed the aftermath of the drone strike against 

Mullah Akhtar Mansoor; impact on Pakistan-US security relations. The Chairman 
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Committee stressed the need to rectify our past mistakes and identify the most 

appropriate way forward to safeguard the interest of Pakistan and have peace on 

our borders.

Likewise, Standing Committee on Interior and Narcotics Control inter alia took up 

the important issues of “briefing by the DG Intelligence Bureau on the efforts of IB 

in countering terrorism/anti-state activities in Pakistan”; and The National 

Counter Terrorism Authority (Amendment) Bill, 2016 referred by the House on 7 

March, 2016 to the Standing Committee in separate meetings held on February 

10, 2016 and May 9, 2016. 

Also, the Senate Standing Committee on Defence discussed: “Update on 

Pakistan-Afghanistan border situation”; and “The Pakistan–US Security/ 

Defence/Strategic dialogue”. In another meeting held on January19, 2016, the 

Senate Standing Committee on Defence was apprised by the Secretary Ministry 
thof Defence about the 24  Defence Consultative Group meeting held in 

Washington DC, United States of America (USA) from December 14 to 18, 2015. 

This Consultative Group represents a mutual commitment by both Pakistan and 

the USA to continue defence cooperation. 

In addition, this section also features a report of the Senate Standing Committee 

on Defence and Defence Production on visits to Afghanistan and Azerbaijan at 

the end of which a joint declaration was singed which has been reproduced. 

Another report of the committee based on a public hearing held on the issue of 

“Towards a New Defence Strategy” (September 28, 2012) is also included, in 

which numerous experts provided the imput. 

Another important report featured here pertains to a public hearing on the Future 

of SAARC in the context of Pakistan-India Relations, organised by Senate 

Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Kashmir Affairs and Gilgit Baltistan, in 

partnership with the National Assembly Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs 

on March 5, 2013. 

Part IV of the Study dilates upon the role of Parliament in varied crisis situations 

like Natural Conflict/Disaster/Emergency Management, and national 

emergencies like floods, earthquakes, cyclones, tornadoes etc. 

The Parliament of Pakistan has had a history of proactively addressing issues of 

national emergency to this effect. From dispatch of relief goods to the flood affected 

areas, visits to flood relief camps, and constitution of a flood relief committee for 
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each province, to the constitution of a flood relief fund to which senators contributed 

generously, the Senate of Pakistan has instituted internal mechanisms to ensure 

that Parliament plays its role actively in the wake of a natural calamity.

The National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) Act, 2010 was passed by 

the Parliament to achieve sustainable social, economic and environmental 

development in Pakistan through reducing risks and vulnerabilities, and by 

effectively responding to and recovering from all types of disasters events. 

To address the Energy Crisis, the Parliament of Pakistan has, in the recent years, 

taken up a number of measures. On the legislative side, laws like Efficiency and 

Conservation Act, 2016, the Alternative Energy Development Board Act, 2010, and 

the Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies Bill, 2016 were passed. 

Moreover, to keep effective oversight on the energy project being complete 

under the China Pakistan Economic Corridor, a Parliamentary Committee on 

CPEC was constituted in September, 2015 to serve as a bridge between 

provinces and federal government.

Kashmir dispute is the main bone of contention between India and Pakistan, and 

has been the reason behind two wars between the two neighbours. In a report of 

the Committee of the Whole constituted on the issue, the Senate of Pakistan 

condemned the brutalities committed by India against the innocent people of 

Indian Occupied Kashmir and the violations of human rights; The Parliamentary 

Committee on Kashmir is dedicated to overseeing all aspects of this 

longstanding crisis and cause of conflict between India and Pakistan. Numerous 

Resolutions have also been adopted by the Senate from time to time to endorse 

and uphold the Kashmiri peoples' right to self-determination, and also, against 

the brutal violence on the unarmed Kashmiri people. 

Pakistan Parliament, especially, the Upper House, have also played a very 

important role towards addressing all enduring and emerging financial crises be it 

balance of payment, fiscal deficit, or loans. A huge data exists which amply reflects 

that Members of the Upper House were quick to address economic crisis situation 

by promptly taking up all related issues using parliamentary tools and devices such 

as Question Hour, Motion under Rule 218, Points of Public Importance, plenary 

debates  etc. During the year 2017, the key economic crisis issues taken up by the 

Senate include “alarming increase in local and foreign loans”; “steps taken to pay 

back the loans”; “trade deficit”; “sources of funds being used in terrorism”; “foreign 

loans and their utilization”; “escalation in Circular Debt”; “Impact of smuggled 

goods on economy”; “decline in Export of Fruits and Vegetables” etc.
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Part IV also focuses on the domestic crisis situations arising out of sit-ins and 

rallies (Dharnas in local parley), and how parliament can deal more effectively 

with such situations. Although, sit-ins are common pubic protest means, yet in 

Pakistan's perspective such events have the potential of becoming eventualities 

or domestic, law and order or national crisis situations, especially when 

prolonged or staged at city centres or on busy commuting routes, bring public life 

and businesses to a standstill.

Pakistan Parliament provides an interesting case study that shows that when 

parliament is engaged in such situations, the outcomes and negotiations are better, 

peaceful and more democratic in nature. However, the absence of role of 

parliament leads to perpetuation of crisis, or questionable or controversial solutions.

This study also draws a comparison between Pakistani and other parliaments on 

issues such as managing conflicts; Enabling and Ensuring Fair Representation; 

Reconciliation and Transitional Justice; Consensus Building on conflict 

prevention and peace-building by initiating national policy dialogue, Regional 

and International Parliamentary Diplomacy etc. 

The Senate of Pakistan is aware of the importance of Parliament in diplomacy 

and in recent years has taken numerous steps in this regard. Furthermore 

Senate actively participates in various multilateral forums including CPA, IPU 

and APA. The Chairman Senate has made powerful and emotional speeches at 

the recent Parliamentary Conferences building a strong narrative about role of 

super / western powers in unleashing wars in Middle East and Asia especially 

Afghanistan and Pakistan in the name of regime change or game of creating and 

labelling new terrorist organizations. The Paper presented by the Secretary 

Senate at ASGP meeting in St. Petersburg in October this year, reproduced in 

this book, was a powerful case highlighting role of Parliament as well as efforts 

and sacrifices of Pakistan Defence forces and law enforcing agencies which was 

duly appreciated by international audiences comprising of Secretaries Generals 

of parliaments and International Organizations.  

The National Assembly also held a very important regional conference from 

December 23-25, 2017, participated by Speakers of Russian, Chinese, Turkish, 

Iranian, Afghanistan and Pakistan parliaments. The conference aimed at 

building inter-parliamentary cooperation in the region for peace, connectivity and 

prosperity, with a special focus on the issues of terrorism and regional 

connectivity.
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Intra-Institutional Dialogue is necessary to avert many intra-state crises. For the 

first time in the parliamentary history of Pakistan, the Chief Justice of the 

Supreme Court addressed the Senate Committee of the Whole, on the invitation 

by the Chairman Senate. This was perhaps one of the most important steps 

towards intra-institutional harmony and dialogue. Following this, the Senate is 

building upon its proposal for intra-institutional dialogue among the Executive, 

the Judiciary, the Parliament and the Military Bureaucracy. This proposal is 

aimed at avoiding crisis situations between institutions, and ensuring that all 

institutions work within their constitutional jurisdictions. A number of initiatives on 

the intra-institutional dialogue or building synergy to counter terrorism and 

threats to national security are in pipeline.

General Conclusions and Recommendations
In the presentation made at ASGP only three recommendations were made 

which were: i) The UN, multilateral organisations, and Think Tanks and Media 

must accord more recognition and space to the role of Parliament in addressing 

crisis situations, ii) IPU must strive for developing institutional mechanisms at the 

UN to facilitate enhanced Parliamentary representation, and engagement in UN 

Debates and proceedings relating to crisis resolution iii) In addition to 

constitutional and legislative Interventions, Parliament must strive to conceive 

and bring into use specialised procedural; devices and tools such as Special 

Committees and Forums for crisis resolution.

Pakistan specific lessons and recommendations
In case of crisis, Parliament should be there leading from the front and playing a 

proactive role. No matter what the nature or dimension of crisis, role of parliament is 

crucial to addressing challenges and warding off threats. The voices or suggestions 

of trying any other setup or Model, most of which have already been tried and tested, 

are neither in national nor in regional, international geo-strategic interest. 

Proactive role of the Parliament in crisis handling has two-pronged advantages. 

Firstly, it helps Executive of the country sustain undue pressure and not change 

policies on one telephonic call without taking the nation on board. On the other 

hand, the properly debated, deliberated and planned change of course by a 

nation is possible only through continuous Parliamentary involvement and lead 
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role. Otherwise, the fight against terrorism or any societal menace remains 

cosmetic and temporary, leading to contradictions and paradoxes.

The Parliament in Pakistan needs to further strengthen and consolidate the new 

structures and tools devised to address various crises. There is a dire need of 

bringing decision-making leadership of the political parties inside Parliament, so 

that decisions are taken by Parliament through intensive negotiations and 

consultations in a timely manner. 

The executive of the country, which draws its strength from the Parliament, must 

work closely with the Parliament and take it on board in every national, regional or 

internal and emerging crisis. In fact the Executive, i.e. Prime Minister and 

Cabinet, should on their own bring the major issues before the Parliament for 

deliberations, consensus building and lasting solutions. The success stories of 

Salala Attack and other Border violation issues were only possible when the 

Prime Minister and Executive asked the Parliament to guide in the matter. In 

recent examples, the success of response to Trump's new Afghanistan - South 

Asia policy was because of the fact that the Executive at the level of Ministers and 

Secretaries of the Defence and Foreign Affairs, fully participated in the 

Committee of the Whole proceedings and gave detailed briefings and useful 

input enabling the Committee to come up with guidelines that helped build and 

project Pakistan's case in the face of a threatening onslaught. Likewise, the 

Parliament achieved a great success in resolving another type of crisis when 

'Dharnas' (sit-ins) of much larger participation and longer duration were held, 

besieging the Parliament. When the Prime Minister and the Executive brought 

the matter before the Joint Session of Parliament, it stood like an iron wall and 

faced worst possible mob situation through firm resolve without any compromise. 

To the contrary when the Executive and Prime Minister did not bring a similar 

matter of 'Dharna', although of much less severity, the crisis got out of proportion 

and control, resulting in serious jolts to the state writ and system, besides 

negating and undermining the success achieved through great sacrifices and 

operations of Zarb-e-Azb and Rad-ul-Fasad.   

As per the crisis definition given by Merriam Webster, Pakistan is facing an 

“unstable or crucial time or state of affairs” in which a decisive change is 

impending. It is a time when important or difficult decisions must be made. 

Parliament is the best and most effective institution in such defining moment 
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when consensus and synergy is required. However, parliament alone cannot 

negotiate this multitude of internal and external crisis. Most importantly, all the 

institutions of state – the Executive, the Parliament, the Judiciary -- and the 

Armed Forces must work in harmony and develop synergy instead of overt or 

covert confrontation. 

The case studies included in the Book prove beyond any doubt that whenever the 

state institutions have worked together and taken guidance form the collective 

wisdom of the elected parliamentarians, the country has come out of crisis 

without compromising on any front or getting engulfed in deeper and long lasting 

crisis while attempting quick fixes.

The workings of the two Houses of the Parliament of Pakistan i.e. Senate and 

National Assembly in the month of December, 2017, when the Book was being 

sent to print, not only add to the case studies of timely and effective role of 

Parliament in crisis situation but show enhanced role and added value. The 

holding of first of kind Committee of Whole meeting of the Senate of Pakistan in 

which top leadership of the Military Establishment, headed by Chief of Army 

Staff, briefed the Committee on the invitation of the Chairman Senate followed by 

Question and Answer session spread over 4 hours, helped build synergy among 

the state institutions and players in countering the increasing threats posed by 

Trump Administration. While in earlier cases the country had jumped in others’ 

war on one telephone call, series of threats and notices are being faced when 

Parliament is in place and in action.

In  of the Book, snaps, Outcome Document and some media reports have Part V

been reproduced to record the historic case event of Speakers Conference 

convened by the National Assembly of Pakistan. The speech of the Chairman 

Senate on the occasion and the Declaration adopted by the Conference 

especially Paras 15 to 19 deserve particular mention.  

The role performed by the Parliamentary Committee on National Security during 

2008-2012, the continuing efforts by members and Committees and the holding 

of landmark, first of kind events by the Committee of the Whole House of the 

Senate of Pakistan with the Parliamentary diplomacy initiatives, seen prove the 

thesis that collective national decision and actions with a proactive 

Parliamentary role help defusing or averting crisis situations. 
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The author presenting his paper in Association of Secretaries General of Parliaments 

(ASGP) to the General Debate at St. Petersburg Session in October, 2017.
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1.2  Varying forms and complexities of Crisis
Crisis management has of late remained an unquestioned domain of the 

Executive, with arliaments, despite being imbued with the responsibility of P

overseeing government action, often relegated to playing a more secondary and 

latent role in many countries. 

The primacy given to the Executive Branch as the lead crisis response arm of the 

state is often premised on the literal and limited definition of crisis. Usually, crisis 

is dubbed an immediate emergency requiring urgent, concrete or physical 

action. This puts Executive at the fore front and parliament on the back burner. 

However, an in-depth analysis of various definitions of what constitutes a crisis 

reveals a much broader scope and canvas. A crisis may be “a time of intense 

difficulty or danger”, but it can also be “a time when a difficult or important 

decision must be made”, or a turning point when an important change takes 

place. Elaborating further, Merriam Webster defines crisis as “the decisive 

moment”, an unstable or crucial time or state of affairs in which a decisive change 

is impending.

In more traditional terms, the crises and conflicts being faced by nations, regions 

and international community as a whole were differentiated along four core 

fronts,  the interstate;  intrastate; trans-state; and Natural crises. The diversity 

and interconnectivity of wars and conflicts ranging from traditional and non-

traditional to asymmetric and hybrid often blurs the fine line that differentiates 

crises as interstate, intrastate or trans-state. 

The demise of the Cold War era saw the emergence of conflicts and crises that 

were earlier lying dormant under the bipolar conflict matrix, and further mutating 

into, and overlapping as, both interstate and intrastate ethnic, religious and 

territorial conflicts, new nationalist expressions, extremisms of different types 

and the re-emergence of border disputes. 

The multiplicity and increasing frequency of these conventional, non-

conventional and emerging trends and patterns on national, socio-economic, 

security, geo-political, geo-strategic, geo-economic and environmental fronts 

are posing diverse challenges to national, regional, and global stability. 

At the same time, it is of utmost importance to differentiate between genuine 

crises on account of key issues such as the economy, energy, human rights, and 

conflict etc., and cosmetically or artificially stoked up crisis, whereby some 
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countries are attacked after negative labelling and repeated and exaggerated 

accusations.  

Also of great relevance is focus on parliaments that themselves are faced with 

constitutional, political or power struggle crises and have to find ways and means 

to ensure their own survival and sovereignty.   

1.3  Enhanced Role of Parliaments
The frequency and complexity of traditional and new forms of crisis has 

necessitated multi-stratum responses at the state and international levels, 

pushing the  right at the centre of crisis management and national parliaments

prevention matrices, be it national, regional or international efforts. 

However, overlooking  to engage in parliament's representational legitimacy

crisis situations as representative institutions, the Executive Branch, parties to 

conflict and even international peace-brokers tend to exclude legislatures from 

negotiations and accords. Even international multilateral organizations, and also 

the UN, prefer dealing solely with the Executive Branch and not the national 

parliaments in this regard. This results in transient solutions and brittle bubbles of 

cosmetic stability since arrangements agreed upon by various actors and stake-

holders fail to incorporate public sentiments and aspirations, or the collective 

wisdom of their elected representatives. Without the involvement of parliament, 

all peace-building or crisis resolution efforts risk being skewed, off-target or 

counter-productive.

In fact, by virtue of their place within the structure, functioning and activities of the 

State, parliaments have an edge to expand their role from mere reactive to 

progressively pre-emptive – through proactive legislations and oversight so as to 

better manage crisis and bring about lasting stability and resolution.

As such, the role of national and even regional legislatures is crucial to peace-

building processes, including validating agreements and building constituencies 

for peace, oversight of reconstruction, and legislating human rights guarantees. 

Since governance may also be a cause of crisis and social unrest, parliaments 

can provide means of exercising representative governance, based on the rule 

of law and respecting peoples' fundamental rights, to manage and resolve all 

types of intrastate crises such as ethnic, religious, lingual or political issues.

Having established the complex and interconnected nature of crises and 

parliament's central role as an important response and resolution forum, this 

paper, in following sections, dilates upon the role of Pakistan parliament in 
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particular as a case study in crisis management by using specific constitutional 

and parliamentary tools and procedural devices. Also listed are a set of 

proposals as to how parliament as an institution can improve and enhance its 

scope from a merely reactive forum to a proactive platform that can make 

meaningful, structured and institutionalized contributions to crisis management.

1.4  Crisis Management in Pakistan:  With and without Parliament
The young nation of Pakistan that turned 70, August this year, has had a 

chequered political and constitutional history. Besides the initial issues and 

dissolution of Constituent Assembly, the country experienced three Martial Laws 

by the dictators who ruled the country for several decades. 

There have been some periods in which Parliament functioned under the 

umbrella of military dictator, but since the restoration of democracy in the country 

in 2008 and democratic transfer of power from one elected government to 

another, the role of parliament with regards to crisis management, has increased 

in the country. 

Before giving the details of the role of the Pakistan Parliament in crisis 

management, a comparative list of major crises or decisions taken during crisis 

situations, both with and without the involvement of parliament, are given below, 

followed by a brief explanation of the marked difference in crisis handling when 

parliament is there to play a role, even if secondary.

The comparison mainly focuses on Pakistan's crisis handling, especially in terms 

of addressing the issues of terrorism, extremism and international conflicts, from 

two different perspectives: In the absence, or without the involvement of 

Parliament; and in the presence, or with its active engagement.

 

 

Ÿ Successive anti-terror operations in 

extremists concentrated areas 2008-17.

Ÿ NATO-ISAF attack on Salala Checkpost. 

Ÿ Peshawar School children Massacre: 

National Action Plan (NAP) 2015.

Ÿ Yemen Crisis 2011.

Ÿ Recent pressures and US President 

Trump's new policy, August-2017. 

Ÿ Jumping in Afghan War 1979-

80s

Ÿ “U” Turn Global war on 

terror ism 2001 (with or 

against USA)

Crisis Management in the presence of  

Parliament

Crisis Management in the 

absence of  Parliament
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1.5  Crisis handling in the absence of Parliament
Afghan War 1979-80s

Pakistan's country policy with regard to the Soviet-Afghan war (1979-89) was 

developed solely and arbitrarily by the then President and dictator Gen Zia-ul-

Haq, bypassing the national parliament. Lacking in-depth and broad political 

consultation, consensus and collective national wisdom that only the 

representative forum of Parliament can provide, the policy entailed grave 

political, socio-economic, strategic, demographic, peace and security 

challenges for Pakistan, continuing till date. 

Global war on terrorism 2001

The Global War on Terror again targeting primarily the Afghanistan war theatre 

started in 2001. Pakistan's decision to join this war, the terms of engagement and 

national policy were developed by the then President and dictator Gen  Pervez .

Musharaf without any directions, debate, assent, or role, of the Parliament. 

This Parliament-national/foreign policy disconnect resulted in flawed, hasty and 

short-term approach to a matter that otherwise required Parliament-led 

consultative, deliberative, legislative and oversight approach based on both 

short and long-term national and geo-strategic policy guidelines. 

The first Afghan war of 80s, and the Musharraf Era war on terror are examples of 

crisis situations response whereby either absence of parliamentary role, or its 

limited purview, during times of suppression, resulted in wrong decisions and 

faulty policies with disastrous ramifications, triggering a multitude of inter-state, 

intra-state and trans-state crises for Pakistan. 

1.6  Crisis handling in the presence of Parliament
Ÿ Successive Anti-terrorist Operations in Extremists concentrated areas

The success of anti-terror military campaigns such as 2009 Operation Rah-e-

Raast and Operation Rah-e-Nijat that targeted Swat and South Waziristan 

areas, to 2014 Operation Zarb-e-Azb that rid North Waziristan of terrorist 

elements, to the on-going 'Operation Radd-ul-Fasaad' that covers all of the 

country is inter alia rooted in the fact that these efforts had complete backing, 

support, deliberative collective wisdom and political consensus of the Parliament 

in the form of various resolutions, legislation and committee oversight. 
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The Parliament also played a front-runner role in putting in place a firm 

constitutional and legal framework through relevant constitutional amendments 

and new laws to address the threat of terrorism and extremism through legal 

dimensions as well. A National Action Plan had been chalked out which had 

cross political parties, institutions, provincial lines or boundaries ownership.

Ÿ Attack on Salala Check-post

On November 26, 2011 US-led NATO forces engaged Pakistani security forces 

at two Pakistani military check-posts, resulting in 28 casualties of Pakistani 

troops. This attack resulted in deterioration of relations between Pakistan and 

the United States. However, Pakistan Parliament played an exemplary role in 

addressing and diffusing the crisis situation that threatened to derail Pakistan-

NATO anti-terror cooperation. 

The Senate of Pakistan passed a unanimous resolution which denounced the 

attack and called it contrary to UN resolutions and international laws.

However, the most significant development   ̶  and a first in Pakistan Parliament's 

efforts to evolve a specialized institutional framework for crisis response and 

management -- took place in the form of Parliamentary Committee on National 

Security.  

Following the Salala incident, a joint session of the parliament was convened on 

October 27, 2008. The session passed a joint resolution “calling for an urgent 

review of the national security strategy and revisiting the methodology of 

combating terrorism in order to restore peace and stability through an 

independent foreign policy”. 

The resolution also called inter alia for constituting “a special committee of 

parliament to periodically review, provide guidelines and monitor the 

implementation of the principles framed and roadmap given in this resolution.” 

As a result, the Parliamentary Committee on National Security was constituted 

for the period of November, 2008-March, 2012. The committee held a total of 63 

meetings averaging at 16 meetings per year till March 2012   

On December 3, 2011, the Committee endorsed the decision of the Defence 

Committee of the Cabinet to abstain from Bonn Conference to halt in NATO 

supplies and evacuation of the Shamsi Airbase. On January 10, 2012, the 

Committee unanimously endorsed the cut in ground supply to US and NATO 

forces while disapproving use of Pakistani airspace.

The committee finalized a total of 16 “guidelines for revised terms of engagement 
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with USA/ NATO/ISAF, and general foreign policy”, and submitted the same to a 

joint session of the Parliament on March 20, 2012. 

The Committee recommended that the relations should be conditional on 

greater access to US and European markets, the transfer of civil nuclear 

technology and an agreement to assist Pakistan in overcoming its energy crisis. 

On July 3, 2012 the then US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton officially 

apologized for the losses suffered by the Pakistani military. Subsequently 

Pakistan restored the NATO supply routes. 

Pakistan's Parliamentary Committee on National Security is a good example of 

procedurally-innovative role model of close, productive and result-oriented 

coordination between the two houses of Pakistan Parliament in national crisis 

situations.

Ÿ Peshawar School children massacre: National Action Plan (NAP)

As an aftermath of the deadly attack on Army Public School, Peshawar in 2014 

which claimed 141 lives, a National Action Plan (ANNEX A) was developed by 

the parliamentary parties as per a collective political consensus of the 

Parliament. This Plan was widely debated and discussed in the Parliament of 

Pakistan. This Plan, inter alia, identifies some of the steps which can be taken to 

prevent spread of violent ideologies.

Ÿ Regional pressures and US President Trump's new policy statement

The recent Afghanistan policy speech by U.S. President Donald Trump where he 

levelled wrong accusations against Pakistan and questioned its integrity in 

fighting terrorism in the region created a bilateral and inter-state crisis situation. 

The first response this crisis situation was a unanimous voice in both Houses of 

the Pakistan Parliament, where parliamentarians rejected the Trump narrative 

and dubbed the accusations as baseless. However, it was Senate which played 

the lead role in crisis handling. The Chairman Senate on 23rd August, 2017 

referred the matter to the Senate Committee of Whole constituted to “prepare 

policy guidelines in the light of emerging regional realities and the Role of United 

States. This committee, held extensive consultations with the Foreign Office and 

Defence Ministry, as well as the two respective ministers, and came up with initial 

parliamentary response guidelines – an initiative that is still evolving – which 

steered Pakistan's policy and diplomatic stance in the crisis situation. 

Also all Pakistan Missions were advised to share the Senate's guidelines and 
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Pakistan's perspective on the evolving situation. Moreover, as per the 

guidelines, a meeting of Pakistan ambassadors posted abroad was convened in 

Islamabad to formulate a comprehensive diplomatic response. And finally, a 

meeting of the Parliamentary Committee on National Security was also 

convened to discuss the issue. The recent visits of the Foreign Minister to China, 

Turkey and United States are in tandem with one of the policy guidelines that was 

to initiate a regional diplomatic initiative in consultation with friendly countries.

Ÿ Yemen Crisis

Unlike the dictatorial regimes where Pakistan became engaged in international 

crisis and conflict situations as per arbitrary decisions, the Yemen crisis proves 

an interesting comparison, whereby parliamentary intervention averted the 

possibility of any repeat misadventure. 

In this regard, a joint parliamentary session was summoned on the Yemen crisis 

after the Saudi government approached Pakistan for assistance in the conflict 

that began after Saudi Arabia started conducting air strikes against Houthi forces 

in Yemen.

On day five of the joint parliamentary session on Yemen, lawmakers approved a 

draft resolution proposing that Pakistan "should maintain neutrality in the conflict 

so as to be able to play a proactive diplomatic role to end the crisis”.

Following parliamentary guidelines, Pakistan avoided becoming entangled in a 

regional crisis situation, that otherwise could have entailed serious diplomatic 

and bilateral consequences for Pakistan. 

1.7  Main Lessons
Ÿ All these case studies are examples whereby democratically elected 

parliament, through collective political wisdom and institutional 

consensus, efficiently and amicably handled the crisis situations with 

positive results. It may have taken more time in policy formulation and 

taking most / all people on board, but the policy and efforts had broader 

political and democratic ownership.

Ÿ Individual dictator or solely Executive-led handling of crisis minus 

Parliament may bring about administratively quick response or temporary 

solutions lacking broader vision and deep wisdom – something that only 

parliament can guarantee. The institution of Parliament, no matter how 

weak, can help bring about peaceful and mutually acceptable solutions to 

the crisis situations.
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Ÿ Even during dictatorship, parliament held its own and played a defining 

role which proved of great value and wisdom later on. A case in point is 

that former Prime Minister of Pakistan Mohammad Khan Junejo, despite 

strong resistance and fierce opposition from military dictator and the then 

President Gen Zia-ul-Haq, authorized his Foreign Minister to sign and 

ratify the Geneva Accord in 1988. The crisis that the region is now facing, 

and, in fact, many of the tragic incidents around the globe could have been 

averted if the freedom fighters of the Afghan Jihad in 1980s had been 

properly handled and channelized in the spirit of Geneva Accord, instead 

of being abandoned or allowed to continue fighting and later rebrand as 

terrorists.

Ÿ Proactive role of the Parliament in crisis handling has two-pronged 

advantages. Firstly, it helps Executive of the country sustain undue 

pressure and not change policies on one telephonic call without taking the 

nation on board. On the other hand, the properly debated, deliberated and 

planned change of course by a nation is possible only through continuous 

Parliamentary involvement and lead role. Otherwise, the fight against 

terrorism or any societal menace remains cosmetic and temporary, 

leading to contradictions and paradoxes.

1.8  Constitutional Mechanism and Initiatives of Pakistan 
Parliament

For the proclamation of emergency, the Constitution of Pakistan sets out a 

detailed legal framework regarding when and how emergency on account of 

internal or external threats or war is to be imposed in the country. This ensures 

that these provisions are used only as a last resort, are expressly time bound, 

and aim to preserve and restore the original constitutional order after the 

emergency has lapsed. These provisions are set out in Section X, articles 232 – 

237 of the Constitution of the Pakistan.  forbids Private armies, Article 256

stipulating that “No private organisation capable of functioning as a military 

organisation shall be formed, and any such organisation shall be illegal.”

The  which provided for establishment of special st21  Constitutional Amendment,

trial courts following the tragic massacre of children in a terrorist attack on an 

Army Public School in Peshawar, was a somewhat bitter intervention on part of 

the Pakistan Parliament due to clash with fundamental rights. However, the 

Parliament ensured through incorporation of Sunset Clause in the Amendment 

that the Special Courts would be a time bound intervention for a period of two 
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years only, after which their continuity was subject to re-approval of the 

Parliament. With the expiry of the sunset clause of the 21  Constitutional st

Amendment on January 07, 2017, the Government and the opposition parties 

reached an across the-board consensus on March 16, 2017 to revive Military 

Courts for another two years. The two-year sunset clause also aimed at allowing 

the Government and the Parliament to institute necessary reforms to strengthen 

the legal system to adequately and effectively manage challenges of terrorism.

With regard to addressing the crisis of terrorism and extremism that constitute 

intra, inter and trans-state challenges, Pakistan Parliament has taken significant 

constitutional measures in form of several acts, ordinances and amendments to 

augment our legal framework against this challenge. 

In addition, Pakistan Penal Code, Suppression of Terrorist Activities (Special 

Courts) Acts (1974 to 1997), The Anti-Terrorism Acts 1997 and its related 

Amendments, Anti-Money Laundering Act 2010, Counter-Insurgency (In Aid of 

Civil Power) Regulations 2011, Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) ordinances, and 

Protection of Pakistan Ordinances are some of the examples of the legal 

interventions taken by Pakistan Parliament to address this enduring crisis. 

Similarly, the  Pakistan's premier anti-terror policy compass, National Action Plan

has been evolved with the consent and involvement of the political parties having 

representation in the Parliament. 

Use of Parliamentary Procedural Devices and Tools

In addition to constitutional amendment and new or amended Legislation/ 

provisions, Pakistan Parliament has also used specific parliamentary procedural 

devices and specially-developed tools and forums that address internal, external 

and transnational crisis. 

During the past 10 years, starting from a fully civilian democratically-elected 

Parliament in 2008, the Parliament of Pakistan has played a very important role 

on different occasions in a variety of crisis situations. The ones being highlighted 

here are those related to the issue of terrorism. The first and the most important is 

the formulation and ownership of a policy whereby a number of areas under the 

control and influence of the Taliban were got vacated through different 

operations conduct by the braved Armed forces of Pakistan. These included 

South Waziristan operation which involved planned shifting of millions of people 

from the affected areas and destroying all hideouts and settlements of Taliban.

The Parliamentary Committee on National Security and Pakistan Senate's 

Committee of the Whole initiative are procedural tools specifically conceived to 
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shape and amplify parliamentary response in crisis situations in both pre-

emptive and reactive scenarios. 

While the Parliamentary Committee on National Security is a unique example of 

parliament's emergency and prompt response mechanism in national security 

crisis situations on both internal and external fronts, Pakistan Senate's 

Committee of the Whole House has set new benchmarks in strengthening and 

expanding parliamentary role in addressing key challenges on account of 

bilateral relations, institutional harmony, reforms in underdeveloped areas, 

speedy justice etc. 

Towards addressing Intra-state crisis, Pakistan Parliament's crisis response 

matrix includes tools and devices such as Constitutional Framework on 

Fundamental Rights, Anti-terror Legislation, Senate Committee of Whole, Public 

Petitions Table of Pakistan Senate, Parliamentary hearings.

Towards addressing all types of inter-state, intra-state, transnational and natural 

crisis, the Joint Session of the Parliament is an important and effective crisis 

response mechanism of the Pakistan Parliament. 

Towards addressing inter-state crisis, the tools include Parliamentary 

Committee on National security, Senate Committee of Whole, Parliamentary 

Diplomacy and Parliamentary Friendship Groups. 

Towards addressing Natural Crisis, the tools developed by the Pakistan 

Parliament include the National Disaster Management Act 2010, Parliamentary 

Committees on Climate Change, and Direct Senate Disaster Relief and Aid 

Efforts.

Towards addressing trans-national crisis, the crisis response parliamentary 

devices include Joint sessions of Parliament, Joint parliamentary Committees, 

Senate Committee of Whole, Foreign Affairs Committees of the two Houses, 

Defence Committees of the two Houses, Individual Members initiated debates, 

Questions, Motions, Resolutions, Calling Attention Notices are also frequently 

used for solving or avoiding crises.
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1.9  Pakistan Parliament Crisis Response and Management Matrix

                  

Procedures 

  In Plenary:

Ÿ Debate and discussion (on agenda or Adjournment Motions).

Ÿ Statement / response of government by Minister.

Ÿ In camera Question Answer session with civil and military 

intelligence and law enforcing agencies. 

 Resolutions (by individual House or Parliament).Output: 

  In Parliamentary Committees:

Ÿ Interactive session, hearings, documents, briefings, inviting 

government agencies and experts. 

 Report of the Committee to be adopted by the House.Output: 

  In Committee of the Whole:

Ÿ Senate Committee of the Whole on “Emerging Regional Situation 

and Role of USA”

Output: Report of the Committee containing policy guidelines – adopted 

by the House implementation to be reported back. 

Senate Joint Session of Parliament  National Assembly 

intrastate crisis interstate crisis

Natural Crisis Transnational Crisis

ÇÇ
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1.10   Parliamentary tools at the disposal of Individual Members of  
Parliament: 

Ÿ Parliamentary tools like resolutions, Motion under Rule 218, 

Adjournment Motions, Calling attention notices, Questions, Raising of 

points of public importance during Prime Minister's Zero Hour are 

utilised by members to initiate discussion in the House.

 Output: The attention of the Executive is drawn not only towards the 

situation at hand, but the Members of Parliament also make suggestions to the 

Executive and hold it accountable. The verbatim of the discussion is shared with 

the Ministry concerned, which reports back on the action taken within a 

stipulated time in case of a Resolution.

Ÿ  The debate in case of other tools like the Motion under Rule 218, 

Adjournment Motion and the Calling Attention Notice is usually concluded 

by the Minister concerned, who not only states the stance of the 

Government, but also reflects on the suggestions made by the Members.

Ÿ  Sometimes the matters are referred to the concerned Committee by the 

House, which looks into the matter at hand in detail and reports back to 

the House.

1.11 Pakistan Parliament's Crises Response Mechanism: 
Terrorism as a Case Study

Terrorism today is a global concern, and is not geographically limited. For 

Pakistan, the dimensions of terrorism are intrastate, interstate, as well as trans-

state. The Intrastate aspect for terrorism has profound meaning to Pakistan 

which is fighting terrorism on the front lines, and most importantly, is itself a victim 

on home soil. This fight against terrorism has seen its share of legislative and 

parliamentary evolution where various laws have been passed not just to 

facilitate the fight against terrorism, but also to prevent members of the Pakistani 

society from becoming a part of any terrorist groups due to any form of 

demographic vulnerability.

The interstate and trans-state repercussions of terrorism are of equal 

importance, and need to be addressed through multilateral consultations. For 

this purpose, the Senate of Pakistan, through its involvement in the Asian 

Parliamentary Assembly (APA) and Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), has taken 

up the issue to address its root causes and devise plans of action. This is backed 

by several APA resolutions, declarations, and has been taken up as agenda 

items by the APA Standing Committees. 
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Parliament of Pakistan has openly denounced terrorism and has declared it as 

the biggest internal threat to peace. Pakistan rejects any and all claims that 

allege state involvement in any kind of terrorist activity inside and outside of the 

country. Most importantly, Pakistan also faces undue international pressures 

regarding the same, which adds insult to injury.

Ÿ  Legislation: In the last few years Pakistan has passed a number of anti-

terrorism laws, including the National Counterterrorism Authority Act, 

2013, the Investigation for Fair Trial Act, 2013, the Protection of Pakistan 

Act of 2014, and several amendments to the Anti-Terrorism Act of 1997. 

These laws also lay down the details of punishments for acts of 

terrorism, which include a death penalty for any act of terror that causes 

the death of another person. 

Ÿ  The Pakistan Penal Code: Sections 121, 122, 124, 124-A, 131, 402-B 

and C, and 436, all deal with terrorism related crimes, and lay down strict 

punishments.

Ÿ  Resolutions: Numerous Resolutions have also been adopted by the 

Senate from time to time against acts of terrorism, denouncing such 

actions as unacceptable. In fact, almost every act of terrorism is 

condemned in the Senate by adopting a resolution. On a regional and 

international level, the Senate of Pakistan, through its involvement in the 

APA and IPU has been party to several resolutions on terrorism, and its 

geo-political effects regionally. These include, the APA/Res/2014/03- 

Denunciation of Terrorism and Violent Extremism, APA/Res/2015/03- 

Deploring Acts of Terrorism and Violent Extremism, APA/Res/2013/04 -

Asian Parliaments against Terrorism and Foreign Occupation.

Ÿ  Use of Traditional Parliamentary tools: In addition to parliamentary 

committees, traditional Parliamentary tools, such as special debates 

under Motion 218, resolutions, questions etc. have proven to be 

extremely effective in ensuring comprehensive oversight of the 

executive branch, especially in light of the ongoing offensive against 

terrorism in Pakistan. 

These tools have not only allowed Parliament to remain informed of all 

progress, but have also allowed Parliamentarians to contribute and 

direct the course of anti-terrorism efforts. These have also been 

instrumental in curbing the activities and funding of proscribed 

organizations in Pakistan, and in keeping their activities in check.
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Ÿ Consensus Building by Parliament: Pakistan Parliament has specifically 

focused on fighting and eliminating terrorist elements by initiating and 

continuing national policy dialogue and consensus building. The 

National Action Plan, the 21 Constitutional Amendment, and Initial st 

Response to the US President's Trump's Afghan-South Asia Policy 

Statement are milestones in Pakistan Parliament's anti-terror strategy, 

which became possible only as a result of hectic political consensus 

building on the floor of the parliament.

In this regard, special House debates, committee meetings and 

coordination between and within the two Houses, as well as between 

treasury and opposition benches played a major role in creating a national 

policy response to the crisis through a harmonious and joint effort.  

Ÿ Pakistan Parliament- A Centre-Stage for Building Counter-Extremist 

Narrative: Pakistan Parliament has also initiated the novel initiative to 

turn itself into a hub of building counter-extremist narrative. On 18  th

September, 2017, the Senate under a motion commenced discussion 

regarding the alternate narrative to curb militancy as envisioned in the 

National Action Plan.  

Members from both Treasury and Opposition benches agreed on the need for 

developing an alternate narrative. They identified that this is a battle of ideas and 

the aim should understand the factors which promote militant mind set. The 

members suggested on the need for reforms in the curriculum, effective 

utilization of media (TV channels), collaboration among various segments of 

society and better implementation of laws regarding banned outfits. 

It was also suggested that an alternative narrative be developed after 

consultation with all parliamentary parties drawing inspiration from the speeches 

of the founding father Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah on tolerance and the 

Constitution of Pakistan. Furthermore some members of the Senate were of the 

opinion that this matter is referred to the Committee of the Whole where it could 

be further deliberated upon and a set of policy guidelines be developed.

The Role of Committees: The scourge of terrorism has long been a frequent 

subject of discussion in various Committees. Apart from the Parliamentary 

Committee on the National Security, different incidents of the terrorism have 

been addressed by the Committees concerned. The Senate Functional 

Committee on Human Rights and the  Senate Standing Committee on Interior 

have in particular continued to reach out to the victims of the terrorism and other 
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crisis that are at times faced by the people of Pakistan. The Committees also 

follow up on the progress made by the executive with respect to the investigation 

regarding the incident, compensation being paid to the martyred and the injured, 

and the quality of healthcare and other facilities being extended to the injured. 

Moreover, in order to ensure that such incidents are not repeated, the 

Committees also follow up on the precautionary measures that need to be put in 

place so that such incidents are not repeated in future. Some examples of the 

business transacted by the Committees as a response to acts of terrorism or 

other crisis being faced by the country are;

1. Public Hearing on “Public option for Pakistan concerning Peace in 

Afghanistan and the Region in the light of the Post 2014 withdrawals of 

NATO Forces”, Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Date: 

June 5, 2014

2. Aftermath of the drone strike against Mullah Akhtar Mansoor; impact on 

Pakistan-US security relations, Joint Meeting of Senate Standing Committees 

on Defence and Foreign Affairs, Minutes dated: May 12, 2016 placed on the table 

of the House on June 16, 2016 &  August 08, 2016.

3. Some Foreign Embassies in Islamabad are involved in tapping of phone 

calls of important personalities of the Country, Senate Standing 

Committee on Interior and Narcotics Control, Date: February 10, 2016.

4. The National Counter Terrorism Authority (Amendment) Bill, 2016 referred 

by the House on March 7, 2016, Senate Standing Committee on Interior 

and Narcotics Control, Minutes Dated: May 9, 2016 placed on the table of 

the House on July 20, 2016.

5. Update on Pakistan-Afghanistan border situation, Senate Standing 

Committee on Defence, Minutes dated: April 17, 2017 placed on the table 

of the House on July 28, 2016

6. The Pakistan – US Security/Defence/Strategic dialogue, Senate Standing 

Committee on Defence, Date: January 19, 2016
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Case	Study	of		Role	of	Pakistan	
Parliament	and	Senators	in	the	

interstate;	intrastate;	
transstate	crises

Part - II

2.1      The case study focuses on the role of Pakistan Parliament, especially 

Senators, as a special case study in building up a comprehensive legal and 

constitutional framework against terrorism, as inter-state, intra state and 

transnational crisis. Highlight of the study are the proceedings and reports of 

the joint parliamentary sessions and joint parliamentary committees.

The study also includes detailed statistical data regarding the Questions, 

Calling Attention Notices, Motions under Rule 218, Adjournments Motions 

and Resolutions, and verbatim of House debates, moved by Senators and 

/or taken up by the House, in issues concerning terrorism.

The workings of the Committees especially Committee of the Whole House 

of Senate in recent years’ crisis deserves special mention and is highlighted 

accordingly.

The study begins with the classic success story case of the Parliamentary 

Committee on National Security constituted through Resolutions passed by 

joint sessions of Parliament from 8-22 October, 2008. The Committee 

originally constituted as Special Committee of the Parliament on Terrorism 

and National Security was renamed as Parliamentary Committee on 

National Security. 
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Parliament	in	Joint	Sessions	
and	National	Security	Committee	

Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	

2.2  Major incidents of cross border attacks were taken up by joint sessions of the 

parliament, leading to concrete policy guidelines which helped resolve the issue. 

The outcome documents have been included in this section. These include the 

Report of the Parliamentary Committee on National Security presented to the 

joint sitting the parliament titled Guidelines for Revised Terms of Engagement 

with USA/NATO/ISAF and General Foreign Policy, and as published in the 

Gazette of Pakistan. Earlier report of the Parliamentary Committee on National 

Security was constituted to periodically review, provide guidelines and monitor 

the implementation of the roadmap is also reproduced. 

A consensus resolution was passed at the conclusion of the in-camera joint sitting 

of the parliament held from October 8 to 22, 2008, and the recommendations of 

the Parliamentary Committee on National Security called for urgent review of the 

national security strategy, and revisiting the methodology of combating terrorism 

in order to restore peace and stability to Pakistan and the region through an 

independent foreign policy. It was also stressed that the challenge of militancy and 

extremism must be met through developing a consensus and dialogue with all 

genuine stakeholders. The recommendations also emphasized/clarified that 

Pakistan's soil would not be used for any kind of attacks on other countries. 

Providing an ideal crisis-resolution guideline, it was stressed that dialogue must 

now be the highest priority, as a principal instrument of conflict resolution and 

management. Another important recommendation pertained to creating new 

economic opportunities to bring people of less privileged areas at par with the rest 

of the country. It was also stressed that a political dialogue with the people of 
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Balochistan, the redressal of grievances, and redistributions of resources shall be 

enhanced and accelerated. It was recommended that federation must be 

strengthened through the process of democratic pluralism, social justice, religious 

values and tolerance and equitable resources sharing between the provinces. 

These recommendations and joint resolutions of the parliament reflect the 

important role being played by the legislature towards addressing both intrastate 

and transnational crisis by devising solid anti-terror, domestic and foreign policy 

guidelines.

On the following pages following outcome documents of the Joint Session and 

Parliamentary Committee on National Security have been reproduced:

1.  The Notification in Gazette of Pakistan containing Guidelines for revised 

Terms of Engagement with USA/NATO/ISAF and General Foreign Policy 

of the Parliament (Joint Sittings)

2. Official Report of The Majlis-e-Shoora (Parliament of Pakistan), Joint 
thSitting, Debates, Official Report (11  Session)

3. Report of the Parliamentary Committee on National Security 

containing presenting the report of the Parliamentary Committee on 

National Security and debate

4. Report on Parliamentary Committee presented in April, 2009 with 

detailed Recommendations

5. The circular regarding creation of Special Committee of the Parliament 

on Terrorism and Security

6. Recommendations by Consensus Resolution Passed at the Conclusion 

of the Joint Sitting of  Parliament in October, 2008

7. Notification regarding change of nomenclature to Parliamentary 

Committee on National Security
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2.3  Gazette Notification - Report of the Parliamentary Committee 

on National Security Recommendations.
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th2.4  Debates - Official Reprot (11  Session)
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Counter	Terrorism	Legislation	
and

National	Action	Plan

Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	

2.5  This section features a detailed account of the counter-terror legislation and 

the National Action Plan. 

With regard to addressing the crisis of terrorism and extremism that constitute 

intra, inter and trans-state challenges, Pakistan Parliament has taken significant 

constitutional measures in the form of several acts, ordinances and 

amendments to augment our legal framework against this challenge. 

Pakistan Penal Code, Suppression of Terrorist Activities (Special Courts) Acts 

(1974 to 1997), The Anti-Terrorism Acts 1997 and its related Amendments, Anti-

Money Laundering Act 2010, Counter-Insurgency (In Aid of Civil Power) 

Regulations 2011, Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) ordinances, and Protection of 

Pakistan Ordinances are some of the examples of the legal interventions taken 

by Pakistan Parliament to address this enduring crisis.

The National Action Plan, Pakistan's premier counter-terrorism compass, 

agreed upon by an All Parties Conference after a marathon session of 11 hours 

on December 24, 2014, is major achievement in the ongoing fight against terror. 

The National Action Plan aims to supplement the ongoing anti-terrorist offensive, 

and is considered as a major coordinated state retaliation following the deadly 

Peshawar school attack. The plan combines foreign and domestic policy 

initiatives aimed to crack down on and eventually eliminate proscribed 

organisations across the country. The plan was provided as the framework for 

the Twenty-first Amendment to the Constitution of Pakistan which established 

speedy trial military courts for offences relating to terrorism. 
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The development of the National Action Plan (NAP) is a different procedure in 

quickly responding to a crisis situation. Instead of Joint Sitting of parliament, the 

two Houses deliberated and acted separately based on a consensus and 

concrete plan of action developed within few days by holding lengthy meetings of 

Parliamentary Party representative of both Houses. 

The National Action Plan authorises the Foreign, Finance, and other ministerial 

departments to reach out to the friendly Muslim countries to clamp down on 

financiers of sectarian and terrorist networks operating against Pakistan.
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2.6  Historical Overview: Counter Terrorism Legislation in Pakistan

Ÿ Terrorist related crimes were dealt under the Pakistan Penal Code 1860: 

provisions of Pakistan Penal Code 1860 (PPC) which contained offences of 

waging / attempt to / wage or abetment of waging war against Pakistan 

(Section 121 PPC), collection of arms etc. with the intention of waging war 

(Section 122 PPC), assaulting President, Governor etc. (Section 124 PPC), 

Sedition (Section 124-A PPC) and Mutiny (Section 131 PPC, High-jacking 

(Section 402-B and C of PPC and Mischief (Section 436-PPC)). These 

sections of law still form part of the Pakistan Penal Code.

Ÿ  Suppression of Terrorist Activities (Special Courts) Acts (1974 to 1997):

History of special legislation regarding terrorism in Pakistan starts with the 

legislation of Suppression of Terrorist Activities (Special Courts) Act 1974. 

Thereafter, Special Courts for Speedy Trial Ordinance 1987, Terrorist 

Affected Areas (Special Courts) Ordinance 1990, Special Courts for Speedy 

Trials Ordinance 1991 and Special Courts for Speedy Trials Act 1992 were 

promulgated /enacted.

Ÿ  Efforts were continuously The Anti -Terrorist Act 1997 and Amendments:

made for improvement of these laws and finally after the repeal of these laws 

of 1974 to 1992 from time to time, the ollowing Amendments were made by f

the Parliament of Pakistan.

Ø Anti-Terrorism Act No. XXVII of 1997 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance IV of 1999 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Second amendment) Ordinance XIII of 1999 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance XX of 1999 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance XIX of 2000 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance XXIX of 2000

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance XXXIX of 2001 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance VI of 2002

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance CXXV of 2002 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance CXXXIV of 2002 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Act X of 2004

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Act 2004 (Act II of 2005) 
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Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance XXI of 2009 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance I of 2010 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Act, 2013 

Ø Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance, 2013

Ø Special Courts and Protection of Judges & Witnesses

Ÿ  This Act was enacted for the prevention Anti-Money Laundering Act, 2010:

of money laundering, combating financing of terrorism and forfeiture of 

property derived from, or involved in money laundering or financing of 

terrorism or for matters connected thereto.

Ÿ  This Counter Insurgency (In Aid of Civil Power) Regulations 2011:

regulation was specifically meant to curb the menace of terrorism especially 

in areas of FATA and PATA where the armed forces have been called in aid of 

civil administration. This regulation also provides mechanism of keeping the 

suspects in custody as internees. 

Ÿ  This was enacted to prevent the The Investigation for Fair Trial Act, 2013:

Law Enforcement and Intelligence Agencies from using their powers 

arbitrarily and also to provide for their permissible and fair uses in accordance 

with law. Rules have been framed under this act.

Ÿ  It deals Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance, Ordinance VII of 2013:

with detention issues, JITs composition under SP, Faceless trials and through 

video Links, Witness Protections Programs are allowed. 

Ÿ  It is to Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance, Ordinance VIII of 2013:

ensure Compliance of FATF (Financial Action Task Force) to counter 

Terrorism Financing and allowing for taking action against properties/assets 

of proscribed organisations involved in the terrorist activities.

Ÿ  This was enacted to provide for Protection of Pakistan Ordinance, 2013:

protection against waging of war and prevention of acts threatening the 

security of Pakistan and also for the speedy trial of offences falling in the 

schedule annexed with this Ordinance. Rules have been framed under this act. 

Ÿ This is enacted to Protection of Pakistan (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014: 

introduce the concept of enemy combatants and addressing the issues of 

missing persons. Under the constitutional limits, it gives authority to LEAs to 

detain suspects for longer period of time. 
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20 Points of the 'National Action Plan'- developed by the 

Pakistan Parliament

Ÿ After the Peshawar incident, government decided to 

proceed with the execution of extremists convicted in 

terror related cases. The Government has already 

started implementation.

Ÿ Special courts, headed by the officers of the armed 

forces, will be established for the speedy trial of 

terrorists. These courts will be established for a term of 

two years.

Ÿ Formation of armed militia will not be allowed in the 

country.

Ÿ National Counter Terrorism Authority will be revived and 

made effective

Ÿ There will be a crackdown on hate-speech, and action 

will be taken against newspapers, magazines 

contributing to the spread of such speech.

Ÿ Financial sources of terrorists and terror organisations 

will be cut.

Ÿ Banned outfits will not be allowed to operate under 

different names.

Ÿ Special anti-terrorism force will be raised.

Ÿ Measures will be taken to stop religious extremism and 

to protect minorities.

Ÿ Madrassas will be regularised and reformed.

Ÿ Print and electronic media will not be allowed to give 

any space to terrorists.

2.7  National Action Plan
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Ÿ Keeping the rehabilitation of IDPs as the top-most 

priority, administrative and development reforms in 

FATA will be expedited.

Ÿ Communication systems of terrorist organisations will 

be destroyed.

Ÿ Social media and the Internet will not be allowed to be 

used by terrorists to spread propaganda and hate 

speech, though exact process for that will be finalised.

Ÿ Like the rest of the country, no space will be given to 

extremism in any part of the Punjab.

Ÿ Operation against terrorists in Karachi will be taken to 

its logical conclusion.

Ÿ In the interest of political reconciliation, Baluchistan 

government will be given complete authority by all 

stakeholders.

Ÿ Elements spreading sectarian violence will be 

prosecuted.

Ÿ Comprehensive policy will be formed for registration of 

Afghan refugees.

Ÿ To give provincial intelligence agencies access to 

communication of terrorists and to strengthen anti-

terror agencies through basic reforms in the criminal 

justice system. Constitutional amendments and 

legislation will be carried out for this purpose.
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Questions	by	Senators

Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	

2.8  Questions are an important part of the Parliamentary proceedings and 

perhaps the most frequently used tool in parliament. Questions are used in the 

parliaments across the globe to hold the Executive accountable and keep a keen 

eye on their performance. 

Question Hour enables Senators to keep an eye on the implementation of 

initiatives like the National Action Plan (NAP) and to scrutinize overall 

performance of the Executive with reference to the efforts for eliminating 

terrorism from the affected parts of the Country. The subject of terrorism has 

been a frequent subject of the questions being raised by the Senators in the 

Senate of Pakistan. 

Questions highlighted issues and details pertaining to “The measures adopted 

by the government to ensure transparency in the implementation, execution and 

follow-up of reports on the progress of NAP; number of terrorists killed in 

operation Rah-i-Nijat in South Waziristan; implementation of the NAP; number of 

people arrested under the NAP on the charges of providing financial assistance 

to terrorists; steps taken by the government to control reported infiltration of 

terrorists from Afghanistan into Pakistan; the roles/functions assigned to the 

National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) in the National Security Policy for 

countering terrorism in the country; Drone attacks and number of civilian 

casualties and terrorists killed; details of those martyred in suicide attacks; steps 

being taken by the government to obstruct financing for terrorist organisations in 

the country.
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The Question hour at the beginning of every sitting of the Parliament enables the 

legislature to keep an eye on the implementation of initiatives like the NAP and to 

scrutinize overall performance of the Executive with reference to the 

maintenance of peace and security across the Country. The subject of terrorism 

has been a frequent subject of the questions being raised by the Senators in the 

Senate of Pakistan. Below is a list of few questions asked by the Senators over 

the course of last two years: 
th1. Maulana Muhammad Saleh Shah: {Friday, March 26, 2010 (179  

Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior be pleased to state the details of terrorists killed 

during the operation “Rah-i-Nijat” in South Waziristan?

Mr. A. Rehman Malik: 

During the operation Rahi-i-Nijat in South Waziristan total 823 terrorists have 

been killed. Detail is annexed.

TERRORIST KILLED DURING OPERATION-RAH-E-NAJAT

th2. Mrs. Nilofar Bakhtiar: {Friday, September 24, 2010 (184  Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior be pleased to state:

(a)  the objectives of the establishment of the National Counter Terrorism 

Authority (NACTA);

(b)  the budget allocated for the authority for the financial years 2009-10 and 

2010-11;

(c)  the number of sanctioned posts and the number of persons working 

against them with grade wise break up; and

(d)  the steps taken by the authority to combat terrorism in the country?

Mr. A. Rehman Malik:

(a) NACTA has been established with an objective to active as a focal 

instalment to unify and coordinate national counter terrorism and 

curriculum efforts. In consultation with all the stake holders.

th st 17  Oct – 31  – Oct 2009 
st th1  Nov - 27   - Nov 2009
th st6  Dec – 31  – Dec 2009
nd th2  Jan – 28  Jan 2010

th20  Feb – 2010

Total:

407 

281

57

48

30

823
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The Draft Ordinance of NACTA programme HACTA to: 

(i)   Prepare/formulate a comprehensive national counter  

terrorism activity,

(ii)  Monitor its implementation and prodically evaluate the 

collectiveness, 

(iii)  Prepare National Threat Assessment reports on terrorism. 

Insurgency and extremism; 

(iv)  Coordinate nations being taken by different counter terrorism 

agencies; 

(v)  Carry out encroach and analysis on counter terrorism issues 

and maintain latest date in relevant fields; 

(vi)  Listing with donor community to secure foreign assistance for 

counter terrorism and counter extremism. 

(b) The budget allocation for financial year 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 is as 

under:

(c) Following is the sanctioned/current staff strength of NACTA: 

(d) Although NACTA does not have the required legal mandate or 

manpower to become fully operational, yet some steps were taken by 

the organization within its very limited resources. These mainly include 

the following: 

(i) In order to realize the objectives of NACTA mentioned above, 

NACTA has initialled a consultative process in order to collate 

informed input for formulating counter terrorism & counter 

extremism strategy. In this regard Simulations Exercises were 

conducted in Islamabad, Peshawar and Lahore to solicit 

opinion and advice from eminent experts in their respective 

areas, so as to assist in producing a viable national security 

policy. Similar exercises would also be conducted in Quetta and 

Karachi.

(ii)  NACTA also held focus group discussion with religious 

scholars regarding root causes of religious militancy and 

terrorism in the country.

Year

2009-10

2010-11

Allocation (Rs. Million)

Rs. 216.936

Rs. 102
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(iii)  NACTA is in the process of developing its database with the 

help of various stakeholders and material available from the 

open sources. 

(iv)  NACTA got a documentary titled “Battle of Paradise” prepared 

and distributed, which was about religious militancy in Swat. A 

copy of this documentary was also sent to PEMRA in 

December, 2009 for telecasting by private T.V. Channels. 

(v)  A research study has been planned by NACTA to profile the 

arrested terrorists. This would serve as fundamental database 

to understand various dimensions of terrorism and extremism.

 (vi)  NACTA is in the process of producing/finalizing a 

comprehensive White Paper on terrorism and periodic Threat 

Assessment Reports. 

(vii)  NACTA conducts interviews of various stakeholders to gather 

views regarding terrorism/extremism/ radicalization.
th3. Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashhadi: {Thursday, the 8  November, 

th2012 (207  Session)

Will the Minister for Interior be pleased to state: 

(a)  The criteria laid down for appointment of National Commandant of 

National Counter Terrorism Authority; 

 (b)  The qualifications laid down, for appointment against the said post; 

 (c) The procedure adopted for the selection / appointment of the said 

persons; and 

(d)  The present status of the said organization? 

Mr. A. Rehman Malik: 

(a)  The draft legislation states the following:- “The National Coordinator of 

the authority is appointed by the Federal Government”. 

(b) The National Coordinator shall be an eminent professional of known 

integrity and competence (BS-22) with substantial experience in civil 

law enforcement at Federal or Provincial level. 

(c) Officers/staff are appointed/posted through transfer from other 

departments on deputation in view of their qualifications, experience 

and relevance to counter terrorism, counter extremism and financial 

matters. Ministry of Interior has acquired services of 55 officials, who are 

working on regular basis.

(d)  Draft NACTA legislation has been prepared after incorporating 
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recommendations of a cabinet committee comprising of Minister for 

Interior, IPC, Law and SAFRON in February, 2012. It is now ready for 

placement before the Cabinet for its consideration/ approval.
th th4. Mr. Nisar Muhammad: {Wednesday, the 30  October, 2013 (218  

Session})

Will the Minister for Defence be pleased to state: 

(a) the number of drone attacks Made on Pakistan soil since 2008 with year-

wise breakup; and 

(b)  the number of civilian casualties and the number of terrorists killed in the 

said attacks with year-wise break up? 

Minister for Defence: 

(a) 317 drone strikes have been reported inside Pakistan since 2008. The 

year-wise break-up is as under :

(b) The number of civilian casualties and the number of terrorists killed in 

the said strikes with year wise breakup is as under :

th5. Mr. Muhammad Talha Mehmood: {Thursday, the 7  November, 2013 
th(218  Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a) what in government's view are the main reasons for target killings in 

Year

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Number of Drone Strikes

34

47

115

62

45

14

Total 317

Year

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Number of Terrorists killed

283

451

751

356

235

84

Total 2160

Number of Shaheeds

21

09

02

35

00

00

67
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Karachi; and 

(b)  the steps being taken by the Federal Government to control the said 

killings?

 Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan: 

(a) The main reasons of target killing are given below:— 

a.  Ethnicity 

b.  Sectarian 

c.  Fighting among various Politico, religious groups. 

d.  Land grabbing under the umbrella of Political Parties. 

e. Turf war among different groups believed to be backed by the 

major Political Parties. 

(b)  In order to check the deteriorating law & order situation in Karachi and to 

suggest necessary measures to restore peace in the economic hub of 

Pakistan, Federal Cabinet held a meeting in Karachi on 04-Sep-13, at 

which, it was, inter-alia, decided to launch targeted operations in Karachi 

with Pak Rangers Sindh as lead agency. These operations are being 

conducted successfully and significant achievements have been made 

as a result of these operations. Summary of the targeted operations from 
th th05  Sep to 30  Oct 2013 is given below:—

1. Simultaneously, Karachi Police in coordination with Sindh Rangers and 

Intelligence Agencies has also carried out targeted operations, the 

results achieved are summarized below:—

Description

Raid Conducted

Encounter Held

Criminal Killed in 

Encounter

No of Arrests Made

th th5  Sep.-29  Oct 13

5003

325

32

7041

th th29 -30  Oct.-13

74

05

02

78

Total

5077

330

34

7119

Description

Targeted Raid

Snap Checking

Criminal Arrested

Weapons Recovered

Ammunition Recoverd

th th5  Sep.-29  Oct 13

669

115

1556

1225

35909

th th29 -30  Oct.-13

08

00

30

27

384

Total

677

115

1586

1252

36293
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2. In addition to the above, some other important decisions as mentioned in 

succeeding paragraphs were also taken by the Cabinet. 

3.  A Committee headed by the Chief Minister Sindh and comprising 

representatives of Ministry of Interior, Civil Armed Forces, Federal 

Intelligence Agencies, and Law Enforcing Agencies of the Provincial 

Government, NADRA and NARA has been constituted to review the law 

& order situation. The Committee is meeting regularly.

4.  Under the Committee referred to in para (3) above, an Operational 

Committee comprising DG Rangers, IG Police Sindh and 

representatives of Intelligence Agencies has been constituted. Meetings 

of “Operational Committee” are being held on regular basis. The 

Committee reviews the prevailing law and order situation and 

coordinates the efforts of LEAs and Intelligence agencies. Necessary 

coordination is also being carried out with CPLC. In this regard, concept 

to implement decision of Cabinet is being manifested as under:-

a. Proper Integration: Proper integration of Rangers and Police force, 

with an aim to achieve most effective and most coordinated use of our 

individual limited recourses for cumulative / maximize effects. 

b.  Concept of Operation: Centralized planning and de-centralized 

execution, where following is aimed to be achieved:- 

i.  Unity of effort / purpose. 

ii. To improve management of operations in target killing, terrorism, 

kidnapping for ransom and Bhatta.

 iii.  Keep Police under operational control.

c. Conduct of Joint Operations: Keeping in view organizational 

sensitivities, Joint Rangers and Police Operations are being 

conducted on basic models as under:—

 i.  Predominantly Rangers Operations supported by Police.

 ii.  Predominantly Police Operations supported by Rangers. 

iii.   Joint Operations of appropriate / equal composition. 

d.  Police Stations for Rangers: One Police Station in each Karachi District 

has been designated for handling Rangers cases in respect of heinous 

crimes i.e. terrorism, target killing, extortion (bhatta) and kidnapping for 

ransom vide Order No Addl IGP/Kci/Rdr/1194- 23/-2013 dated 18 

September 2013. In this regard, appointment of 6 x Prosecutors is 
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under process with Provincial Government for financial approval, 

whereas, appointment of remaining 5 x prosecutors will be done on 

improvement of financial viability, as has been told by Government of 

Sindh.

5. A Committee headed by Mr. Zahid Hamid, Federal Minister for Science 

and Technology and comprising Kh. Zaheer Ahmed, Special Assistant 

to the Prime Minister, Prosecutor General Sindh and Mr. Farogh 

Naseem has been constituted to make recommendations with regard to 

the following:— 

a.  Legislative measures to enhance the effectiveness of the Law 

Enforcing Agencies in tackling heinous crimes, especially conferring 

powers of investigation upon Rangers, providing to Joint 

Investigation Teams (JITs), enabling Police to become complainant 

in extortion (bhatta) cases, and special prosecution for protection of 

witnesses (faceless) through video recording; 

b.  Measures to ensure effective prosecution of criminal cases;

c.  Review of the summary for Cabinet submitted by the Provincial 
thCoordination Division on 7  Aug, 2013 titled “Amendment in Code of 

Criminal Procedure 1898 for restoration of Executive Magistracy” 

with reference to pending legislation in the Supreme Court of 

Pakistan in the Balochistan case 

6. On the recommendations of the Committee, Anti-Terrorist 

(amendments) ordinance, 2013 has been promulgated. 

7. The Committee is working on the remaining assignments entrusted to it.

8. Federal Government is determined to provide all support to the 

Provincial Government in discharge of its responsibilities under Article 

148(3) of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan.
rd rd7. Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain: {Wednesday, the 23  April ,2014 (223  

Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state:

 (a)  the number of drone attacks occurred in the country after initiation of the 

process of present dialogue with TTP;

 (b)  the number of suicide attacks took place in the country after the initiation 

of the said process indicating also the number of security personnel and 

civilians martyred in those attacks; and
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 (c)  the compensation announced for the said martyrs and amount paid to 

their heirs so far? 

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan:
st th (a) No drone attack occurred for the period from 1  March 2014 to 9  April 

2014.

 (b)  2 (two) cases of suicide attacks have been reported for the period from 1 

March 2014 to 9 April 2014, Details are: 

(c)

i. Islamabad incident.

Compensation announced :  Rs. 34.675 million.

Compensation paid :   Rs. 34.675 million.

ii. Peshawar incident.

Compensation announced :  Rs. 6.3 million.

Compensation paid :   Rs. 6.3 million.
rd rd8. Syeda Sughra Imam: {Wednesday, the 23  April, 2014 (223  Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state the names, 

educational qualifications, experience including qualification and experience in 

the fields of counter terrorism, intelligence or law enforcement of the incumbent 

members of the Board of Governors of National Counter Terrorism Authority?

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan:

All the members of the board of governors of NACTA are ex-officio, including one 

MNA and one Senator. As per gazette of Pakistan notification the 

Authority shall have a Board of Governors comprising:

(a)  Prime Minister — Chairman

(b)  Minister for Interior — Member

(c) Chief Ministers of Provinces — Members 

(d)  Chief Minister of Gilgit-Baltistan — Member 

(e)  Minister for Law and Justice — Member 

Total 02 0 17 3 50

1

2

Islamabad

Peshawar

01

01

0

0

11

6

0

3

29

21

No Place Inciden
LEAs Others LEAs Others

Killed Injured
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(f)  Minister for Finance — Member 

(g)  Minister for Defence — Member

(h)  Prime Minister of Azad — Member Jammu and Kashmir 

(i)  One Senator — Member 

(j)  One MNA — Member 

(k)  Secretary, Ministry of Interior — Member 

(l)  DG Inter Service Intelligence — Member 

(m)  DG Intelligence Bureau — Member 

(n)  DG Military Intelligence — Member 

(o)  National Coordinator — Member 

(p)  Chief Secretaries of the — Member Provinces, Gilgit-Baltistan 

and Azad Jammu and Kashmir 

(q)  DG Federal Investigation — Member, and Agency 

(r)  Inspector General of Police of Provinces, Azad Jammu and 

Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan — Members 

2.  The National Coordinator shall act as the Secretary to the Board.

3.  The board may invite any person to the meeting on special invitation.
nd rd9. Syeda Sughra Imam: {Wednesday, the 22  October, 2014 (228  

Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a)  the role/functions assigned to National Counter Terrorism Authority in 

the National Security Policy for countering terrorism in the country; 

(b)  the names of 26 intelligence agencies which will come under the preview 

of that authority as per the said policy; and 

(c)  the steps taken by the said authority for coordinating the counter 

terrorism efforts / activities of those agencies? 

Ch. Nisar Ali Khan: 

(a)

Ÿ The contours of National Internal Security Policy (NISP) have been 

described from Para 33 to 55 of the Policy documented as Annex-A.

Ÿ  National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) would play direct 

enabling role in implementation of contours of National Internal Security 

Policy (NISP). 
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(b)

Ÿ The following 26 Civil and Military Agencies have intelligence capability. 

These agencies would be represented within NACTA for the purpose of 

pooling and fusion of Intelligence. 

(1)  Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) 

(2)  Intelligence Bureau (IB) 

(3)  Military Intelligence (MI) 

(4)  Air Intelligence (Al) 

(5)  Naval Intelligence (NI) 

(6) Maritime Security Agency (MSA) 

(7)  Airport Security Force (ASF) 

(8)  Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) 

(9)  Capital Territory Police (Islamabad) 

(10)  Anti Narcotics Force (ANF) 

(11)  Pakistan Coast Guard (PCG) 

(12)  Pakistan Rangers Punjab 

(13)  Pakistan Rangers Sindh 

(14)  Frontier Corps (FC) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

(15)  Frontier Corps (FC) Balochistan 

(16)  Frontier Constabulary Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

(17)  Gilgit-Baltistan Scouts 

(18)  Punjab Police 

(19)  Sindh Police 

(20)  Balochistan Police 

(21)  Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Police 

(22)  Azad Jammu & Kashmir Police 

(23)  Gilgit-Baltistan Police 

(24)  Balochistan Levies 

(25)  Railway Police 

(26)  IRS Customs

(c)  The National Internal Security Policy (NISP) 2014-2018 has been 

approved in principle by the Cabinet. Process of implementation of 

National Security Policy (NISP) including provision of requisite financial 

and human resources has been initiated.
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THE ROLE/ FUNCTIONS ASSIGNED TO NATIONAL COUNTER TERRORISM 

AUTHORITY (NACTA) IN THE NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY (NISP) FOR 

COUNTERING TERRORISM IN THE COUNTRY; NATIONAL INTERNAL 

SECURITY POLICY (NISP) - 2014-18

1. The contours of response mechanism of NISP hinge upon the major 

activities under taken by various stakeholders implementing the CRP and CDP. 

2. Construct a national narrative on extremism, terrorism, sectarianism 

and militancy to dispel the wrong perceptions created by the terrorists on 

ideological basis by engaging media, civil society organizations, overseas 

Pakistanis and international community to elicit support and cooperation. 

3. Design and implement national de-radicalization program for the people 

vulnerable to extremism that can be rehabilitated and reintegrated in the society. 

4. Integrate the mosques and the madrassas in the national and provincial 

educational establishment by mapping and thereafter mainstreaming the 

existing and new madrassas and private sector educational institutions. 

5. Develop social and physical infrastructure in terrorism-affected regions 

through sustained and inclusive efforts by all state institutions at federal and 

provincial levels. 

6. Rehabilitate all victims of terrorism especially vulnerable groups like 

women, children, elderly, minorities and people with special needs. 

7. Improve worsening law and order situation by eliminating trends of 

targeted assassinations, extortion, kidnapping for ransom and other serious and 

organized crime.

8. Ensure protection of key installations and places of national importance. 

9. Enforce a comprehensive arms control regime across the country. 

10. Prevent misuse of social, electronic and print media; mobile phone Sims 

and (electronic devices, and prevent cyber crimes for any purpose threatening 

internal security. 

11. Integrate national database and registration plan to identify people 

residing in Pakistan and their assets. 

12. Design and implement plans to regulate lawful movement of Afghan 

refugees within the country. 

13. Enforce a robust border control regime to interdict illegal cross border 

movement of persons, goods, drugs and precursors, weapons or any other 

material threatening internal security. 
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14. Capacity building and modernization of all pillars of Criminal Justice 

System including judiciary, police, prosecution and high security prisons in all 

geographic entities of Pakistan. 

15. Establishment of Directorate of Internal Security (DIS) under NACTA 

where thirty three civilian and military intelligence and operational agencies are 

represented having clear articulation of command and control by integrating all 

grids of tactical, operational and strategic intelligence, civil and military, under 

one roof. 

16. Capacity building of DIS for collection, analysis and dissemination 

through integrated qualitative intelligence gathering efforts having direct bearing 

on Internal Security to develop operational capability of conducting Intelligence 

Based Operations' to contain, pre-empt and eliminate terrorism and other threats 

to public safety. 

17. Establish a modern, well equipped Federal Rapid Response Force 

(RRF) comprising of Counter Terrorism Departments and Police with experts 

from other security institutions with nationwide reach and capability to interface 

and operate in close coordination with Police, CAFs and Pakistan Armed Forces. 

18. Reorganization and activation of Counter Terrorism Departments (CTD) 

within Police organizations of all the Provinces, Islamabad Capital Territory, 

Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), Azad Jammu and Kashmir and 

Gilgit-Baltistan, preferably with uniform structure and unified command at 

provincial, regional and field level. 

19. All CTDs to comprise of intelligence, operations, investigations, 

Provincial Rapid Response Forces (RRF) and other technical sections enabling 

themselves to tackle the entire spectrum of internal security threats including 

terrorism and subversive activities. 

20. Modernization of RRFs under CTDs with matching capabilities as that of 

Federal Rapid Response Force (RRF) for ensuring uniformity. 

21. Establishment of a dedicated CAF headquarter under Mol for integrated 

border management and modernization and coordination of CAFs, i.e. Pakistan 

Rangers (Punjab and Sindh), Frontier Corps (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and 

Balochistan), Frontier Constabulary, GilgitBaltistan Scouts, Pakistan Coast 

Guards, and Anti-Narcotics Force. 

22.  Modernization of law enforcement components of Pakistan Customs 

besides Levies in FATA and Balochistan and other LEAs. 

23. Making concerted diplomatic efforts for international cooperation to 
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Province No. of Persons of Minori�es Killed
2009

 

2010

 

2011

 

2012

 

2013 Total

Punjab -

 

84

 

-

 

02

 

- 86

Sindh -

 

-

 

03

 

-

 

- 03

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

 

-

 

03

 

01

 

01

 

93 98

Balochistan 02

 
04

 
06

 
06

 
03 21

Gilgit-Bal�stan Nil
 

Nil
 

Nil
 

Nil
 

Nil Nil

ICT -  -  01  -  - 01
Azad Jammu & Kashmir  Nil  Nil  Nil  Nil  Nil Nil

FATA -

 

-

 

03

 

-

 

01 04

Total 02

 

91

 

14

 

09

 

97 213

break transnational affiliations of terrorists through prevention of money 

laundering, organized crime and transnational movement of substances used in 

biological and chemical terrorism.

nd rd10. Mr. Amar Jeet {Wednesday, the 22  October, 2014 (228  Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a)  the names of persons belonging to minorities who were killed in the 

incidents of terrorism in the country during the last five years 

indicating also the details of compensation paid in each case with 

province-wise and year-wise breakup; and 

 (b)  the details of cases of compensation for the heirs of the said 

persons lying pending at present indicating also the reasons for 

pendency / delay in each case? 

Ch. Nisar Ali Khan: 

(a) Reply based on details provided by the concerned quarters is as below :—

th th11. Syeda Sughra Imam: { Friday, the 30  January, 2015 (230  Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a)  whether there is any mechanism / procedure in the National Security 

Policy to prevent foreign financing to the banned, terrorist and militant 

organizations and individuals in the country, if so, the details thereof; and 

(b)  the details of steps taken by the Government to stop foreign financing to 

the said organizations and individuals in country so far?

 Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan:

(a&b) Money provides an essential fuel to terrorism. The counter terrorism 

strategy provides for a legal framework to effectively disrupt and dismantle 

terrorist financing networks by choking and interdicting terrorist funding. 
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2. The following legislation has been done to prevent foreign financing to 

terrorists and to banned militant organization:

 i. Amendments in Anti-Terrorism Act (ATA) 1997 which provide for: 

a.  Freezing/ forfeiture of property and money.

b.  Enhancement in imprisonment and fine. 

c.  Placement of banned militant organization in schedule-I and activists in 

schedule-IV. 

ii. Enactment of Anti Money laundering 2014 Act as per international standards. 

3.  A special cell has been established in FIA to detect investigate and 

prosecute terrorist financing cases.

 4.  The Governments of Australia and UK have organized special short training 

courses during 2014, for capacity building of FIA staff, personnel of State Bank 

and relevant staff of Ministry of Finance. The areas of training relate to monitoring 

of transaction through Hawala/ Hundi, strengthening investigation skills, 

preparation of documents, transaction procedures and monitoring of suspicious 

transactions. 

5.  Ministry of Finance has also evolved effective mechanism to monitor 

suspected transactions through State Bank and other scheduled Banks.
th th12. Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi: {Tuesday, the 6  October, 2015 (240  

Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a)  the present status of National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA); 

(b)  the budget allocations made for the said authority since its inception; 

(c)  the number of meetings of Board of Governors of the said authority held so 

far, if none, the reasons thereof; and; 

(d)  the salient achievements of the authority so far? 

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 

(a) NACTA is statutory body established under NACTA ACT 2013. It is a think 

tank for the federal government and coordinating organization to protect national 

interest by addressing critical internal security issues and to combat terrorism, 

extremism, sectarianism, militancy and other security threats in coordination with 

provincial governments and other stakeholders.

· National Internal Security Policy (NISP) 2014-18 was approved by Cabinet 

in February, 2014. 

· NACTA is mandated to monitor implementation of National Internal Security 
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Policy of Pakistan (NISP) and National Action Plan (NAP) and to coordinate with 

provinces and all stakeholders. 

· Despite constraints, performance of NACTA is satisfactory. Prime Minister 

office monitors performance of NACTA through Ministry of Interior.

· NACTA is coordinating with different stakeholders at federal and provincial 

levels to revise laws relevant to anti-terrorism and provision of input to Federal 

Government for promulgation / amendments in the laws to speed up action 

against terrorists, terror financing and recruitment of potential candidates for 

terrorism. 

(b) Budget allocated for NACTA since its inception are given below:

(a) One meeting of Executive Committee of NACTA was convened on 31st 

December, 2014. Meeting of the Board of Governors, NACTA is also 

scheduled in the near future. 

(b) 

Ÿ NACTA is mandated to monitor implementation of National Internal 

Security Policy of Pakistan (NISP) and National Action Plan (NAP) 

and to coordinate with provinces and other stake holders. Despite 

constraints, performance of NACTA is satisfactory.

Ÿ NACTA is coordinating with different stakeholders at federal and 

provincial levels to revise laws relevant to anti-terrorism and 

provision of input to Federal Government for promulgation/ 

amendments in the laws to speed up action against terrorists, terror 

financing and recruitment of potential candidates for terrorism.
th th13.       Sheher Bano Sherry Rehman: { Tuesday, the 6  October, 2015 (240  

Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a) the measures adopted by the Government to ensure transparency in the 

execution, implementation and follow-up of reports on the progress of 

the National Action Plan; and

 (b)  the reasons for stalling the NAP in key areas and the steps proposed to 

be taken to re-energize it? 

2013-14  Rs. 85.402 Million
2014-15

 
Rs. 92.040 million

2015-16
 

Rs. 2110.77 million
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Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 

(a) 

Ÿ A robust mechanism is in place for transparency in execution and 

implementation of National Action Plan. To monitor implementation of 

NAP, several meetings were held at Federal level by the Prime Minister 

of Pakistan. Similarly the Minister for Interior has chaired frequent 

meetings to chalk out future strategy on all points of NAP and reviews 

implementation status of NAP on Counter Terrorism on Glorification of 

Terrorism and with the senior leadership of Ittehad Tanzim ul Madaris 

Pakistan (ITMP) with specific focus on issues related to Madaris. 

Besides Provincial Apex Committees have since held 30 (thirty) 

meetings on the subject.

Ÿ The National Counter Terrorism Authority continuously coordinates 

implementation of NAP. The status is updated on daily basis and daily 

reports on the basis of action taken, by all the provinces regarding the 20 

points of NAP are submitted and reviewed at the highest level. A monthly 

review meeting is also held in NACTA with all stakeholders. At the 

provincial level, the apex committees hold regular review meetings to 

monitor implementation of NAP. 

(b)  Implementation on National Action Plan has not been stopped or 

stalled. It is an ongoing process and has manifest improved law and order, 

across the country.
th14. Sehar Kamran: { Friday, the 18  December, 2015 (242nd  session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state the steps 

taken by the government to control reported infiltration of terrorists from 

Afghanistan into Pakistan? 

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 

It is highlighted that management and control of Pak-Afghan border is joint 

responsibility of all Law Enforcement Agencies. In pursuance of the objective to 

control borders on Pakistan side, Frontier Corps KP and Balochistan have taken 

following steps to check and control movement of terrorists/ undesired persons 

into Pakistani territory:—

a. Frequent combat patrolling along Pak-Afghan border is carried out. 

b. Intelligence based operations against suspected miscreants are 

conducted. 
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c. Construction of 453 Kilometres of obstacles (Anti-Smuggling Ditch) to 

stop human and vehicle movement has been carried out.

d. Communication posts have been deployed on important communication 

links/roads to check illegal immigrants/miscreants.

e. Installation of search lights at important crossing sites.

f. Laying of ambushes on unfrequented routes. 

g. Search of abandoned/suspicious places/houses. 

h. Strict checking of personals/ vehicles is being carried out at crossing 

points to ensure that no illegal immigrants enter Pakistan. 

I. Deployment of ground surveillance radars at important locations to 

detect human movement. 

Role of FIA:

Ÿ FIA Laws are being extended to Torkham. 

Ÿ ADB assisted Project “Integrated Transit Trade Management System 

(ITTMS)” is under process for establishment of Land Port at Torkham 

and Chaman. 

Ÿ MOU on Managing Movement of People on International Border 

between Pakistan and Afghanistan is also under process.

Ÿ It is expected that above mentioned measures shall further strengthen 

border control and help to check infiltration of illegal immigrants/ 

terrorists.
th nd15.     Senator Sehar Kamran:{Friday, the 18  December, 2015 (242   session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a)  the extent of implementation of National Action Plan so far; 

(b)  the steps being taken by the Government to achieve all the desired 

results of the said plan; and 

(c)  the time by which the desired results of the plan will be achieved? 

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 
rda. Implementation of National Action Plan status till 03  December 2015.

b. Following steps have been taken by the Federal Government to ensure 

effective implementation of NAP:

Ÿ  Execution

o Moratorium lifted.

o Execution of 305 individuals.

Ÿ  Special Trial Courts
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o Constitutional Amendments completed.

o 09 Special Trial Courts notified throughout the county.

o 73 cases have been transferred.

o Magistrates nominated for all Special Trial Courts.

Ÿ Madaris Regulation

o Standardized registration and data forms developed and shared 

with Provinces.

o Foreign Students discontinued.

o Provinces developing data Bank through NADRA (mapping).

o Reconciliation of data with agencies by Provinces. 

Ÿ Proscribed organizations

Provincial Governments directed to ensure. 

o conditions of enforcement as per ATA laws.

o Persons on schedule IV under ATA Act are being updated.

o Monitor activities, movements of Proscribed Organizations 

including ban imposed on public appearance and re-emergence under 

new names.

 Dismantling of Communication Network

o All SIMs to be brought under Biometric Verification Regime by PTA.

o Target Active SIMs 215.4 Million, Active SIMs Re-verified 114.9 

Million, Active SIMs Blocked 98.3 Million.

o Mechanism for issuance of new SIMs in place now. 

Ÿ  Blocking Social Media

o Laws being amended.

o Draft Law submitted to National Assembly Standing Committee. 

Ÿ  Glorification of Terrorists

o National Narrative being developed.

o Amendments in PEMRA laws under process. 

c. It is a continuous and ongoing process and will continue until the scourge 

of terrorism is removed from the country.
th rd16. Senator Chaudhary Tanvir Khan: {Friday, the 15  January, 2016 (243  

Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a) the number of persons arrested so far under the National Action Plan on 
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the charges of their involvement in facilitating the terrorists by providing 

them financial assistance; and

 (b) the steps taken by the government to further improve the security 

situation in view of the FIR registered in the case of recent attack made 

on Peshawar Airbase? 

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 

 (a)

SINDH

05 persons were arrested on the charges of their involvement in facilitating 

terrorists by providing them financial assistance. 

KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

04 Cases have so far been reported to Counter Terrorism Department, Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa since 01-01-2015 in which 08 accused have been arrested and 

challaned to ATC courts.

ICT

No case against any person has been registered within Islamabad during the 

year 2014 & 2015. 

AJK

No person has been arrested in AJ&K on charges of his involvement in facilitating 

terrorists by providing them financial assistance. 

GB

Cases have been registered in Diamer district since the start of NAP and 28 

persons have been arrested in connection with providing shelter and meal to the 

terrorists and their cases have been finalized. 

As far as the matter of arresting persons on the charges of their involvement in 

facilitating assistance is concerned, the requisite information may kindly be 

treated as nil. 

FIA

No person on the charges of their involvement facilitating the terrorism by 

providing them financial assistance has been arrested by CTW. 

PUNJAB 
Terror Financing Cases Registered by CTD 

No. of Cases Status of Accused Status of Investigation 

 Involved Arrested U/Invest Challaned 

41 57 51 14 26 
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(b) Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

Capital city Police Peshawar has taken the following steps in order to improve 

the security:

Ÿ Three check posts have been established. Detail is as under:

(I) In front of main gate of PAF Base.

(II) PP Inqilab at Inqilab road. 

(III) Tando Check Post near PAF Base.

Ÿ Moreover, police mobile alongwith 516 constables have stationed at check 

point in front of PP Inqilab, on Inqilab road and each and every suspect 

vehicle/person is properly searched.

Ÿ Similarly, APC alongwith Elite Police have also stationed in front of main gate 

of PAF Base for the purpose of patrolling. 

Ÿ A total number of 48 search and strike operations have also been carried out 

in the general area of PAF Base. 

Ÿ SP Rural is in close liaison with PAF authorities to supervise the security 

arrangements.
th rd17. Senator Sehar Kamran : {Friday, the 15  January, 2016 (243  Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state the number 

of sub-committees formed under the National Action Plan (NAP) indicating also 

the number of meetings held so far and the present status of each committee? 

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan: 

16 sub-committees formed under National Action Plan (NAP) and 17 meetings of 

sub-committees held so far.
th th18. Senator Chaudhary Tanvir Khan: { Thursday, the 19  January, 2017 (258  

Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state: 

(a) the major sources of funds being used in on going terrorism in the 

country; 

(b) the details of investigations conducted/being conducted to collect 

information about the said funds; and 

(c) the steps being taken by the government to eliminate the sources of the 

said funds? 

Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 

a.  It is difficult to pinpoint with 100% accuracy the source of such funds. 

However, some of the generally perceived sources are:—

(a) Bhatta collection.
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(b) Certain foreign intelligence agencies also fund groups in Pakistan to 

create instability.

(c) Militants are known to extort funds from drug dealers and producers 

operating in areas straddling Pak-Afghan border. 

b. The following number of relevant cases are under investigation in the 

Provinces. 

i. Cases registered under Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA) — 

498 

ii. Cases registered under Anti Money Laundering (AML) 2016 — 230

iii. Cases registered as Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) from 

Financial Monitoring Unit (FMU) — 116.

c. The steps being taken by the Government to eliminate the sources of said 

funds are given below:

Following steps have been taken by the Government to eliminate sources 

of funds for terrorists:

1. Government of Pakistan has signed to the International Convention on the 

Suppression of Financing of Terrorism adopted by the General Assembly of 

the United Nations in resolution 54/109 of 09 December 1999.

2. In order to strengthen the anti-terrorist regime specially with a focus to choke 

terrorist funding sources, amendments in the ATA 1997 have been 

introduced in March, 2013 and in June, 2014 respectively, to make the law 

more effective and harmonized with international best practices. Rules 

under ATA 1997 for freezing of assets of terrorist have been framed and are 

with Law and Justice Division for final vetting.

3. Government has so for proscribed 62 organizations under provision of ATA 

1997.

4. State Bank of Pakistan has issued detailed Regulations to all banks, for strict 

compliance, regarding Anti money laundering/terrorist financing, in 

September, 2012. These Regulations are regularly updated by the SBP.

5. Prevention of Electronic Crime Act (PECA) 2016 has been promulgated 

which makes collection of funds for terrorist organizations through any 

information system or electronic devices an offence.

6. Anti Money Laundering Act 2010 has been enacted, and, AML Rules, 2008 

ave also been framed.

7. Financial Monitoring Unit has also been set up which is now fully functional. 

FMU is regularly sending Suspicious Transactions Reports (STR) and 
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Currency Transaction Reports (CTR) about suspects to various agencies 

like FIA, ANF, NAB, FBR, (Directorate General of Intelligence and 

Investigation) to investigate and take action according to law.

8. Government has calked out National Action Plan Wherein point No. 6 

relates to “Choking financing for terrorist and terrorist organizations”. NAP 

is being implemented in letter and spirit.

9. Collection of funds, through donation boxes one seized and action under the 

law is taken by local police.

10. In terms of AML Act, 2010 reporting entities are legally bound to send 

financial intelligence to FMU in all cases where there is a suspicious that 

funds are related to terrorist activities or terrorist organizations.

11. The Government has recently shared a list of persons placed on Schedule 
th4  of ATA 1997, along with their CNIC Numbers for freezing of their bank 

thaccounts, accordingly the SBP has frozen 4461 bank accounts of 4  

Schedules all over Pakistan.

12. SBP has also issued prudential regulations under wic bankers are duly 

bound to exercise Customer Due Diligence (CDD) and Know Your 

Customer (KYC) obligations without fail and report all Suspicious 

Transactions to FMU.

13. Designated/proscribed entities and individuals are prohibited from opening 

of bank accounts and/or availing any facility from any financial institution in 

Pakistan.

14. Various capacity building programs are regularly arranged for Law 

Enforcement Agencies to develop and strengthen their skills regarding 

investigation of financial crimes.

15. Units for countering of terrorism financing ave been established under 

counter terrorist departments of the Provinces.
th19. Senator Sehar Kamran:  { Friday, March 10, 2017 (260  Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control be pleased to state steps taken 

by the Government under National Action Plan for obstructing financing for 

terrorist organizations in the country so far.

 Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 

Prime Minister's Sub Committee on Choking Financing for Terroists and 

Terrorist Organizations was constituted under National Action Plan Annexure-A. 

Following actions have been taken by Federal/ Provincial Governments/ State 

Bank of Pakistan under recommendations of this committee:

I.  Strengthening of implementation of ATA provisions relating to Terror 
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Financing (TF) through capacity building, enforcement actions and 

frequent use of proscription of terrorist organizations. 

Ÿ Under ATA 1997, Designated/ proscribed entities and individuals are 

prohibited from opening of bank accounts and/or availing any facility 

from financial institutions in Pakistan. Accordingly, Banks have 

reported freezing of 4461 bank accounts, amounting to around Rs. 400 
thmillion, pertaining to persons on the 4  Schedule of ATA, 1997. 

Ÿ Rules regarding freezing and seizure of assets of proscribed 

organizations and persons on Schedule IV of Anti-Terrorism Act 1997 

have been finalized and are with Law & Justice Division for vetting. 

Ÿ Financial Monitoring Unit (FMU) arranges capacity building programs in 

coordination with national and international stakeholders on AML/ CTF. 

The programs are meant to train Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs), 

regulators, Federal and Provincial police for investigating the TF/ML 

cases.

Ÿ SBP has also arranged capacity building program for the Law 

Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) in KP and Quetta on matters related to 

foreign exchange, Anti Money Laundering (AML), banking policies & 

inspections in which 65 officers from various LEAs have participated.

II.  Check on the use of illegal/informal remitters (Hawala/Hundi) for 

criminal activities including TF

(i)  FIA has been taking action against Hawala /Hundi. 

(ii)  Action is taken on Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) as well. 

(iii)  AML Act 2010 is strictly implemented. 

(iv)  Notification of additional predicate offences has also been issued on 

April 1, 2015, whereby relevant sections of Foreign Exchange 

Regulations Act 1947 dealing with Halawa business have been 

included in the Schedule of AML Act 2010, as predicate offences. 

(vi)  FMU has been disseminating financial intelligence reports on the basis of 

STRs/CTRs relating to Hawala/Hundi operators, to FIA for further inquiry. 

(vii) FMU has disseminated financial intelligence reports to FIA on 

terrorism related suspicion, which are under inquiry.

III.  Initiatives for an effective law to regulate and monitor activities of 

NPOs/NGOs/ Charities

(i) NACTA has constituted a Task Force for drafting a comprehensive model 

law for orderly operations and effective monitoring of NGOs and charities.
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(ii) In October 2016, MoI promulgated INGO Policy and started online 

registration. So far, 51 NGOs have been registered/ approved.

(iii) SECP has taken considerable steps for re-registration of NPOs/ NGOs 

under section 42 of the companies' ordinance 1984. Out of 793 

registered NGOs, 501 required renewal of licenses. The licenses of 162 

NGOs were renewed while licenses of 240 were revoked. The cases of 

revoked NGOs were referred to SBP for freezing of their accounts.

IV.  Implementation of the regime for cross border movement of currencies 

SBP, FMU & Finance Division 

(i) SBP in light of FATF recommendations regarding declaration of money 

by in bound passengers also issued money declaration from (CD-I). 

Finance Division in consultation with SBP has issued instructions to FBR 

and CAA for effective implementation of currency declaration for 

incoming passengers, the limit of which is US$ 10,000/ person. 

(ii) STRs having connection with smuggling and Afghan Transit trade 

business are being disseminated to FBR for further inquiry.

V.  Threshold of reporting of Cash-based transactions reduced gradually.

(I) The MoF vide notification dated 21-1-2015 has lowered CTR reporting 

threshold from Rs. 2.5 million to Rs. 2 million.

VI.  Regulatory Controls 

(I)  Banks cannot provide any banking services to the proscribed entities/ 

persons or to those who are known to be associated with them.

This is annexed as submitted by the Ministry.
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(ii)       SBP has advised banks to install biometric machines to instantly verify 

customers which will serve as deterrence against possibility of opening 

benami bank accounts.
th19. Senator Farhatullah Babar : {Thursday, August 24, 2017 (266  Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior be pleased to state: 

(a) the name of authority or agency responsible under the National Action 

Plan to watch the banned organizations in the country including those 

resurrected under different names; 

(b)  the role of the Ministry of Interior in keeping an eye on the activities of the 

said organizations; and 

(c)  whether it is fact that recently a UN move to impose sanctions on the 

chief of a banned organization was thwarted, if so, the role played by the 

said Ministry in this regard? 

Mr. Ahsan Iqbal (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 

(a) It is the responsibility and authority of the provincial governments to take 

action in each case under the law. Intelligence agencies are mandated 

to keep regular watch on the activities of proscribed organizations. 

(b)  Ministry of Interior regularly receive reports of Intelligence Agencies on 

the activities of prescribed organizations and share the same with 

NACTA and the Provincial Governments. 

(c) It is requested that the Honorable Senator should be specific in his 

question in order that the same be replied in clear and categorical terms.
th 20. Senator Mohammad Azam Khan Swati: { Friday, September 22, 2017 (267  

Session)}

Will the Minister for Interior be pleased to state the details of arrangements made 

for implementation of National Action Plan in Azad Jammu and Kashmir and 

Gilgit Baltistan? 

Mr. Ahsan Iqbal (Minister for Interior and Narcotics Control): 

Ÿ Provincial Governments are responsible for implementation of major part 

of National Action Plan (NAP). Federal Government and Law 

Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) also share responsibility where directly 

related or requested for assistance.

Ÿ Azad Jammu & Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan are no exceptions. Their relevant 

departments and LEAs work exactly in the same manner as other provinces 

and take necessary steps to implement different components of NAP.
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Ÿ National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) coordinates between 

provinces, Gilgit Baltistan, AJ&K, Federal Government Departments and 

LEAs for concerted efforts and befitting response to terrorist activities and 

compile/present comprehensive reports / status of NAP implementation to 

Federal Government/Parliament below:
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Senate	Resolutions	

Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	

2.9  A number of Resolutions have been passed by the Senate in condemning 

the acts of terrorism, reaffirming the resolve to fight this menace, and to show 

solidarity with the victims. The Senate also passed resolution recommending the 

government to take effective measures to implement the National Action Plan. 

Another resolution demanded that the State should adopt a policy of zero-

tolerance against terrorism, calling for the constituting of an oversight committee 

of the parliament to monitor the efforts of the Federal and Provincial 

governments as well as agencies concerned to further improve performance. 

Moreover, the Senate of Pakistan also passed Resolutions to call upon the 

Government to act in certain situations and also to recommend a certain course of 

action. Resolutions were also passed to appreciate and recognise the efforts of the 

Executive and the countless sacrifices made by the Armed forces of the country. 

Also included at the end of the list of Resolutions is the verbatim of the debate on 

Resolution moved by the Senator Sitara Ayaz regarding effective steps for 

implementation of the National Action Plan. This has been included to record the 

exchange of ideas and efforts that went into the process before the Resolution 

was passed.
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The Senate of Pakistan conscious of the 

grave threat posed by terrorism and 

extremism, reaffirms Pakistan's firm 

commitment to effectively fight the scourge of 

terrorism and extremism.

The Senate of Pakistan condemns the 

terrorist attack on the veteran politician, 

Maulana Fazlur Rehman and to show 

solidarity with the victims.

Senate of Pakistan condemns the series of 

terrorist incidents in the Province of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa, which has led to loss of many 

precious lives and injured dozens.

Senate of Pakistan condemns the terrorist 

attack on Mallala Yousafzai in strongest 

terms. 

1

2

3

4

Mian Raza Rabbani

06-08-2008

Senator Muhammad Azam 

Khan Swati

30-03-2011

Senator Haji Adeel, 

Senator Muhammad Ishaq 

Dar, Senator prof. 

Khursheed, Senator 

Muhammad Zahid, 

Senator Syed Nayyar 

Hussain Bukhari

09-03-2012

Senator Muhammad Zahid 

Khan, Senator Tahir 

Hussain Mashhadi, 

Senator Muhammad Ishaq 

Dar, Senator Raja Zafar ul 

Haq, Senator Muhammad 

Jahangir Badar, Maulana 

Abdul Ghafoor Haideri, 

Senator Mir Hasil Khan 

Bizenjo, Senator Hidayat 

Ullah, Senator Kamil Ali 

Agha. 10-10-2012

THE RESOLUTIONS MOVED BY THE SENATE IN RESPONSE 
TO THE DIFFERENT INCIDENTS OF TERRORISM AND 
REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANTI-TERRORISM 
POLICIES.

Name of the Mover 
and Date of passage

Subject Matter of the ResolutionSr. #
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Condemned the killing of female students in 

the bomb blast in Quetta. Senate of Pakistan 

reaffirms its commitment to the education of 

women in the province of Balouchistan and 

extends its condolences to the Parents of the 

martyred students. 

Condemned the attack on the Quaid e Azam 

residency in Ziarat. Which is a National 

monument, where the founder of Pakistan 

spent his last days of life. We expect the 

provincial Government to track down the 

perpetrators of the heinous crime. 

Condemned the massacre of innocent 

civilians attending the funeral of Haji Abdullah 

in Mardan. 

Condemned the crackdown by military on the 

innocent civilians resulting in the death of 500 

civilians in the Egypt.

Expresses grief on the sad demise of SSP 

Aslam Khan.

Condemned the genocide of people of Gaza. 

More particularly women and children.

Condemned the gruesome and barbaric 

murder of the students on Army Public 

School.

Recommends that the government should 

take effective steps to implement the National 

action plan.

Condemned the target killing of Human 

Rights activist, Sabeen Mehmud.

The Senate of Pakistan strongly condemns 

the killing of innocent people in Mastung on 
t h29  May, 2015. While expressing its 

sympathy with the bereaved families, the 

House urges upon the Government to make 

Mrs. Nuzhat Sadiq

16.06.2013

Raja Muhammad Zafar ul 

Haq

15.06.2013

Raja Muhammad Zafar ul 

Haq

19.06.2013

Mian Raza Rabbani and 

others

19.08.2013

Sen Saeed Ghani

10.01.2014

Sen Raza Rabbani

08.08.2014

Sen Raza Rabbani

19.12.2014

Sen. Sitara Ayaz

04.05.2015

Nasreen Jalil and others

06.05.2015

Senator Hasil Khan 

Bizenjo

05-06-2015

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
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all efforts to apprehend the culprits and 

ensure safety and security of the people.”

This House shows serious concerns on the 

involvement of foreign intelligence agencies 

in fomenting terrorism in Pakistan. The 

House recommends that effective steps be 

taken to counter/ control the activities of the 

said agencies in Pakistan and brief the House 

in this regard.”

“The Senate of Pakistan re-affirms its 

solidarity with families of martyrs of Army 

Public School Peshawar and demands the 

Government to continue its struggle for 

elimination of terrorism from Pakistan.” 

“The House calls upon the Government to 

ensure strict implementation of the law 

disallowing the resurrection of banned outfits 

under other names.” 

The Senate of Pakistan places on record its 

deep sense of sorrow and grief over the 

barbaric and dastardly attack on the Army 
t hPublic School Peshawar on the 16  

December, 2014. 

The Senate of Pakistan expresses its deep 

sense of appreciation and support, that in the 

aftermath of the dastardly attack, in which 

innocent children and teachers were 

martyred, and the valiant armed forces of 

Pakistan launched the military action against 

terrorists, by initiating the military operation in 

the form of Zarb-e-Azab, which has resulted 

in the elimination of a large number of 

terrorists and their hideouts.

“This House is of the opinion that the families 

of the martyrs of terrorists' incidents in the 

Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) 

Abdul Qayyum

06-07-2015

Senator Sehar Kamran

14-12-2015

Senator Farhatullah Babar

14-12-2015

Senator Raja Muhammad 

Zafar-ul-Haq, Leader of 

the House, Senator Aitzaz 

Ahsan, Leader of the 

Opposition, Senator 

Saeed Ghani

16-12-2015

Senator Nisar Muhammad

28-12-2015

15

16

17

18

19
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20 Senator Raja Muhammad 

Zafar-ul-Haq, Leader of 

the House, Senator Aitzaz 

Ahsan, Leader of the 

Opposition, Senator Col. 

(R) Syed Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi, Senator 

Mushahid Hussain Sayed, 

Senator Mohsin Aziz, 

Senator Shahi Syed, 

Senator Sassui Palijo and 

Senator Sheher Bano 

Sherry Rehman.

20-01-2016

country are not being looked after properly 

and are suffering miserably. This House 

recommends that the Government should 

evolve a mechanism to take care of the said 

families and provide them reasonable 

financial assistance on monthly basis to 

enable them to meet their needs of daily life 

and lead respectable lives.”

The Senate of Pakistan places on record its 

deep sense of sorrow and grief over the 

barbaric and dastardly attack on the Bacha 

Khan University, Charsadda.

The Senate of Pakistan appreciates the 

operation in the form of Zarb-e-Azab, 

launched by the valiant armed forces of 

Pakistan, which has resulted in the 

elimination of a large number of terrorists and 

their hideouts.

We expect that the Federal and Provincial 

Governments shall put their best efforts to 

protect the lives of the citizens including 

coordination amongst the various agencies 

and functionaries. 

The Senate demands that the State adopts a 

policy of zero-tolerance for all forms of 

terrorism by every shade of terrorist or 

extremist group in all parts of the country 

wherever such groups or individuals may be 

located.

The Senate of Pakistan also demands an 

oversight Committee of the Parliament to 

monitor the efforts of the Federal and 

Provincial Governments as well as agencies 

conce rned ,  t o  f u r t he r  imp rove  the 

performance." 
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21

22

23

24

Senator Raja Muhammad 

Zafar-ul-Haq, Leader of 

the House

05-09-2016

Senator Aitzaz Ahsan

4-11-2016

Senator Dr, Jehanzeb 

Jamaldini

20-2-2017

Senator Kalsoom Parveen

20-2-2017

The Senate of Pakistan strongly condemns 

the cruel and barbaric act of terrorism in 
thQuetta on 8  August, 2016 and expresses 

deep sorrow over the killing of more than 60 

lawyers including the son of Senator Dr. 

Jehanzeb Jamaldini and other innocent 

people in the gruesome incident.

The terrorist again perpetuated other 

cowardly attacked on the District Courts and 

lawyers in Mardan and the Christian 

Community in Peshawar.

The Senate of Pakistan expresses its deep 

sorrow and grief over the sad incidents and 

shows solidarity with the families of the 

victims and prays for the early recovery of the 

injured.

The Senate of Pakistan strongly condemns 

the cruel and barbaric attack on Police 
thTraining College in Quetta on 24  October, 

2016 and expresses deep sorrow and grief 

over the killing of more than 60 persons in that 

attack.

The Senate of Pakistan shows solidarity with 

the families of the victims and prays for early 

recovery of the persons injured in that 

attack.“This House condemns the barbaric 

bomb blast in Parachinar, Kurram Agency, in 

which more than 22 people died and 63 

injured.”

“This House recommends that compensation 

package announced by the Government for 

heirs of martyrs of terrorist attacks in Civil 

Hospital and Police Training Centre, Quetta 

should be paid to them immediately.” 
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This House strongly condemns the recent 

terrorist attack on a mosque in Quebec, 

Canada in which six persons were killed and 

seventeen got injured.”

The Senate of Pakistan strongly condemns 

the cruel and barbaric attack on the convey of 

Deputy Chairman Senate, Senator Molana 
thAbdul Ghafoor Haideri, at Mastung on the 12  

May, 2017, and expresses deep sorrow and 

grief over the killing of more than 25 persons 

in the attack.

The Senate of Pakistan expresses its deep 

sorrow and grief over the sad incident and 

shows solidarity with the families of the 

victims and prays for the early recovery of the 

Deputy Chairman Senate and other injured.

The Senate of Pakistan strongly condemns 

the brutal murder of ten construction workers 
thin Gwadar on 13  May, 2017 and four laborers 

working on a development project in Kharan 
thDistrict of Balochistan Province on 5  April, 

2017 and expresses deep sorrow and grief 

over the killing of innocent lives who were the 

bread earners of their families.

The Senate of Pakistan strongly condemns 

the acts of terrorism committed in our 

brotherly neighbour, Iran, attacking the 

Parliament in Tehran and Mausoleum of 

Imam Khomeini.

Shocked at the grave crimes against 

humanity being systematically committed 

against the Rohingya Muslims at the behest 

of the Government of Myanmar, which is 

aided and abetted in this heinous campaign 

Senator Mohammad 

Azam Khan Swati

6-3-2017

Senator Muhammad Talha 

Mahmood

15-5-2017

Senator Taj Haider

15-5-2017

Senator Karim Ahmed 

Khawaja and other 

Senators

8-6-2017

Senator Raja Muhammad 

Zafar-ul-Haq, Leader of 

the House.

11-9-2017

25

26

27

28

29
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by groups of religious extremists in that 

country, the Senate of Pakistan strongly 

condemns these crimes and killings which 

tantamount to a genocide against a peaceful 

community, who are being persecuted on 

grounds of race and religion.
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Continue — Dated on 20th April, 2015
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Discussion	through	Motions	
under	Rule	—218

Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	

2.10  Under Rule 218 of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the 

Senate, any minister or a member may give notice of a motion that a policy, 

situation, statement or any other matter may be taken into consideration. 

This section features Motions discussed in the Senate under Rule 218 pertaining 

to crisis situations relating to terrorism, human rights, rehabilitation of internally 

displaced persons in FATA, implementation of the National Action Plan, lynching 

of a university student, missing persons etc. 

Also included in the section is the verbatim of the commenced discussion on a 

Motion moved by Senator Farhatullah Babar regarding the alternative narrative 

to curb militancy as envisaged in the National Action Plan. 
thOn 18  September, 2017, the Senate under a motion moved by Senator 

Farhatullah Babar commenced discussion regarding the alternate narrative to 

curb militancy as envisioned in the National Action Plan. Members from both 

Treasury and Opposition benches agreed on the need for developing an 

alternate narrative. 

They identified that this is a battle of ideas and the aim should understand the 

factors which promote militant mind set. The members suggested on the need 

for reforms in the curriculum, effective utilization of media (TV channels), 

collaboration among various segments of society and better implementation of 

laws regarding banned outfits. It was also suggested that an alternative narrative 

be developed after consultation with all parliamentary parties drawing inspiration 

from the speeches of the founding father Quaid-e-Azam on tolerance and the 

Constitution of Pakistan. Furthermore some members of the Senate were of the 

opinion that this matter is referred to the Committee of the Whole where it could 

be further deliberated upon and a set of policy guidelines be developed.
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“The House may discuss the performance of 

National Counter Terrorism Authority 

(NACTA).”

Remarks: The members while discussing the 

matter stressed that the role initially 

envisaged for NACTA was multifaceted and 

was very vital to the implementation of the 

National Action plan. The current skeleton of 

the Organisation however is in no way 

compatible with the tasks that are being 

envisaged for it.

Response: The Minister for the Parliamentary 

affairs recognised the loopholes pointed out 

by the Mover and ensured that august House 

that they will be addressed and NACTA will be 

made fully functional.

Senate Debates, October 12, 2015, Page: 36.

“The House may discuss the hardships being 

faced by overseas Pakistanis due to the acts 

of terrorism in the western countries and the 

remedies / ways to lessen the same.”

Remarks: the members while discussing the 

matter stressed that over eight million 

overseas Pakistanis are contributing 

significantly in economy of the country by 

sending significant amount of remittances but 

9/11 terrorism act and other acts of terrorism 

is putting negative impact on working 

environment for overseas Pakistanis.

Response: Advisor to Prime minister on 

foreign affairs have stated that the OIC has a 

regular session on Islamic phobia and when 

the OIC Foreign Ministers' meeting was held 

Senator Sehar Kamran

12-10-2015

Sentor Chaudhary Tanvir 

Khan

21-12-2015

Name of the Mover 
and Date of passage

Subject Matter of the ResolutionSr. #

1

2

MOTIONS DISCUSSED IN THE SENATE UNDER RULE 218 OF 
THE RULES OF PROCEDURE AND CONDUCT OF BUSINESS 
IN THE SENATE.
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Senator Sherry Rehman

4-11-2016

in Kuwait, this was a subject and some effort 

was made on the line of recommendation 

here that Muslim scholars should be invited to 

develop a counter narrative to show that Islam 

does not believe in violence and tolerance 

and 0.001% population may be doing things, 

but they are not doing any good to Islam.

The following senators took part in the 

discussion: 

Ÿ Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Azam Khan Swati

Ÿ Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum

Ÿ Senator Saeedul Hassan Mandokhail

Ÿ Senator Muhammad JavedAbbasi

Ÿ Senator SirajulHaq

Ÿ Senator Lt. Gen. (R) SalahuddinTirmizi

Senate Debates December 21, 2015, Page: 30.

“The House may discuss the continuous 

brutal crackdown on political workers in 

violation of fundamental Rights, the intended 

closure of Islamabad and the violation of 

orders of Honourable High Court on the 27th 

October, 2016, by the Government.”  

Remarks:the members while discussing the 

matter stressed thatthe use of force against 

the political workers is not acceptable;these 

fascists' techniques are usually used by the 

dictators not by the political regimes. This 

simply means that difference of opinion is not 

bearable in political regime this is against the 

spirit of political system.

Response: in response the Minister of State 

for Federal Education, Professional Training, 

Interior and Narcotics Control have stated that 

government firmly believe in liberty to express 

the political opinion. Government has 

facilitated the political workers to organize in 

3
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F-9 park and record their protest and opinion. 

They were not allowed for lock down as this 

could affect the life of common person for the 

reason Section 144 was in place.

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Ÿ Senator Taj Haider

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar

Ÿ Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Ÿ Senator Ilyas Ahmad Bilour

Ÿ Senator Sirajul Haq

Ÿ Senator Shibli Faraz

Ÿ Senator Dr.Jehanzeb Jamalidini

Ÿ Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum

Ÿ Senator Saeed Ghani

Ÿ Senator Shahi Syed 

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Ali Khan Saif

Ÿ Senator Mohsin Aziz 

Ÿ Senator Sitara Ayaz

Ÿ Senator Chaudhary Tanvir Khan 

Ÿ Senator Mian Muhammad Ateeq Shaikh

Ÿ Senator Kamil  Ali Agha 

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi

Ÿ Senator Kalsoom Perveen

Ÿ Senator Aitzaz Ahsan

Senate Debates, November 4, 2016, Page: 37

“The House may discuss the steps taken by 

the Government for rehabilitation of the 

internally displaced persons in FATA.”

Remarks: the members while discussing the 

matter stressed thatthe due to intense 

operation against terrorism in FATA, 

infrastructure is completely destroyed 

millions of people are house less and become 

IDPs, though some of them are coming back 

but they are still afraid. Government should 

work actively on their rehabilitation. 

Senator Kalsoom Parveen

21-11-2016

4
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Response:Federal Minister for SAFRON has 

stated that government is not as ignorant as 

highlighted by the honourable members. Out 

of seven agencies only two agencies naming 

south and north Waziristan are affected by 

terrorism operation. For rehabilitation of the 

area government has allocated 100 billion 

rupees.

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Ÿ Senator Kalsoom Parveen

Ÿ Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Azam Khan 

Senate Debates, November 21, 2016, Page: 77

The Resolution on formation of Parliamentary 

Committee on National Security

Remarks: the members while discussing the 

matter stressed that the National Action Plan 

be implemented as per its spirit and there 

should be parliamentary tool which could 

monitor the implementation of national action 

plan to eliminate terrorism in the country. 

Response: No response from government 

was given.

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Ÿ Senator Sehar Kamran 

Ÿ Senator Dr. Jehanzeb Jamaldini

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar

Ÿ Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum

Ÿ Senator Lt. Gen. (R) Salahuddin Tirmizi

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Ali Khan Saif

Ÿ Senator SirajulHaq

Senate Debates, December 15, 2016, Page: 46

Discussion on Political prisoners.”

Remarks: The House discussed this issue in 

detail stated that imprisonment of political 

workers is the black chapter of Pakistan 

Senator Sherry Rehman

15-12-2016

Senator Abdul Rehman 

Malik

16-12-2016

5

6
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political history, historically Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, 

Nusrat Bhutto, Benazir Bhutto, Asif Ali 

Zardari, Mian Brothers all were put in prison 

for political reasons during dictatorship. This 

is sad that in political government too political 

workers are put in prison. There should be 

freedom to organize and express their 

opinion in political government. Terrorism has 

negatively affected the life of common person 

and political elite has gave its scarifies to 

eliminate terrorism from the country.

Response: in present government there is no 

political prisoner and government stance over 

this is very clear that we believe in freedom of 

expression. Sacralises of political workers 

and leadership has resulted that now terrorist 

outfits are being destroyed in the country and 

political system is gaining strength. 

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Ÿ Senator Abdul Rehman Malik 

Ÿ Senator Chaudhary Tanvir Khan 

Ÿ Senator Dr.Jehanzeb Jamaldini

Ÿ Senator Mushahid Ullah Khan 

Ÿ Sardar Muhammad Azam Khan Musakhel

Ÿ Senator Sassui Palijo

Ÿ Senator Taj Haider

Ÿ Senator Shibli Faraz

Ÿ Senator Mian Muhammad Ateeq Shaikh

Ÿ Senator Gianchand

Ÿ Senator Sehar Kamran

Ÿ Senator Nehal Hashmi

Ÿ Senator Mukhtiar Ahmed Dhamrah @ 

Aajiz

Ÿ Senator Maulana  Atta Ur Rehman

Ÿ Senator Mir Kabeer Ahmed Muhammad 

Shahi

Ÿ Senator Maulana Hafiz Hamdullah
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Ÿ Senator Muhammad Ali Khan Saif

Ÿ Senator Mohsin  Aziz 

Ÿ Senator Sherry Rehman

Ÿ Senator Aitzaz Ahsan, Leader of the 

Opposition

Senate Debates, December 16, 2016, Page: 06

The House may discuss the present status of 

implementation of the National Action Plan 

and suggest ways and means for its 

implementation in the country.”

Remarks: The House discussed this issue in 

quite a detail. Member of the Parliament 

highlighted how the National Action Plan was 

envisaged and how many of the problems 

which engulf Pakistan today, can only be 

addressed. Senators in particular stressed 

the need to ban the proscribed organisation 

and the circulation of extremist literature. The 

members were of view that perhaps the 

Committee on National Security should be 

reconstituted to monitor the implementation 

of the National Action Plan.

Response: Mr.  Muhammad Bal ighur 

Rehman, Minister of State for Interior and 

Narcotics Control wound up the debate. The 

Motion was thus talked out.

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Ÿ Senator Karim Ahmed Khwaja

Ÿ Sheikh Aftab Ahmed, Minister for 

Parliamentary Affairs

Ÿ Senator Farhatullah Babar

Ÿ Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Ÿ Senator Sassui Palijo

Ÿ Senator Shahi Syed 

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi

Ÿ Senator Nehal Hashmi

Senator Sehar Kamran

13-2-2017

7
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Ÿ Senator Maulana Hafiz Hamdullah

Ÿ Senator Chaudhary Tanvir Khan 

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar

Ÿ Senator Sardar Muhammad Azam Khan 

Musakhel

Senate Debates, February 13, 2017, Page:33.

“The House may discuss the situation arising 

out of the failure of PEMRA to stop airing of 

the material promoting sectarian violence on 

various TV channels.”

Remarks: The House discussed this issue in 

quite a detail. Member of the Parliament 

highlightedthat some of the TV channels are 

promoting sectarianism in the country; this 

approach will reduce tolerance level in the 

country and could increase sectarian killing 

and terrorism in the country. In current 

situation role of PEMRA has increased 

significantly to play proactive role to stop TV 

channels from promoting sectarianism in the 

country. 

Response: PEMRA has different legal tools 

which could be used to prevent television 

channels from broadcasting sectarian 

content. Usually PEMRA do not make 

suomoto, there is process through which 

general public can complaint and bring matter 

in PEMRA notice. 

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Senator Sassui Palijo

Senator Dr.Jehanzeb Jamaldini

Senate Debates, February 20, 2017, Page: 96“

The implications of the statement made by 

the Federal Minister for Interior in the Senate 
thon 10  January, 2017, in which he made a 

Senator Kalsoom Perveen

20-2-2017

Sassui Palijo, Karim 

Ahmed Khawaja,

Baz Muhammad Khan,

8

9
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distinction between the banned terrorist 

outfits and the proscr ibed sectar ian 

organizations in the country.”

Remarks:The House discussed this issue in 

quite a detail. Member of the Parliament 

highlighted that currently government is 

making selective implementation of National 

Action Plan. No firm action is being taken 

against sectarian terrorism. 

Response: Minister for Interior has stated that 

government has no soft corner for sectarian 

terrorist. Government is fully implementing 

the National Action Plan and for the reason in 

whole country security situation is improving.

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Senator Taj Haider

Senator Mian Muhammad Ateeq Shaikh

Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum

Senator Chaudhary Tanvir Khan 

Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Senator Tanveer-ul-HaqThanvi

Senator Saleem Zia 

Senator Nehal Hashmi

Senate Debates, March 20, 2017, Page: 7

The tragic incident of lynching of Mishal Khan 

and the rise in such incidents in the country.

Remarks: The House discussed the matter at 

great length and the majority of the members 

were of the view that incidents like these point 

to the lack of counter narrative and this 

mindset has posed a grave challenge to the 

peace and prosperity. As long as a counter 

narrative is not built, youth like Mishal would 

Saleem H. Mandviwalla,

Muhammad Daud Khan 

Achkazi, Advocate,

Muhkhtiar Ahmed 

Dhamrah @Aajiz,

Mir Muhammad 

YousafBadini,

Ahmed Hassan and

Rubina Khalid

20-3-2017

Senator Aitzaz

Ashan, Leader of the 

Opposition,

Senator Saleem 

Mandiwala, 

Senator Islamuddin 

Shaikh

Senator Khanzada Khan

Senator Gianchand

10
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continue to be a victim. The house was also of 

view that Mishal's family should get justice 

and the perpetrators should be punished so 

such an incident is not repeated. Moreover, 

the legislation regarding the Blasphemy law 

needs to be revised.

Response: Sheikh Aftab Ahmed, Minister for 

Par l iamentary Affa i rs  re i terated the 

sentiments being shared by the Senators and 

condemned the killing of Mishal Khan. He 

r e a ffi r m e d  t h e  c o m m i t m e n t  o f  t h e 

Government, stating that those responsible 

for the heinous crime would meet their fate. 

He stated that the suggestions being shared 

by the Honourable members are very viable 

and a mechanism would be developed to 

implement them on ground.

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Ÿ Senator Frahatullah Babar

Ÿ Senator Mohammad Azam Khan Swati

Ÿ Senator Sherry Rehman

Ÿ Senator Rubina Khalid

Ÿ Senator Maulana Atta Ur Rehman

Ÿ Senator Hasil Khan Bizenjo, Misniter for 

Ports and Shipping 

Ÿ Senator Nehal Hashmi

Ÿ Senator Mir Kabeer Ahmed Muhammad 

Shahi

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar

Ÿ Senator Shahi Syed 

Ÿ Senator Chaudhary Tanvir Khan

Ÿ Senator Maulana Hamdullah

Ÿ Senator Taj Haider

Ÿ Senator Sardar Azam Khan Musakhel

Senator Karim Ahmed 

Khawaja

11-5-2017
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Ÿ Senator Nauman Wazir Khattak

Ÿ Senator Aurangzeb Khan 

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Ali Khan Saif

Ÿ Senator Saleem Zia 

Ÿ Senator Aitzaz Ahsan

Senate Debates, May 11, 2017, Page:10.

The lingering issue of missing persons 

exacerbated further by some recent incidents 

of disappearances in Dinsh; 

Discrimination in payment of compensation to 

victims of terrorism in Parachinar and to those 

who died in accidental fire in Ahmed Pur 

Sharqia; and

Non-implementation by the Government of 

National Action Plan.

Remarks:

Response:

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Ÿ Senator Taj Haider

Ÿ Senator Sehar Kamran 

Ÿ Senator Mohammad Azam Khan Swati 

Ÿ Senator HidayatUllah

Ÿ Senator Ilyas Ahmad Bilour

Ÿ Senator Hafiz Hamdullah

Ÿ Senator Mukhtiar Ahmed Dhamrah @ 

Aajiz

Ÿ Senator Karim Ahmed Khawaja

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar

Ÿ Senator Farhatullah Babar 

Ÿ Senator Brig. (R) John Kenneth Williams 

“This House may discuss the progress made 

in the development of alternate narrative to 

curb militancy as envisaged in the National 

Action Plan.”

Senator Taj Haider

18-7-2017

Senator Farhatullah Babar

18-09-2017

11

12
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Remarks: The motion was discussed 

rigorously by the House. The Member 

parliament was of view that the issue raised 

through this motion is very pertinent keeping 

in view the current state of affairs in the 

country. Members highlighted how the 

current discourse was built in the dictatorship 

era and it continues to haunt Pakistan even 

today. The members stressed that only the 

implementation of the National Action Plan in 

letter and spirit can lead to the development of 

the Counter narrative.

Response: Minister of State for Interior, Mr. 

Muhammad Talal Chaudhry reiterated the 

relevance of points raised by the Honourable 

members and emphasized the importance of 

this matter. He stated that for the National 

Action Plan and the NACTA formed under the 

National Action Plan to function, the 

cooperation from the Provincial Governments 

is vital. He contradicted the impression 

shared by the members that the National 

Action Plan is not followed, however, he did 

recognise that there are still some loopholes.

The following Senators took part in the 

discussion:

Ÿ Senator Dr. Jehanzeb Jamaldini

Ÿ Senator Mian Muhammad Ateeq Shaikh

Ÿ Senator Professor Sajid Mir

Ÿ Senator Syed Shibli Faraz

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi

Ÿ Senator Taj Haider

Ÿ Senator Sehar Kamran

Ÿ Senator Maulana Tanveer-ul-Haq Thanvi

Ÿ Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi
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Ÿ Senator Sherry Rehman

Ÿ Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum

Ÿ Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar

Ÿ Senator Maulana Hafiz Hamdullah

Ÿ Senator Abdul Rehman 
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Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	

(Major parts translated from Urdu. Please refer to original House Debate
for actual verbatim)

Translated verbatim of 
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Senator Frhatullah Babar: I wish to discus s   the following mo�on in the House;

 

“This House may discuss the progress made  in  the development of 
the alternate narra�ve to curb militancy as envisaged in the 
Na�onal Ac�on Plan” 

 

Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Mr. Babar . 

Senator Farhatullah Babar  

Senator Farhatullah Babar:  Thank you, Sir, The war against militancy is in 

fact a war between different ideas and mindsets. This is a war which cannot be fought 

with weapons alone. We have to iden�fy two mindsets to address this chronic 

problem. But we are not diver�ng our a�en�on towards this. We have already used 

weapons to get rid of this curse but, miserably failed so far. We launched Zar b-i-Azb, 

Khyber-4 Opera�on etc without understanding the narra�ve of the militancy. Mr. 

Chairman Sir, a few days back, we witne ssed a terrorist a�ack  on the Leader of the 

Opposi�on in the Sindh Assembly which was carried out by a Graduate Engineer. And 

then, some other young men were arrested in this connec�on and, unfortunately, 

they were also highly educated. The people involved in the murder of Sabeen 

Mehmood were also highly educated young men. The  recent incident of lynching of a 

student, namely, Mashaal Khan in Mardan University is another shocking episode of 

this horrible situa�on. This university is named a�er the name of a veteran poli�cian 

Abdul Wali Khan who was a liberal, progressive and democra�c leader.  

 Mr. Chairman , Sir, it is a mindset which has been promoted by the state 

itself. You must remember that , in 80s, “Eman, Taqwa and Jehad Fe Sabeellilah” was 

the moto of our army. Then ‘Jehad Fe Sabeellilah” was priva�zed by us. This was the 
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slogan of our Army but, now this slogan is being used by someone else. In fact, 

religion is being used to perpetuate violence.
 

Mr. Chairman Sir, I remember that in 70s a nd 80s it was incorporated in the 

syllabus that Alif for Allah, Bai for Bandooq(Gun), Jeem for Jehad ( sacred war), Kaf for 

Kashmir, Kaf for Kabul and Kaf for Kafir  (infidel). There was a picture in the book that a 

child was killing a man with a gun. In fact, this has happened with our minds. The 

purpose to move the mo�on is to bring the a�en�on of the House towards a serious 

problem. A few days before, a seminar was held on the  subject of narra�ve in 

Pakistan Ins�tute of Parliamentary Services  (PIPS). Raja Zafar ul Haq was also present 

there and he himself admi�ed during his speech that narra�ve is a very serious issue. 

We cannot defeat terrorism with weapons. We will have  to  formulate a narra�ve to 

defeat this problem. We discussed the issue of narra�ve in the Commi�ee of the 

Whole House. We heard different point of views of the stakeholders in the mee�ng. 

Sir, we should hold a mee�ng of the Whole House to correct the narra�ve so that we 

could defeat the militant mindset. My inten�on is to draw a�en�on of the minister 

concerned towards this serious issue of the narra�ve.  

Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Thank you.  Mr. Jamaldini .  

Senator Dr. Jehanzeb Jamaldini  

Senator Dr. Jehanzeb Jamaldini:  Thank you Mr. Chairman .  This Commenced 

Mo�on has been discussed in detail. The Na�onal Ac�on Plan has already been  

formulated. It was decided that each phase of the NAP will be implemented in le�er 

and spirit. The NAP should have been implemented comprehensively to defeat 

militancy. Look at the incidents of 8 th
 August, Police Cadets, Shehbaz Qalandar, 

Shikarpur, Shah Noorani and Mustang. All these incidents are iden�cal and linked 

with each other. Our system knows very well who is behind these incidents. Now, 

even ulema, doctors, engineers and lawyers are not safe in this country. Innocent 

ci�zens who come to shrines to defuse anxiety are being killed. There is a need to 

discourage those who want to thrust their ideology on others. When NAP was 
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formulated, it was commi�ed that if anybody is arrested he wo uld be presented in 

the court within 20 days of his arrest. But this is not being done
 
so, at least in 

Balochistan. I want to bring in the no�ce of the House that,
 
in Khuzdar,  workers of 

Balochistan Na�onal Party are being asked to leave the party otherwise they will be 

killed. About 27 workers have le� the party so far due to the fear of death. Now, 

where is the Na�onal Ac�on Plan? Sir, being son of the soil, you know everything 

about Balochistan. The Hindu Baradri is protes�ng in the area whose sho ps are closed 

due the threat of monthly Bha�a (extor�on). They are being enforced  to pay monthly 

Bha�a or leave Balochistan and go to India. It is a fact that they belong to a minority 

but they have equal rights in our country. Discrimina�on on the bas is of faith is quite 

unfair. It is an extremely serious ma�er for which a mee�ng of the Commi�ee of the 

Whole House be held. It is alarming that the proscribed organiza�ons are contes�ng 

elec�ons with other names and ge�ng five to six thousand votes. They are, indirectly, 

going to rebuild them. There is a need to discourage them.  

Senator Mian Muhammad Ateeq Shaikh   

Senator Mian Muhammad Ateeq Shaikh:  Thank you Mr. Chairman, we are 

discussing the Na�onal Ac�on Plan today. I remember when this plan was formulated 

on 25th December, 2014. An All Par�es Conference was held and a twenty point 

ac�on plan was agreed upon unanimously therein. One of the main reasons behind 

this was a barbaric terrorist a�ack on the innocent students of the Army Public Sc hool 

Peshawar. This incident united the whole na�on. But , unfortunately, the NAP has not 

been implemented in le�er and spirit. No doubt, the Army fulfilled its obliga�ons and 

then, Chief of Army Staff, General Raheel Sharif launched Zarb -i-Azb successfully. 

Then General Bajwa worked on Rud-ul-Fassad effec�vely. Whether the 

implementa�on on all points of NAP was the responsibility of the Army alone?  The 

government set up NACTA to combat terrorism. Now the ques�on is what the 

government and its NACTA have done so far. The NACTA has been allocated the 

budget but no project has been iden�fied in this regard. Resultantly, the NACTA could 
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not u�lize the budget as it should have been. It was the responsibility of the 

government to iden�fy the projects
 
for NACTA. The a�ack on Izhar ul Hassan on Eid is 

the indica�on that the problem of terrorism is s�ll there in our country. There is a 

need to revamp our system otherwise our coming genera�ons will have to face the 

same problem of terrorism. Thank you Sir. 

Senator Professor Sajid Mir    

Senator Professor Sajid Mir: To begin with the name of Allah Who is most 

merciful and beneficent. Thank you Mr. Chairman for giving me this opportunity to 

speak on this important issue. Senator Farhatullah Babar has rightly invited a�en�on 

of the House towards this sensi�ve and important issue of  narra�ve with reference to  

terrorism. So far as the frequency of this menace is concerned, there has been 

considerable decrease in it due to certain steps taken by the governm ent, launching 

of Zarb-I-Azb and Rud-ul-Fassad. At the same �me, we need a na�onal narra�ve so 

that we could be able to do brain washing of those elements who are killing innocent 

people in the name of religion and carrying out suicide a�acks to embarrass 

Shahadat. It is high �me to have a na�onal narra�ve on this issue. However, I am 

failed to understand as to why the Commi�ee of the Whole is being assigned the 

responsibility to prepare this narra�ve. For this purpose , a Sub-commi�ee be 

cons�tuted. Ch. Nisar Ali Khan has already made an effort to prepare a na�onal 

narra�ve by invi�ng religious leaders from different school of thoughts. The former 

Prime Minister and Chief of the Army Staff also par�cipated in the mee�ng. On the 

proposal of the Minister for Interior, the task for prepara�on of the narra�ve was 

assigned to Etehad ul Tanzeemat. It was a good decision as it is a religious ma�er. 

Some people have distorted the facts for brain washing of the youth. In short ,  I would 

like to emphasize that prepara�on of the narra�ve is the job of religious scholars. It is 

my request that these proposals should be brought out of the shelves and presented 

before the Parliament. The experts should go through the proposals and bring them 

in the final and comprehensive shape. Thank you ,
 
Sir.
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Senator Syed Shibli Faraz
   

Senator Syed Shibli Faraz:
 
Thank you Mr.Chairman .

 
I will be very brief. The 

concept of narra�ve has been haun�ng me. The ques�on is how we can prepare a 

na�onal narra�ve which would be followed or implemented in le�er and spirit.  

The ideology of being liberal has not a secure future in this part of the world. 

In 80s, this ideology was like a full tree promo�ng a culture of harmony and tolerance 

in the society. Zia ul Haq came to power and cut down this tree at once. He promoted 

polariza�on, confronta�on and differences amongst various segments of the society. 

The seed of polariza�on, confronta�on and differences has become a complete tree 

now… 

 Now the problem is that our state did not make any serious effort to 

determine the direc�on   where to move under the circumstances. There is no doubt 

that our country is an Islamic State and Islam is a perfect code of life for us and we 

are proud of being Muslims. But it does not mean  that we should not go forward 

alongwith other na�ons. I am son of a poet and I am proud of it. Allama Iqbal was a 

great philosopher of our all �mes. He is our na�onal poet who gave us the idea of  a 

separate Islamic state for the Muslims of this con�ne nt. The ideology of Allama Iqbal 

is a fact but we should not isolate ourselves. We are a na�on and we have to look 

forward to accept other reali�es also. Our state did not formulate any policy for 

upbringing sports, culture, literature and even film industry. As a result of this 

negligence, we are facing this situa�on today. Our great poets like Faiz Ahmed Faiz , 

Muneer Niazi, Habib Jalib, Ahmed Faraz, Manto etc. were effec�vely represen�ng a 

true picture of our social problems and taboos. But now, unfortunately, we consider 

our culture and tradi�ons as a useless subject. In this situa�on, how we can come to a 

consensus to build a na�onal narra�ve which may be acceptable to all segments of 

the society. For this very purpose, we will have to pr omote Art and Culture in this 

country otherwise the dream to build a na�onal narra�ve will never be realized. 

Thank you Sir.
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Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi
 

 
Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi: In the name of Allah, the most gracious, 

the most merciful. Thank you, Mr. Chairman! Mr. Farhatullah Babar has presented a 

very important mo�on. I would like to talk about Na�onal Ac�on Plan, which most of 

my colleagues have already did. There have been many achievements, here is a 

reduc�on in terrorism. There is no doubt that terrorism has been reduced 

significantly and rapidly which was spreading so increasingly in Pakistan.  

 Sir, there is no second opinion that we have chased  the terrorists to 

eliminate them. Mr. Chairman! Terrorists were either eliminated or were made to run 

away but the important task is to be done by all of us collec�vely, which should have 

already started. It is true that we have failed to build a common narra�ve. There have 

been different narra�ve s regarding terrorists and terrorism in Pakis tan. The defini�on 

of Taliban has been quite different here and there s�ll might be some segments 

which may have a different view regarding terrorists. Unfortunately, I am wearing a 

suit so I would blame the religious groups and declare madrasas as the sole root 

cause of terrorism. 

 The other segment is labeling the ones wearing a suit as American and 

Westernized and the root cause of the problem. No doubt, there was a �me when 

things started from these Madrassas but now the situa�on has become quite 

alarming that people from Aitcheson College and London School of Economics are 

involved in this. Our narra�ve should be the one which is seconded by all. Whatever 

discussion is being carried out in Parliament, we all are also confused as to what our 

narra�ve should be. It is, therefore, necessary for all the stakeholders, including the 

poli�cal and religious par�es to sit down and create a narra�ve in which we all 

believe. When we would be confident from within, we can tell the world what our 

narra�ve is. Today, we are confused and the rest of the world has also confused us 

because they think that we are not saying the same things and each one of us has a 

different narra�ve. Therefore, it is �me
 
to

 
have a healthy discussion on this and there 
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should be a Commi�ee of Whole because Parliament is the supreme body where all 

the poli�cal par�es get together. Other stakeholders should also be invited so that we 

could come to a common narra�ve because the way people from Universi�es are 

coming out with Fatwas and �cket to heaven, this will lead to destruc�on. It there is a 

small incident we get afraid that our name or our friend’s name is not involved. It is 

necessary to change our narra�ve and develop a narra�ve which is acceptable to the 

whole na�on. If we have a single common narra�ve it would be easy for us to make 

the world and out future genera�ons understand. Sir! At the end I would say that we 

need to work upon the mindset, Pakistan’s Armed forces have killed the terrorists but 

those who are mentally prepared to do such acts there should be a f ilm or book or 

Parliament and most importantly media should play its role so that we could tell the 

world and our future genera�ons that we had no connec�on with terrorists, but for 

that we need to build a narra�ve. Thank you.  

 Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Thank you. Mr. Taj Haider.  

Senator Taj Haider  

 Senator Taj Haider: Thank you, Mr. Chairman! In my opinion it will be wrong 

to confine this issue only to security situa�on. As some Senators have pointed it ou t 

that it is a rather huge problem. This is a war of ideology and it is not a merely 

resul�ng in human causali�es but it has tarnished our faith. A religion which preaches 

peace has been portrayed as a religion of war and bloodshed. It is very important to 

bring forth a narra�ve which defines our religion in its true progressive form. Sir! 

What is the narra�ve of terrorists a�er all? Which we need to eliminate. First thing, 

they consider themselves near to Allah while in their opinion, rest of the world is not 

and because they are close to Allah what they say is right and whatever the majority 

is saying is wrong. Because they are right and other are wrong, it is necessary for 

others to follow them. And if other do not  follow them it’s their religious  duty to 

murder them, and if an innocent person dies in the process, it’s a collateral damage.  
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It was a shock when someone once said, a lot of people die in floods. Why 

don’t you complain to Allah to which I replied you need to stop somewhere and you 

should not compare yourself
 
with

 
Allah and this wisdom

 
(S.W.T.). Sir, the basis of our 

rhetoric should be faith in Oneness of Allah. What is faith in oneness  of Allah? Faith in 

oneness of Allah is freedom, equality and brotherhood. The religious books being 

taught to children in Turkey have the lessons of the life of Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) took 

care of orphans and needy. How he took care of the ailing. How he was considerate 

towards the animals and took care of them. In fact, wherever he went to a war he 

used to instruct not to harm even plants. These are the basic principles that our 

religion teaches us. Sir, Jihad is for the protec�on of these principles, that we should 

keep these principles very deer to ourselves and whenever there is a threat posed to 

these principles we should stand up to protect them. But if you are only using arms 

and ignoring these basic principles and Islamic teachings you are actually ignoring the 

faith in oneness of Allah and in that case it is not Jihad but rather it is Fasad. Sir, you 

are a religious scholar and a learned man and you are a source of guidance for all of 

us.  

I want to remind you that on one occasion when the followers of Prophet 

(P.B.U.H) returned from a major Jihad, the Prophet (P.B.U.H) said yes, then one that 

you are going to have with your own self. If we could control our own self, and refrain 

from the ill-doings then we are definitely doing Jihad. If we are controlled by these 

things then we are not doing Jihad by crea�ng chaos. Sir, I would just say that Hazarat 

Allama Sajid Mir said that the basic responsibility lies on the Ulema. I would say the 

same that the basic responsibility lies with the Ulema because a religious discussion is 

going on. Why should we wait un�l the Government do something?  We should give 

recommenda�ons. I believe that it is a responsibility of every Muslim and religious 

scholars in specific. Associa�ons like Wafaq-ul-Madaris should come forward and 

spread the narra�ve and true progressive nature of Islam where orphans and needy 

are taken care of, where there is brotherhood. This narra�ve, which is the free face of 
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Islam should be preached from every mosque so that the an�-Islam narra�ve which is 

maligning our religion should be curbed. Thank you sir. 
 

Senator Sehar Kamran
 

 Senator Sehar Kamran: I would like to compliment Senator Farhatullah Babar 

that he has moved a mo�on on a very important subject. I would confine to the 

narra�ve as I myself have a mo�on about extremism on agenda. First of all is that 

what we are talking about. We are talking about na�onal narra�ve. We are talking 

about to cut militancy. We are not talking about Muslims nor about Pakistan i  

Muslims’ narra�ve. Neither are we talking about any religion to link it with militancy.  

 America introduced the word “War on Terror”. They marketed it and we 

purchased it immediately. What is the defini�on of a terrorist? We purchased their 

given narra�ve and linked it with Pakistan. A�er it, the world started benefi�ng from 

it. The thing is that what percentage of people are  there in Pakistan who are involved 

in militancy? What percentage fasten bombs with their bodies? What  percentage will 

be there who are against the Cons�tu�on of the country?  

 

First we must understand that militancy is not linked to any region or any 

part of the world, neither is it linked with Pakistan. What we believe about our own 

country. What message we want to give. We are giving a message of peace for 

progress and prosperity. If we are giving a message of peace and prosperity, then we 

should declare those few people as the enemies of Pakistan. All those who are against 

country, they are non -state actors and the enemies of Pakistan. Why should we 

consider them as terrorists? Why not we consider them as the enemies of the 

country? We should define the war waged against Pakistan, as who is the enemy of 

Pakistan that a�ack the state and challenge the sovereignty of the state, harm it. He 

is the enemy of the state. 

 Mr. Chairman, whether there is any rule for me. I have not even talked for 

two minutes, you may allow me to talk. We all have right to speak on this narra�ve 
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with detail. This House is for this purpose. If we are being pressed here where should 

we go to talk?
 

Whether we may go out and speak to the public. The point is that we 

have to understand that the narra�ve of Pakistan is peaceful or prosperous Pakistan. 

The narra�ve has been linked with militancy. The purpose of the Na�onal Ac�on Plan 

was to create a single organiza�on known as N ACTA which is the expecta�on of the 

people of Pakistan. The belief they have and the concept they perceive will be 

spectrum to the outside world from the country. But alas we have not given a�en�on 

to it. We are speaking about narra�ve but we have not defined it properly. I think we 

have to unite first on one point that what meaning we draw from the narra�ve. What 

message we want to give. Whether we have purchased this te rminology form outside 

world market or we have linked it with Pakistan. Thank you.  

Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Thank you. Yes, Thanvi Sahib.  

Senator Tanveer -ul-Haq Thanvi  

Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi:  The point raised by Mr. Farhatullah 

Babar, though important, has been raised and talked out many �me in this House. I 

shall talk briefly in this regard. First of all bias has been shown about madaris and 

against ulemas. I have never denied it as I myself is an administrator of a madrass. In a  

past some events has occurred of which it is evident. We think about that it may 

occur as there are many madrassas Ch. Nisar has also pointed out 10 or 15%  and all 

the rest are peaceful. The recent wave is of pity nature. We should make it noisy as 

the same is occurring in colleges and universi�es also. At least it has decreased the 

temperature about madrassas. It is considered that a specific mindset is working 

through it be it in mosque, cinema or anywhere, it may be stopped. In my opinion the 

Afghan Jihad is the basic cause of the menace. The na�on is not united abut its 

concept �ll today. There are differences of opinion about it. We think that all the  

problems are spreading in the region due to it and Pakistan has been engulfed in it. 

Though some people advocate about it. If this war of Jihad was not waged, perhaps 

Pakistan might not get destroyed. I did not know but Pakistan is affec�ng now. 
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Therefore, the Jihad at that �me
 
nus

 
a folly. Now the situa�on is that we may look 

forward and think about how to finish it. In fact the Pak army has fulfilled its du�es. 

They have performed well in the opera�ons “Zarb-e-Azab” and “Radul Fasad”. I have 

no evidences but I think the facilitators are hiding in our home and present in the 

country and are very ac�ve but they are highlighted to great extent. No ac�on has 

been taken against them. This is my opinion which may not be correct. I think there is 

a great por�on of ulemas in Pakistan who are open hearted and they did not support 

such ideas in which you are also included which is wrong. We saw that the 

government do not highlight it, never promote it, neither promoted any House.  

Those Ulemas be brought forwarded who have always advocated peace and 

are desirous of peace. I think the government should implement its own writ and the 

peace is being prevailed and will be strengthened.  

 Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Thank you . Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi. 

Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashhadi  
 
Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashhadi: Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

These beasts, terrorists and blood sucking monsters have a�acked our children.  

Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: What did you say in the beginning?  

Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashhadi: Blood sucking beasts, 

terrorists, militants, whatever name you give them, they have cut the throats of our 

children. They have a�acked our children. This has united the whole na�on because 

they have a�acked our coming genera�ons. The na�on was united and stood behind 

the Government. All the poli�cal par�es sat together and devised a na�onal ac�on 

plan. I will not speak on the na�onal ac�on plan as I have no �me and nothing to say 

because the Government has turned the Na�onal Ac�on Plan into a non-Ac�on Plan 

with no progress being made on it. Therefore, it is useless to speak on it.  

I congratulate Mr. Farhatullah Babar who is our highly intellectual member. 

The mo�on he has moved is based on a narra�ve. The narra�ve of Pakistan is pre�y 
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clear and if it is not clear to anybody, he should come out and read the whole of 

Jinnah’s speech inscribed on the wall above.
 

You are free to go to your mosques. You are free to go to your temples. You 

are free to go to your churches. Religion has nothing to do with the ma�ers of the 

state. 

I am not saying this. This is what the Quaid-e-Azam had said Quaid-e-Azam 

gave us a vision. He created honestly by s�cking to his principles. From across the 

world great and highly intelligent and widely respected leaders of the stature of 

Maulana Madni, Maulana Moududi and Maulana Abul Kalam Azad opposed him but 

Muslims of India stood with him and said whatever the Quaid-e-Azam said was their 

narra�ve. Quaid-e-Azam gave the same narra�ve that is wri�en above. He stated that 

Pakistan would be a tolerant , modern, liberal and democra�c  state. It is not that 

difficult to understand the narra�ve of Pakistan. Not  that difficult. But as soon as 

Quaid-e-Azam passed away, the narra�ve given by him also disappeared. Today we 

are not ready to speak the truth, not even to ready to read Quaid -e-Azam’s speech. 

Today we are not even ready to recollect why this country was made. This country 

was made so that we could live in it freely in a peaceful and brotherly manner. What 

we have done to the Pakistan of Quaid -e-Azam. I would like to beg leave with this 

ques�on. Thank you. 

Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Thank you very much. Sherry Rehman Sahiba.  

Senator Sherry Rehman  

 Senator Sherry Rehman: Thank you Mr. Chairman. The narra�ve that 

members have spoken about have been linked by most of them with Na�onal Ac�on 

Plan and Babar Sahib has talked about it quite rightly but at the moment I would like 

to say that usually our narra�ve is that we become anx ious only when we are 

cri�cized by other countries or when they raise fingers at us. Mr. Chairman, a na�onal 

narra�ve always comes up from within the country. It flourishes within our minds. It is 
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prepared from our text books and grows in our madaris, schools and educa�onal 

ins�tu�ons. Parliament is a source of policy making but now our narra�ve is set on 70 

TV channels. The outer society has its own stories or any culture creates its own social 

capital that too is culture and is part of the whole narra�ve. Therefore, a narra�ve is 

something overarching but Farhatullah Babar Sahib has quite rightly talked about the 

Na�onal Ac�on Plan. In this regard I would like to say that on Na�onal Ac�on Plan the 

report card of all of us is quite clear and there is no ambiguity in it. But the Na�onal 

Ac�on Plan has been a na�onal inac�on plan. It is quite clear. There has been a lot of 

debate on it. Facts and figures have come up before us, and there is no veil on the 

performance of the Government where facts and figures show a decline in incidents 

of terrorism, it is basically in those areas where successful military opera�ons have 

been carried out and these areas are on our borders. Forces nowhere conduct 

opera�ons in urban or se�led areas but the opera�on that needs to be carried out is 

not being carried out and that opera�on begins from text books and ends at mental 

bias. I endorse what Mashhadi Sahib has said that we have imposed a censorship on a 

very important speech of Quid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah. When somebody 

stands up and contends that it is one of his many speeches. He gave a lot of 

importance to religion. I am reading a book on him now-a-days, the book is about his 

poli�cs and the way he achieved Pakistan by con�nually figh�ng for it.  He created a 

state where Muslims could live freely because the region was inclining too much 

towards communism. But at the same �me he said that you cannot deny it, you 

cannot censor it. 

 If you are uncomfortable with, Mr. Chairman, I will stop right now . If you do 

not want to hear it, I will stop right now.  

 Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Please carry on.  

 Senator Sherry Rehman: So, if you are uncomfortable with this narra�ve, 

then the censorship on this speech is s�ll in place since 1947. Even today somebody 
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may stand up and say that Pakistan was made in the name of religion. Neither I nor 

anybody among us have ever said that this country was not made for the Muslims but 

in this speech, which was basically a poli�cal speech and we are si�ng all poli�cians 

here, usually we say, I had said that in a jalsa, policy speech is basically made here. 

When Prime Minister comes into the House and delivers a policy speech or when a 

Cons�tu�onal making speech is delivered, there is no speech more important than 

that one. The speech of Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah was delivered in the 

Cons�tuent Assembly and as such it was the last word that speech was delivered to 

determine the policy of the state of Pakistan. Now you have to move forward with 

this mindset. During the previous government we were told so on every 14 th  August. 

We would read this speech in the embassies when I was Ambassador we have 

included this speech in the curriculum in Sindh as a message of Pakistan. I think it 

should be included in every text book we are re-wri�ng our history but we have 

imposed the narra�ve of Zia-ul-Haq on our minds so terribly that so far as we have 

not been able to shake ourselves of this narra�ve. Then we say that it is a ma�er of 

mind set. Our religion has been exploited and the militants are s�ll exploi�ng it. When 

there is Islam phobia throughout the en�re world or when Pakistan is pressed against 

the wall because when we will not be ready to ask the right ques�ons about ourselves 

then such a narra�ve will definitely be set. Narra�ve always reflects to some extent 

the ground reality and you have to think of the ground reality as well. Thank you very 

much.  

 Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Mr. Abdul Qayyum.  

 

Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum  

 Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum: Thank you Mr. Chairman. I would like 

to say that terrorism actually emerged from Hindus, Jews and Sabians and we have to 

get rid of it. I call it Hindus, Jews and Chris�ans because 9/11 happened due to the 
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wrong Middle East Policy of the Western P owers and when atroci�es were 

commi�ed against the Pales�nians, 19 people went from there and abducted 

airplanes
 

there. Secondly, there is cruelty in Kashmir, where there is mass killings. 

This has led to the birth of many organiza�ons which we call p roscribed 

organiza�ons. Similarly, when Afghanistan was a�acked we saw the emergence of 

Taliban and then gradually things went out of control because terrorism is now not a 

problem of anyone country. This is a regional, interna�onal and trans border  issue. 

The second thing I want to highlight is what is the narra�ve developed by Pakistan in 

this regard? Na�onal Ac�on Plan is a narra�ve to fight terrorism and this narra�ve 

was devised by all of us together. I feel disappointed when people call it inac �on plan 

that in poli�cal enmity we go to the extent that we do not even bother to speak the 

truth. The outer world and our people say there is 60 to 70 percent but 60 to 70 

percent improvement. I would like to draw a�en�on to few points of the Na�ona l 

Ac�on Plan, e.g. implementa�on of death sentence. It was done. Then it was said that 

special courts would be cons�tuted. This was part of the narra�ve and we did it. We 

pledged that there would be zero tolerance for terrorism which we did. Ac�on aga inst 

hate literature and speeches, which we did to a greater extent. Choking of Finances. 

In this regard we choked billions of rupees. Similarly, we have moved ahead with 

registra�on of Madrasas and about 182 madaris have been registered. Apart from 

this the media also supported us regarding the glorifica�on of media. Earlier Taliban  

would hold press conferences but by the grace of Allah now they cannot hold press 

conferences. Similarly, the repatria�on of IDPs was pledge which we successfully did. 

Then we expressed our resolve to dismantle the communica�on networks of the 

terrorists. We dismantled such networks in North Waziristan as well as in Balochistan. 

We blocked tens of millions of SIMs. Then there was the problem of Afghan refugees, 

we registered them and repatriated them. Nobody says that everything is goody . 

There are a lot of things yet to be done. But what I object to and what we could not 

do so far is that we had to correct our criminal Jus�ce system. Unfortunately, we 
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could not do it.
 

There are other points as well but we are in a vola�le situa�on and it 

will come under control gradually. I request my colleagues to take fairly for when you 

talk justly somebody will definitely own. If Opposi�on will talk totally in black and 

white and call it no ac�on plan. That is unfair. Thank you.  

Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Thank you. Mr. Usman Kakar Saheb.  

Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar  

Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar: Thank you Mr. Chairman. The topic 

is very important but you allow li�le �me.  If I am in Opposi�on and call it no ac�on 

plan, that would not be fair.  

Terrorism and extremism is a unique strategy of world imperialist powers. To 

dominate other countries of the world and occupy their resources and then govern 

these states as per their own whims and caprices was their basic strategy. When the 

East India Company established their rule in India, it used the feudals, Ulemas and 

religion in their favour. The rightly guided Ulemas and the na�onalists and 

Democra�c leaders stood against them. When there was a paradigm shi� in 

Afghanistan, all these imperialists became one under Region. Region was the 

bridegroom and we also joined the wedding. Afghanistan was an independent state 

and we have got nothing to do with its friends and foes but  we took the responsibility 

of correc�ng the course of events and today, as a result of that policy, the 

bridegroom and wedding are indifferent to terrorism. We say that we are the 

bridegroom we are spearheading it, and that we have to spread it. In this country the 

onus is on Zia-ul-Haq and some other Generals of that �me. They imposed terrorism 

on this country, and it was carried forward by General Musharraf who is even today 

considered as sacred in this country that neither the government nor the Supreme 

Court could do anything against him; nay no ins�tu�on can do anything against him. 

He is the man responsible for terrorism in this country. To exploit religion and the 

sen�ments of innocent people was his overall objec�ve.  
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Now Professors of Educa� onal Ins�tu�ons like Karachi University, IT 

University Que�a, Physics Professor have become vic�ms of terrorism. Students, 

public, media, about eighty percent anchors of our media and owners of some 

channels are fueling extremism in their specific programmes. It should be revisited. 

This country should be run democra�cally, and for vested interests the sen�ments of 

the people and religion should not be exploited. The issue is Na�onal Ac�on Plan. All 

par�es plan, leave them, they have met their end.  A regre�able fact is that our 

former Interior Minister, who was interior Minister two months ago, had links with 

undemocra�c forces. A week earlier our current Foreign Minister stated that we have 

to correct ourselves but they say no, it is against the country. Now you can see that 

some ins�tu�ons are providing umbrella to the terrorists. The result is that the 

powerful now demand that we should correct ourselves; otherwise they threaten us 

of a reac�on. This is the joke of these people, and now everybody says it is not the 

right way. That should be the way, give us respect, your soldiers are ac�ng as 

mercenaries. You wronged your own people, your own country; and wronged the two 

hundred million people of this country. Correct yourself, correct all yo ur ins�tu�ons; 

this is the responsibility of the Parliament. The narra�ve is quite clear. People do not 

support terrorism. Correct those evil minds who consider themselves as more loyal to 

the na�on. The public is treacherous but those who commit cruelty against the public 

are loyal. This is strange. Those who uphold the dignity of the Cons�tu�on are disloyal 

but those violate the Cons�tu�on are patrio�c. Correct this narra�ve. Thank you.  

 Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Ok. 

Senator Maulana Hafiz Hamdullah  
 Senator Maulana Hafiz Hamdullah: Thank you Mr. Chairman .  I hope that you 

will allow some concession with reference to �me because  our mo�ve and yours is  

the same. 

 Mr. Chairman: Senator Maulana Hafiz Hamdullah Sahib, if you hit a four or a 

sixer then
 

a lot will happen if the lead up is lengthy then I might be compelled.
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Senator Hafiz Hamdullah : Actually sir, if this is a T20 then I will hit a four or a 

sixer, but if  it is a test match then we will have to play at a slow er
 
pace. 

 

 
Mr. Chairman, who in

 
railed

 
Pakistan, just look at yesterday’s

 
and todays 

no�fica�ons, check the reports of Bri�sh and American newspapers, they say that we 

are considering to declare Pakistan, as a terrorist country, why? It is giving shelter to 

the terrorists. Prior to this, Trump’s statement on 22 nd  August, BRICS no�fica�on, the 

an�-Pakistan conjoined narra�ve of the Japanese Prime Minister with India, there are 

several other references that I can quote. Who is responsible  for in railip  Pakistan and 

it is being labeled as a terrorist state, these two strata’s of the  society, they can be 

also called the rulers, the rulip elite, the poli�cal elite and the non-poli�cal elite.  

 This reiternace of terrorism, it started a�er 9/11. A�er 9/11 the state was 

pushed into the war against terrorisms. Who made this decision, it was not decided 

by a molvi, any madrassa, not any religious party, neither the parliament of Pakistan. 

One individual nor 200 million people of Pakistan. One individual took this decision, if 

we go a li�le further down the memory lane and give reference of General Zia -ul-

Haq, there were not the people of Pakistan either. Therefore, the powerful  and the 

rulers who pushed the state into a morass a�er 9/11, and the en�re state is being in 

railed on terrorism Islam is being labeled as terrorist religion, the religious strata  is 

being labeled as terrorists and extremists, but during this period between 1980’s and 

2017 poli�cal and democra�c governments also came into power, these poli�cal and 

democra�c government con�nued this policy, the same policy, as a result of which, 

we are being called terrorists. But if we decide who pushed this country on the verse 

of terrorism, it includes poli�cians, military in form of Musharraf, maulvis too, and 

judiciary as well, because the judiciary provided a legal cover to General Zia’s coup, 

Musharraf’s coup as well, the result of which is this destruc�on. No one was safe 

from it. Poli�cians were a�acked, the example of Mohterma Benazir Bhu�o is in front 

of you, Maulana Faza-ur-Rehman survived three suicide a�acks, you suffered a 

suicide a�ack, Asfandyar Wali, and Maulana Sherrani suffered two suicide a�acks. 
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Many Ulemah, poli�cians, and lawyers have been martyred. This is why I say that if 

you want a narra�ve, you refer to one speech of Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali 

Jinnah, Quaide-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah made 114 speeches, and in every 

speech he has talked about an Islamic Welfare State. Out of these 114 speeches we 

pick up the speech made in September 1947, we  ignored the Cons�tu�on, we did not 

pay any heed to the resolu�on of objec�ves, and the remaining 113 speeches in 

which he spoke about the Islamic Welfare State we over look those. Therefore, Mr. 

Chairman, when we talk about the na�onal narra�ve, we mean supremacy of the 

Cons�tu�on and the rule of law. If we follow this, there will be peace and a system of 

reward and punishment will come into being. Thank you.  

 Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Thank you, Mr. Rehman Malik, Ex -Interior Minister.  

Senator Abdul Rehman Malik  

 Senator Abdul Rehman Malik: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, today my 

colleagues have spoken in detail, especially Hafiz Hamdullah Sahib and General 

Qayyum Sahib… let us discuss something which is very important, this issue is not 

about government and the opposi�on, it’s a na�onal issue, and it’s not just about 

Pakistan, it’s the en�re Muslim Ummah’s issue. I want to say, that when the 

intelligence agencies operate around the world, there is a key quo�ent of each 

country and region, this means, that they ponder on the point by which they can 

destabilize a na�on or a country.  

 Unfortunately, I am forced to say that the world intelligence agencies and 

an�-Muslim forces have got key quo�ents as jihadis, militants, Al -Qaida, and who 

knows be�er than you Mr. Chairman, who has suffered, and have been personally 

affected. We have imported this seed in Pakistan, and have done it voluntarily, I will 

not name people here, but the fact is that the seed was sent, and the first seed was 

that of the Jihadi’s, who were not on the right path. They were criminals and 

disgruntled elements. They were brought and kept here, a register by the name of Al -

Qaida was opened, and these people were registered in that.
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Sir, �me passed, the Jihadis became Taliban, then Talib an le� and Al-Qaeda 

came into being, and now Dayish has been created. I agree with Hamdullah Sahib that 

it is not a conspiracy just against Pakistan but the en�re Muslim Ummah. The proof if 

this is that the West, which we call America, you said here, but  tell me, is not Hillary 

Clinton, Secretary of State on record saying that we planted Jihadis in Pakistan and 

Afghanistan we gave them money, trained them and le� them. Mr. Chairman, things 

do not end here, what did they do in Iraq? Saddam kept screaming that he wants 

inspec�on to be carried out. I wish to clarify a few things, Mohtarma Benazir Bhu�o 

Shaheed was alive, she got a message from Saddam through the Ambassador of UAE 

who was from Iraq, and which I took it for her, and we said that there is a message 

from Saddam, and he wants inspec�on to be carried out, they said that it has been 

decided 15 days ago that we have to a�ack Iraq. It was preplanned, in the same way, 

they moved forward, and the way they moved forward is in front  of everyone. All 

these things are linked with us, the way they arranged everything for Syria. Did not Al-

Qaeda and Dayish go there? I am on record with His Royal Highness, the Saudi King, I 

told him three years ago that you will be a�ached, and it will be from Yemen. Their  

Foreign Office can confirm this, because I could see that all the people of Al -Qaeda 

and Taliban were migra�ng from Pakistan to Yemen.  

 Mr. Chairman, I will take a few minutes to finalize and it is important to talk 

about it, I want to apprise my colleagues about a few things. Have we ever defined 

militancy, extremism �ll date? Sorry to say, we have no defini�on of this. Previously 

we used to blame Madrassahs that the Madrassahs do it. Have you seen the latest, 

what Dayish is? Engineers, doctors and university students. This means that our old 

story is finished. I s�ll think that there should be all kinds of reforms. Many things 

have been done under the Na�onal Ac�on Plan, but many s�ll remain to be carried 

out. We have to change the mindset of the people of Pakistan. We don’t have any 

other op�on, because of the an�-Pakistan forces, what is being done in Balochistan is 

in front of us. There is a nexus between India and Afghanistan, and the new element 
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arrived is America. Sir these 3 countries, this
 
troika that has been created and is being 

headed by Modi. I call this Modi’s War. He wants to take this war from Afghanistan to 

China via Pakistan. We have to change this mindset in our system; our priority will be
 

to change Pakistan. Take a cursory glance at the en�re  world, is terrorism le� only for 

the Muslims? Name one country where there is terrorism. Terrorism is created and 

engineered and then planted. Sir, what is happening in Burm a now?  Sir, Alqaeda is 

opera�ng in Burma, and the poor Muslims are being persecuted. Have we protested 

on our part, did we go to the UN? Have we announced any commission? Today, I 

have wri�en a le�er to the Secretary General, UN demanding a commission for them. 

Sir, a resolu�on should be brought here, no ma�er wha t, in which we should voice 

our concern in unanimity because Muslims are suffering over there. We should go 

there with a resolu�on and demand, that a high powered transparent commission 

should be formed to inves�gate the ma�er, as to who alighted this f ire in Burma? 

This fire is alighted in the same manner it was alighted in Afghanistan. Thank you.  

 Mr. Ac�ng Chairman: Minister  Sahib. 

Mr. Muhammad Tallal Chaudhry, MoS for Interior  

Mr. Muhammad Talal Chaudhry (MoS for Interior):  Thank you Mr. Chairman .  

This is definitely a very important subject. During the past few decades the situa�on 

in Pakistan revolves around the success and failure of this narra�ve. Narra�ves are 

made from �me to �me, but unfortunately during two major dictatorships, instead o f 

strengthening the country, narra�ves were formed to strengthen themselves, 

whether its defini�on of Jihad or a talk about good and bad Taliban, narra�ves were 

made to improvise their own situa�on or their rule, they were never created to 

improve the situa�on of the country. I agree with the Ex Interior Minister, and I think 

everyone will agree that it is a na�onal issue. The success and failure of it will be 

borne by everyone. Instead of giving sweeping statements we should be more 

careful, because its success or failure will be our success and failure as a whole. Three 

parts of every narra�ve are very important.
 
Who is the messenger in this; these are 
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messages, target and audience. And it’s very clear that when we are trying to make a 

central
 

narra�ve against it, it revolves around the religion. Its
 
explana�on and 

interpreta�on is very clear that there should be no educa�on for girls, polio drops 

should not be given and saying that Governments are un-Islamic and then inci�ng 

people to a�ack these governments and the ins�tu�ons, their narra�ve is very clear. 

To make a counter narra�ve for this is the responsibility of NECTA. A lot has been said 

here, a major part of this narra�ve was created as well and there was implementa�on 

of it as well, and the point that Na�on Ac�on Plan is not being implemented. I believe 

that whoever says that it is not being implemented.  

 I believe that whoever says that it’s not being implemented is expressing his 

failure himself. Na�onal Ac�on Plan was not just the federa�on’s responsibility but it 

was the responsibility of all four provinces. It was made with a consensus, all par�es 

and provinces were taken on board over this. It has 20 points, most of which are 

about the provinces, there were numerous successes, but nonetheless improvisa�on 

is needed. Time and again it is said a narra�ve was not made. It was during the rule of 

our government that an internal security policy was made for the very first �me, 

whether someone praises it or cri�cizes it, we have been figh�ng this war for the past 

two decades and no effort was made to create a narra�ve, we made an internal 

security policy. May be there is a need to add a few things to it or improvise it. We 

don’t want only the government to make a narra�v e, the narra�ve should be made 

unanimously, it should include all par�es and religious par�es, we have a very 

unambiguous founda�on on this. There are messages from the Holy Quran in our 

religion, a�er that speeches of Quaid-e-Azam, and reasons for the crea�on of 

Pakistan, and most importantly all the things given in the Cons�tu�on, and if we drive 

a narra�ve out of these then we can create a narra�ve very easily.  

 The Government would want to guide the house, narra�ves have been 

created previously too and there is a need to improvise it, we will certainly include 

sugges�ons from the House. If we don’t make a narra�ve driven
 
by what others have 
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to say i.e., like Trump and B RICS,
 
We should make a narra�ve for our homeland ,

 
for 

Pakistan, I will repeat myself, that whenever a narra�ve was made it was reac�ve, a 

proac�ve narra�ve has never been created. We have always reacted to a situa�on. 

We have also been reac�ng to various incidents regarding the Na�on Ac�on Plan, it 

should be proac�ve. We have a base for this. I will repeat these three things again 

that our basic rights are men�oned in the Holy Quran in the speeches of Quaid-e-

Azam and the Cons�tu�on; other than these we will include the sugges�on which will 

be given by the House. We want this to be created unanimously so that if can also be 

implemented; there are mul�party governments in various provinces, so 

implementa�on is easy, it is not necessary to men�on that there should be an 

implementa�on. Thank you. 

 Mr. Presiding Officer: Thank you honourable Minister. The mo�on has been 

talked out. 
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Request by National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) to 

further benifit from the collective wisdom of Senate Committee of 

the Whole.
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Adjournment	Motions	

Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	

2.11  Parliamentarians have very efficiently used the tool of Adjournment Motion 

to take up the issue of terrorism in the Parliament and have tried to see it at length 

for meaningful policy and outcomes.

In the Senate of Pakistan, Adjournment Motions on the issue of terrorism – be it 

specific attacks or terrorism in general – have been put up and admitted. Some 

key adjournment motions enumerated in this section pertain to issues such as, 

Terrorist attacks; Establishment of a National Security Committee to take a 

holistic view of the multitude of security challenges to Pakistan and draft a  

strategic  course  of action;  speech delivered by US President Barak Obama to 

the State of the Union wherein he mentioned the name of Pakistan in the context 

of terrorism/extremism and stated that instability will continue for decades in 

parts of Pakistan; suicide attacks at Parks; Mosques and other places, death  of  

innocent  citizens  including  children and women; loss of precious lives of 

lawyers, school, college, university students, Doctors, Hospital staff and civilian 

and defence organizations personnel and their families.
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ADJOURNMENT MOTIONS 

Regarding the incident of terrorist attack on a 

bus at Karachi carrying people belonging to 

Ismaili Community in which forty-five people 

lost their lives.

Regarding target killing of human rights 

activist Ms. Sabeen Mahmood recently in 

Karachi.

Regarding the killing of Burmese Muslim 

community as reported in print and electronic 

media.

Regarding the incident of killing of 19 

passengers travelling in two coaches near 

Mastung in Balochistan.

Regarding establishment of a National 

Security Committee to take a holistic view of 

the multitude of security challenges to 

Pakistan and draft a strategic course of 

action.

Regarding a News item published in “The 

Nation” on November 10, 2015 that over five 

hundred candidates backed by banned outfits 

have made their way into the Punjab Local 

Government System.

Regarding the declaration made by hon'ble 

Interior Minister in the National Assembly on 
th17  December, 2015 that their Ministry is not 

responsible in totality for the effective 

implementation of the National Action Plan.

Regarding the speech delivered by US 

President Barak Obama to the State of the 

Union wherein he mentioned the name of 

Pakistan in the context of terrorism/ 

Mr. Sirajul Haq

Mr. Farhatullah Babar

Mr. Atta ur Rehman

Mr. Hamza

Ms. Sheher Bano Sherry 

Rehman

Mr. Karim Ahmed Khawaja

Mr. Farhatullah Babar

Mr. Mushahid Hussain 

Syed

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Name of the Mover Subject Matter of the ResolutionSr. #
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extremism and stated that instability will 

continue for decades in parts of Pakistan 

which runs counter to the claims of the 

Government of Pakistan regarding successes 

of operation Zarb-e-Azb.

Regarding the incident of terrorism on 
thCharsada University on 20  January, 2016, 

wherein twenty students were killed and many 

others injured.

Regarding the incident of bomb blast in 
thQuetta on 6  February, 2016 resulting in death 

of three personnel of F.C and six civilians.

Regarding the terrible incident of suicide blast 

at Gulshan-e-Iqbal Park, Lahore, which 

resulted into death of more than seventy 

innocent citizens including children and 

women and injuries to hundreds.

Regarding the terrible incident of suicide blast 

at Gulshan-e-Iqbal Park, Lahore, which 

resulted into death of more than seventy 

innocent citizens including children and 

women and injuries to hundreds.

Regarding heavy loss of human lives 

including lawyers in the recent bomb blast at 

Civil Hospital Quetta and the target killing of 

the President Balochistan Bar.

Regarding heavy loss of human lives in the 

recent Bomb Blast in Civil hospital Quetta.

R e g a r d i n g  t h e  s e r i o u s  fl a w s  i n 

implementation of National Action Plan as 

well as the performance of NACTA. 

Regarding the heavy loss of human lives in 

recent bomb blast in Quetta. 

Regarding horrifying bomb blast in Quetta in 

which 53 people have been killed.

Senator Hafiz Hamdullah

Senator Sirajul Haq

Senator Col. (R) Syed 

Tahir Hussain Mashhadi

Senator Muhammad Ali 

Khan Saif

Saeed Ghani

Senator Nighat Mirza

Senator Sitara Ayaz

Senator Mian Muhammad 

Ateeq Shaikh

Senator Sitara Ayaz

Senator Sherry Rehman

Senator Sehar Kamran

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
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Regarding tragic incident of terrorism took 
thplace in Quetta on 8  August, 2016.

Regarding loss of precious lives of civilian as 

well as lawyer in Quetta bomb blast.

Regarding the tragic incident of terrorism 

recently taken place in Quetta.

Regarding Quetta bomb blast where ninety 

three people have died including President 

High Court Bar.

Regarding recent explosion of bomb blast in 

Quetta.

Regarding situation arising out of target killing 

and subsequent brutal carnage of lawyer 

community in Quetta.

Regarding the bomb blast at civil Hospital in 

Quetta on August 8, 2016 resulting in 

martyrdom of more than 75 persons.

Regarding terrorist attack on Mardan 

Katchery in which 53 persons injured and 

fourteen martyred.

Regarding the serious flaws in implementa-

tion of National Action Plan as well as the 

performance of NACTA.

Regarding killing of sixty under trained police 

officials by the terrorists in Police Training 

Centre, Quetta.

Regarding the terrorist attack on the Shrine of 

Syed Sakhi Shah Bilawal Norani situated in 

far flung area of district Khuzdar, Balochistan, 

which resulted into death of more than sixty 

people and injuries to more than hundred.

To discuss the threat to the general public in 

the wake of recent wave of terrorism and 

response of the State in this regard.

Senator Mohammad Azam 

Khan Swati

Senator Karim Ahmed 

Khawaja

Senator Muhammad 

Usman Khan Kakar

Senator Sardar 

Muhammad Azam Khan 

Musakhel Senator Gul 

Bashra

Senator Mohsin Aziz

Senator Muhammad 

Javed Abbasi 

Senator Dr. Jehanzeb 

Jamaldini

Senator Khanzada Khan 

Senator Mian Muhammad 

Ateeq Shaikh 

Senator Molana Hafiz 

Hamdullah

Senator Sirajul Haq

Senator Col. (R) Syed 

Tahir Hussain Mashhadi 

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29
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Senator Sherry Rehman

Senator Mian Muhammad 

Ateeq Shaikh

To discuss that the sectarian hatred being 

promoted through acts of racial profiling may 

provide a fertile ground to the extremists 

Daesh group to spread its ideology in 

Pakistan by recruiting  militants particularly in 

Punjab.

Regarding the implication causes and 

motives behind suicide blast targeting census 
thteam in Lahore on 5  April 2017.

30

31
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Calling	Attention	
of	the	Government

Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	

2.12  This section features the Calling Attention Notices moved by Senators 

pertaining to the issues of terrorism and extremism. The key issues highlighted 

through these notices included “involvement of RAW for destabilizing Pakistan 

through various acts of terrorism”; banned outfits operating in Pakistan openly on 

social media; the circulation of counterfeit currency in country  that paves the way 

for terror financing and other criminal activities.

2.13  The procedural tool of Prime Minister's Zero Hour was used by the 

Senators to bring into parliamentary focus and purview issues such as “seeking 

evidence which has been submitted in the UNO against Indian terror 

involvement in Pakistan, and the action taken by the government in respect of 

the confession of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Bangladesh that India 

broke Pakistan into two pieces, besides other threatening statements or actions.

Prime	Minister's	Zero	Hour
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6.05.2015

6.05.2015

04.06.2015

08.06.2015

27.10.2015

04.01.2016

11.05.2016

24.06.2016

27.06.2016

18.07.2016

5.08.2016

Regarding the involvement of RAW 

for destabilizing Pakistan through 

various acts of terrorism.

Regarding recent target killing of 

human rights activist Ms. Sabeen 

Mehmood in Karachi.

Regarding killing of 22 innocent 

people in Mastung, Balochistan by 

the terrorists.

Regarding eight militants freed out 

of ten arrested for attacking Malala 

Yousufzai.

Regarding the appointment of 

National Security Advisor.

Regarding the Vice Chancellor of 

Charsada University held responsi-

ble on the recent attack of terrorists 

on the University.

Regarding the murder of human 

rights activist, Khurram Zaki in 
thKarachi on 8  May, 2016.

Regarding the fai lure of law 

enforcement agencies to arrest the 

elements involved in the brutal 

assassination of Mr. Amjad Sabri 

Qawwal.

Regarding the circulat ion of 

counterfeit currency in the country 

that paves the way for terror 

financing and other cr iminal 

activities.

Regarding the reported secret 

crackdown on Lal masjid elements.

Regarding recent killing of Kalash 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Syed Muzafar Hussain 

Shah

Ms. Sassui Palijo

Mr. Muhammad Daud 

Khan Achakzai, Adv.

Mr. Ilyas Ahmad Bilour

Mr. Shahi Syed

Mr. Farhatullah Babar

Mr. Farhatullah Babar

Senator Hafiz 

Hamdullah

Senator Col. (R) Syed 

Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Senator Kalsoom 

Perveen

Senator Mian 

Muhammad Ateeq  

Shaikh

Senator Col. (R) Syed 

Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Senator Samina Abid 

Name of the MoverSubject Matter of the ResolutionSr. # Date 
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people living in various valleys of 

Chitral.

Regarding report of joining of 

dozens of Pakistanies to the ultra-

extremist militant group, the Islamic 

State (IS) also known as Daesh, in 

Syria earlier this year.

Regarding the joining of Pakistanis 

in ultra-extremist group, IS (Islamic 

State).

Regarding the permission to the 

recently retired Army Chief to join 

the Saudi led multi-nation Islamic 

Military Alliance to Fight Terrorism 

(IMAFT) with particular reference to 

the circumstances, the need and 

justification for this extraordinary 

decision.

Regarding the banned outfits 

operating in Pakistan openly on 

social media.

12

13

14

15

Senator Col. (R) Syed 

Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Senator Col. (R) Syed 

Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Senator Farhatullah 

Babar

Senator Col. (R) Syed 

Tahir Hussain 

Mashhadi

Senator Karim Ahmed 

Khawaja

25.11.2016

23.12.2016

27.3.2017

5.06.2017
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Regarding seeking the ent i re 

evidence which have been submitted 

in the UNO against Indian involve-

ment in terrorism in Pakistan and the 

action taken by the Government in 

respect of confession of Indian Prime 

M i n i s t e r  N a r e n d r a  M o d i  i n 

Bang ladesh that  Ind ia  broke 

Pakistan into two pieces.

Regarding the disavowal by the 

Honorable Interior Minister of 

responsibility of the Interior Ministry 

in the full implementation of the 

National Action Plan (NAP), made by 

him in the National Assembly on 

December 17, 2015.

Regarding non-payment of compen-

sation amount to the people of 

Khyber Agency who were killed and 

injured in extremism and terrorism by 

1

2

3

Mr. Abdul Rehman 

Malik

Mr. Farhatullah Babar

Mr. Taj Muhammad 

Afridi

05.10.2015

18.12.2015

31.12.2015

2.13  Prime Minister's Zero Hour

Name of the MoverSubject Matter of the ResolutionSr. # Date 
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Part - III

The	Role	of	Committees

Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	Role	in	Fighting	Terrorism	
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Committee	of	the	Whole
3.1  Out of all the case studies and success stories compiled in this publication 

the single most important is the new practice and Forum of Committee of the 

Whole House. While in many other jurisdictions such Committees do exist but 

their role is limited to deliberations on bills reported back by the Committees or 

not agreed to by the relevant Standing Committee. While the Senate of Pakistan 

has also started using the Committee of the Whole for consideration of Bills w.e.f. 
th18  December, 2017, the Committee of the Whole has been echoing in the 

media, political and governance agenda of the country since 2015 for timely 

interventions in crises situations. The important issues, which can be labelled as 

existing or emerging crisis had been deliberated by the Committee and 

legislative as well as policy solutions have been recommended. 

The first Committee of the Whole was on “Provision of Inexpensive and Speedy 

Justice in the Country” which, if not addressed, has the potential to create crisis in 

many shapes and forms as delayed and expensive justice is breeding ground for 

extremism. The Committee drafted 8 Bills which were unanimously passed by the 

House. One of the Bills was directly related to the issue of terrorism. The 

Witnesses Protection Bill was a timely action to strengthen the proper and fair trial 

of the accused terrorists. However, the highlight of the Committee proceedings 

and business was invation to the then Chief Justice of Pakistan Mr. Justice Anwar 

Zaheer Jamali who came to the Parliament House and addressed the 

Committee. This sub section contains two other Reports of the Senate 

Committee of the Whole of Committee of the Whole constituted to “Prepare Policy 

Guidelines in the light of emerging regional realities”, the two Reports of the 

Committee are Policy Guidelines in view of the latest situation developing 

between India and Pakistan (October-2016); and Initial response to the U.S. 

President's Afghan–South Asia Policy Statement (August-2017).The debate in 

the Committee of Whole has been summarized in annexes. 

The interactive working of Committee of Whole provides opportunity to conduct 

business in greater detail and depth. The Committee has sought experts input 

besides involving Secretaries and functionaries of Government Ministries. The 
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Reports of the Committee of Whole, adopted by the House are sent to Government 

for compliance for report back. The Report back by Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 

case of both the Committee Reports is given at the end of Reports.

The utility and usefulness of the new Parliamentary practice in the form of the 

Committee of the Whole has been further established in crisis management, as it 

has been an extremely useful platform for holding detailed interactive discussions 

and deliberations with the security establishment of the country. In the winter of 

2017, when this book was being finalized for print, Pakistan was facing a serious 

crisis situation, partly internal, but mainly external as a result of further targeting 

by the United States under Trump. The First Policy of Trump Administration was 

announced in which Pakistan was blamed again and to some extent coerced to 

jump ones again in US war in Afghanistan. A Pentagon Report submitted to the 

US Congress on the same day has raised false alarms about the safety of the 

nuclear assets of Pakistan. 

A meeting of the Committee of the Whole, which was being organized on 
thEmerging Security Paradigm for Pakistan, was held on the very next day i.e. 19  

December, 2017 in which the top leadership of the Military and Intelligence 

Agencies were invited. The briefing and Question Answer session, which lasted 

for over 4 hours, helped remove some of the misperceptions and fault lines 

created internally but more importantly it helped in developing the synergy 

required to face and avert the crisis being thrust upon Pakistan by the Trump 

Administration in sync with his likes in the region. No details of the Committee 

meeting are being published as meeting was in-camera. Only the Notice of the 

first of a kind meeting in the Parliamentary history of Pakistan and one picture 

outside the Hall/Committee Room and public handout is included for the purpose 

of Reference.
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INTRODUCTION	TO	THE	COMMITTEE	OF	WHOLE

The	 Committee of	 Whole	 is	 the	 entire	 Membership	 of	 the	 House	 sitting	 as	 a	

Committee;	 a	 new	 Parliamentary	 initiative	 taken	 by	 the	 Senate	 of	 Pakistan	 by	

amending	 the	Rules	of	Procedure	and	Conduct	of	Business	 in	 the	Senate,	2012.	

On	a	motion	moved	by	the	Leader	of	the	House	or	Leader	of	the	Opposition,	the	

Senate	 can	 convert	 the	 entire	 House	 into	 a	 Committee	 on	 issues	 of	 national	

importance,	with	the	power	to	require	the	attendance	of	any	person	or	summon	

production	of	papers,	record	from	any	Division,	department,	autonomous	body,	

semiautonomous	 body	 or	 organization,	 or	 examine	 such	 persons	 on	 oath	 or	

solemn	af�irmation,	or	invite	or	summon	any	person	to	give	evidence	in	relation	

to	any	matter	under	its	consideration.

	

Rules	172	A	&	172B	 of	 the	Rules	 of	 Procedure	 and	Conduct	 of	 Business	 in	 the	

Senate,	2012,	provides	as	under:-	

172A.	Constituting	the	Committee.-

	
The	House	may	constitute	itself	

into	a	Committee	of	the	Whole	on	a	motion	by	the	Leader	of	the	House	

or	 Leader	 of	 the	 Opposition,	 as	 the	 case	 may	 be.	 When	 the	 House

constitutes	 itself	 into	 a	 Committee	 of	 the	Whole,	 it	 functions	 as	 one	

Committee	 acting	 upon	 any	 matter(s)	 referred	 by	 the	 House	 and	

conducts	its	proceedings	like	a	regular	Committee	with	its	membership	

composed	of	all	the	members	of	the	House:

	

Provided	that	if	a	motion	to	constitute	the	House	into	a	Committee	

of	 the	 Whole	 is	 not	 passed,	 a	 similar	 motion	 shall	 not	 be	 presented	

within	the	same	session.	

	

172B.	Proceedings.- (1)	The	Chairman	or	any	member	nominated	by	

the	Chairman	shall	preside	over	the	Committee.
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(2) The	Committee	shall	conduct	business	only	when	there	is	a	

quorum.	If	there	is	no	quorum,	the	Chairman	or	the	person	nominated	

by	the	Chairman	to	preside	shall	immediately	suspend	its	proceedings.

(3) In	 addition	 to	 his	 vote	 as	 a	member,	 the	 Chairman	 or	 the	

person	 nominated	 by	 the	 Chairman	 to	 preside	 shall,	 in	 the	 event	 of	

equality	of	votes,	have	a	casting	vote.

	

(4)

	

Documents	 and	 papers	 in	 possession	 of	 the	House	 or	 the	

Senate	Secretariat	may	be	 called	 for	by	any	member	and	 read	by	 the	

Secretary	 Senate	 for	 the	 information	 of	 the	 Committee	 unless	 the	

Committee	 orders	 otherwise.	 Resource	 persons	 and/or	 technical	

assistants	 may	 be	 invited	 to	 attend	 the	 proceedings,	 and	 upon	

permission	of	the	Chairman,	may	directly	answer	questions	asked	and	

inquiries	made	by	the	members.

	

	

(5)

	

When	 a	 Committee	 of	 the	 whole	 has	 concluded	

consideration	of	a	matter	referred	to	it,	the	Leader	of	the	House	or	the	

Leader	of	the	Opposition,	as	the	case	may	be,	shall	make	a	report	to	the	

House.	Matters	reported	shall	be	presented	before	the	House	for	action	

as	though	reported	by	any	other	Committee.
	

(6)
	

The	Committee	shall	have	power	to	require	the	attendance	

of	 any	 person	 or	 summon	 production	 of	 papers,	 record	 from	 any	

Ministry,	 Division,	 department,	 autonomous	 body,	 semiautonomous	

body	 or	 organization,	 or	 examine	 such	 persons	 on	 oath	 or	 solemn	

af�irmation,	 or	 invite	 or	 summon	 any	 person	 to	 give	 evidence	 in	

relation	to	any	matter	under	its	consideration.”.	
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FORMATION	OF	THE	COMMITTEE	OF	WHOLE	ON	
SPEEDY	AND	INEXPENSIVE	JUSTICE

In	the	Senate	sitting	dated	18th

	

May,	2015	(115 th

	

Session),	during	discussion	on	a

commenced	Motion	 under	 rule	 218	 of	 the	 Rules	 of	 Procedure	 and	 Conduct	 of	

Business	 in	 the	 Senate,	 2012,	 moved	 by	 Senator	 Col.	 (R)	 Syed	 Tahir	 Hussain	

Mashhadi.	 The	 subject	 of	 which	 was,	 “the	 House	 may	 discuss	 the	 steps	 being	

taken	 by	 the	 Government	 to	 provide	 speedy	 and	 inexpensive	 justice	 in	 the	

country”,	 the	 House,	 acknowledged

	

the	 need	 and	 signi�icance	 of	 the	 issue	 and

referred	the	same

	

to	the	Committee	of	the	Whole,

	

to	consider	and	report	in	terms	

of	 rule	172	A	of	 the	Rules	of	Procedure	and	Conduct	of	Business	 in	 the	Senate,	

2012.	 Accordingly,	 on	 a	Motion	moved	 by	 the	 Leader	 of	 the	House,	 the	 Senate	

constituted	a	Committee	of	Whole	on	19th

	

May,	2015,	to	consider	“steps/reforms	

for	providing	inexpensive	and	speedy	justice	in	the	country”.
	

SUMMARY	OF	SITTINGS/	PROCEEDINGS 	

The	�irst	meeting	of	the	Committee	was	held	on	20th
	May,	2012.	The	Committee	

discussed	the	major	areas	which	require	policy	reforms	and	desired	that	various	

organizations,	 resource	persons,	experts	and	representative	bodies,	 involved	 in	

the	justice	system,	be	invited	to	give	their	recommendations	regarding	the	areas	

requiring	 policy	 reforms	 and	 concrete	 steps	 to	 be	 taken	 for	 provision	 of	

inexpensive	 and	 speedy	 justice	 in	 the	 country.	 (Verbatim	 annexed	 as	 “A”).	

Accordingly,	 the	 relevant	stake	holders	of	 justice	 sector	 were	 invited	 to	appear	

before	 this	 Committee	 and	 petitions	 were	 invited	 from	 the	 public	 at	 large.	 In	

response	 the	 Committee	 received	more	 than	 100	petitions	 and	 proposals	 from	

the	justice	sector	and	public.	Some	of	the	notable	are:-

	

1 Report	of	Committee	to	the	Prime	Minister	on	Legal	Reform.

	

(Annexure	–B)

2 Former	Senator	S. M. Zafar. (Annexure	–C)

3 Law	&	Justice	Commission	of	Pakistan. (Annexure	–D)

4 Justice	 (R)	 Majida	 Razvi,	 Chairperson,	 Sindh	 Human	 Rights	 Commission.

(Annexure	–E)
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5 Justice	(R)	Nasir	Aslam	Zahid. (Annexure	–F)

6 Senator	Farhatullah	Babar. (Annexure	–G)

7 Senator	Taj	Haider. (Annexure	–H)

8 Rt.	Tev.	Dr.	 Alexander	John

	

Malik,	Bishop	Emeritus	of	Lahore.

	

(Annexure	–I)

9 Abdul	Malik	Ghauri,	Former	Magistrate.

	

(Annexure	–J)

	

10 Senator	Saleem	H.	Mandviwalla.

	

(Annexure	–K)

	

11 Senator	Nasreen	Jalil,	Chairperson	Functional	Committee	on	Human	Rights.
(Annexure	–L)

	

12 Senator	 Mir	 Kabir	 Ahmed	 Muhammad	 Shahi,	 Chairman	 Senate	 Standing	
Committee	on	Interprovincial	Coordination,	Islamabad.

	

(Annexure	–M)

13 Senator	Col.	(R)	Tahir	Hussain	Mashhadi.

	

(Annexure	–N)

	

The	proposals	were	placed	before	the	Committee	of	Whole	in	its	meeting	dated	

11th August,	 2015.	 After	 the	 consideration	 of	 the	 proposals,	 the	 Committee	

decided	that	the	proposers	be	invited	in	the	next	meeting,	to	give	an	opportunity	

to	 the	 Members	 to	 have	 a	 deeper	 insight	 of	 the	 context	 and	 scope	 of	 the	

proposals.	The	Committee	also	decided	to	 invite	experts	 in	 the	 �ield	of	criminal	

justice	 system	 with	 speci�ic	 reference	 to	 Police	 and	 Prosecution,	 who	 have	

worked	 in	 the	 practical	 areas	 of	 policing	 and	 are	 cognizant	 of	 the	 present	 day	

ground	 realities	 to	 give	 their	 input	 regarding	 the	 criminal/police	 reforms	 and	

concrete	steps	to	be	taken	for	provision	of	inexpensive	and	speedy	justice	in	the	

country. (Verbatim	annexed	as	“O”)

	
The	 Committee	 held	 two	 meetings	 on	 19th

	

August	 and	 20th

	

August,	 2015,	

respectively,	wherein,	Senator	S.	M.	Zafar,	Secretary,	Law	and	Justice	Commission	

of	Pakistan,	Mr.	Abdul	Malik	Ghauri,	former	Magistrate	(a	Petitioner),	Dr.	Shoaib	

Suddle,	 former	 Inspector	 General	 Police,	 	 Mr.	 Afzal	 Shigri,	 former	 Inspector	

General	 Police	 and	 Mr.	 Ashraf	 Gujjar,	 Chairman	 Law	 Reform	 Committee	 were	

invited. (verbatim	annexed	as	“P”	and	“Q”)
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Former	 Senator	 S.	 M.	 Zafar termed	 “inef�iciency	 of	 System”	 as	

main	 cause	 of	 delay	 in	 dispensation	 of	 justice	 and	 proposed	

surgical	 operation	 of	 the	 existing	 judicial	 system.	 He	 further	

recommended	 that

	

Constitutional	 amendments	 may	 be	 introduced	 to	 ensure	

that

	

suo	moto

	

jurisdiction

	

of	Supreme	Court	is	used	with	“Judicial	Restraint.”	He	

said,	 revision	 powers	 of	 the	 Courts	 as	 given	 in	 civil	 and	 criminal	 cases	 should	

altogether	be	abolished	and	judges	should	play	a	proactive	role.	He	proposed	that	

an	 alternative	 dispute	 resolution	 should	 be	 streamlined	 and	 Arbitration	 Act,	

1940	needs	to	be	reviewed,	furthermore,	Intra-Court	appeal	in	High	Court	should	

be	 abolished.	 Replying	 to	 various	 questions	 from	 members	 of	 the	 Committee,	

Former	 Senator	 S.	 M.	 Zafar	 said	 Law	 and	 Justice	 Commission	 of	 Pakistan	 and	

Judicial	 Academies	 should	 be	 made	 independent	 and	 sitting/	 serving	 judges	

should	not	be	Members	of	the	Commission	and	academies.

	

		

Secretary,	Law	and	Justice	Commission	of	Pakistan	stressed	the	need	

of	 strengthening	 Parliamentary	 oversight	 to 	evaluate	

implementation	 of	 law.	 He	 further	 proposed	 that	 Justice	

organizations	 should	 review	 their	 own	 laws/	 rules	 and	 submit	 their	 reports	 to	

the	 Parliamentary	 Committees	 and	 annual	 reports	 should	 be	 submitted	 before	

the	Parliament.

	Mr.	Abdul	Malik	Ghouri,	Former	Magistrate,	himself	contacted	the	committee	for	

submitting	 proposals	 and	 was	 called	 by	 the	 committee	 to	 honour	 his	

contribution.	 He	 proposed	 that	 jury	 system	 should	 be	 introduced,	 Local	 Police	

Chiefs	and	District	Judges	should	be	elected	professionals	and	a	regional	court	of	

justice	for	SAARC	Countries	should	be	established.

	
During	 the	 second	 day	 of	 debate	 on	 steps	 for	 speedy	 and	

inexpensive	 justice,	 the	 Committee	 discussed	 criminal	 justice	
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system	 of	 Pakistan	 and	 debated	 in	 detail	 criminal	 and police	 reforms	 for	 the	

country. Dr	Suddle	 told	 the	Committee	 that	 the	policing	 system	 in	 the	 country	

had	collapsed	and	because	of	the	colonial	mindset,	the	policing	system	was	to	be	

blamed	for	the	break-down	of	law	and	the	spectre	of	terrorism.	He	said	police	is	

supposed	to	be	independent	of	political	in�luence	except	for	keeping	a	watch	for	

accountability.	However,	he	said	the	police	in	Pakistan	have	turned	into	a	“shahi”	

force	rather	than	a	force	to	ensure	law	and	order.	Dr	Shoaib	Suddle	gave	insight	

into	 the	 international	 best	 practices,	 �laws	 in	 the	 system	 and	 means	 of	

improvement.	Pointing	out	major	problems	he	said	that	recruitment	procedures	

if	made	transparent,	can	help	solve	a	number	of	problems.	Dr	Shoaib	Suddle	said	

that	there	is	no	practice	of	FIR	in	the	way	we	have	adopted	it	and	that	there	can	

never	be	 any	 arrest	 solely	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 an	FIR	without	 suf�icient	 supporting	

evidence.

	

	

	

Mr.	 Afzal	 Ali	 Shigri	 speaking	 on	 counterterrorism	 proposed	 that	

heads	of	terrorist	out�its	should	be	banned	not	the	out�its	as	the	same	

people	 heads	 another	 organisation	 with	 a	 different	 name.	 He	 said	

that	 criminal	 justice	 system	 in	 Pakistan	 has	 failed	 to	 improve	 according	 to	

international	standards.	He	shared	that	interdependence	of	different	segments	of	

the	system	begs	 improvement	on	the	whole	and	the	system	cannot	be	set	 right	

piecemeal.	He	said	the	real	fault	of	the	criminal	justice	system	is	not	the	�lawed	

legal	 scenario	but	non-interpretation	of	 laws.	He	said	 that	policing	has	over	40	

specialisations	 but	 in	 Pakistan	 there	 is	 no	 concept,	 let	 alone	 practice	 of	 on-job	

specialized	 police	 trainings.	 He	 also	 stressed	 for	 increased	 pays	 of	 police	

employees	saying	that	when	you	give	power	to	somebody	while	paying	him	low,	

he	starts	exploiting	you.
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Chaudhry Ashraf	 Gujjar,	 convener	 Legal	 Reforms	 Committee,	

constituted	by	Prime	Minister	of	Pakistan,	also	gave	expert	opinion	

and	read	out	parts	of	 report	of	 the	committee.

		

He	discussed	many	

aspects	including	civil	litigation,	criminal	litigation,	IT	assistance	in	disposing	off	

cases	and	Alternate	Dispute	Resolution.

	

It	 is	 pertinent	 to	mention	 that	 representatives	 of	Bar	were	 also	 invited	 to	 give	

their	input.	Initially,	letters	were	sent	to	share	their	written	proposals,	to	which	

no	response	was	received.	Later	on,	Attorney	General	of	Pakistan,	Vice	Chairman	

Pakistan	Bar	Council	and	President	Supreme	Court	Bar	Association	were	invited,		

however,	despite	their	con�irmation,	at

	

the	last	moment	they	failed	to	attend	the	

meeting.	

	

Address	by	the	Hon’ble	Chief	Justice	of	Pakistan 	

Bench,	 the	 most	 important	 stakeholder	 was	 represented	 by	 the	

sitting	 Chief	 Justice	 of	 the	 Supreme	 Court	 of	 Pakistan. In	 an	

historical	move,	the	Honourable	Chief	Justice	of	Pakistan	(HCJ),	Mr.	

Justice	 Anwar	 Zaheer	 Jamali	 addressed	 the	 Senate

	

of	 Pakistan	 on	 3	 November	

2015,	 reciprocating	 an	 equally	 historical	 moment	 when	 the	 Chairman	 of	 the	

Senate,	 Mian	 Raza	 Rabbani,	 spoke	 at	 the	 Supreme	 Court	 of	 Pakistan	 on	 5	

September	2015	on	the	importance	of	institutions,	in	particular,	the	rule	of	law.	

On that	occasion,	the	Chairman	observed	that	“inter-institutional	communication	

is	a	missing	part	of	our	history,	your	invitation	to	me	today	has	opened	the	door	

to	 this	 dialogue	 and	 I	 reciprocate	 by	 inviting	 the	 Chief	 Justice	 of	 Pakistan	 to	

address	the	Committee	of	the	Whole	of	the	Senate,	which	is	currently	reviewing	

and	 contemplating	 the	 issue	 of	 access	 to	 justice	 for	 the	 ordinary	 citizen”.	 The	

Chief	 Justice	 of	 Pakistan	 stated	 that, “judicial	 oversight	 and	 review	 alone	 are	

insuf�icient	 to	 deal	 with	 these	 matters	 effectively.	 It	 is	 primarily	 for	 the	

Parliament	to	examine,	 invest	and	 innovate	to	 improve	the	quality	and	reach	of	

justice	 service	 based	 on	 its	 oversight	 functions,	 representativeness,	 to	 legislate	
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and	budget	for	change.	It	is	for	the	Parliament	to check	the	quality	of	rule	of	law	

and	 justice	 services	 and	 take	 necessary	 steps	 to	 ensure	 the	 enforcement	 of	

Constitutional	 imperatives	 and	 ideals	 supported	 by	 the	 judicial	 branch	 that	 is	

independent	 and	 objective	 in	 its	 examinations,	 interpretations	 and	 findings.”

	

The Bills provided by the Committee, piloted by all Parliamentary Leaders and 

passed by The Senate.

1. The Code of Civil Procedure [Amendment] Bill, 2015

2. The Law Reform [Amendment] Bill, 2015

3. The Land Acquisition [Amendment] Bill, 2015

4. The Criminal Laws [Amendment] Bill, 2015

5. The Witness Protection, Security and Benefit Bill, 2015

6. The Arbitration and Conciliation Bill, 2015

7. The Supreme Court [Number of Judges] [Amendment] Bill, 2015

8. The Anti-Terrorism Act [Amendment] Bill, 2015
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First	Report	
Committee	of	the	Whole

constituted	to
“prepare policy guidelines in the light of emerging regional realities”.

“POLICY	GUIDELINES	IN	VIEW	OF	THE	LATEST	SITUATION	
DEVELOPING	BETWEEN	INDIA	AND	PAKISTAN”

Senate	of	Pakistan
(October-2016)
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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

thDuring the Senate sitting held on 26  September, 2016, (253rd Session) Senator 

Dr. Jehan Zeb Jamaldini moved a Motion under rule 218 of the Rules of 

Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Senate, 2012, regarding “the present 

state of relation between Pakistan and India”. The House extensively discussed 

the matter and considering the importance and gravity of the matter decided to 

refer the same to the Committee of the Whole already constituted on a Motion 

moved by Leader of the House “to prepare policy guidelines in the light of 

emerging regional realities”. 
thThe Committee of the Whole held an in-camera meeting on 29  September, 

2016, to seek briefing from the Government on the situation between India and 

Pakistan. During the course of in-camera briefings Mr. Khawaja Muhammad 

Asif, Minister for Defence along with Secretary Defence and Mr. Sartaj Aziz, 

Advisor to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs briefed the Committee on the 

latest situation between India and Pakistan and steps being taken by the 

Government in this regard. The briefings were followed by an extensive 

questions and answers session. 

The Committee took serious note of grave human rights violations in the Indian 

Occupied Kashmir and recent incidents of LOC violations committed by India. 

After detailed and extensive deliberations, the Chairman Senate constituted a 

Drafting Committee, comprising of following Senators, to prepare draft policy 
rdguidelines and bring the same before the Committee of Whole by Monday, the 3  

October, 2016:-

1. Senator Mushahid Hussain Syed

2. Senator Sherry Rehman

3. Senator Sirajul Haq

4.  Senator Col (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashhadi

5. Senator Dr. Jahanzeb Jamaldini

6. Senator Ilyas Ahmad Bilour

7. Senator Lt. Gen. (R) Abdul Qayyum

8. Senator Nuzhat Sadiq

9. Senator Nauman Wazir Khattak

10. Senator Farhatullah Babar
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11. Senator Lt. General (R) Salahuddin Tirmizi

12. Senator Syed Muzaffar Hussain Shah

13. Senator Muhammad Mohsin Khan 

The Committee drafted policy guidelines which were placed before the 
thCommittee of the Whole during its meeting held on 4  October, 2016. The 

Committee of the Whole  extensively made certain amendments in the draft and 

adopted the same unanimously. 

The Committee of Whole was constituted to prepare policy guidelines in the light 

of emerging regional realities, in which India is also a part. The Committee while 

formulating all-encompassing policy guidelines, covering  all regional contexts 

will include guidelines regarding India as well, however, the recent 

developments in relations between India and Pakistan demand that the Senate 

of Pakistan: House of the Federation shall play its role by providing policy 

guidance to the Government in the existing situation. Therefore, first report of the 

Committee of Whole providing the Policy Guidelines in view of the latest situation 

developing between India and Pakistan is placed before the House for 

consideration and adoption. (Policy Guidelines are annexed). 
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Annexure

REPORT OF THE DRAFTING COMMITTEE

POLICY GUIDELINES IN VIEW OF THE LATEST SITUATION 

DEVELOPING BETWEEN INDIA AND PAKISTAN.

PREFACE

The Senate of Pakistan:-

Condemns the brutalities committed by India against the innocent people of 

Indian Occupied Kashmir and violations of human rights;

Urges the International world and organizations to play effective role for 

implementation of United Nation's Resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir asking 

for a plebiscite in the disputed region;

Recognizes that the issue of Jammu and Kashmir cannot be resolved without 

granting the legitimate right to self determination to the people of Jammu and 

Kashmir; 

Calls upon the Government of Pakistan to raise the blatant interference of India 

in various parts of Pakistan, especially in Balochistan, and terrorist financing at 

all international foras;

Regrets the stand taken by Bangladesh, Bhutan, Afghanistan and Sri Lanka by 

not participating in the SAARC Summit in Islamabad and Calls upon the 

Government to adopt a proactive policy to engage with these countries;

Appreciates the position taken by China, Turkey, Iran, Russia, Organization of 

Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and the United Nation's Human Rights Commission;

Calls for setting up an international fact finding Commission to investigate the 'Uri 

incident' and human rights violations in the Indian Held Kashmir;

Reaffirms that Simla Agreement recognizes the positions of both sides on 

Jammu and Kashmir. Therefore neither side can require the other to change its 

position as a precondition for dialogue;

Takes note of the continuous attempts made by India to disturb the Indus Water 

Treaty and use of water as a weapon by the Modi Government.    
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Regional/Geo Political Context

First, the recent , popular, spontaneous, widespread and indigenous upsurge of 

the Kashmiri people, wherein  over 100 persons have been killed by the Indian 

bullets and nearly 100 maimed or wounded by the Indian lethal pellets.  

Moreover, there is a recurring curfew over the last 80 days in most of the Jammu 

and Kashmir valley.  India is seeking to turn this indigenous movement into an 

instrument for blaming and bashing Pakistan although objective observers in the 

Indian and international media have discounted Pakistani involvement in this 

latest Kashmiri upsurge.

Second, not since 1971 has the Indian government gone to the extent of 

pressuring Pakistan as is being done by the Modi regime. There is a clear pattern 

in the behaviour of the Indian state and government in the last few months:

Ø Even before the  recent wave of gross human rights violations, Narendra 

Modi started his vicious Pakistan bashing campaign with his speech in 

Washington on June 8, 2016 before the American Congress, followed by 

his August 15 independence day speech where he. for the first time, 

publicly referred to Balochistan, followed by his September 5 speech at 

the G-20 Summit in China.  All three speeches had a very strong 

component targeting Pakistan with a view to maligning Pakistan;

Ø The Balochistan mantra of Modi, which should be taken seriously as a 

precursor to RAW-directed covert action, has been repeated by the 

Indian Foreign Minister during her September 26 speech at the UN 

General Assembly and it basically has its origin in the famous statement 

of the Indian Prime Minister's National Security Adviser, former RAW 

chief Ajit Doval, that "if there is another Mumbai type terrorist attack, 

Pakistan will lose Balochistan";

Ø India has even threatened to unilaterally tear apart the Indus Water 

Treaty;

Ø India has actively sabotaged the SAARC Summit scheduled to be held in 

Islamabad in November 2016, announcing its boycott;

Ø India is actively lobbying among SAARC members to orchestrate a 

boycott by other countries of the SAARC Summit;

Ø India has even threatened war, military aggression as well as a covert war 

and is also openly opposing CPEC.
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Third, the Indo-US military axis which is basically to counter China and to 

promote Indian hegemony in the region is sparking a new cold war in South Asia.  

India has granted access to land, air and naval bases to the United States, while 

China has blocked Indian entry into the Nuclear Suppliers Group and it continues 

to oppose Indian entry in the UN Security Council.  India's Balochistan remarks 

have led to Iran warming up to Pakistan with President Rouhani declaring that 

"security of Pakistan is the security of Iran" with Iranian naval ships paying a 

friendly visit to the Pakistani port in Karachi.  Russia has also sent its troops for 

the first ever joint military exercises which are taking place in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa and Gilgit-Baltistan.

Policy Guidelines

1. A task force be constituted for formulating a doable and sustainable 

India/Kashmir policy that should include the Chairs of Committees of 

both Houses on Defence and Foreign Affairs as well as representatives 

of the Foreign Office, Ministry of Defence and intelligence.

2. A Media Coordination Committee (MCC) be constituted including 

selected journalists plus representatives of the Foreign Office, Ministry 

of Information, parliament and intelligence to prepare fact sheets and a 

counter-propaganda campaign against India and to design and promote 

a media strategy for continually highlighting the Kashmiri freedom 

struggle.

3. There should be periodical/ regular special briefings for the Foreign 

Media and the social media should also be utilized for publicizing 

Jammu and Kashmir issue 

4. Pakistan should re-establish a Public Diplomacy Office in the Foreign 

Office. This will function as the foreign office's public diplomacy and soft 

power office and an inter-ministerial space for projecting cultural, 

economic and trade outputs. 

5. There is need to highlight the Indian intervention in Pakistan and in this 

context the arrest of serving Indian Navy Commander Kulbhushan 

Yadav should have been and should be raised at various important 

international forums alongwith the human rights violations in Indian held 

Kashmir.

6. The Government should hire International lobbyists and strategic 
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communication firms and reactivate Pakistani community living abroad 

to change global narrative. 

7. Main thrust of our Kashmir Narrative should be:-

a) Violation of UN Charter chapter 1 article 1 and 2 by India which 

guarantee rights of self-determination.

b) Violation of international declaration of human rights in Kashmir 

by the India forces with highest population to soldiers ratio 1:5

c) Violation of Geneva Convention where prisoners and wounded 

have certain fundamental rights.

d) India violations along our eastern border will force Pakistan to 

pull troops employed to fight war on terror.

e) That the large number of margenalised youth in Jammu and 

Kashmir can be vulnerable to the incitement of extremist forces 

and trigger huge challenges for regional and global stability.

8. India's own fault-lines in their alienated Muslims, Sikhs, Christians and 

Dalits as well as the growing Maoist insurgency be highlighted. In this 

context, services of two official think tanks whose principal task is to 

study India, the Islamabad Policy Research Institute (IPRI) and Institute 

of Regional Studies (IRS) can be attached to the relevant Committees of 

the Parliament.  Modi and his RSS ideology of Hindutva should be 

targeted. 

9. Comprehensive outreach to those segments of Indian public opinion 

which are opposed to Modi's extremism and his anti-Pakistan policies 

including political parties, media, civil society organisations and human 

rights groups.  

10. The need to counter India's initiatives to demoralize/isolate Pakistan 

particularly amongst neighbors of Pakistan, SAARC members and 

members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is 

imperative. The efforts to cultivate Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri 

Lanka, Bhutan, Maldives, Myanmar, Iran and the Central Asian 

republics plus Russia need to be redoubled, for which parliamentarians 

and parliamentary committees can play a pivotal role.

11. Pakistan should continue to support all initiatives taken for peace and 

stability in the region.
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12. That Nuclear neighbors should exercise serious caution and restraint 

when faced with provocation.

13. The Government should develop an institutionalized consultative 

mechanism; seek policy guidelines from the Joint Sitting of the 

Parliament; the national security committee may be re-constituted in 

consultation with the Parliament.

14. There should be a non-episodic role / engagement of OIC in the Kashmir 

issue. 

15. There is need to also work towards bringing about a climate in which 

both Pakistan and India can implement politically difficult decisions to 

build mutual trust and confidence leading towards an honorable and 

amicable settlement of Jammu and Kashmir as well as peace and 

stability and the welfare of all people.

16. Keeping in view the need, efficacy and usefulness of back channel talks 

between India and Pakistan, the talks should be restored. The bilateral 

and Jammu & Kashmir-related CBMs need to be restored and 

expanded.

17. Need to respect the agreed mechanisms for the maintenance of peace 

along the LoC by strong political leadership in both countries.

18. International conference on Kashmir should be organized supported 

and amplified.

19. A loud and clear message shall be sent all across the world that Pakistan 

is fighting the largest inland war against the terrorism and violent 

extremism  and there is no room for non-state actors.

20. That the soil of Pakistan should not be allowed to be used by violent non-

state actors. 

21. The Government of Pakistan should take a firm stance on the Indus 

Water Treaty and highlight India's credibility in this regard if it unilaterally 

abrogates its international treaty obligations. 

22. Given the constant nature of continual emerging situations it would be 

appropriate to appoint a full time Foreign Minister. 
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Report	Committee	of	the	Whole	House

constituted	to

“prepare policy guidelines in the light of emerging 
regional realities and role of the United States”.

“INITIAL	RESPONSE	
TO	THE	U.S.	PRESIDENT'S	AFGHAN	–	SOUTH	ASIA	

POLICY	STATEMENT”

Senate	of	Pakistan
(August-2017)
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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

ndThe Senate of Pakistan on 22  August, 2017, the very day the U.S President 

made policy statement with regard to Afghanistan – South Asia, took note of the 

statement and the Chairman Senate directed the Minister for Foreign Affairs to 

come to the House for a debate and response of the Government in the matter. In 

the meantime various members had given notices for Adjournment Motions and 

Calling Attention Notices, all such instruments were clubbed and placed on the 
rdOrders of the Day for 23  August, 2017. Accordingly, the House started 

discussion on the situation arising out of US President's statement. The 

discussion expanded over a period of two days, wherein, Members expressed 

their sentiments and tabled suggestions for a way forward in this regard. 

(synopsis of discussions in the House is annexed)

2. Simultaneously, after taking collective wisdom of the House and taking 

into account the support and agreement of the Minister for Defence, the 
rdChairman Senate on 23  August, 2017, referred this matter to the Senate's 

Committee of the Whole constituted to “prepare policy guidelines in the light of 

emerging regional realities and the role of United States” and also constituted a 

Drafting Committee consisting of the following Members, to draft initial policy 

response of the state of Pakistan:-

1. Senator Mushahid Hussain Syed   

2. Senator Sherry Rehman 

(replaced by Senator Farhatullah Babar due to her non-availability)

3. Senator Ayesha Raza Farooq     

4.  Senator Syed Muzafar Hussain Shah

5. Senator Dr. Jahanzeb Jamaldini

6. Senator Mir Hasil Khan Bizenjo 

3. The Drafting Committee prepared its first draft after holding 

consultations with the Foreign Office and Ministry of Defence and presented the 
thsame before the Committee of the Whole in its meeting held on 28  August, 2017.

th4. The Committee of the Whole, on 28  August, 2017 held an in-camera 

meeting for consideration of proposals prepared by the Drafting Committee. The 

proposals were discussed in detail and members as well as Chairman Senate 

proposed some substantial amendments. The Committee also took note of the 

developing situation and subsequent statements made by U.S officials. 
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5. The meeting was attended by the Minister for Foreign Affairs and 

Minister for Defence along with the following officials:-

(i) Ms. Tehmina Janjua, Secretary Ministry of Foreign Affairs

(ii) Rear Admiral Faisal Lodhi, Additional Secretary, Ministry of 

Defence

(iii) Mr. Shuja Alam, Additional Secretary (America's)

(iv) Mr. Mansoor Ahmed Khan, Director General (Afghanistan, Iran 

and Turkey)

6. The Minister for Foreign Affairs briefed the Committee on all aspects of 

the support that Pakistan has been providing to the U.S and NATO forces and 

sacrifices that have been made by the country and its people during the 'war 

against terror'. Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs also gave detailed briefing 

and answered the concerns and queries of members in an extensive questions 

and answers session. The Minister for Foreign Affairs proposed certain 

amendments in the proposals prepared by the Drafting Committee.

7. The amendments proposed by the Chairman Senate, Members and 

Minister for Foreign Affairs were transmitted to the Drafting Committee for 

preparation of a revised draft.

8. The revised Draft was submitted by the Drafting Committee on the 
thmorning of 29  August, 2017, which was considered by the in-camera meeting of 

the Committee of the Whole in the afternoon. The Committee, being conscious of 

the evolving nature of the issue, decided to convey initial response to the U.S 

President's Afghan – South Asia policy statement, which will remain under review 

and will further shape up in the wake of emerging situation and developments.

9. The document, was duly adopted by all Members from both sides of aisle 

and Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Defence also concurred with the same. 

10. The “Initial response to the U.S President Afghan - South Asia policy 

statement” is annexed.  
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SENATE OF PAKISTAN 

INITIAL RESPONSE 

TO THE U.S. PRESIDENT'S AFGHAN –SOUTH ASIA POLICY 
STATEMENT

I. Introduction:

The U.S. President's Afghan strategy unveiled on August 22, 2017, is one-sided 

and puts the entire onus on Pakistan for the failure of US policy in Afghanistan. 

Pakistan's perspective has been ignored despite the fact that in the run up to the 

policy announcement, there were high level exchanges between Pakistan and 

the United States such as American Congress (Senator McCain, Chairman of the 

Armed Services Committee of the Senate), Commander in Chief of the Central 

Command and the Assistant Secretary of State for South Asia. Despite the 

ground realities of Pakistan's sacrifices its role has been undermined.

Ironically, Pakistan's legitimate concerns regarding expanding ungoverned 

spaces in Afghanistan used as sanctuaries/safe havens for orchestering terrorist 

attacks inside Pakistan have been completely ignored. Ending violence in 

Afghanistan requires elimination of these sanctuaries. The Afghan war cannot be 

fought on Pakistani soil.

The proposed enhanced role of India in Afghanistan would only accentuate the 

instability not only in Afghanistan but also in the broader region. 

Given this context, the Senate has taken a timely, out of the box, proactive 

initiative to take the lead in presenting policy guidelines that can help in 

protecting, promoting and preserving Pakistan's national interests.

II. Immediate Steps:

a) The Foreign Office should convey the concerns of Pakistan and its 
rd thpeople, as reflected in the debates of the Senate on 23   and 24  August, 

2017, alongwith the discussion of the Committee of the Whole, held on 
t th28h and 29  August, 2017, by summoning the American Ambassador 

and informing him of the same ; 

b) It is appreciated that the Government has postponed the visit of Minister 

for Foreign Affairs on the recommendations of the Senate, however, 

whenever the Minister for Foreign Affairs visits Washington D.C., 
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concerns of the State must be conveyed alongwith a fact sheet of 

Pakistan's contributions and sacrifices in the 'war against terror', which 

need to be taken notice of and appreciated. The documentation should 

also reflect the logistical facilities provided on the ground and in the air to 

US/NATO troops and their specific economic implications. For instance, 

since 9/11, approximately one million sorties have flown across the air 

line of communications on the air corridor allowing access through 

Pakistan's territory to Afghanistan;

c) A Fact Sheet on American assistance to Pakistan be immediately 

released portraying the post-9/11 scenario as to how much assistance 

has been provided for Coalition Support Funds, which are in fact 

reimbursement to Pakistan and how much of the commitments made by 

the United States on supply of military hardware and aid which have not 

been kept on one pretext or the other and how much have been the 

losses that Pakistan has incurred since 9/11 due to the American war in 

Afghanistan (some figures put the amount at over $ 100 billion.); and

d) Pakistan values its relationship with the United States; reiterate 

Pakistan's desire to constructively engage with the United States on full 

spectrum of bilateral relations as well as the regional situation, 

particularly peace and stability in Afghanistan and the broader region.

III. What is to be done?

a) A national policy paper putting forth a clear national narrative of Pakistan 

that can serve as a document for US policy makers should be crafted 

taking the views of all stakeholders;

b) A regional diplomatic initiative should be taken to coordinate Pakistan's 

response to the U.S. President's Afghan strategy in consultation with the 

friendly countries so that it shows that Pakistan's perspective has a 

resonance regionally as well as globally, particularly the upcoming 

session of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA);

c) The U.S. President has talked of a South Asia strategy. Pakistan should 

also formulate such South Asian policy that should be comprehensive as 

Peace cannot be compartmentalized and segmented and there should 

be efforts to peacefully resolving the Kashmir dispute where Indian 

Human Rights violations know no bounds and given the fact of U.S. 

President's reference to the nuclear issue as the potential flash point 
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between India and Pakistan. India cannot be net security provider in the 

South Asian region given its conflictual relationship with all its 

neighbours;

d) Pakistan should take note of the fact that by enhancing its troop 

presence in Afghanistan, the US shall, as noted by David Ignatius in the 

Washington Post, sustain a base that will allow it to keep a watch on 

Pakistan and the region. Additionally military escalation in Afghanistan 

will destabilise Pakistan and the region and have negative 

consequences for Europe as well, given the threat of extremism and 

terrorism;

e) On Afghanistan, Pakistan should emphasize that the territory of no State 

can be used for causing terrorist activities in any other State and 

particularly refer to TTP hideouts and sanctuaries in Afghanistan which 

operate freely. Additionally, Pakistan should focus on its attempts on 

border management and security all along 2600 km Pak-Afghan border, 

where some parts of the porous border are being fenced. If U.S. 

President can order fencing of the border with Mexico to ostensibly 

protect the United States commerce, there is a far greater urgency to 

fence the  Pak-Afghan border  Given the history of the region, Pakistan 

should maintain its principled stand that there is no military solution to the 

conflict in Afghanistan. In this regard, Pakistan should reiterate the 

primacy of pursuing a politically negotiated settlement with the Afghan 

Government in the lead. Pakistan would be willing to contribute in the 

shared objective  of  exterminating all forms of terrorism; 

f) On India, Pakistan needs to present a clear dossier on India's cross 

border terrorism with names, dates and unimpeachable evidence, 

including the Yadav case, to focus on Indian actions to destabilize 

Pakistan, particularly using territory of Afghanistan, and such a dossier 

be presented to selected western capitals especially Brussels and the 

UN headquarters .

g) On Afghanistan there is lack of mutual trust despite the strong historical, 

cultural ties and traditional bon homie between the two countries 

highlighted by Pakistan playing host to millions of Afghan refugees for 

the past four decades and this mistrust needs to be addressed. Pakistan 

needs to make out a clear case that militants like Moulvi Fazlullah and 
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others hiding in Afghanistan operate against Pakistan. At the same time, 

similar allegations by Afghanistan, need to be looked more closely and 

such elements, if any, must be neutralised. There is need for a mutually 

acceptable verification mechanism to look into the allegations by both 

Pakistan and Afghanistan of cross border violations. Pakistan may 

highlight the drawbacks of the continued military campaign in 

Afghanistan which has failed to bring stability to the region. Instead, it 

has only compounded the challenges in the country including bringing 

death and destruction to the helpless civilians in Afghanistan. Pakistan 

categorically rejects the blame game both by the Afghan Government as 

well as the US officials for any destabilizing role. Pakistan should 

emphatically state that we will not be intimidated by biased propaganda 

or an unwarranted negative rhetoric.

h) The Quadrilateral Cooperation & Coordination Mechanism (QCCM), 

announced on August 3, 2016, comprising of Pakistan, Afghanistan, 

China and Tajikistan needs to be made more pro-active and entrusted 

with the lead role to counter terrorism and extremism within a regional 

framework. 

i) A Media Coordination Committee should be established to prepare the 

Pakistan national narrative and this should be a permanent body 

working round the clock which should also prepare a strategy to interact 

with international media, think tanks and academia, particularly 

American public opinion through various fora;

j) A permanent inter-ministerial task force needs to be established 

preferably led by Parliament to prepare a rapid response to the evolving 

geo-political, national security and foreign policy developments so that 

we are not found napping or tardy in our response as was the case when 

China responded first in support of Pakistan on the U.S. President's 

strategy;

k) Parliamentary diplomacy should be initiated on immediate basis and 

Parliamentary delegations be sent to put across Pakistan's view point, 

particularly lobbying with those US Senators and Congressmen who are 

critical of the U.S. President's policy; World Parliaments should be 

informed of the seriousness of the situation in the region and its 

implications if continued;
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l) A meeting of Parliamentary Committee on National Security be called on 

immediate basis; 

m) A Joint Session of Parliament be called to ratify Pakistan's response on 

the national strategy;

n) Immediate meeting of Pakistan's Ambassadors and High 

Commissioners posted abroad be called to take them on board and 

specific tasks, in view of the given situation, with respect to their 

respective Capitals be given; Likewise,  Ambassadors and High 

Commissioners in Islamabad should be immediately called to the 

Foreign Office and Pakistan's response should be conveyed to them; 

and

o) The Senate of Pakistan welcomes the formation of 'Pak-Afghan Army 

Working Group' to jointly work for eradication of terrorism in the region.
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Annexure

RD THSYNOPSIS OF DEBATES IN THE SENATE ON 23  AND 24  AUGUST, 2017

Senator Aitzaz Ahsan, Leader of the Opposition in the Senate, stated that the 

Government should immediately call on the US Ambassador and should record 

the protest and to make him aware of the steps that Pakistan can take in response 

to such statements. He further suggested that Pakistan should highlight the 

involvement of India in the internal affairs of Pakistan and the Foreign Minister 

should cancel his visits to America. He focused on the supremacy of Parliament 

and of civilian authority otherwise this issue cannot be resolved.

Senator Taj Haider, Parliamentary Party Leader, Pakistan Peoples Party 

Parliamentarian, showed disappointment on the statement of Trump. He stated 

that the relationships of America with Pakistan are at the level of Establishment and 

it takes only the military duty from Pakistan. He also showed his concerns on the 

statement made by the Defence Minister. He suggested the Government to stop 

working with USA otherwise Pakistan will not get rid of extremism and terrorism.

Senator Syed Muzafar Hussain Shah, Parliamentary Party Leader, Pakistan 

Muslim League (F), stated that the statement of Donald Trump shows his lack of 

understanding the affairs of South Asia. He also criticized the stance taken by the 

Government of Pakistan in response to Trump's statement as it does not reflect the 

response of a Sovereign State. He was of the view that Indian point of view seems 

to have made headway in the American media and especially in American think 

tanks. He suggested that as a Sovereign State Pakistan should made it 

categorically clear that we will take all appropriate steps to protect the National 

interest of Pakistan and we will not tolerate any interference in the internal affairs of 

Pakistan. He further stated that Pakistan needs to revisit its foreign policy in the 

Parliament of Pakistan and the Government should call joint Session of the 

Parliament in order to bring all the political parties at one page. He further stated 

that Pakistan should make it crystal clear to USA that if Americans cut off the 

economic and military assistance then Pakistan will look for alternative sources of 

survival and we must strengthen our relations with Russia, China and Iran. He 

further showed apprehension on meetings of US delegations with the military 

leadership instead of political leadership. He reaffirmed that if the Government 
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takes lead to reflect the independence and Sovereignty of Pakistan then we will 

support unconditionally.

Senator Mushahid Hussain Syed, Parliamentary Party Leader, Pakistan Muslim 

League, sated that Parliament represents the sentiments of people of Pakistan and 

a clear cut strategy on national security should come from the Parliament. He 

advised the Foreign Minister that whenever he will visit Washington he should have 

a clear national narrative with the support of Parliament. He further suggested that 

Pakistan should take regional political initiatives with China, Iran and Russia 

through Parliamentary diplomacy. He urged the Government to play its cards by 

locking the air space and the leadership have to show courage and to unite the 

Parliament to take a national position to preserve, promote and protect Pakistan's 

national interest and Sovereignty.

Senator Mohammad Azam Khan Swati, Parliamentary Party Leader, Pakistan 

Tehreek-e- Insaf, condemned the statement of US President had criticized the 

policies of America which have been failed on number of occasions. He suggested 

that the joint Session of the Parliament should be called in which the US 

Ambassador may be summoned so that he can understand the views of the 

Parliament. He appreciated the statement made by China to show its true 

friendship with Pakistan.

Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashhadi, Parliamentary Party Leader, 

Muttahida Quami Movement, stated that Donald Trump is the most ill-informed 

President of USA who has no knowledge of history. Apart from criticizing the 

statement of Trump he also criticized the Government on the non-implementation 

of National Action Plan due to which the banned organizations are still operating in 

the country with different names. He suggested that foreign policy should come 

through the collective wisdom of Parliament. He appreciated the friendship shown 

by China at this point of time and advised that the Foreign Minister should cancel 

his trip to America in order to extend a strong message.

Senator Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar, Parliamentary Party Leader, 

Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party, stressed the need for implementation of National 

Action Plan. He was of the view that this issue should be debated in the joint sitting 

of the Parliament and it is a high time that Pakistan should not look towards others 

to resolve its issues. Parliament should be made more powerful and unity should 

be shown on the floor of the Parliament. He suggested that the foreign policy and 

internal policy of the country should come from the Parliament.
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Senator Sirajul Haq, Parliamentary Party Leader, Jamaat-e-Islami, was of the 

opinion that Donald Trump is a businessman who deals in weapons and imposing 

wars is part of his business deals. He stated that Pakistan should revisit its foreign 

policy in the joint Session of the Parliament and Pakistan should also work on 

lobbying. He was of the view that Pakistan should support Afghan people and not 

to a particular group. He urged that while keeping aside all differences, the political 

parties should show unity on this issue.

Senator Dr. Jehanzeb Jamaldini, Parliamentary Party Leader, Balochistan 

National Party (Mengal), also suggested to strengthen the Parliament and advised 

all the political parties to remain united on this issue otherwise Pakistan may have 

to face severe consequences.

Senator Saleem Zia, Chief Whip, Pakistan Muslim League (M), stated that America 

wants to make Pakistan scapegoat of his failure in Afghanistan. He stated that 

Pakistan is not a banana republic rather Pakistan is a responsible nuclear state 

wherein a democratic system is flourishing, therefore, no one can threaten us.

Senator Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Abdul Qayyum, Chairman Senate Standing Committee on 

Defence Production, stated that America should learn lessons from the history and 

should avoid use of force to solve political issues and should involve all the 

stakeholders in the dialogue process. He further criticized the involvement of India 

in Afghanistan. He was of the view that peace in South Asia cannot be guaranteed 

without solving the Kashmir issue as the Kashmir is the only flash point in South 

Asia. He suggested that Pakistan should focus more on Border management and 

towards the repatriation of Afghan refugees. He also suggested that Government 

should not allow US consulate to construct such a huge building of American 

consulate in Islamabad. He suggested that we should enhance our relationships 

with Russia and China and should be member of non-alliance movement. Pakistan 

should stand firm on its stance because we are a nuclear state and America wants 

to deprive us from our nuclear weapons and they want to corner us. He further 

suggested that Pakistan should raise this issue in the UNO.

Senator Sherry Rehman, Chairperson, Senate Standing Committee on 

Parliamentary Affairs, condemned the statement made by the Foreign Office of 

Pakistan due to the reasons that it was belated and more apologetic. She endorsed 

the stance of the Army Chief that Pakistan is not in need of financial aid but she 

wished that such statements should come from the civilian Government as it is the 

responsibility of the Parliament. She appreciated Pakistan as the only Muslim 
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country which successfully executed the largest inland war against terrorism on its 

soil. She affirmed that we will stand united in the face of every threat to Pakistan but 

we are not hired assassins.

Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi, Chairman Senate Standing Committee on 

Law and Justice also criticized the statement of Trump and narrated the sacrifices 

of Pakistan to restore peace in Afghanistan. He admired the nation of Pakistan 

which always stood firm against such threats. 

Senator Abdul Rehman Malik, Chairman Senate Standing Committee on Interior 

and Narcotics Control, also criticized the statement of Donald Trump and stated 

that we should make common strategy to fight against the common enemy. 

Senator Maulana Hafiz Hamdullah, Chairman Senate Standing Committee on 

Religious Affairs, stated that the American agenda is to sabotage peace in the 

Muslim countries in which America remained quite successful. He suggested to 

review the foreign policy of Pakistan and urged that Parliament should pass a 

resolution that no foreign policy will be accepted unless it comes through the 

Parliament.

Senator Syed Shibli Faraz, Chairman Senate Standing Committee on Commerce 

and Textile was of the view that the statement made by Trump shows frustration. 

They want Pakistan to fight their war but Pakistan should realize that already we 

have lost a lot in fighting the proxy wars. He was of the view that we should bring 

diversity in our foreign policy and should always keep our national interest ahead of 

any other interest. He criticized the stance taken by the Government in response to 

Trump's statement. He suggested that we should seriously look forward towards 

the economic strength and should make efforts to get the country out of security 

paradigm as it is the only way out.

Senator Mohsin Aziz, Chairman Senate Standing Committee on Privatization and 

Statistics,  also condemned the statement of Donald Trump and was of the view 

that it has come out under the influence of India. He suggested that Government 

should respond strongly and if the Government will take a brave step then the 

whole nation will stand behind the Government.

Senator Osman Saifullah Khan, Chairman Senate Standing Committee on 

Science and Technology,  stated that Americans have certain interest over which 

they never compromise so Pakistan should also give preference to its own 

interests.

Senator Farhatullah Babar stated that President Trump is wrong in pointing fingers 
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at Pakistan and United States should not blame Pakistan for its failure in 

Afghanistan. He was of the view that Pakistan should not take it lightly and we 

should strengthen our relationships with China, Russia, Iran and Afghanistan in 

order to make sure that Pakistan is not isolated in the region. He further urged the 

Government to implement point No. 7 of the National Action Plan regarding the 

prohibition of proscribed organizations to resurrect with different names. 

Senator Sehar Kamran was of the view that the announcement made by the US 

President is result of the efforts made by Indian lobby in the USA to link Pakistan 

with terrorism. She suggested that USA should review its policies and Pakistan 

should exhibit national unity at this point of time and to show unity and strength, 

joint Session of the Parliament should be called so that the opinion of the 

Parliament can go to US Congress.

Senator Sitara Ayaz condemned the statement of Donald Trump and also criticized 

the apologetic statement made by the Defence Minister. She suggested that 

Pakistan should reply in a strong manner and we should get united as a Nation and 

should demand America to do more as we have already done enough.

Senator Ayesha Raza Farooq condemned the statement of Trump which is 

contradiction of his own previous statements. She stated that it is an effort to make 

Pakistan a scapegoat. She suggested that we should do more to become an 

economic joint and should refuse whatever aid we get from America. She 

suggested that we should revisit our foreign policy and should look for sincere allies 

in the region and should strengthen our relations with China and Russia and should 

also work to have better and closer ties with Iran.

Senator Mian Muhammad Ateeq Shaikh also criticized the statement of Trump and 

appreciated the reaction of China in this regard. He showed confidence on the 

armed forces of Pakistan which are fully competent to secure Pakistan from any 

internal and external aggression. He was also in favour of role of Parliament to 

counter the situation.

Senator Sassui Palijo condemned the statement of Trump which is an effort to 

single out Pakistan in the region. She demanded joint Session of the Parliament 

and the meetings of the relevant Committees to suggest the policy guidelines to the 

Government.

Senator Nehal Hashmi rejected the statement of Trump and stated that this is a 

conspiracy against CPEC. He was also of the view that policy making is the job of 

Parliament and not the responsibility of institutions. He stated that America wants 
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to create a division between the Parliament and the institutions of Pakistan which 

we will not allow as a nation.

Senator Saeedul Hassan Mandokhail condemned the statement of Trump and 

urged that the Government should not show any weakness in its stance.

Senator Dr. Ashok Kumar stated that India cannot digest CPEC so it has tried to put 

pressure on Pakistan through USA. The Government should try to revisit its 

policies and should work towards strengthening its relationships with all neighbors.

Senator Ghous Muhammad Khan Niazi stated that in order to save its image 

America is trying to put the blame on Pakistan which is strongly rejected. He was 

also of the view that joint Session of the Parliament may be called and all the 

political parties should record their protest and reaffirm their commitment to protect 

the country.

Senator Muhammad Mohsin Khan Leghari was of the view that Pakistan should 

watch its interest. He urged the Parliamentarians to show dedication towards their 

role as a Parliamentarian and only then the Parliament can be strengthened. He 

was of the view that we should be realistic while speaking and try to resolve this 

issue through dialogues because there is no comparison of US and Pakistan 

military strength. He further stated that Pakistan should use its geographical 

location and knowhow of the Afghan land.

Naseema Ehsan stated that Pakistan should make an independent foreign policy.

Senator Barrister Murtaza Wahab also narrated the sacrifices of Pakistan in the 

war against terrorism. He stated that unfortunately Pakistan failed to project the 

sacrifices made by its people, therefore, it is the need of the hour that we should 

project our sacrifices at all international forums and the state of Pakistan should 

respond as a Sovereign state.
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IMPLEMENTATION REPORT ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE TO PREPARE POLICY GUIDELINES IN THE 

LIGHT OF EMERGING REGIONAL REALTIES AND THE ROLE OF UNITED 

STATES, CONTAINING INITIAL RESPONSE TO THE US PRESIDENT'S 

AFGHAN-SOUTH ASIA POLICY STATEMENT.

1. In line with the instructions by the honourable Senate, Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs has taken following steps to ensure compliance.

2. Foreign Secretary has advised all Pakistan Missions abroad to share the 

contents of Senate's guidelines and explain Pakistan's perspective on the 

regional situation.

3. Copies of the report have been sent to all Foreign Missions in Islamabad.

4. An Envoys Conference was also convened in Foreign Office from 5-7 

September in which ambassadors to all major countries were invited to share the 

policy perspectives of the Host Government in wake of President Trump's 

Afghan-Sough Asia Policy Statement. This exercise was conducted to review 

Pakistan's own foreign policy options and suggest any course correction for 

leadership's consideration.

5. Foreign Minister has embarked on a tour for regional engagement. He 
thundertook a day long visit to China, Iran and Turkey from 8th September to 12  

September, 2017.
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Report on the implementation of the Recommendations of the Committee of 

the Whole

The Advisor to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs briefed the House earlier on 

the steps taken by the government of Pakistan to implement the policy 

guidelines, prepared by the Committee of the Whole of the Senate. The relevant 

Committees have been constituted. Preparations are underway for convening 

the international conference on Kashmir in April 2017. Similarly, other actions in 

line with the recommendations are being actively pursued. Details of the steps 

taken to implement the guidelines are as follows:-

Guideline 01

A Task Force be constituted for formulating a doable and sustainable 

India/Kashmir policy that should include the Chairs of Committees of both Hoses 

on Defence and Foreign Affairs as well as representatives of the Foreign Office, 

Ministry of Defence and Intelligence.

Response

A Committee has been constituted, chaired by the Secretary Foreign Affairs. The 

other members of the Committee include representatives (not below the rank of 

BPS-20) of the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Information, 

Military Operations Directorate, ISI and IB. This Committee will regularly brief the 

Standing Committees on Defence and Foreign Affairs. It may co-opt other 

members as required. The Kashmir Committee of the Parliament shall have a 

pronounced role in highlighting and emphasizing the Kashmir issue at various 

domestic and international forums.

Guideline 2

A Media Coordination Committee (MCC) be constituted including selected 

journalists plus representatives of the Foreign Office, Ministry of Information, 

Parliament and Intelligence to prepare fact sheets and a counter-propaganda 

campaign against India and to design and promote a media strategy for 

continually highlighting the Kashmiri freedom struggle.

Response

A Committee has been constituted, chaired by the Secretary Information. The 

other members of the Committee include representatives (not below the level of 

BPS-20) of the Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of 
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Information Technology, Military Operations Directorate, ISI and IB. Additionally, 

the Adviser to the PM on foreign Affairs has also chaired a meeting, attended by 

MOS information, broadcasting and national heritage and DG ISPR, to discuss 

the way forward.

Guideline 3

There should be periodical-regular special briefings for the Foreign Media and 

the social media should also be utilized for publicizing Jammu and Kashmir 

issue.

Response

The government is already taking action on this recommendation. In addition, we 

have advised the Ministry of Information Technology to prepare a 

comprehensive strategy for highlighting Jammu and Kashmir dispute, especially 

on social media. Additionally, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Office of 

Spokesperson) is also taking steps to evolve an effective and comprehensive 

strategy for presenting our case, especially on the social media.

Guideline 4

Pakistan should re-establish a Public Diplomacy Office in the Foreign Office. This 

will function as the Foreign Office's public diplomacy and soft power office and an 

inter-ministerial space for projecting cultural, economic and trade outputs.

Response 

Public Diplomacy Division has already been established and is working in the 

Foreign Office.

Guideline 5

There is need to highlighting the Indian intervention in Pakistan and in this 

context the arrest of serving Indian Navy Commander Kulbushan Jadev should 

have been and should be raised at various important international forums along 

with the human rights violations in Indian held Kashmir.

Response

We are already taking action on this recommendation. Issues of India 

interference in the internal affairs of Pakistan, support for subversive activities 

and human rights violations in IoK are being vigorously highlighted. In this regard, 

the Prime Minister presented a dossier on Indian atrocities in IoK to the UN 

Secretary General in September in New York. This dossier has been shared with 

other key countries and international organizations.
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Guideline 6

The Government should hire International lobbyists and strategic 

communication firms and reactivate Pakistani community living abroad to 

change global narrative.

Response

The role of international lobbyists has indeed become crucial to project our 

position and pursue foreign policy objectives. The Missions are also keeping 

close liaison with the Pakistani and Kashmiri Diaspora.

Guideline 7

Main thrust of our Kashmir Narrative should be:-

a. Violations of UN Charter chapter 1 article 1 and 2 by India which 

guarantee rights of self-determination.

b. Violation of international declaration of human rights in Kashmir by the 

India forces with highest populatin to soldiers ratio 1:5.

c. Violation of Geneva Convention where prisoners and wounded have 

certain fundamental rights.

d. Indian violations along our eastern border will force Pakistan to pull 

troops employed to fight war on terror.

e. That the large number of marginalized youth in Jammu and Kashmir can 

be vulnerable to the incitement of extremist forces and trigger huge 

challenges for regional and global stability.

Response

The Indian position on Jammu and Kashmir is a blatant violation of international 

law and the points highlighted are indeed relevant. These points have been 

incorporated in our Taking points. It was also highlighted during the briefing to 

resident missions on Kashmir Solidarity Day in Islamabad and to the host 

governments by our missions abroad.

Guideline 8

India's own fault-lines in their alienated Muslims, Sikhs, Christians and Dalits as 

well as the as the growing Maoist insurgency be highlighted. In this context, 

services of two official think tanks whose principal task is to study India, the 

Islamabad Policy Research Institute (IPRI) and Institute of Regional Studies 

(IRS) can be attached to the relevant Committees of the Parliament. Modi and his 

RSS ideology of Hindutva should be targeted.
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Response 

While the relevant Committees of the Parliament may wish to directly engage the 

two listed Think-Tanks, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is in the process of 

reaching out to them, so that their services can be fully utilized.

Guideline 9

Comprehensive outreach to those segments of Indian public opinion which are 

opposed to Modi's extremism and his anti-Pakistan policies including political 

parties, media, civil society organizations and human rights groups.

Response

Our Missions abroad, including in New Delhi, are making outreach efforts to 

emphasize the extremist Indian policies. These include engaging academicians, 

think tanks, and writers in host governments. Our ambassadors are writing in 

local newspapers, holding seminars, engaging think tanks etc and are sending 

comprehensive reports of their activities.

Guideline 10

The need to counter India's initiatives to demoralize/isolate Pakistan particularly 

amongst neighbours of Pakistan, SAARC members and members of the 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) is imperative. The efforts to cultivate 

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Maldives, Myanmar, Iran 

and the Central Asian republics plus Russia need to be redoubled, for which 

parliamentarians and parliamentary committees can play a pivotal role.

Response

The Foreign Minister of Nepal called on the Prime Minister on the sidelines of the 

UNGA in 2016 where both countries committed to working together to enhance 

bilateral relations.

The Prime Minister also had a conducive bilateral meeting with his Sri Lankan 

counterpart at the sidelines of the World Economic Forum in Davos in January 

2017. It was agreed to further boost bilateral relations through cooperation in 

economic, defence, cultural and political spheres. On the Prime Minister's 

directive relief assistance comprising 25 MT Rice was sent to the drought 

affected people of Sri Lanka.

We are making efforts to reach out to the rest of the countries of the region.

Guideline 11

Pakistan should continue to support all initiatives taken for peace and stability in 

the region.
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Response

In line with the Prime Minister's vision, the government has pursued a policy of 

“peaceful neighbourhood” since June 2013. Pakistan remains actively involved 

in the Heart of Asia (Istanbul Process) as well as the Quadrilateral Coordination 

Group (QCG). The Heart of Asia Ministerial meeting, held in Islamabad in 

December 2015, was a success. The Adviser's decision to participate in the 

Heart of Asia Ministerial Meeting in Amritsar, India, (despite the postponement of 

the SAARC Summit which was to be held in Islamabad, at India's behest) is 

indicative of that policy.

Guideline 12

That Nuclear neighbours should exercise serious caution and restraint when 

faced with provocation.

Response

Pakistan's nuclear doctrine has been clearly spelt out and due restraint is being 

exercised. Pakistan continues to exhibit maturity and statesmanship despite 

provocative statements by Indian leadership and the continued ceasefire 

violations across the LoC and Working Boundary having resulted in casualties on 

our side.

Guideline 13

The Government should develop an institutionalized consultative mechanism; 

seek policy guidelines from the Joint Sitting of the Parliament; the national 

security committee may be re-constituted in consultation with the Parliament.

Response

It is for both Houses of Parliament to decide if a separate Committee on National 

Security shall be constituted. The Ministry is regularly consulting the 

Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs.

Guideline 14

There should be a non-episodic role/engagement of OIC in the Kashmir issue.

Response

Besides condemning human rights violations in IoK, the OIC Independent 

Human Rights Commission has requested India to give them access to IoK to 

witness the human rights situation. Earlier, OIC has expressed the desire to send 

a Fact-Finding Mission to IoK, which India has not accepted. We remain deeply 

engaged with the OIC and its members to play a more robust role on the Jammu 

and Kashmir dispute for which many events are being planned.
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Guideline 15

There is need to also work towards bringing about a climate in which both 

Pakistan and India can implement politically difficult decisions to build mutual 

trust and confidence leading towards an honourable and amicable settlement of 

Jammu and Kashmir as well as peace and stability and the welfare of all people.

Response

A positive response from India is required to move forward. Pakistan has always 

conveyed the desire for a peaceful neighbourhood and expressed readiness to 

resolve all outstanding disputes through dialogue.

Guideline 16

Keeping in view the need, efficacy and usefulness of back channel talks between 

India and Pakistan, the talks should be restored. The bilateral and Jammu & 

Kashmir-related CBMs need to be restored and expanded.

Response

A positive attitude by India is required to move forward. Pakistan has expressed 

its willingness to resume a meaningful and comprehensive dialogue process with 

India with a view to resolve all outstanding issues, including the Jammu and 

Kashmir dispute. It is regrettable that India has chosen to attach conditionalities 

to the talks. Pakistan has welcomed the offer of the UN Secretary General to use 

his good offices for talks with India.

Guideline 17

Need to respect the agreed mechanisms for the maintenance of peace along with 

LoC by strong political leadership in both countries.

Response

Pakistan is committed to respect the understanding reached between the two 

sides on ceasefire arrangement of 2003. There have been over 300 ceasefire 

violations by the Indian side in 2016. Our armed forces have given a befitting 

response. However, this disturbing trend continues in 2017.

Guideline 18

International conference on Kashmir should be organized, supported and 

amplified.

Response

It is being organized in April 2017 in Muzzafarabad.

Guideline 19

A loud and clear message shall be sent all across the world that Pakistan is 
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fighting the largest inland war against the terrorism and violent extremism and 

there is no room for non-state actors.

Response

We have clearly conveyed zero tolerance of the government of Pakistan 

regarding terrorism. The successful conduct of Zarb-e-Azb against militants and 

sacrifices rendered by the people of Pakistan, Armed Forces and Law 

enforcement agencies clearly demonstrate Pakistan's commitment to root out 

the menace of terrorism.

Guideline 20

That the soil of Pakistan should not be allowe4d to be sued by violent non-state 

actors.

Response

Action already being taken by the relevant Ministries. The Prime Minister 

unequivocally stated during his visit to Kabul in May 2015 that the enemies of 

Afghanistan cannot be friends of Pakistan and that Pakistani soil would not be 

allowed to be used against any other country. However, we have the same 

expectation from Afghanistan. With India, Pakistan extended a hand of 

cooperation after the Pathankot attack and a JIT was sent to India in March 2016 

which reflected Pakistan's unflinching commitment to fight terrorism. 

Regrettably, India did not capitalize on this opportunity as well.

Guideline 21

The Government of Pakistan should take a firm stance on the Indus Water Treaty 

and highlight India's credibility in this regard if it unilaterally abrogates its 

international treaty obligations.

Response

Ministry of Water & Power is the line ministry for this and may provide details. 

However, we have publically reiterated the factual position that the Indus Waters 

Treaty cannot be revoked unilaterally and India is under international obligation 

to respect the provisions of the Treaty.

Guideline 22

Given the constant nature of continual emerging situations it would be 

appropriate to appoint a full time Foreign Minister.

Response

The Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs, with the status of a Federal 

Minister, is already performing the role and functions of the Foreign Minister and 
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Chairman Senate, Mian Raza Rabbani Receiving Chief of Army Staff, General Qamar Javed 
Bajwa in Chairman’s Chamber on his arrival at Parliament House, Islamabad.
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Press	Release	of	the	Meeting	
An in-camera  meeting of the Committee of Whole “to prepare policy guidelines in 

ththe light of the emerging regional realities” was held on 17  December, 2017, to 

deliberate upon the emerging national security paradigm for Pakistan specially 

with respect to the recent visits of the Chief of Army Staff and other recent 

developments in this regard. The meeting was attended by the Chief of Army 

Staff (COAS) alongwith the DG MO, DG MI, DG ISI and DG ISPR.

Senator Mian Raza Rabbani, Chairman Senate, in his opening remarks 

welcomed the COAS to Senate and gave a brief insight into the role of the 

Committee with regard to issues linked with the foreign policy and national 

security. Senator Rabbani stated that the Parliament is mandated to oversee 

policies of the Government and if required, provide guidelines to improvise the 

same. Today's exercise, first of its kind, is being carried out to ensure that  

Pakistan's National Security Policy is in line with the emerging regional realities 

and the incipient security paradigm for Pakistan. 

General Qamar Javed Bajwa, Chief of Army Staff (COAS), gave an overview 

which was followed by a detailed presentation by Major General Sair Shamshad 

Mirza, DG MO. After the presentation, the COAS personally answered the 

questions asked by the Members which touched upon all areas of national 

interest and security, which lasted for over three hours. 

Deputy Chairman Senate, Professor Abdul Ghafoor Hedri along with Secretary Senate, Amjed 
Pervez Malik, receiving Chief of Army Staff, General Qamar Javed Bajwa on his arrival at 

Parliament House, Islamabad.
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Other	Committees

3.2 The scourge of terrorism has long been a frequent subject of discussion in 

various Committees. Apart from the Parliamentary Committee on National 

Security, different incidents of terrorism have been addressed by the 

Committees concerned. The Senate Functional Committee on Human Rights 

and the  Senate Standing Committee on Interior have in particular continued to 

reach out to the victims of the terrorism and other crisis that are faced by the 

people of Pakistan. The Committees also follow up on the progress made by the 

executive with respect to the investigation regarding the incident, compensation 

being paid to the martyred and the injured, and the quality of healthcare and 

other facilities being extended to the injured. Moreover, in order to ensure that 

such incidents are not repeated, the Committees also follow-up on the 

precautionary measures that need to be put in place so that such incidents are 

not repeated in future. Some examples of the business transacted by the 

Committees as a response to acts or terrorism or other crisis being faced by the 

country are included in this section. After a brief synopsis of Committees work 

relevant portions of published reports of the following Committees are given:

1.  Report of the Senate Standing Committee on Defence during Senate sitting 
thheld on 16  June, 2016 on current Pakistan-Afghanistan border situation

2.  Report of Senate Committee on Defence and Defence Production on Minutes 

of Pakistan-Afghanistan Defence Committees Dialogue and Declaration

3. Minutes of the meeting of Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed with the 

International Crisis Group Representatives

4.  Verbatim of Senate Committee on Defence and Defence Production on 

Public Hearing on Towards a New Defence Strategy

5.  Report of Public Hearing Seminar on Future of SAARC in the context of 

Pakistan-India Relations, Kashmir Affairs and Gilgit-Baltistan
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Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs

1. Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs holds a public hearing on 

“Public option for Pakistan concerning Peace in Afghanistan and the 

Region in the light of the Post 2014 withdrawals of NATO Forces”.

The Public Hearing was arranged by the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee in 

partnership with the National Assembly Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs. 

This was an initiative whereby the Committee Chairman wanted to take the 

regional foreign policy issues out of the closed door meetings or official meetings 

wherein the Ministers and Secretaries brief the Members of the Committee. By 

holding a Public Hearing in the Pakistan Institute of Parliamentary Services and 

inviting more than 200 persons from different segments of the society, the 

Committee set the stage for open and interactive debate about some of the 

heatedly debated issues.

 The Committee invited Lt. Gen. (R) Talat Masood, Mr. Iqbal Taabish, 

Secretary General SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industries and Mr. 

Iftikhar Ahmed, Senior Journalist. All of them are well known personalities.The 

main topic “Future of SAARC in the Context of Pak-India Relations” and sub 

topics “War on Terror and Regional Security Situation”, “Trade, Economy and 

Visa Liberalization” and “Resolution of all the regional disputes for the overall 

betterment of people” were discussed by the members of the Committee and 

other participants in the light of presentations by the three Experts and Secretary 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

At the end of the public hearing policy proposals on said topic was given with 

main points as follow:

Ÿ Repatriation of Afghan Refugees from Pakistan.

Ÿ Fencing the Border Management of Porous Pak – Afghan Border – The 

Durand Line.

Ÿ Giving Federally Administrated Tribal Areas (F.A.T.A) its due 

administrative and constitutions status. 

Ÿ Pakistan Increase trade with Afghanistan and mitigating India's over 

populated and influential presence. 
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Ÿ Pakistan's “Goodwill Diplomacy” in Afghanistan needs to be reassessed. 

Ÿ Pakistan needs to be independent from any ethnic group in Afghanistan. 

Ÿ Pakistan must support independent Afghanistan in Post-2014 

environment. 

Ÿ Recommendations 

Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs,
thDate: 5  June, 2014

2. Aftermath of the drone strike against Mullah Akhtar Mansoor; impact on  

Pakistan-US security relations.

The Additional Secretary, Ministry of Defence stated that on 21.05.2015 Afghan 

Taliban leader Mullah Akhtar Mansoor was killed as a result of a US drone attack 

in Balochistan, Pakistan. This drone attack was vehemently protested by 

Pakistan and condemned as an act of violation of Pakistan's sovereignty.  Mullah 

Akhtar Mansoor was coming from Iran and had a valid Pakistani passport and a 

valid visa for Iran. This is a very important point to be noted.  As a result of this US 

drone attack and the subsequent death of Mullah Akhtar Mansoor, the Afghan 

peace process has stalled. Fragmentation within the Talibans has increased and 

has resulted in rise of DAESH in Afghanistan, which has increased the security 

threat for Pakistan. Our security relations with the US have also been affected 

negatively as a result and the security cooperation has thus reduced. Pakistan is 

being portrayed in the US circles as a Taliban supporter. Pakistan has made 

enormous sacrifices in the war on terror but due appreciation from the US, in 

particular, and the world in general, is not forthcoming.  

Concluding the meeting, the Chairman Senate Standing Committee on Defence, 

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed stressed the need to rectify our past mistakes 

and identify the most appropriate way forward to safeguard the interest of 

Pakistan and have peace on our borders.  He directed the Ministries of Defence 

and the Foreign Affairs to give a detailed briefing regarding border management 

with a special emphasize on the current situation at the Chairman/Pakistan-

Afghanistan border crossing.  

Joint Meeting of Senate Standing Committees on Defence and Foreign Affairs,
tth thMinutes dated: 12  May, 2016 placed on the table of the House on 16  June, 2016 & 

th08  August,2016
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Standing Committee on Interior and Narcotics Control

3. "Some Foreign Embassies in Islamabad are involved in tapping of 

phone calls of important personalities of the Country", and also briefing by the DG 

Intelligence Bureau on the efforts of IB in countering terrorism/anti-state activities 

in Pakistan. 

The briefing was in two parts. The first half of the briefing was in-Camera while the 

second part was kept open. The Committee lauded the efforts of Intelligence 

Bureau in bringing down terrorist activities in the country and recommended that 

all the required funds should be provided to the organization to deal with the 

menace of terrorism. The Committee felt that present funding to IB is insufficient 

to meet with the growing challenges of anti-state elements operating in Pakistan.  

So proper funding as per demand of the Intelligence Bureau is required to 

purchase the most sophisticated gadgetry as per international practices. The 

Committee has given recommendations to eliminate terrorism in the country 

these recommendations are as follow:

Ÿ All the required funds should be given to the organization.

Ÿ Revive offices of the Bureau in foreign countries that had been closed 

since 2005 thus enhancing the international networking.

Ÿ The Prime Minster may hold quarterly meetings with the Chiefs of three 

intelligence agencies: IB, ISI and MI.

Ÿ That an in-camera briefing to the Senate House by ISI and IB be made 

mandatory annually or bi-annually. 

Ÿ The new component of National Security be included in the subjects of 

the Standing Committee and the Committee be re-designated as 

National Security and Narcotics Control.  

Ÿ The Committee directed to build mechanism of sharing information with 

the other security agencies that would lead to collaborative effort in 

tracing the miscreants and anti-state elements. 

Ÿ Develop a border control mechanism with Afghanistan.

Ÿ Enhance regional cooperation with SAARC countries to develop an 

intelligence sharing network against the terrorists.  

Senate Standing Committee on Interior and Narcotics Control,
thDate: 10  February, 2016
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4. The National Counter Terrorism Authority (Amendment) Bill, 2016  
threferred by the House on 7  March, 2016 to the Standing Committee.

The Committee directed the NACTA authorities to come up with a 

comprehensive strategy to deal with the challenge of terrorism.  The law 

enforcing paradigm must have broader perspective.  Understanding the new 

security challenge requires a comprehensive research based approach to deal 

with it. Further Committee stated that the response of law enforcing agencies, 

NACTA in particular, should not be event based response rather understanding 

the whole issue is critical to the nation's efforts to devise different intervention 

strategies including the pre-event, event and post-event phases. The Committee 

directed that NACTA should not focus on traditional approach to active terrorism 

rather the multi-faceted phenomenon of terrorism has ethnic and lingual basis 

and it also poses a threat to the fragile ecology of the country. Committee gave 

recommendations which are as follow:

Ÿ The National Counter Terrorism Authority (Amendment) Bill, 2016 was 

passed unanimously by the Committee.  

Ÿ The Committee directed that NACTA should carry out a research oriented 

exercise with the help of academia, intellectuals, law enforcing agencies 

and the intelligence agencies. The research paper should define terrorism 

in Pakistani perspective. International implications and understanding the 

existing international world order must be kept in view while constituting an 

effective approach to deal with this new security challenge. The research 

paper must be comprehensive and draw on all sources of strength within 

the government and civil society. 

Ÿ To respond solely with military action could cause complications nationally 

and internationally as well. Just a militant response can polarize the 

international community and if proved in-effective can strengthen the 

position of terrorist groups.  It should focus on a high level of multi-faceted 

threat involving political, social, psychological and security aspects. The 

perpetual infiltration from eastern and western borders should also be kept 

in view while discussing the issue.  

Ÿ Skilful use of technology by the terrorist organizations and their broad and 

meticulous network-based approach, willingness of the perpetrators to die 
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in the name of high religious cause and the other related factors must be 

pondered by the researchers.  

Ÿ With these but not confining to these parameters, the Committee directed 

to come up with a comprehensive paper within sixty working days.

Ÿ The Committee recommended for better perks and privileges/special 

allowances for NACTA employees.    

Senate Standing Committee on Interior and Narcotics Control,
th thMinutes Dated: 9  May, 2016 placed on the table of the House on 20  July, 2016

Senate Standing Committee on Defence

5. Update on Pakistan-Afghanistan border situation 

The representative of the Ministry of Defence gave a detailed briefing on the 

agenda item.  He stated that successful conduct of Operation Zarb-e-Azb 

resulted in the relocation of terrorist groups to Afghanistan (especially Tehrik-e-

Taliban Pakistan and its affiliates) and since then Pakistani soil and people have 

increasingly become victims of terrorism emanating from Afghanistan. Despite 

multiple requests, protests and sharing of concrete, undeniable and actionable 

intelligence with Afghan Govt. about Afghanistan-based terrorist sanctuaries and 

leadership, the response remains muted.

In the backdrop of terrorist attacks across the country in Feb., 2017 claimed by 

Afghanistan-based Jammat-ul-Ahrar, Pakistan had to seal the border crossings 

to protect the lives and property of her citizens.  Main crossing points at Torkham 

and Chaman were, nevertheless, opened or two days i.e. 7-8 March, 2017 to 

accommodate stranded citizens of both countries and finally on 21 March, 2017 

border crossings with Afghanistan were opened.

While engagement of Pakistani troops deployed along Pakistan-Afghanistan 

border continues unabated from Afghan territory, Pakistan Military, exercising 

restraint, has only engaged the point of origin in response to the unprovoked 

excess and has always ensured safety on both Afghan citizens and Afghan 

troops.  All attacks on Pakistani posts have been beaten back and in the process, 

unfortunately our military and Frontier Corps have also suffered some loses, 

twenty one Shaheeds and forty three injured since 1 January, 2017 in 

FATA/KPK.  
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To secure our Western borders, Pakistan Army is engaged in;

a. Raising of additional Frontier Corps Wings as authorized by Federal 

Govt. in coordination with Ministry of Interior.

b. Construction of border forts to check infiltration along frequented and 

infrequented routes.

c. Fencing of Pak-Afghan border in Bajaur and Mohmand Agency in 

Phase-I

d. Plugging of gaps to deny freedom of cross-border movement to terrorists 

(against 975 x Pakistani posts along Pak-Afghan border, Afghanistan is 

maintaining only 21 x posts and resultant voids are being utilized by 

terrorists to cross and attack Pakistani troops and deeper areas with 

impunity.)

e. Conduct of combing and intelligence based operations to deny any 

space to terrorists in already cleared areas.

The representative of the Ministry of Defence informed the Committee that the 

cost of border fencing on the Pak-Afghan border would be Rs. 20 million per 

kilometre and the approximate completion time for 700 kilometres of border 

fencing is three years.

The Committee was of the view that border fencing on the Pak-Afghan border is 

very important and it should have been done a long time ago. The Committee 

therefore, recommended that due to the current security situation, the border 

fencing be done on war footing and the Government may take appropriate 

measures for arranging funds for this purpose.  

Senate Standing Committee on Defence,
th thMinutes dated: 17  April, 2017 placed on the table of the House on 28  July, 2016

6. The Pakistan – US Security/Defence/Strategic dialogue 

The Secretary, Ministry of Defence apprised the meeting about 
th24  Defence Consultative Group meeting held in Washington DC, United States 

th th
of America (USA) from 14  to 18  December, 2015. This Consultative Group 

represents a mutual commitment by both Pakistan and the USA to continue 

defence cooperation. Pakistan highlighted the successes in the military 

operation against terrorism in North Waziristan. Pakistan's constructive role in 

reconciliation efforts in Afghanistan and an enhanced requirement for effective 
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border management on the Pakistan – Afghanistan border. The Pakistani side 

reiterated that Pakistan – US relations should not be confined to anti-terrorism 

only but should be based on a broader strategic alliance. Pakistan also showed 

its concerns over enhanced Indian activities in Afghanistan which are considered 

detrimental to the interests of Pakistan. The huge procurement of conventional 

arms by India from the USA was creating a strategic imbalance in the Sub-

continent in favour of India which was a cause of alarm for Pakistan. The 

Pakistani side also emphasized that as the Coalition Support Fund (CSF) would 

expire in September, 2016 there was a need to look into avenues of further 

cooperation between the two countries. The US side reiterated the importance of 

its strategic and military relations with Pakistan and appreciated Pakistan's 

efforts in Afghanistan's rehabilitation process. They however expressed their 

apprehensions in connection with the Haqqani network and provided names of 

three Haqqani activists as most wanted by the United States. The US side 

acknowledged Pakistan's concern about its border management with 

Afghanistan and assured an enhanced US assistance in this respect.  

During the course of discussion it was felt that the image of Pakistan was not 

being appropriately highlighted due to the efforts of Indian lobbyists in the United 

States. A large number of US citizens of Indian origin were working in the US 

Defence & State Departments who have Indian interests very close to their heart.  

There was a dire need that Pakistan should also indulge in effective lobbing for its 

genuine cause within US. The US citizens of Pakistan origin should also be 

encouraged to take jobs in the US administration with a view to nurture pro 

Pakistan lobby in the US.  Pakistan should also consider acquiring services of a 

professional lobbyist for Pakistan in the US. The role of Pakistan Embassy in 

Washington DC was found to be very unsatisfactory in this respect.  

Senate Standing Committee on Defence,
thDate: 19  January, 2016
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REPORTS OF THE SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES

“Report No. 10 of Defence Committee”

(Fourteenth Parliamentary Year)

PRESENTED BY

(SENATOR MUSHAHID HUSSAIN SAYED)

CHAIRMAN

SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON DEFENCE

3.3  REPORT OF THE SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON DEFENCE 

I have the honour to present the report, on behalf of the Senate Standing 

Committee on Defence in accordance with the directions of the Chairman Senate 
thduring Senate sitting held on 16  June, 2016 on Pakistan-Afghanistan border 

situation.

The composition of the Committee is as under:- 

1. Senator  Mushahid Hussain Sayed   Chairman

2. Senator  Ilyas Ahmad Bilour    Member

3. Senator  Hidayat ullah     Member

4. Senator  Atta ur Rehman    Member

5. Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashhadi  Member

6. Senator Lt. Gen ( R) Salahuddin Tirmizi   Member

7. Senator Lt. Gen. (R) Abdul Qayyum   Member

8. Senator  Muhammad Javed Abbasi   Member

9. Senator  Farhatullah Babar     Member  

10. Senator  Farooq Hamid Naek    Member

11. Senator  Mrs. Sehar Kamran    Member

12. Senator Brig. ( R) John Kenneth Williams  Member

13. Minister for Defence       Ex-Officio Member

thA meeting of the Senate Standing Committee on Defence was held on 25  July, 

2016 at 10.30 A.M in Committee Room No. 2, Parliament House Islamabad 
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under the Chairmanship of Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed. The following 

members of the Committee attended the meeting:-

The following members of the Committee attended the meeting:-

1. Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed    Chairman

2. Senator Lt. Gen (R) Abdul Qayyum   Member

3. Senator Lt. Gen (R) Salahuddin Tirmizi   Member

4. Senator Brig. (R) John Kenneth Williams   Member

5. Senator Col. (R) Syed Tahir Hussain Mashadi  Member

6. Senator Hidayatullah     Member

7. Senator Mrs. Sehar Kamran    Member

8. Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi   Member

9. Senator Farhatullah Babar    Member

10. Senator Ilyas Ahmed Bilour    Member

11. Mr. Khawaja Asif     Ex-Officio Member

       Minister for Defense      
th In accordance with the directions of the Chairman Senate dated 16 June, 2016, 

the Federal Minister for Defence (Mr. Khawaja Asif) attended the said meeting 

and briefed the Committee in respect of current status of Pakistan-Afghanistan 

Border.

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, in his opening remarks underlined the 

importance of good relations with neighbours like Afghanistan and Iran in the 

context of regional stability & Pakistan's national security interests. He pointed 

out the deterioration of ties with India in the context of popular, spontaneous and 

widespread resistance in occupied Kashmir, in which the Senate Defence 

Committee expressed its solidarity.  Senator Mushahid Hussain expressed the 

hope that all these issues be resolved through mutual consultation and consent 

and that there is no need for any over-reaction on account of stray incidents on 

Pakistan-Afghanistan border.  

The Ministry of Defence then provided a detailed briefing in chronological order 

regarding Pakistan-Afghanistan border management issues and reaffirmed that 

Pakistan was committed to good, cooperative relations with Afghanistan based 

on a strategic approach and mutual consent and consultation. The Ministry of 

Defence informed the Committee that the border posts at Torkham had now 
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been rebuilt.  This is an official border and legal crossing where about 20,000 

people cross every day from both sides and it will be formally inaugurated on 

August 1, 2016 with consultation of both neighbours.

The Addl. Secretary, Ministry of Defence briefed the meeting about the current 

situation on the Pakistan-Afghan Border border at Torkham.  According to him in 

order to streamline cross border movements Pak Military has planned to 

undertake border management at all major crossing points on Pak-Afghan 

border. Torkham being the major crossing point warrants elaborate border 

control infrastructure which is presently being developed. Afghan authorities 

have historically objected to any such move, thus, repeating the rhetoric yet 

again.

Seemingly, Afghan objections point at negating any step, directly or indirectly, 

that hints at giving permanence to this border thus keeping the issue alive at 

international forums.

Afghans have developed Immigration Offices on their side of the border but are 

not willing to allow Pakistan to develop the same. NLC was to develop a Border 

terminal at Torkham in line with Government of Pak decision. On 20 Jun 14, 

during his visit to Peshawar, PM directed to create facility for monitoring 

pedestrian traffic at Torkham as NLC project was delayed. 

On 5 November 14, work began on the terminal facilities including building for 

improved security checks and separate pedestrian walkways. When only 30m 

construction of pedestrian walkways was left from the border, Afghan Border 

Police troops demanded work be halted immediately. Issue has been raised on 

several interactions between two countries failing to  yield any tangible outcome.

As an alternate solution, Pak Military established a Check Post in depth 

(Shaheed Mor) and planned to fence the area in order to control all types of  

illegal movements. In consultation with the Ministerial Reps (Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, Ministry of Interior, SAFRON, FIA) an implementation of border control 

mechanism was undertaken by enforcing following steps:- 

Ÿ Abolishing Rahdari system, to be replaced with Visa Regime

Ÿ Extension of FIA laws up to Torkham Border Crossing 

Ÿ Installation of comprehensive immigration system managed by FIA 

Ÿ Construction of pedestrian walkways on both sides
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Ÿ Fencing of the Terminal, construction of Gates on inbound and outbound 

routes

On 10 May 2016, Torkham Gate was closed due to Afghan objections on 

construction work. After several Border Flag Meetings, DGMO level 

communication and finally Afghan Ambassador's meeting with COAS, Torkham 

Gate was opened as Afghanistan agreed to allow construction work. Contrary to 

agreed stance on commencement of Construction work at the Gate, Afghan 

authorities, on 12 Jun 16, again resorted to cross border firing. Development of 

Torkham Terminal and allied have been discussed with Afghan Military 

Authorities numerous times.  Point raised during visit by Commandant ABP (Lt 

Gen Fazli) to Pakistan from 25 -29 Jan 2015.

Raised again during meetings between respective Corps Comds at Jalalabad on 

18 Jan 2015 and at Peshawar on 22 Apr 2015. During these meetings, Afghan 

Point again raised during the Corps Commanders Meetings in Peshawar on 21 

Jan 2016, and in Quetta on 17 Feb 2016. Point has been discussed during all 

three rounds of Two Star Bilateral Meetings between DGMOs of During One Star 

meeting in Kabul in May 2015 

During a Brigadier level meeting in Kabul in May 2015. Ten Border Flag Meetings 

(BFMs) at Torkham since Jan 2015. On first BFM, the Afghan delegation was 

conducted to a visit of terminal facilities by Commandant Khyber Rifles to explain 

its benefits to both sides. The Afghan delegations always acknowledged the 

work as beneficial to both sides and committed to convey it accordingly to their 

leadership. Due to unprovoked firing by Afghan Border Forces on 26th Jun 16, 

resulting in shahadat of an officer, and injuring of 19 soldiers the border remained 

closed. On repeated request of the Afghan government border was opened after 

six days.

Pakistan's efforts to formalize the movement by adopting a joint border control 

mechanism has always been resisted by Afghanistan. Consequent to Bada Bher 

and Charsada terrorist incidents, KPK government during Apex Committee 

meeting held on 9th Feb 16, requested COAS to take  measures to check 

uncontrolled movement of Afghans inside Pakistan.

On 10 May 2016, ABP objected to development of fence on the Torkham 

Terminal. In response, Pak Mil closed the Torkham Crossing Point. Afghan 
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Ambassador met Pak Military COAS on 13 May 2016 and requested opening of 

the Crossing Point. In response to opening of Torkham, he agreed that Afghan 

side will allow Pak Military completion of development works on Torkham. During 

BFM on 6 June 2016, Afghan Officials were informed regarding construction of 

two gates at Torkham.

On 8 June 2016, ABP local Commander, visited both the proposed Gate 

Construction Sites and agreed upon construction of Gate on Import Road. 

However, objected on location of Gate on Cemented Road. On 12 June at 1030 

hours, Afghan GSG5 Brigadier Fareed visited Torkham Check Post and 

objected construction work at location of border gate.

On 12 June in the evening an Afghan Border Police (ABP)  representative came 

to Zero Line and asked not to start construction work as authorities had 

instructed him to ensure work is not carried out.

On 12 June at 2145 hours, Torkham Check Post ex ABP fired Small Arms (aerial 

fire followed by aimed fire) at Torkham Terminal, to stop the construction work. 

One Soldier got injured and was evacuated to CMH Landi kotal. Point of origin 

was engaged with fire from our side.

On 12 June at 2345 hours, our troops observed movement of 200-250 vehicles 

at ABP On 13 June from 0020-0200 hours, ABP soldiers fired 5-6 mortar bombs 

from Afghan side at Torkham. One Soldier got injured and was evacuated to 

CMH Landi Kotal.

On 13 June at 0330 hours, ABP soldiers again resorted to firing at village / civilian 

population near Torkham. Reportedly, 9 civilians got injured. On 13 June 1622 

hours, Afghans fired mortar and Small arms fire on construction site, fire 

continued till 1900 hrs. Maj Jawad got injured & later embraced Shahadat.

On 14 June 1910 hours, Afghan again fired Small Arms and mortar rounds on 

Torkham. Fire exchange continued till 2130 hrs. Post in area, 13-14 km North of 

Torkham (1 km inside Afghanistan). Pakistan Armed Forces made an effective 

retaliation in self defence. Gate construction has reached near completion and 
stwill be inaugurated in 1  week of August 16.

Following procedures are being ensured for an effective border control  

mechanism:

Ÿ Entry to be allowed on valid travel documents i.e. passport and visa only.
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Ÿ Rahdari cards to be restricted up till Shaheed Mor Check Point.

Ÿ All federal agencies i.e. NADRA, FIA, Customs  to be effective at Torkham 

terminal 

Ÿ All illegal entries towards Torkham has be blocked by erecting fence thus 

creating a funnel till Shaheed Mor check point.

Ÿ Additional security measures to be undertaken includes installation of 

CCTV cameras, baggage scanners and vehicle scanners.

Senator Lt. Gen (R) Abdul Qayyum pointed out that Pakistan shares a 2600 

Kms. border with Afghanistan with more than 78 crossing points out of which 16 

are clearly notified, while the rest are used by the people of both countries. Are 

there any other crossing points besides these & what were the plans to 

effectively monitor the movements across these points? The Ministry of Defence 

reiterated their efforts for effectively controlling cross borders movements.  This 

is being done step by step where firstly the six recognized routes are being 

controlled, as most vehicular and human traffic comes through them.  The 

Ministry of Defence indicated that there are more than 200 crossing points on the 

Pakistan-Afghan border which a very very porus border.  Out of these six routes 

have an organized movement whole year round. The situation on Pakistan side 

of the border is stable and under control whereas it is not so on the Afghanistan 

side. There is no cause of alarm for any border violations as this is a common 

practice and to control the same an effective border management system is 

being developed, adopted and put in place. The Afghanistan side is not 

organized due to the fact that in most places writ of the Afghan Government does 

not exist and that is the reason why Afghanistan cannot have an effective border 

control management system.

Senator Hidayatullah agreed to this stance of the Ministry of Defence and stated 

that as he hails from Bajur Agency there is a post manned by Taliban across the 

Rakhni post on the Afghanistan side of the border.

Senator Lt. Gen. (R) Salahuddin Tirmizi inquired about the firing incident on the 

border and the affects they have on our relationship with Afghanistan? The 

Ministry of Defence stated that Pakistan has always endeavoured not to escalate 

tensions by avoiding use of heavy weapons in reply to Afghan's violations.  We 

take only pin point actions with the aim of protecting the civilian population of 

Afghanistan and to only silence the aggressors from the other side.  
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Senator Brig. (R) John Kenneth Williams inquired about the efforts being made 

to control and regulate the movement across the Pakistan-Afghanistan border 

and what was the public's reaction when the movement of civilian population is 

tried to be controlled through visa regime or other documentation.     

The Ministry of Defence stated that the Pakistan side is doing whatever is 

required under the law and tries to facilitate movement of civilians and goods in 

accordance with rules. We do not target civilians and have not laid any land 

mines in the border area for fear of civilian causalities and try to control civilian 

movement on humanitarian basis.

Senator Muhammad Javed Abbasi inquired what was the strategy of the 

Pakistan Army in view phase of the fact that the Afghanistan Government was 

unable to implement an effective border management system? The Minister for 

Defence categorically stated that Pakistan will implement an effective border 

management policy to enable it to control cross the border terrorism.  Border 

crossing without documents would not be allowed. This is done with the aim to 

reduce terrorism which is detrimental to our national interest.  Pakistan is making 

all efforts to put in an effective border management system in place which is in 

the interest of both Pakistan and Afghanistan.  

The Secretary Defence stated that during our negotiations with the United States 

on the subject of border management,  the US Congress has approved a sum of 

$100 million for the purpose. Pakistan has clearly defined its border security 

needs indicating that we have more than 2600 kms border which has a width of 

42 to 50 kms in FATA area. All these places need to be stabilized and for this 

purpose a reconstruction/rehabilitation and development package needs to be 

introduced.  Pakistan has worked out a document of $ 8 Billion in this respect.  

The duration of the whole process has been indicated from five to eight years.  

This document has been handed over to the US government who have come up 

with a document of their own which would be exchanged during the next 

meeting. These meetings would help to recognize the peculiarities of the 

problem and to take a final decision. Pakistan insists on development FATA as 

an effective measure for border stabilization.  

Senator Hidayatullah inquired whether the $8 billion would be utilized for 

capacity building of the administrative and law enforcement machinery of FATA 

or for the development projects being undertaken there.  The Secretary Defence 
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replied that this funding is for both purposes. A window has been created with the 

US and further negotiations in this respect are ongoing.  

Senator Hidayatullah further proposed that an office of NADRA should also be 

operationalized at all crossing points for proper biometrics of the people moving 

to & fro on the international border between Pakistan & Afghanistan.  Ministry of 

Defence agreed with this proposal.    

Senator Lt. Gen. (R) Abdul Qayyum drew the attention of the Minister for 

Defence over statement made by the Afghanistan President regarding presence 

of Afghan-Taliban Quetta Shoora offices in Quetta, Balochistan. The Minister for 

Defence categorically denied Pakistan's support of any such offices on its 

territory and advised Afghanistan to take back all their refugees. As there were 

more than three million of them in Pakistan they are engaged in various 

businesses throughout the country & posing a security threat for Pakistan.    

Minister for Defence, Khawaja Asif underlined the need for a national narrative 

which linked the continued presence of Afghan refugees in Pakistan numbering 

almost 3 million with the security situation between Pakistan and Afghanistan 

since it was difficult for Pakistan to monitor and regulate the presence of so many 

Afghan nationals in Pakistan, some of whom may be involved in activities 

prejudicial to security and law and order. The members of the committee also felt 

that there should be a clear national narrative because Pakistan has been a 

model host hosting the largest number of refugees for the longest duration in the 

modern history.  

The Chairman Senate Standing Committee on Defence, Senator Mushahid 

Hussain Sayed in his concluding remarks, while thanking the Minister for 

Defence Khawaja Mohammad Asif and the Ministry of Defence for their candid 

and comprehensive briefing, underlined that the relationship with Afghanistan 

was one of the most pivotal relationships for Pakistan's national security and 

foreign policy and it was imperative that the channels  of communication be kept 

open with Afghanistan at all levels since peace, security and stability between 

Pakistan and Afghanistan are inextricably intertwined. In this regard, Senator 

Mushahid Hussain also referred to the parliamentary security dialogue that was 

held between the Senate Defence Committee of Pakistan and their counterparts 

in the Afghanistan parliament and he felt that this inter-parliamentary security 

dialogue should be revived to restore confidence between the people and 
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parliaments of the two countries. He also proposed that the Senate Defence 

Committee visit the border post at Torkham.

The Chairman DEFCOM & the Senate Standing Committee on Defence adopted 

this report and approved its laying before the Honourable House.

         (Dr. Syed Pervaiz Abbas)      (Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed)

Addl. Secretary / Secretary Committee            Chairman
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      Minutes of Pakistan-Afghanistan Defence Committees' 
Dialogue

Kabul, Afghanistan  – September 10-11, 2013

Proceedings of Day-I (September 10, 2013)

The Pakistan-Afghanistan Defence Committees' Dialogue 
started with recitation from the Holy Quran, by Moulana 
Mohammad Khan Sherani and was followed by national 
anthems of Afghanistan and Pakistan. The delegation from 
Pakistan included:

1. Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, Chairman, Senate 
Committee on Defence & Defence Production

2. Senator Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain, Member Defence 
Committee & former Minister for Interior

3. Senator Aitzaz Ahsan (PPPP), Leader of Opposition 
in Senate & former Minister of Law and Minister of 
Interior

4. Maulana Mohammad Khan Sherani, former Senator 
& Chairman Council of Islamic Ideology 

5. Senator Afrasiab Khattak, Member Senate
6. Senator Dr. Muhammad Jehangir Bader, Member 

Senate & former Minister for Petroleum. 
7. Senator Ms. Sahar Kamran, Member, Defence 

Committee
8. Senator Najma Hameed, Member Senate
9. Senator Saeed-ul-Hassan Mandokhel, Member 

Senate
10. Senator Haji Adeel, Member Defence Committee
11. Mr. Hassan Khan, Additional Secretary 
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Senate/Secretary Defcom
12. Mr. Riaz Ahmad Khan, SPS to Chairman, Defcom

Following members from Afghanistan participated in the 
dialogue:

1. Senator Mohammad Daoud Asas, Deputy 
Chairman, Defence, Internal Security and Local 
Administration Commission of Meshrano Jirga 

2. Senator Sayed Farukh Shah Jenab, 
Member/Secretary General, Meshrano Jirga

3. Senator Ms. Gulalai Akbari, Secretary/Member 
Defence Committee

4. Senator Abdul Ahad Sultanzoy, Member, Defence 
Committee

5. Senator Haz Abudl Qayyum Nooristani, Member, 
Meshrano Jirga

6. Senator Hazrat Shah Noorisitani, Member, 
Meshrano Jirga

7. Senator Arifullah Pashtoon, Chairman, Foreign 
Relations Committee of Meshrano Jirga

8. Senator Haji Allah Dad Andar, Member, Defence 
Committee

9. Senator Mrs. Saleha Mehrzad Barikzai, Member, 
Defence Committee

10. Senator Mohammad Amin Sa, Member Defence 
Committee

11. Senator Nisar Ahmad Haress, Member, Meshrano 
Jirga

12. Senator Abdul Wahab Irfani, Member, Meshrano Jirga

Report 7

REPORT OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE 
ON DEFENCE AND DEFENCE PRODUCTION

SENATE OF PAKISTAN
Promoting Pakistan's Defence through

Development and Democracy

September-October 2013 Visits to Afghanistan & Azerbaijan

3.4 
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The rst session was co-chaired by Senator Mushahid 
Hussain Sayed, Leader of Pakistan Delegation and Senator 
Mohammad Daoud Asas, Deputy Chairman, Defence 
Committee of Afghanistan.  

Senator Mushahid Hussain introduced all the members of 
Pakistan's delegation, warmly welcomed the Afghan 
delegation members and appreciated the role of PILDAT in 
taking this crucial initiative. He deemed this dialogue 
crucial due to the following three factors. Firstly, the recent 
and extended visit of President Karzai to Pakistan that is 
promising for greater Pak-Afghan friendship; this 
friendship is considered absolutely necessary, given the 
upcoming US withdrawal from the region. Secondly, the 
unique relationship between Pakistan and Afghanistan 
since 1979; a relationship that is characterized by 
tremendous people to people contact, evident by a volume 
of 50 thousand people crossing the country daily. Thirdly, 
the shift in the balance of power from the West to East 
which is sprouting new avenues of regional cooperation in 
energy, commerce and economy e.g. SAARC, Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization. Afghanistan is believed to play a 
pivotal role in all the developments that can lead to peace, 
security and progress in Asia.

Senator Farrukh Shah Jenab, Member/Secretary General, 
Meshrano Jirga warmly welcomed the Pakistan delegation 

and introduced members of Afghanistan delegation. 

Senator Mushahid Hussain thanked Mr. Ahmed Bilal 
Mehboob, Executive Director, PILDAT for facilitating the 
dialogue between the Defence Committees of Pakistan 
Senate and Meshrano Jirga.  He also expressed his 
gratitude to President Karzai for his recent and successful 
visit to Pakistan and meeting with the newly established 
government in Pakistan. 

Senator Chaudhry Shujat Hussain expressed his pleasure 
in visiting Afghanistan for the third time and underlined the 
importance of Pak-Afghan Dialogue. 

Mr. Ahmad Bilal Mehboob, Executive Director, Pakistan 
Institute of Legislative Development & Transparency 
(PILDAT) conveyed his sentiment on initiating this dialogue 
process between the parliamentary committees of 
Pakistan and Afghanistan. He also mentioned that so far, 
seven rounds of talks have taken place in Islamabad and 

thKabul alternately while the eighth round is expected on 24 
September, 2013 in Islamabad

Senator Sayed Farrukh Shah Jenab, Secretary General of 
Mashrano Jerga, highlighted the important role of 
Members, Parliament of Pakistan, in shaping policies that 
can strengthen the relations between the two countries 

16
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which can lead to cooperation in many elds, including 
economic security.  He stated that currently, Afghanistan is 
in the limelight of international community which should 
compel them to resolve our bilateral issues, take 
supplement all aspects that can bring us together and 
transform ourselves from an economy of war to good 
neighborly relations. He cited the example of EU and 
expressed his desire of a similar bilateral cooperation on 
issues of mutual benet that can lead to regional prosperity 
and security, e.g. TAPE Project in which Afghanistan can 
act as an energy corridor to South Asia which is faced with 
energy shortages.

Senator Haz Abdul Qayyum Nooristani proposed that 
instead of playing a blame game, it is better to sit among 
ourselves and discuss our current problems. Contrary to 
the past, he said that future ties should be based upon 
mutual respect, as also demonstrated by President 
Karzai's recent visit.

Senator Haji Mohammad Daoud Asas, Deputy Chairman, 
Afghan Defence Committee called for prayers for the 
Chairperson of the Committee who was injured in a recent 
terrorist attack. He stated that people from both sides are 
hopeful that relations between the two countries will 
improve as their people are naturally inseparable. He 
highlighted the various changes expected till 2014 which 
would include initiation of a peace process, transfer of 

power and departure of foreign forces; all these factors 
make it imperative for the two countries to cooperate with 
each other and avoid confrontations.

Senator Afrasiab Khattak highlighted how war and 
instability in Afghanistan has negative externalities in 
Pakistan, via the adjacent FATA and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
region, as evident by the huge price paid by this region. 
This, he said, proves that both countries should collude in 
defence and establishment of peace. Strengthening of 
democracy in Pakistan, he emphasized, would sustain the 
peace process between and within the two countries since 
democratic leaders in Pakistan desire mutual cooperation. 
This cooperation could be enhanced by greater interaction 
between the youth of the two countries through exchange 
programs or otherwise, as currently 15000 Afghan 
students are pursuing education in Pakistan

Senator Nisar Ahmad Haress presented the biggest 
challenge of the two countries to be insecurity; a challenge 
that has persisted despite his ten visits to Pakistan with 
President Karzai. This is why he considered this dialogue 
with the parliament committee members of Pakistan to be 
very important since all recommendations accepted here 
could be adopted by the respective government. He further 
cautioned that post-2014 Afghanistan would be a great 
challenge for the whole world, not just the country itself, 
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which has already suffered tremendously, from war and 
poverty, over the last thirty years. 

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed endorsed the 
sentiments of Mr. Pashtoon and highlighted the historical 
background of the current conict which can be traced 
back to the Afghan Jehad days, when various countries, 
including US and Saudia Arabia, covertly pumped in ve 
billion dollars in this region solely for arms and war. 

Maulana Mohammad Khan Sherani proclaimed his 
support for all such bilateral talks that could build peace in 
the region. He opined that the center of power in the world 
today is one and all opposition and governments originate 
from that center. He argued that after defeating the 
communist threat, the US and liberal forces perceived 
Islam as the new threat which led to the fourth world war, to 
ght terrorism with terrorism and pit one Muslim against 
another. He emphasized on greater unity among Muslims 
in order to withstand this attack on Islam and its followers, 
rather than propagating materialism to solve such 
problems.

Senator Haji Mohammad Adeel reminisced about the Pak-
Afghan historical relations that gave rise to numerous 
cultural, linguistic and heritage similarities. He stated that 
both Defence Committees should discuss defence issues 

since Afghanistan can defend Pakistan and Afghan 
defence is possible from Pakistan. 

Senator Gulalai Jan Akbari said that she is hopeful that this 
effort will open a window for cooperation and friendly 
relations with Pakistan, a country with which she has deep 
personal ties. She hoped that this delegation from Pakistan 
along with the Afghan parliamentarians would lay 
foundations of friendly relations and peace building in 
Afghanistan, which would ensure stability in Pakistan, and 
must resist and overcome attempts to create hostilities 
between the two countries.

Senator Aitzaz Ahsan expressed his gratitude for Afghan 
brothers for such a warm welcome. He termed this 
discussion as very important in terms of dening a joint 
course of action for challenging times ahead. He reiterated 
the correlation between Afghanistan and Pakistan which 
places the issue of 2014 NATO withdrawal as the emerging 
regional challenge. The power vacuum expected post 
2014 should be lled by a strengthened democratic 
government and civil society which can lead to exploration 
of new and diverse avenues of cooperation and mutual 
interest e.g. extension of railway up to Mazar Sharif and 
Central Asia from Pakistan, pipeline projects, trade 
linkages via Karachi and protection of women's rights. He 
believed that such measures would ensure stability in both 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF SENATOR 
MUSHAHID HUSSAIN SAYED WITH THE 
INTERNATIONAL CRISIS GROUP 

TH
REPRESENTATIVES ON 9  JULY 2012.

1.Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed (Chairperson of the 
Standing Committee of Defence and Defence 
Production)

2.Ms. Louise Arbour (President of the International Crisis 
Group)

3.Dr, Samina Ahmed (Project Director, South Asia)
4.Mr. Jonathan Prentice (Senior Policy Advisor) 

Ms. Louise Arbour, the President of the International Crisis 
Group called on for a meeting with Senator Mushahid 
Hussain to discuss the latest developments with regards to 
balance of power within Pakistan along with relations 
between civil, military and judicial groups. Foreign 
relations, particularly with the U.S, Afghanistan and China, 
as well as the aftermath of the normalization of relations 
with the NATO were also a signicant part of the discourse. 

The meeting started off by exchanging pleasantries; Ms. 
Arbour thanked the Senator for his time and expressed her 
utmost admiration by mentioning that Senator Muhahid 
Hussain is one of the most credible, capable, and realistic 
representative of the Parliament. The Senator also 
welcomed all three representatives of the International 
Crisis Group to Pakistan and the Parliament.

Dr. Samina Ahmed initiated the dialogue by asking the 

Senator whether according to his opinion, relations with 
the US shall stabilize; or are there going to be more strains 
in this relationship. She asked the Senator to respond to 
this question in light of the upcoming events in Afghanistan 
come 2013 i.e. the evacuation of US forces (the beginning 
of the end game).

Senator Mushahid Hussain responded by presenting a 
brieng on both internal and external scenarios. In this 
context we need to be clear of some realities; rstly unlike 
two or three years ago there are now multiple power 
centers in Pakistan, the military, political parties, an 
independent judiciary, a vibrant media, and an active civil 
society. These different groups sometimes align, and at 
other occasions clash against each other. This internal 
balance has not completely worked out since the 
departure of General Musharraf, but is denitely in 
process. Secondly, Pakistan is preparing itself for the 
departure of the US from Afghanistan in 2014, and for this 
it is working towards more cordial relations with all its 
neighbors including Iran and India for the purposes of 
political harmony and economic cooperation. Equally 
important is to be wary of the fact that a new grid game is 
arising where it shall be the US taking on China, and in this 
grid game, countries shall pick sides, Pakistan shall side 
with China whereas India siding with the United States. 
Therefore a realignment of countries shall take place. 
Lastly, there has been a decline in the inuence of the US in 
this region (post Iraq and Afghanistan), and the 
mainstream sentiment is that the US has lost the war 
militarily. Hence both sides shall be hoping for a 
reasonable withdrawal.

53
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According to the Senator, relations with the United States 
have stabilized, however mutual suspicion still exists. The 
Pakistani perspective is that the US is looking for a 
scapegoat for its awed policies in Afghanistan. 
Sometimes we are asked to take on Afghanistan, and 
sometimes we are asked to open talks with Afghanistan 
(Haqqani networks). Therefore there is a lot of confusion 
on the surface, but there is also a mutual necessity for both 
to cooperate. Seven thousand containers will leave 

stAfghanistan each day from the 1 of January 2013, which 
will continue for two years. This amounts to over a million 
containers; consequently there shall be a lot of trafc and 
hence huge dependence of NATO and the US on Pakistani 
routes. As far as the post US regime in Afghanistan is 
concerned, the Senator stated that the Aghani people are 
very nationalistic; they will not allow any foreign ruler, and 
hence if the US extends its stay or maintains some sort of 
power within the region then this shall result in extended 
confrontation and violence. 

In terms of the implications for Pakistan post 2014; the 
presence of the Taliban as an indigenous force within 
Afghanistan is ne from Pakistan's perspective, but 
Pakistan's main vision is for a stable united Afghanistan, 
and will not support any single party or force which will go 
against that vision. Senator Mushahid Hussain went on to 
say that this region is extremely important for US interests, 
and is probably the most strategic part of the world in lieu 
of the new grid game. The US would not like to destabilize 
Pakistan since it would be against their interests; they have 
already lost control over Egypt and Turkey, and given this 
context they cannot afford more destabilization. But they 

shall also have to accept an autonomous Pakistan. 

Dr. Samina Ahmed then shifted towards the fragility of the 
political system, in terms of the multiple crises' the country 
is facing at present, and asked the Senator where all of this 
seems to be leading to.        

Senator Mushahid Hussain responded by mentioning that 
all such crises' boil down to governance. The delivery at 
the economic front is also a reection of the competence of 
governance. Unfortunately there has been great distance 
between Islamabad and the rest of Pakistan, the middle 
class takes a very small proportion of the country, and this 
unholy alliance of diverging social classes has led to these 
multiple crises. The government seems to be acting like a 
re brigade, waiting for a crisis to occur so that it can act 
upon it, this is clearly insufcient. There is no broad 
strategic vision for economic growth. He went on to state 
that the military is not the solution to our problems; they 
already have their hands full in ghting terrorism, and they 
have done a good job at that but have regrettably failed in 
terms of producing a counter-insurgency strategy. 

 
Mr. Jonathan Prentice questioned the Senator with regards 
to his position on drone warfare in attempts to combat 
terrorism. 

Senator Mushahid Hussain replied by mentioning that he 
outright opposes the use of drones since they are 
counterproductive and result in high civilian casualties. For 
every one militant there are about 10 or 12 civilian 
casualties and that is too high a cost for us to accept. 
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Verbatim of Public Hearing on “Towards a New Defence 
Strategy”

The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 1030 am in 
Committee Room No. 1 of the Parliament on Friday, 
September 28, 2012. Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed 
(chairman of the committee) presided over the public 
hearing session.

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed: In the name of Allah, 
the most Benecent, and the most Merciful. It's already 
time for us to start and our quorum is also complete. I'm 
really grateful to you all. Today, the Senate Committee on 
Defence and Defence Production is holding a public 
hearing. We get briengs from government institutions and 
the Armed Forces, but this is a matter of Defence Strategy, 
and in the end we intend to issue a Defence Strategy 
Document, which is not going to be published in the 
traditional way. 

Today we have three experts with us, who are 
professionals and they come with wealth of experience 
and sound track record. We need to take their advice while 
preparing and presenting the Defence Policy Strategy 
Document.

Our rst report stands published and the second report is 
under print. Committee reports are published every two 
weeks. Situation with regard to Defence Strategy has 
changed and I think there are new realities, which also 
need to be factored in. We are very fortunate to have these 
distinguished experts with us this morning.
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Their proles and CVs have already been distributed. Our 
guests are Dr. Shireen Mazari, Mr. Tariq Khosa and Mr. 
Salim Sa. 

They come from different backgrounds and are experts in 
their respective areas. Defence strategy today is not 
merely a military strategy; we look at it from various 
dimensions, which will be discussed in detail by the 
experts.

I'm really thankful to the National Defence University, where 
I delivered a lecture couple of days ago.  We also have with 
us today a 13 member delegation from the National 
Defence University. We are very happy to have them here. 
The delegation includes faculty members as well as 
students.

As per format for today's hearing, we will start with 
presentations, which can either be in English or Urdu. 
Choice is yours. The presentations will be of 15 minutes 
each, adding two to three minutes would mean 20 minutes 
for each of the expert to complete his/her presentation.

 
As you all know today is Friday as well, so after the 
presentation we have one hour of discussion and we need 
to nish the session by 12:30pm. 

Saleem Sa Sahib welcome. In addition to being a 
journalist, Saleem Sa Sahib is also an expert on 
Afghanistan in Pakistani media. He is the closest and the 
best friend of Hamid Karzai among the Pakistani 
journalists. When Mr. Sa interviewed Karzai Sahib and 
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asked him if there was a war between Pakistan and 
America who will he support, Mr. Karzai said that he would 
support Pakistan.

I remember I had a lunch with him (Mr. Sa) in July 2001 
when he had just returned from America. He said he had a 
feeling that something big was about to happen, which will 
turn America's focus to Afghanistan. And 9/11did happen 
exactly 3 months later.  He has his eyes on every issue. 
Haji (Adeel) Sahib, Thank you very much, you have come 
from quite far away.

So, we can start with Dr. Shireen Mazari  Sahiba. 

Statement By Dr. Shireen Mazari on Non-Conventional 
Defence:
In the name of Allah, the most Benecent, and the most 
Merciful.

Thank you for inviting me Mushahid, and this will certainly 
set a new tradition. You had set similar tradition in the 
Foreign Relations Committee as well and produced some 
really useful publications. 

I had been asked to speak on non-conventional defence. I 
just want to say that primarily this refers to nuclear, so we 
also subscribe to nuclear deterrence. This means we don't 
want to go into a nuclear war rather we intend to prevent 
war.

So keeping that in mind, Pakistan's nuclear strategy and 
doctrines were formed after 1998 and have recently 

undergone some transformation, which I think is relevant 
in the backdrop of changing scenario. We, therefore, have 
to keep updating our systems.

It should be remembered that non-conventional deterrence 
i.e. nuclear deterrence has two components. Whenever 
the issue of deterrence is discussed what immediately 
comes to our mind is weapons, but in my opinion there are 
two equally important components of which the rst is 
developments in arms control and disarmament at the 
global level, and related to it is our stance on these issues 
and why is it signicant?  Most important here is the 
United Nations' Conference on Disarmament, which is 
being held in Geneva these days.

The other component is of nuclear deterrence, which of 
course is being developed by you and you maintain a 
credible deterrence – whose credibility needs to be 
sustained. It's not like that it's frozen in time; deterrence is 
always related to the external environment. So, when you 
talk of deterrence, it does not just include weapons 
development but also the doctrines – that is under which 
doctrine are you developing these weapons? Nuclear 
deterrence has never been tested in the world. There is no 
empirical evidence, so doctrines and strategies create a 
reality. Doctrine is more relevant in nuclear deterrence, 
much more than in conventional strategy, because nuclear 
deterrence has never been tested and it's the beliefs and 
doctrines that create a reality.

I'll rst discuss the rst component. We have done several 
things in this regard and are still doing. In my opinion, there 
are a few things, which we have neglected and which 
should have been emphasized more– developments in the 
eld of arms control and disarmament.

Today the most important thing for us is the Fissile Material 
Cut off Treaty (FMCT) negotiations and the Conference on 
Disarmament. This debate has been going on for many 
years. There was a resolution of UN General Assembly in 
the early 1990s about the Fissile Missile Treaty (FMT). I 
don't want to go into the details of it because that will trigger 
another debate. 

 

Anyway, the discussions at the 
Conference on Disarmament in Geneva are focused on 
Fissile Material Cut off Treaty. Fissile material is primarily 
used to make bombs and cut off means that you will set a 
date when the treaty will be signed. After that all countries 
will commit that they will not make ssile material. It is 
mostly the approach being pursued by the Americans and 
the Indians, specically the Americans, who are insisting 
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on setting a cutoff date. Fissile material stocks of the 
signatory countries before the cut-off would remain 
unaffected. Pakistan's case is a peculiar one and it has a 
very clear position on the issue. I believe that it is vital for 
Pakistan to maintain that position because pressure on this 
issue is building up. 

Last year the UN secretary general accused that we were 
the only country holding up. That is wrong.  For the last 
sixteen years it were the Americans who had held up the 
discussions because they were not agreeing on 
verications. 

Obama lately accepted the verications, but there are three 
or four other issues that are linked to the Conference on 
Disarmament of which one is FMCT, another is Nuclear 
Disarmament and the third is Prevention of Arms Race in 
Outer Space (PAROS) –something very important for the 
Chinese. The fourth is Negative Security Guarantees to 
non- nuclear states from nuclear weapons states. 

Now the problem is that these issues are not being 
discussed in the CD and the whole focus is just on the 
FMCT.

Pakistan's position is clear on the issue and we will sign 
Fissile Material Treaty in a way that the countries with 
ssile material, which include Pakistan as well, should 
reduce their stocks to a proportional level and then set the 
cutoff date so that level playing eld could be ensured.

Numerous countries support Pakistan's stance, but they 

don't say it openly knowing the decision in the Conference 
on Disarmament is always through consensus. So they are 
really happy that Pakistan's stance is clear and denite. But 
in my point of view even if nobody supports Pakistan on 
this issue, it will have to sustain its position, because if 
Pakistan does not do so then the visibility and credibility of 
its nuclear deterrence will be undermined in view of 
massive Indian ssile material stockpiles. Especially after 
the nuclear deal between India and the US quite a lot of 
unsafe material has been produced from its civil reactors 
that they can be easily utilized for weapons.

The US last year threatened to take the issue of FMCT to the 
General Assembly. I think that would be great.  Because 
rstly, this will decrease pressure on Pakistan and 
secondly the resolutions of the UN General Assembly are 
not binding and the maximum that can happen is that, 
incase of majority subscribing to it, a draft of the treaty can 
be prepared. Then it's up to you to sign it or not. NPT was 
also formed as a result of UN General Assembly's Irish 
Resolution.

Pakistan and India both decided not to sign it and 
Americans got the message as well.  In a way, everyone 
would be relieved of the pressure. We need to understand 
that right now FMCT is directed primarily against Pakistan 
and it does not affect any other country. So you can say 
that it's a Pakistan-specic treaty.

With regards to the demand that additional stock can be 
affected, but not the existing ones, I think after ve years 
–once we have built up our plutonium reserves– we could 
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also accept FMCT, but at this moment in time the long-term 
credibility of our nuclear deterrence could be 
compromised if we concede on FMCT. So in my opinion 
this is the right choice. 

On the other hand our diplomacy is doing well though we 
are facing problems in a couple of areas. One is the 
phenomenon of suppliers and cartels in the nuclear 
context. A case in point is the Nuclear Suppliers Group 
(NSG) through which America has helped India in getting 
all the exemptions because of which other countries can 
export scientic technologies to India and it will also get 
the permission to acquire dual technology.

Our position has always been that the approach must be 
'criterion based' and not 'country specic'. It must be based 
on principles. In this case, neither our lobbying nor 
diplomacy is doing well. 

This year in June when Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) 
meetings were held, the US tried to get India membership 
of the group but there were some really committed non-
proliferationists in it, who pre-empted the US move. But 
they are still trying for that and I think we should focus our 
attention more on the diplomatic effort.

The third area is that of arms control, where we have 
messed up a lot as far as IAEA is concerned especially 
when India's safeguard terms were being negotiated for 
their civilian reactors after the Indo-US deal. 

Here I must also tell you that our civilian reactors are 

subject to IAEA safeguards. Even for the Chashma Plants 
that we took from China, IAEA safeguards are signed, 
which is a set format procedure for non-NPT members. A 
special agreement has, however, been negotiated for India.
Initially, through a letter written by Ambassador Shahbaz 
Sahib to all board members, we took a correct position in 
the IAEA that India must be given the same safeguard 
agreement as in our case. But exactly after three days, I 
don't know from where the pressure came, and Shahbaz 
Sahib wrote another letter saying that Pakistan accepts that 
you give exceptions to India and prepare a special 
safeguard treaty for it. These letters are available on the net 
and my website. 

In this special safeguards agreement, India is the only 
country, which has been given a choice to withdraw, 
whenever it wants to, from the safeguards agreement, 
whereas there is no such choice in our agreement.

I believe now that our Chashma III and IV agreements are 
about to come to the IAEA.  So, when they become 
operational, and since it has also become a precedent, we 
also need to make diplomatic efforts to get safeguard 
agreements much like what India has gotten from the IAEA.
Now, I am coming to weapons development and doctrine.  
Our traditional logic was to develop intermediate and 
medium-range missiles and not battleeld and short range 
weapons because we were looking at having strategic 
nuclear deterrence.

The logic behind this was that nuclear weapons are a 
weapon of last resort and deterrence can remain credible, 
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if in case of a war, you threaten to hit the strategic targets of 
enemy. 

Now, we have observed that there were two developments 
suggesting a shift in our case, which I think was 
necessary. 

Unfortunately, we saw that over a period of time, India was 
trying to go around that nuclear deterrence, keeping in 
mind how to rationalize war ghting. It made several 
doctrines of limited warfare. Cold Start was the most 
famous. Though India claims that Cold Start has been 
abandoned, but if you look at its war exercises it is still very 
much valid. 

Secondly, India has ofcially declared its missile defence 
programme, which they have started to induct after 
building it with US cooperation.

When these two developments took place, in my opinion, 
Pakistan took a very sensible decision about developing 
short range missiles. Now a lot of criticism is coming 
Pakistan's way, especially after the development of Nasr. 
Criticism on Nasr is that Pakistanis have gone crazy. They 
will use it in the battleeld and that too in their own country. 
This assumption is wrong because short range missile is 
not a battleeld weapon for Pakistan. 

If you look at Pakistan and India's geography and position, 
with a short range missile along your Eastern Frontier with 
India, you can give limited responses against counterforce 
targets i.e. military targets on the other side of the border. 
There is logic in this because the new situation created due 
to India's Cold Start and limited war doctrine has been 
countered by Nasr, which in my view is not just a battleeld 
weapon. It is rather for us also a strategic weapon given 
our geography.

American scholars look at this from the context of Soviet 
Union-US cold war but our geographical position is 
different.  So, I think the rationale is absolutely correct and 
the situation has changed so we'll have to induct Nasr.  
This is a well-timed move and it was tested for the rst time 
in 2011. There has been quite successful testing 
afterwards but we haven't inducted it so far, and that is also 
an important thing.

Nasr is a technology demonstrative missile through which 
we are giving a message.  In nuclear politics and nuclear 
deterrence, signaling and messaging is also imperative. 

We are giving a message that we possess the technology 
of tactical missile capability and miniaturization, and that 
we have developed the capacity.

Now I will talk on another matter which is about Indian 
Development of Missile Defence. 

Missile defence means that you create a shield through 
which missiles from the other side cannot penetrate. We 
have come up with a response to it as well and it is an 
excellent counter because missile defence is high tech and 
we don't have the capability as yet.

We have developed cruise missiles like Hataf 7 and Hataf 
8.One of these is air launched and the other is ground 
launched. They can go under the radar's shield. Cruise 
missiles are neither very expensive nor a very radical 
technology but they y at a very low level under the radar's 
shield. I believe these were the two new developments that 
altered our doctrine. 

Another thing is that now we have miniaturization 
technology. So eventually we can also develop sea launch 
missiles.  Sea launch missiles are necessary for second 
strike capability. These include submarine launched 
missiles as well. Nuclear deterrence gets stabilized when a 
country is equipped with second strike capability. Once 
that has been achieved then there is no pressure on you to 
use the weapons immediately.

I am talking in terms of nuclear deterrence. Political 
decisions are important but because you have the 
capability, your defence should be premised on nuclear 
deterrence and this has an impact on other things as well. 
When you intend to do defence savings you should focus 
on conventional defence. 

I am of the opinion that now our nuclear doctrines are 
essentially our principles as well. Our principles are the 
same –commitment to deterrence against aggression and 
maintenance of a credible minimum– but no country 
declares this minimum publicly because it keeps 
changing. It depends on the ground realities in our 
neighbourhood. Obviously, we were left with two choices. 
We developed cruise missile. We could counter missile 
defence by increasing warheads and number of missiles 
or we could do disperse deployments, which we are 
actually carrying out right now.

India's nuclear buildup has accompanied the conventional 
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buildup. I should make one thing clear that India always 
talks about its no-rst-use doctrine. This is wrong. Its 
latest nuclear doctrine clearly says that we reserve the 
right to use nuclear weapons against a threatened attack of 
any WMD from anywhere. When you say this, it is your rst 
strike doctrine. Pakistan has kept its position ambivalent, 
so is NATO's position. We have gone on the NATO model 
that we will not be specic about our doctrine. It is not a 
political weapon. It is purely a defensive weapon to protect 
against aggression. 

Our second doctrine–about which we have been talking for 
so many years but India has not been agreeing to that and I 
hope that after a period of time when our strategic dialogue 
starts with India these issues come on board–was 
Strategic Restraint Regime. One element of SRR forbade 
deployment of missiles. Another provision was on not 
weaponizing the nuclear systems operationally. Third 
pertained to pre-notication of missile tests, while a fourth 
one offered a quid pro quo – you don't deploy Agni Ballistic 
Missile we won't go for the second strike capability. I am 
just nishing.

Point three pertaining to advance notication of missile 
tests has been operationalized. 

I want to suggest some more components for a new 
strategic restraint regime. 

In this you should do conventional force reductions as per 
the Paris Treaty Model because India's aggressive ground 
weapon systems are all targeting Pakistan due to the 

terrain. They cannot be used against China or any other 
neighbouring country. So, I believe you can have a 
conventional force reductions dialogue with India and you 
must also talk to India as to how many missiles will you 
deploy, how many numbers will you develop and will this 
be proportionate? I believe it will have to be proportionate 
because India has issues with China; anyways this can be 
brought to the table. 

The things which India rejected in the proposed strategic 
restraint regime are already outdated, therefore, a new 
strategic restraint regime should be evolved and proposed.

In the end I would like to say that you should rely more on 
your nuclear deterrence. It is a safer and more credible 
system and you should have conventional force 
reductions preferably after dialogue with India.

Normally you should just have a small high-tech, highly 
professional conventional military. Here, I must tell you 
that we have developed a very good system of strategic 
forces.

There is a separate strategic command for every service, 
but deployment and employment decisions remain 
centralized with NCA, which is headed by the head of the 
state. Normally it's the head of the state. Zardari Sahib, 
however, has changed it to head of government. I believe 
it's a very good system. This will help reduce inter services 
rivalry as witnessed in India. There is a lot of tension in 
India regarding this. They ght over the control of missiles, 
they have a centralized missile command and there is 
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continuous rivalry over which service will head it. We have 
never had this problem because decision making is with 
the NCA where the whole cabinet is present and the head is 
a civilian. I think this is really good. I must also say here that 
we have a nuclear button, and it's not a pre-delegated 
command, which means you have not already given the 
authority to your military commanders. It is a centralized 
command where the decisions will be made by the head of 
the NCA after consultations in the NCA, and this is again 
giving authority to the civilians. But if civilians don't use and 
assert it then the onus is on them.

I believe both India and Pakistan need to realize that they 
can't be in a zero sum game anymore; their survival is 
together, so if they want to stabilize nuclear deterrence and 
keep it at a minimum level they need to come to the 
negotiating table.

You can move in two directions: the stronger side takes 
advantage by taking calculated risks because they know 
that nuclear-related concerns will arise. This was Cold 
Start's logic to go for a military adventure immediately and 
then the world will come to stop Pakistan from reacting. 
This is dangerous and potentially fatal.

Secondly, both actors can move towards cooperation 
whether or not the smaller state is overwhelmed by the 
larger state and goes away with risk-ridden policies like 
limited war, rst strike and so on because in South Asia 
there is no technology denial issue. 

If you want to address nuclear stability, it is not through 

technology denial, it is instead through the political will, 
and in the end it comes to political will and for that political 
will Pakistan has to sustain the credibility of its nuclear 
deterrence. Thank you.

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed: Thank you Dr. Sahiba ! 
I think you gave a very informative presentation and more 
importantly some positive change has also come in our 
nuclear strategy and the role of national command 
authority. 

We also welcome Senator Sehar  Kamran Sahiba, she 
regularly attends the meetings. 

Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel: Mr. Chairman! I want to 
say something.

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed: You can ask 
questions and give your comments after this. 

Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel: Mr Chairman! That I'll do 
afterwards but right now I want to say something else. 
Today, she has given useful information and advice but I 
don't see the people who actually need these 
recommendations. What I don't understand is that this is 
our Standing Committee on Defence but where are the 
defence minister and secretary M/O defence?

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed: We did not invite 
them. Today is public hearing so we didn't call them, since 
they are government ofcials. We take their viewpoint and 
advice separately. Parliament is sovereign; we not only 
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take advice from the government but also the people. Mr. 
Tariq Khosa …

Statement By Mr. Tariq Khosa Sahib: On Counter Terror 
Strategy
Mr. Tariq Khosa: Thank you very much, Mr Chairman! This 
is indeed a great honour for me that I have been invited to 
the standing committee of the parliament. I joined public 
service in 1973 and remained associated with law 
enforcement. 

Today I will focus on different milestones in our ght 
against terrorism, specically after 9/11 and in the context 
of steps taken by the present government. 

My opinion will be based purely on my 40 years experience 
as a professional in the eld. I don't have any political 
afliations.

When I was a student at National Defence University I was 
told that in 1993 at the time of Moeen Qureshi Sahib, 
generals presented Pakistan's defence policy to him which 
was a GHQ driven policy. I am told and I am aware that the 
way the present Standing Committee on Defence in the 
Parliament is interacting on defence related issues and the 
manner in which the debate is conducted, it is an extremely 
positive development, meaning thereby that democratic 
control should be exercised over all civilian and military 
matters and policies. 

In this context we are moving towards a very positive 
development. In today's meeting, which is also a public 

hearing, you are hearing viewpoint of professionals so 
some harsh criticism may also be expected. 

In the context of the situation through which we are 
currently passing, decisions were taken at different 
political stages, we went through military rules and the 
military mostly dictated the policies.

I must say defence is too serious a business to be left to the 
generals alone. This should include all national 
stakeholders and opinion makers. So, I'm really grateful to 
you for giving me this opportunity to present my viewpoint.
When I started my service in 1973 the only aggressive 
exchanges we saw in the sectarian context were between 
Deobandis and the Barelvis and we would try to control 
them. The maximum that used to happen was that there 
would be aggressive exchanges over the loudspeakers 
during Friday prayers, but weapons were never used.  

During Muharram only one Station House Ofcer (SHO) or 
at the most a Superintendent of Police would decide on the 
specic routes and other things. Issues would come up, 
irritants would crop up but they would be resolved there 
and then. The level would never be raised to the extent that 
a commissioner, DIG, IG, minister, chief minister or some 
other senior government functionary would have to be 
involved. We saw that period. Then we saw General Zia's 
era, which I must say was a decade of decadence. That 
was the worst era in the entire history of this country.  I'm 
saying this because we are talking in terms of counter 
terrorism strategy and context. This is right that Justice 
Amjad in 1979, who is here these days and was in NRB 
lately, and Saudi advisers gave Islamic laws but I, as a 
police commander, saw these laws being misused. 

They were practiced in such a way that many atrocities 
were committed under 'Zina Ordinance' only due to wrong 
application of laws. 

In 1980, when I was ASP Jhang, Haq Nawaz Jhangvi of the 
Sipah-i-Sahaba– earlier known as Anjuman Sipah-i-
Sahaba before its name was changed to SipahSahaba 
Pakistan– started a provocative speech in a mosque that 

th
fell in the route of the 7 Muharram procession, which the 
Shia community took out in Jhang every year. I was with 25 
policemen and the Shias were saying that they will retaliate 
if he did not stop his offensive speech. 

DC and SP went to stop him and tried to convince him that 
this was not right, but he wouldn't listen. We decided to 
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take action and the cops removed their shoes and went 
inside the mosque, took him off the pulpit and locked him 
inside the Kotwali Police Station. As soon as we locked him 
up, DC and SP called and told me to report to them 
immediately. When I reached there, I was told that General 
Ziaul Haq was on the phone saying that you have caught 
Haq Nawaz Jhangvi and that he wanted him released 
immediately. 

What I'm telling you is that when the state patronizes 
sectarian or militant organizations, it has its consequences 
at the lower level. 

When I went to Quetta as an SP and patrolling ofcer, I was 
keen to work aggressively. I saw a pickup in which people 
with arms and ammunition were travelling, I called up my 
department to ask how many mobile vehicles were present 
in the city at that time, and I was told that there were 10 to 
12 vehicles. They were summoned and the pickup was 
hauled up and the men were told to let their vehicles be 
checked. They said there were no weapons. One of the 
SHOs tried to whisper something in my ear but I did not 
listen to him and as an aggressive young SP would do, I 
ordered that they be taken to the police station. When we 
reached the police station I.G. Sahib phoned me. He said 
Mr. Tariq have you gone mad? You have arrested Gulbadin 
Hikmatyar and General ZiaulHaq is on the phone, what the 
hell are you doing?  I said we can keep the weapons and 
since an FIR has been lodged, the detained men should be 
presented before the magistrate for their release on bail. 
The 80s were spent like this.

When General Zia's plane crashed, I was staff ofcer to 
D.G. FIA.FIA and FBI started an investigation but we were 
stopped and that's also history.

Mr. Chairman! In the 90s during Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz 
Sharif governments, we saw a political ping pong being 
played. In 1992 when I was SSP Lahore, Basra was 
arrested. We wrote to the government that his trial must be 
done in jail but unfortunately our advice was not heeded 
and he ed from a judicial lockup after which he unleashed 
a reign of terror.

Riaz Basra and Malik Ishaq together formed Lashkar-e-
Jhangvi – a militant outt of Sipah-i-Sahaba.

These two men were not arrested during the whole decade 
after 1993. In this context sectarian terrorism was at its 
peak in the 90s.  1997 was the worst year and the 
government then decided to introduce Anti Terrorism Law 
–a special law dealing with terrorism whose section 6 
included very comprehensive denition but we breached 
the limits of that denition. I'll give my recommendations 
later, for now I would only focus on terrorism cases. We got 
distracted by some other cases as well. Anti Terrorism Act 
of 1997 was a good move on part of the government in the 
context of sectarian terrorism and in a time period of one 
and a half years, 72 terrorists were given death penalties 
and out of those 72, only two were actually executed. 

I was just telling you what I experienced during the course 
of my service
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Mr. Chairman! Now let's focus on 9/11 which was a game 
changer. It was General Musharaf's era and we saw that a 
Counter Terrorism Cell was opened in ISI, which later 
became a wing and we got instructions that people related 
to Al Qaeda and Taliban would be dealt with by the CT Cell 
and this will be the exclusive domain of ISI. Police, FIA and 
CID were excluded. So, ISI without any legal framework, 
without any law was exclusively dealing, apprehending 
and detaining those people during that time. 

There were two assassination attempts on President 
Musharraf. Gen Kayani, who was corps commander 
Rawalpindi at that time, supervised these investigations 
and with the help of CIA Punjab and some professional 
input, the culprits were arrested. So, General Kayani as 
corps commander got actively involved in investigation of 
terrorism cases and when he became DG ISI, it was for the 
rst time that an institutional intelligence coordination 
started and every month there was a meeting between ISI, 
FIA, MI, IB and Provincial CIDs. Though Al Qaeda and 
Taliban continued to be ISI's domain, but rest of the issues 
were tackled by provincial intelligence outts and other 
agencies. So naturally, it was a military rule; military was 
calling the shots as far as internal security was concerned 
and it led the intelligence coordination. But, it was a good 
move that all departments were at least coordinating with 
each other. Then CIDs were made more effective and we 
conducted a survey on 'Afghan Trained Boys'  and only in 
Punjab we identied 25,000 such boys, and  compiled a 
data of Afghan trained youth.

We identied Afghan trained boys and said here is a pool, 

and now there is need to work on this. We have an Anti-
Terrorism Act, one of whose schedules provided for 
monitoring and rehabilitation. The Act also enlists other 
measures that should be taken in this regard.

Mr. Chairman! Another important development that took 
place at that time was that in July 2003 for the rst time a 
Special Investigation Group was created with reference to 
counter terrorism. This was a very professional move. FIA 
was then headed by Mr. Tariq Pervaiz, an outstanding 
professional, who had also served as the head of CID 
Punjab. He started this special investigation group and a 
team of 37 personnel was trained by FBI and Scotland Yard 
forming a wonderful terrorism crime scene investigation 
team.

Its information sharing and analysis was, however, not 
included in Anti-Terrorism Act as per the schedule of FIA. 
FIA cannot investigate, FIA can only assist the police, it can 
share information, FIA's mandate was analysis and 
assistance to the police but they could not form a mandate 
for an investigation by themselves. It was a good initiative. 
It assisted and greatly contributed towards the betterment 
of the police. 

Then Pakistan took another positive initiative with regard to 
the watch list. A state of the art watch list system was 
installed at all our 17 exit and entry points. The software for 
the system was given by the Americans and it was 
controlled by us and by the grace of Allah now it is 
completely under NADRA. 
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 Americans have got nothing to do with the system lately. 
This watch list system was really good and had 
photographs, passport and other details of everybody 
leaving or entering the country. Through it we were able to 
assist in so many things like the 7/7 bombings probe. 
Investigations became a little easy. Then you see the 
National Security Council being formed. 

National Security Council was basically military driven, 
which was not accepted by the political setup.

Mr. Chairman! In the context of Balochistan, I believe, 
giving Military Intelligence a lead role in Balochistan affairs 
was a great mistake on part of the government. 

Letting Military intelligence, which basically deals with 
military issues, handle Balochistan's political affairs and 
management was a grave professional mistake, and we 
are still bearing its consequences. 

In 2005, there was a rocket attack in Kohlu and after that a 
military operation was launched and Bugti Sahib was killed 
in 2006. 

While serving as SP in Sibbi Balochistan in 1982-83I came 
across Mr.  Bugti. He was never anti-Pakistan. His issues 
were such that he had his idiosyncrasies, there was a 
special bent to his personality, and he was head strong.  On 

th
26 August 2006 Akbar Bugti was killed in a cave. There 
was a strong reaction and problems erupted after this 
incident. The government then started thinking what 
should be done?

I think it was a great honour for me that I was the rst 
Baloch IG ever to be posted in Balochistan. No Baloch was 
posted before or even after me. The Baloch nationalists, 
opposition leaders and everybody was walking up to my 
room and telling me the issues, which they thought needed 
to be conveyed to the federal government. 

In 2007 as IG Balochistan I noticed that ISI and MI were not 
on talking terms and this was the situation under which 
they were working. At that time, though in a different 
backdrop, I proposed to restore the writ of the state.

thOn 14August 2007, police jurisdiction was extended to 
the whole province. I consulted the Levies, whose salaries 
would go to the tribal chiefs and they did not work for the 
state. I told them to come and work for the state; they were 
promised promotions and other benets if they were to join 

the police force.

We got 10,000 seats for Balochistan Police and 10,000 
people were recruited on merit. Today, people say that 
Baloch are against Pakistan, but none of the Baloch is 
against the country. It is only those youngsters who don't 
get jobs. Baloch Youth from Turbat, Gwadar, Panjgor, 
Kohlu, Kahan and Dera Bugti competed for police and they 
became part of Balochistan Constabulary and the police 
department. 

So the Baloch Youth only demand opportunity, and 
employment, you just need to engage them. Therefore, it 
was a very signicant step towards maintaining state's writ 
but the government under the inuence of tribal leaders 
and Sardars later reverted the orders. Police control was 
then conned to ve percent of the area, while the rest of 
the province remained under the tribal system and now 
that's the reason this void is being lled by the military and 
FC. Therefore, I think it is one decision, which requires 
some rethinking.

At that time the problem of missing persons came up as a 
big issue.  On missing persons I told the Supreme Court, 
interior ministry and the military commanders that there 
was a legal solution to the problem and that you can detain 
a suspect through Maintenance of Public Order. 

On the orders of the home department you can detain that 
person for three months.  Aren't three months enough for 
all the JITs, which include police, CID, Military Intelligence, 
ISI, IB to sit together, question that suspect, do everything 
they want and after that classify the person and proceed 
accordingly?

Those who are declared black must be tried under the Anti 
Terrorism Act and during the trial the JIT report will become 
the basis of the FIR. 

Secondly, those who are declared grey i.e. those whom 
you think are suspicious, their movement can be 
restricted. Anti Terrorism Act provides for restricting such 
persons from going out of station or even their house 
without the permission of the police. They must be 
monitored and those who are innocent must be declared 
white and should be allowed to go back to the community. 
This turned into a big issue and as a result I was transferred 

rd
and on 3 November 2007 emergency was declared. 

stMercifully I was transferred on 1 November 2007 from 
Balochistan. Anyways a proper legal framework is 
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available, which is still being discussed.

In December 2007 Benazir Sahiba was murdered and after 
that we had elections and now we come to the present 
government.

th nd
The parliamentary hearings of 2008 from 8 till 22

 

October were particularly important after which we had a 
consensus parliamentary resolution. 

National security guidelines were provided by you and 
these guidelines are available to us. Parliament gave 
unanimous guidelines on National Security and set out the 
principles and a road map. 

Prime Minister Gilani as a result of this took a very good 
decision in December 2008. A civilian National Counter 
Terrorism Agency or authority was established in the light 
of parliamentary guidelines. The rst notication for the 
formation of NACTA came in December 2008 and the 
prime minister said that a counter terrorism and counter 
extremism policy will be formed.

This was the mandate of NACTA when it started working in 
January 2009. 

Tariq Parvez Sahib, who was DG FIA before me, and was 
experienced in this, became the rst head of NACTA and 
what happened to that NACTA, we'll talk about that also.
The next signicant development was the formation of the 
17 member Parliamentary Committee on National Security 
by the Speaker National Assembly. All political parties in 

the parliament were represented. Senator Raza Rabbani 
Sahib was heading that and the committee was given 
National Security Policy framework as well. This 23 page 
document was prepared in April 2009. I think this 
democratic government started with a policy, a strategy or 
action plan based on a framework – a guideline, which was 
owned by all parties present in the parliament. 

When I took over as DG FIA in 2009, the rst challenge was 
to deal with the Mumbai terrorist attack case. Anyways we 
presented the case before the Defence Committee of the 
Cabinet (DCC), which in itself is a very important institution 
in the security architecture. The committee took the right 
decision that proper investigation must be carried out to 
nd out the people involved and as a result seven members 
of defunct/ proscribed Lashkar-e-Tayyaba were arrested. 
Their bank accounts were sealed. 
Two Lashkar-e-Tayyaba camps in Thatta and Karachi were 
unearthed, sealed and recorded. The place from where 
they were launched, the boat they used, which was 
repainted and placed back on the sea shore, its paint was 
removed and restored in the original condition. The trawler 
they used, the engine which was imported from Japan and 
was reassembled at a shop on Davis Road Lahore were 
traced. The terrorists did remove the number at that shop 
but they forgot that these things have a latent number as 
well, so when the latent number was found, it was matched 
to the point of its source of import. Many other things also 
came to light which are before the court now. Why I 
disclosed this? This is something known, which has gone 
in the challan in Mumbai terror attacks case and all these 
things are mentioned in the challan. 

26
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UN Commission came to Pakistan in the context of Benazir 
Bhutto Sahiba's murder and with regard to that FIA was 
given the responsibility to investigate. UN Commission 
was quite critical of most of the investigation methods 
conducted by FIA but acknowledged that the investigations 
were proceeding on correct lines. And then in my opinion 
FIA rightly included General Musharraf's name in the 
challan and other things are a part of that case. 

Then you saw that Baitullah Mehsud was killed in a drone 
attack, GHQ incident happened, Swat and South 
Waziristan operations were carried out, Article 245 was 
invoked, you declared emergency and proceeded with the 
operation, you took support from the Constitution and that 
is why this parliamentary committee plays a crucial role. 
Now that you are detaining people on the basis of Army 
Act, this is another issue that must be resolved. We will 
have to have regular laws and Constitutional support to 
keep those people because the concept of trial-
freedetentionexists. 

You have seen sectarian killings have re-emerged as a 
challenge. Balochistan issue is there, in Karachi we have 
the menace of target killings and drones and suicide 
attacks haunt us day and night so what is the way forward? 
In this regard one model is that of the US that has a National 
Security Adviser as well as a joint national counter 
terrorism cell in which all the institutions sit together, work 
and report. 

So, in our context a body like NACTA will report to the 

National Security Adviser. 

In UK's model an ofce of security and counter terrorism 
was formed. An intelligence man heads it and all 
intelligence agencies' work in coordination. 

Australia formed a Counter Terrorism Cell and worked on it 
in that manner. 

This is all post-9/11. 
Indonesia, a Muslim country, has an internal security 
setup. They made an entirely separate setup, which 
reports to the prime minister. 

Russia where there were drug problems Viktor Ivanov 
heads the security set up. He is the right hand man of Putin 
and is an expert in counter narcotics. They have signed an 
agreement with us. A far reaching agreement has been 
signed between Pakistan and Russian Federation to 
cooperate on counter narcotics. 
A lot of positive efforts are being done in coordination with 
Russia in the context of Afghanistan, Central Asian States, 
China and Russia.

What did India do? India has a defence committee of the 
cabinet with a national security adviser, but India has taken 
another important step; they have created a national 
investigation agency only on terrorism after Mumbai 
attacks and they replicated our FIA Act and copied it as it is. 
But its mandate in only counter terrorism and they have 
already raised that agency and investigations are being 
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SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 
INTRODUCTION
The Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs is officially named “the 

Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Kashmir Affairs and Gilgit Baltistan”. As 

a Standing Committee dealing with the Ministries / Divisions of the Federal 

Government, this Committee performs Legislative, Oversight and Policy 

Recommendation roles for two Ministries i.e. Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 

Ministry of Kashmir Affairs and Gilgit Baltistan. However, the focus of most of the 

meetings and major activities of the Committee is related to Foreign Affairs. 

The Committee headed by Senator Haji Mohammad Adeel, a seasoned 

Parliamentarian with a vast understanding of the regional and global issues, 

includes Members from major political parties. All the Members are prominent 

leaders of their respective parties. The composition of the Committee is as 

below:-

1. Senator Haji Muhammad Adeel, Chairman 

2. Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar, Leader of the Opposition, Member

3. Senator Syeda Sughra Hussain Imam, Member

4. Senator Aitzaz Ahsan, Member

5. Senator Babar Khan Ghauri Member

6. Senator Farhatullah Babar, Member

7. Senator Sehar Kamran, Member

8. Senator Muhammad Jahangir Bader, Member

9. Senator Syed Mustafa Kamal, Member

10. Senator Syed Muzafar Hussain Shah, Member

11. Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, Member

12. Senator Molana Abdul Ghafoor Haideri, Member

The Committee holds regular meetings in which detailed briefings on important 

foreign policy issues are given by the Minister and Secretary of Foreign Affairs. It 

has taken notice of cross cutting issues of regional trade and visa / immigration 

issues, falling in the domain of Ministries of Commerce and Interior. The 

Committee undertakes foreign visits and also hosts visiting Parliamentary 

delegations and counterpart Committees of other Parliaments. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PUBLIC HEARING 
The Public Hearing arranged by the Senate Standing Committee on Foreign 

Affairs was an initiative whereby the Committee Chairman wanted to take the 
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regional foreign policy issues out of the closed door meetings or official meetings 

wherein the Ministers and Secretaries brief the Members of the Committee. By 

holding a Public Hearing in the Pakistan Institute of Parliamentary Services and 

inviting more than 200 persons from different segments of the society, the 

Committee set the stage for open and interactive debate about some of the 

heatedly debated issues. 

While the Public Hearing was arranged by the Senate Foreign Affairs 

Committee, the Chairman of the Committee decided to hold the meeting in 

partnership with the National Assembly Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs 

and Notices of the two Houses of the Parliament were issued. 

The topic of the Public Hearing was of great interest and importance. Although 

the broader topic was “Future of SAARC” it was embedded in the context of India 

Pakistan relations; a major issue and challenge not only for the two countries but 

the region as a whole including the SAARC. For a focused debate three sub 

topics were identified which included; (i) War on Terror and Regional Security 

situation (ii) Trade, Economy and Visa liberalization and (iii) Resolution of 

disputes for the betterment of people. 

The three Experts invited for the Public Hearing came from diverse backgrounds 

and fields, each having vast experience in the relevant sub topic assigned. A 

retired General, the incumbent Secretary General of SAARC Chamber of 

Commerce and Industries and an outspoken media person and Analyst formed a 

great penal of Experts. 

The candidness of discussion and self critique approach adopted in the Public 

Hearing underscored the importance of the initiative. Instead of blaming any 

single country, the erratic approach from both sides with a focus on own 

mistakes and wrong policies as well as mindset dominated the discussion. 

Not only the presentations by the three Experts highlighted the gaps in theory 

and practice as well as claims and actions, the Members of the Committee 

including the Chairman mentioned the disillusionment. But a strong resolve for 

overcoming the challenges and achieving the cherished goal of better living for 

citizens of the region was expressed. The questions posed by the audience as 

well as the comments and conclusions of the Experts gave fruit of thought and 

review to the Parliamentarians as well as the Secretary and other high officials of 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs present in the Public Hearing.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This Report covers the Public Hearing Seminar arranged by the Senate 

thStanding Committee on foreign Affairs on the 5  of March, 2013 at Pakistan 

Institute of Parliamentary Services. The Public Hearing was arranged by the 

Senate Foreign Affairs Committee in partnership with the National Assembly 

Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs. The Committee invited Lt. Gen. (R) Talat 

Masood, Mr. Iqbal Taabish, Secretary General SAARC Chamber of Commerce 

and Industries and Mr. Iftikhar Ahmed, Senior Journalist. All of them are well 

known personalities.

The main topic “Future of SAARC in the Context of Pak-India Relations” and sub 

topics “War on Terror and Regional Security Situation”, “Trade, Economy and 

Visa Liberalization” and “Resolution of all the regional disputes for the overall 

betterment of people” were discussed by the members of the Committee and 

other participants in the light of presentations by the three Experts and Secretary 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

The Chairman of the Committee Senator Haji Mohammad Adeel in his opening 

remarks  traced the history of SAARC its charters and promises vis a vis dismal 

performance and achievements. He highlight the fact that potential and future of 

SAARC remain hostage to the hostile relations and policies of India and 

Pakistan. He mentioned about the success stories of regional cooperation and 

integration among countries which had hostile relations but for the benefit of their 

economies and people they put the disputes behind and opened their borders. 

He said that free trade and travel still remains a dream among SAARC countries 

and infact more restrictions were introduced time and again reversing the few 

developments. He said that since bilateral controversial issues could not be 

taken up at the SAARC forum, the disputes between India and Pakistan were not 

taken up officially in SAARC but in fact the fate of each SAARC meeting and plan 

was subject to the disputes between the two countries and a mind set of hostility 

and mistrust. He said that for an open debate he had decided to hold a Public 

Hearing in the presence of Experts and Audience instead of close door meeting. 

After the opening remarks, the Chairman Committee invited the Secretary 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Jalil Abbas Jilani to share with the Experts and the 

participants of the Public Hearing the policy and thinking of the Government of 

Pakistan. The Secretary Foreign Affairs gave a comprehensive briefing 

regarding the past, present and future of SAARC and the role of Pakistan. He 
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said that Pakistan attaches high importance to the SAARC in view of its huge 

potential and mentioned about a number of steps and initiatives to facilitate 

movement of people and trade among the countries. He said that although there 

were shortfalls, SAARC has achieved on a number of fronts. He underscored the 

importance of relations between India and Pakistan for fully exploiting the 

potential of SAARC. 

The first Expert Speaker Lt. Gen.  (R) Talat Masood focused on the sub topic of 

Regional Security and War on Terror. He pointed out that security had remained 

the primary element in SAARC region countries especially Pakistan which had 

genuine security concerns but multiplied these to become a security state. He 

gave details of the security aspect into bilateral and regional relations. He spoke 

in detail about the War on Terror and the Regional situation which has posed new 

challenges for Pakistan internally as well as in its relationship with India, 

Afghanistan and other SAARC countries. He mentioned the serious internal 

security threats to Pakistan which could undermine not only Pakistan's stability 

but the stability of the whole region including SAARC. He mentioned the need for 

a clear cut policy and consensus on fighting the groups and people who were 

using religion as an excuse for terrorism. He gave some suggestions in this 

regard. 

The second Expert Speaker Mr. Iftikhar Ahmed being a very senior media 

person and analyst spoke in a very candid manner about the hypocrisy and 

contradictory approach by Pakistan and India while paying lip service to the 

regional cooperation under SAARC. He mentioned about the mindset built 

through sustained efforts in Pakistan whereby any friendly move towards India or 

any body speaking for relations with India was mentioned as traitor. He 

repeatedly mentioned and highlighted the lack of knowledge and understanding 

on issues such as Most Favored Nation (MFN) which was purposefully 

propagated as a decision to declare India Most Favored Nation. Mr. Iftikhar 

Ahmed openly spoke about the difference on policies and decisions on paper 

and on ground. He mentioned about the Civil Military imbalance in this regard 

and wanted the control as well as responsibility by the civilians most importantly 

Parliament and its Bodies. 

Mr. Iqbal Tabish being the Secretary General of SAARC Chamber of Commerce 

and Industries gave a detailed account of the Trade and Economic potential 

benefits, agreements and understanding for facilitation vis-à-vis the lack of 
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implementation of agreements regarding facilitation both in trade and travel of 

business persons. He gave many examples from personal experience where 

visa sticker policy was withheld on excuses. He said that the business persons 

and organizations of SAARC region were very eager to do business at regional 

level but security and distrust on each side was hampering the growth of trade.

Besides the three guest speakers, Members of the Senate Standing Committee 

on Foreign Affairs also spoke in an open manner on the Indo-Pak relations 

affecting SAARC. The diversity and plurality of the views was evident from 

different Senators analysis and speeches. 

Senator Syed Muzaffar Hussain Shah was of the view that the domination of the 

security consideration by Pakistan in relations with India was rooted in history 

and based on genuine security concerns of Pakistan since separation. He said 

that India had hegemonic designs and policies and various actions and 

speeches made Pakistan a security state which joined western security alliances 

and focused on security aspect in foreign policy and regional policy. He said that 

this was mindset created over a long period and only the next generation through 

active participation in policy making especially in electoral process can help 

change the mind set of the policy makers. 

Senator Aitzaz Ahsan had a different view and said that making Pakistan a 

security state was not in view of ground realities or policy of other countries but 

more a home grown considered conscious policy. He said in very clear terms that 

although Pakistan has been looking towards west and others but there is no 

other option for Pakistan except Asia and the region. He traced the history before 

and at the time of creation of Pakistan as well as some of our early defence 

related decisions and choices which resulted in hostile relations and a security 

mind set which ultimately became crush India movement. He attributed some of 

the wrong decisions to the dictators and Martial Law governments but said that 

the lack of political will has also contributed. 

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed on the other hand said that insecurity had 

been a reality resulting into security centered mind set and policies. He said that 

Pakistan has evolved and changed and now it is no more one power controlling 

all the policies and decisions as in today's Pakistan with free judiciary and media 

there are no holy cows and Parliament has assumed greater role in policy 

formulation including foreign policy. He said that no one can deny the importance 

of regional block in all matters but said that it was not only on the part of Pakistan 
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that projects were stalled. He specifically mentioned about the policy of India to 

pull out of energy gas pipeline projects which he said were of great requirement 

and economic benefit to all increasing stakes and concerns in each others 

security and stability. 

After the presentations and speeches, an interesting question answer session 

was held and the participants belonging to academia, civil society, media and 

student community asked many questions. Some of the important scholars, 

former diplomats and policy makers as well as think tanks and university faculty 

members made important observations and interventions. 

3.6  MAJOR RECOMMENDATION

1. All SAARC member countries especially India and Pakistan need to 

bridge the gap between written charters and agreements and the actual 

on ground actions and reactions. 

2. Pakistan needs to re-examine past policies and practices, as self 

corrective measures would also benefit the region and remove doubts. 

A change in mindset and outlook is required to remove the trust deficit. 

The security state mindset should be changed to welfare state. 

3. The knee jerk response and reactions by India bringing all the 

developments and positive steps back to square one, should be 

avoided. 

4. The people and their elected representatives should have more say and 

influence in policy making and decisions effecting the bilateral as well as 

multilateral relations among SAARC region countries. 

5. For Pakistan to thrive economically there is no other option except Asia. 

The only one market which is within reach and excess able is the South 

Asian markets and in this market the biggest one is of India, due to its 30 

to 40 Crore middle class population and easy approach.

6. The only way to achieve SAARC goals is to stabilize relations between 

India and Pakistan. Differences between these two major countries 

(India-Pakistan) are the basic reason that SAARC is not going 

anywhere.

7. To develop economic and Trade relations the two countries need to 

remove all types of restrictions, tariff or non-tariff. Delay in removing non 
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Tariff Barriers (NTBs) within SAARC countries is also one of the area of 

concern because of which even after signing of SAFTA  members  have 

not been able to achieve the full potential they  were expecting. If the 

South Asian states manage to promote their Trade under SAARC this 

would mean that a huge market of around 1.3 billion people only next to 

China could be created. The member states will have a number of 

advantages based on specific factors of extreme convenience. 

8. Besides the short distance there would be lesser freight cost which will 

ensure quick deliveries and short inventories. The member states will 

have no language barrier and would be abreast with each other's Trade 

practices and fashion needs. All this will result in complementing each 

other's economy. 

9. India and Pakistan showed resolve their political disputes through 

dialogue and should immediately move forward for ensuring better life to 

their masses who have so far only witnessed poverty and illiteracy and 

non-existence of medical and health facilities

10. Idea of a common Parliament and stock exchange for all SAARC 

members should be explored.

11. A common court to settle all disputes among  SAARC members may be 

constituted. 

12. The idea of “Development of SAARC Energy Ring” a very important 

initiative to improve the energy efficiency within the SAARC region, 

should be implemented.

13. Establishment of Food Bank be expedited. The poverty and hunger 

issues should be addressed on regional cooperation basis. 

14. The strong cultural and linguistic linkages should be used to bridge the 

gaps and misunderstandings.

15. Terrorism has become the greatest challenge for Pakistan today. This 

internal threat can change the nature and character of the state if left 

uncontrolled. All powers of state should pursue a clear cut policy to 

eliminate this internal threat.

16. To eliminate terrorism, the Government and the military and everyone 

should be on same page. The military and security forces can only act 

provided the politicians and the people of Pakistan really support it 
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because if the people of Pakistan are mobilized against militancy and 

radicalism, then there is no way that the militants and radicals can 

survive.

17. A strong political will is required to tap the potential of SAARC and give 

charters a concrete shape. India should consider joining pipelines 

projects to develop stakes in each others stability and security and 

progress of the region. 

18. Following example of France and Germany disputes should be settled 

for real regional integration and economic block. However, the countries 

and the region should not remain hostage to outstanding issues and 

move simultaneously on Resolution of disputes as well as confidence 

building measures and concrete economic cooperation steps including 

free movement of people and trade in a liberal visa and trade regime. 

19. Better understanding be created among masses through media 

regarding Most Favored Nation (MFN) which is being misinterpreted 

and used as propaganda tool. However genuine concerns of the 

Pakistan Industry and Agriculture be kept in mind while fully abolishing 

the sensitive list. 

20. The recently signed visa liberalization agreement should be 

implemented in letter and spirit and decisions once reached should not 

be reversed due to negative developments. 

21. The Parliament and its Committees should adopt a proactive approach 

in holding negotiations and open debate on such issues and institutional 

efforts be made to build trust among people through their 

representatives. 
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3.7  PROFILES OF THE EXPERTS FOR PUBLIC HEARING

FOR PUBLIC HEARING SEMINAR 

OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
THON 5  MARCH, 2013

LT. GEN (R) TALAT MASOOD 

Lt. Gen (R) Talat Masood served in the Pakistan Army for 

39 years retiring in 1990 as Secretary for Defence 

Production. Prior to this he was Chairman of the Pakistan 

Ordnance Factories Board. Since retirement he has 

been closely associated with think tanks, universities and 

media regionally and globally, working to promote peace and stability in the 

region. He writes on security, political, and atomic issues in national newspapers 

and foreign magazines and is a prominent commentator on national and 

international television and radio networks. He was visiting fellow at the Stimson 

Centre in Washington DC. 

A graduate of the Pakistan Command and Staff College and National Defence 

College/University, Lt. Gen. (R) Talat Masood has Bachelors degree in 

Mechanical Engineering and Masters in Defence and Strategic 

Studies.

MR. MUHAMMAD IQBAL TABISH

Mr. Iqbal Tabish is the Secretary General SAARC 

Chamber of Commerce & Industry. He is advisor to Asia 

Pacific Business Forum of United Nations Economic and 

Social Commission for Asia and Pacific region. He is also 

member, Task Force on Ministry of Industries, 

Government of Pakistan.

In the recent past, he was associated with Trade Development Authority of 

Pakistan (TDAP) as Senior Economist and served the Federation of Pakistan 

Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FPCCI) in capacity of Director (R&D) from 

2002-2007.

Mr.Tabish is M. Phil in Economics and has obtained Masters degrees in 
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Business Administration and Economics. Currently he is pursuing his PhD 

Program in Financial Economics. He has authored couple of books and several 

reports on economic issues and represents SAARC CCI at various international 

forums.

MR. IFTIKHAR AHMAD

Iftikhar Ahmad is a senior journalist, analyst and a 

political activist. He currently serves as an editor for Daily 

Jang, as Director Elections, Investigation and Special 

Projects for Geo News and also hosts the popular 

Pakistani interview show JAWAB DEYH on Geo TV. With 

over 30 years of experience and very extensive 

research, Iftikhar Ahmad is known for his incisive style of journalism. Iftikhar 

Ahmad was educated in Lahore at MAO and Government College and the 

University of the Punjab. As political activist, he participated in the movement 

against General Ayub Khan, and served multiple jail terms under the martial law 

governments. 

Ahmad started his journalism career in 1980 and worked for various 

publications. He has been working for Daily Jang since 1986. In the 1980s 

Ahmad introduced personal interviews of politicians. He is also the brain behind 

Jang/Geo's Election Cell besides hosting /Co-hosting a number of popular TV 

programs including Great Debates and AWAM KI ADALAT bringing people's 

perspective at the forefront and limelight both in media and national agenda. 
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Role	of	Parliament	
in	other	Crises	Situations

Part - IV

4.1  In addition to the conventional crisis situations on peace, security and 

bilateral fronts, there are various other dimensions of crisis for which parliaments 

need to remain vigilant and ever-prepared. These may include natural disaster 

management for calamities like floods, earthquakes, cyclones, tornadoes, 

Water and Energy crisis; and territorial interstate disputes like Kashmir between 

Pakistan and India. 

This section also gives a comparative overview of the conflict mitigation 

approaches and pathways as adopted by other countries' parliaments and the 

Parliament of Pakistan in dealing with specific situations on account of: enabling 

and ensuring fair representation; reconciliation and transitional justice and 

regional and institutional parliamentary diplomacy etc.

Also featured here is the pivotal role being played by Pakistan Parliament, 

especially Senate, towards addressing all enduring and emerging financial 

crises situations, be it balance of payment, fiscal deficit, loans, circular debt, or 

facilitating access to international markets. A special focus here is the 

specialized parliamentary procedural tools and devices being used by Members 

such as Calling Attention Notices, Motion Under Rule 218, Points of Public 

Importance etc. by Members of Senate to highlight such issues. 

Another important comparative case study depicted in this section relates to 

crisis situations arising out of sit-ins (Dharnas) in Pakistan. A parallel drawn 

between the 2014 Constitution Avenue sit-in and the recent one that had the 

capital city crippled for 22 days shows that when the Executive engaged the 

parliament three years ago, the crisis resolution was democratic and politically 

consensual, but when parliament was bypassed during the recent sit-in, the 

outcomes were controversial and chaotic. 
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This part dilates upon the role of Parliament in varied crisis situations like Natural 

Conflict/Disaster/Emergency Management, and national emergencies like 

floods, earthquakes, cyclones, tornadoes etc. 

The Parliament of Pakistan has had a history of proactively addressing issues of 

national emergency to this effect. From dispatch of relief goods to flood affected 

areas, visits to flood relief camps, and organizing of a flood relief committee for 

each province, to the constitution of a flood relief fund to which senators 

contributed generously, the Senate of Pakistan has instituted internal 

mechanisms to ensure that Parliament plays its role in the event of a natural 

calamity. 

The National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) Act, 2010 was passed by 

the Parliament to achieve sustainable social, economic and environmental 

development in Pakistan through reducing risks and vulnerabilities, and by 

effectively responding to and recovering from all types of disasters events. 

To address the Energy Crisis, the Parliament of Pakistan has, in recent years, 

has taken up a number of measures. On the legislative side, laws like Efficiency 

and Conservation Act, 2016, the Alternative Energy Development Board Act, 

2010, and the Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies Bill, 2016 

were passed. 

Moreover, to keep effective oversight on the energy project being complete 

under the China Pakistan Economic Corridor, a Parliamentary Committee on 

CPEC was constituted in September 2015 to serve as a bridge between 

provinces and federal government (trans-state and intrastate). 

Kashmir dispute is the main bone of contention between India and Pakistan, and 

has been the reason behind two wars between the two neighbours. In a report of 

the Committee of the Whole constituted on the issue, the Senate of Pakistan 

condemned the brutalities committed by India against the innocent people of 

Indian Occupied Kashmir and the violations of human rights; The Parliamentary 

Committee on Kashmir is dedicated to overseeing all aspects of this 

longstanding crisis and cause of conflict between India and Pakistan. Numerous 

Resolutions have also been adopted by the Senate from time to time to endorse 

and uphold the Kashmiri peoples' right to self-determination, and also, against 

the brutal violence on the unarmed Kashmiri people. 

Pakistan Parliament, especially, the Upper House, has also played a very 

important role towards addressing all enduring and emerging financial crises be 
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it balance of payment, fiscal deficit, or loans. A huge data exists which amply 

reflects that Members of the Upper House were quick to address economic crisis 

situations by promptly taking up all related issues using parliamentary tools and 

devices such as Question Hour, Motion under Rule 218, Points of Public 

Importance, plenary debates, etc. During the year 2017, the key economic crisis 

issues taken up by the Senate include “alarming increase in local and foreign 

loans”; “steps taken to pay back the loans”; “trade deficit”; “sources of funds 

being used in terrorism”; “foreign loans and their utilization”; “escalation in 

Circular Debt”; “Impact of smuggled goods on economy”; “decline in export of 

Fruits and Vegetables” etc.

Part IV also focuses on the domestic crisis situations arising out of sit-ins and 

rallies (Dharnas in local parley), and how parliament can deal more effectively 

with such situations. Although, sit-ins are common pubic protest means, yet in 

Pakistan's perspective such events have the potential of becoming eventualities 

or domestic, law and order or national crisis situations, especially when 

prolonged or staged at city centres or on busy commuting routes, bring public life 

and businesses to a standstill.

Pakistan Parliament provides an interesting case study that shows that when 

parliament is engaged in such situations, the outcomes and negotiations are 

better, peaceful and more democratic in nature. However, the absence of role of 

parliament leads to perpetuation of crisis, or questionable or controversial 

solutions.

This study also draws a comparison between Pakistani and other parliaments on 

issues such as managing conflicts; enabling and ensuring fair representation; 

reconciliation and transitional justice; consensus building on conflict prevention 

and peace-building by initiating national policy dialogue, regional and 

International Parliamentary Diplomacy etc. 

The Senate of Pakistan is aware of the importance of Parliament in diplomacy 

and in recent years has taken numerous steps in this regard. Furthermore 

Senate actively participates in various multilateral forums including CPA, IPU 

and APA. The Chairman Senate has made powerful and emotional speeches at 

the recent Parliamentary Conferences building a strong narrative about role of 

super/western powers in unleashing wars in Middle East and Asia especially 

Afghanistan and Pakistan in the name of regime change or game of creating and 

labelling new terrorist organizations. The Paper presented by the Secretary 
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Senate at ASGP meeting in St. Petersburg in October this year, reproduced in 

this book, was a powerful case highlighting role of Parliament as well as efforts 

and sacrifices of Pakistan Defence forces and law enforcing agencies which was 

duly appreciated by international audiences comprising of Secretaries Generals 

of Parliaments and International Organizations.  

The National Assembly also held a very important regional conference from Dec 

23-25, 2017, participated by Speakers of Russian, Chinese, Turkish, Iranian, 

Afghanistan and Pakistan parliaments. The conference aimed at building inter-

parliamentary cooperation in the region for peace, connectivity and prosperity, 

with a special focus on the issues of terrorism and regional connectivity.

Intra-Institutional Dialogue is necessary to avert many interstate crises. For the 

first time in Parliamentary history of Pakistan, the Chief Justice of the Supreme 

Court of Pakistan addressed the Committee of the Whole of the Senate of 

Pakistan, on the invitation by the Chairman Senate. This was perhaps one of the 

most important steps towards intra-institutional harmony and dialogue. 

Following this, the Senate is building upon its proposal for intra-institutional 

dialogue among the Executive, the Judiciary, the Parliament and the Military 

Bureaucracy. This proposal is aimed at avoiding crisis situations between 

institutions, and ensuring that all institutions work within their constitutional 

jurisdictions. A number of initiatives on the intra-institutional dialogue or building 

synergy to counter terrorism and threats to National Security are in pipeline.

The following sub-section contains role of the Pakistan Parliament in following 

crises/situations:

1. Natural Conflict

2. Energy Crises

3. Enduring & Emerging Financial Crises

4.  Climate Change and Environment

5.  Kashmir Dispute

6. Political and Religious sit-ins and rallies (Dharnas)

7. The Role of Parliament in Conflict Management
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a)  Natural Conflict / Disaster / Emergency Management
Natural conflict, calamities and emergencies can befall any nation state at any 

given time. Even the most developed nations of the world are not spared in the 

event of floods, earthquakes, cyclones, tornadoes, or other natural calamities. 

To address this, the Parliament must play its role in ensuring that in the event of a 

natural calamity, all relevant government organs are prepared.

The Parliament of Pakistan subscribes to the idea of being prepared, and 

proactively addressing issues of national concern, and has taken numerous 

proactive measures to ensure the same. 

Pakistan Parliament, especially Senate, has proactively addressed the crisis 

situations arising out of national catastrophes such as floods and earthquakes as 

well as water crisis through House debates, Qestions, Calling Attention Notices; 

Adjournment Motions etc. 

Moreover, be it the dispatch of relief goods to the victims of the flood affected 

areas of Pakistan, visits to flood relief camps, constitution of a flood relief 

committee for each province, or the constitution of a flood relief funds to which 

senators contributed generously, the Senate of Pakistan has instituted 

mechanisms to ensure that Parliament plays its role in the event of a natural 

calamity.

The Senate of Pakistan sprang into action during the 2005 earthquake and the 

floods of 2010 to aid the victims and address the issue at hand. At the same time, 

the Senate also reached a consensus that dispatching relief goods and visiting 

relief camps were largely cosmetic measures, and did nothing to “prevent” or 

foresee future calamities. To address this, the political leadership decided to 

utilize parliamentary tools and institute legislative measures to ensure that future 

natural crises are dealt with on a proactive basis.

Ÿ  National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) Act, Legislation:

2010, was passed by the Parliament to achieve sustainable social, 

economic and environmental development in Pakistan through reducing 

risks and vulnerabilities, and by effectively responding to and recovering 

from all types of disastrous events. The NDMA is also charged with the 

duty of managing the complete spectrum of disasters by adopting a 

disaster risk reduction perspective in development planning at all levels, 

and through enhancing institutional capacities for disaster 

preparedness, response and recovery.
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Ÿ Committee Oversight: The Senate Standing Committee on Law, 

Justice, and Human Rights also took up the matter of the 

implementation of building code, with particular reference to provisions 

regarding earthquake, and for suggestions for penal provisions, 

measures and mechanism regarding violation of the said code. This 

issue was referred to the Committee by the House on November 10, 

2015, after an earthquake, which measured 8.1 on the Richter scale hit 

Pakistan in October, 2015. The Committee constituted a core group 

consisting of representatives of the NDMA, Ministry of Housing and 

Works, Capital Development Authority, and the Pakistan Engineering 

Council for this very purpose.

Ÿ  The Senate of Pakistan, through its Inter-Parliamentary Relations:

international outreach and position in international Parliamentary 

Forums, managed to  not only arrange international relief assistance, 
rdbut also address the matter at the 123  IPU conference, and called for 

re-scheduling and writing off debts in light of the floods that caused 

havoc in the country.

b)  Energy Crisis
Energy is not solely a national crisis, but rather an international one. The demand 

for energy has grown exponentially over the decades, and has prompted states 

to address it on a regional and international level through regional and trans-

national cooperation and exchanges.

Pakistan had been spiralling down into a crippling energy crisis for the past many 

years. The last decade in particular saw a big increase in load shedding across 

the country due to a power generation deficit. The particular negligence that led 

to this shortfall was exercised during the dictatorial regime of the then-President, 

Pervez Musharraf. This chronic shortfall of energy has been costing Pakistan 

billions of rupees every year. Considering the magnitude of this problem, the 

Parliament of Pakistan has, in the recent years, taken up a number of measures 

to address the issue.

International cooperation is thus crucial in responding to global energy 

challenges to secure supplies of energy at competitive prices, and tackle 

worldwide greenhouse gas emissions.

Ÿ  The Parliament of Pakistan passed the National Energy Legislation:

Efficiency and Conservation Act, 2016, the Alternative Energy 
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Development Board Act, 2010, and the Pakistan Council of Renewable 

Energy Technologies Bill, 2016.

Ÿ  The most prominent action in terms of addressing Committee Oversight:

energy shortage through trans-state cooperation is the energy projects 

under the aegis of the CPEC. To ensure that these projects are 

completed on time, a Parliamentary Committee on CPEC was 

constituted in September 2015. The Parliamentary Committee 

monitored the implementation of these energy projects and serves as a 

bridge between provinces and federal government (trans-state and intra 

state). It was also instrumental in resolving a controversy regarding the 

western route of the CPEC, taking Gilgit Baltistan on board, ensuring 

that the Thar Coal Power Plant becomes operational, and ensuring that 

all provinces are taken on board. It also recommended facilitation of 

trade with Afghanistan and connectivity of Gwadar with Central Asian 

States.

Ÿ  The Parliament of Pakistan, through its Inter-Parliamentary Relations:

Inter-Parliamentary relations, has proactively pushed forward the 

national agenda for energy cooperation through parliamentary 

diplomacy. Some examples include agreements with Turkmenistan 

(TAPI Pipeline) and Italy, among others, as a result of bilateral 

parliamentary visits.

c)  Enduring & Emerging Financial Crisis 
Falling exports, and a deteriorating trade has been an issue for Pakistan for the 

past several years, hurling Pakistan into a balance of payments crisis. Already 

fiscal deficit, expensive loans borrowing and circular debt are cutting a swath 

across our economic landscape. 

Although, managing and improving economic indicators and financial health of 

the country is primarily the responsibility of the Executive since the government 

hold the purse strings, yet the parliament plays an important role towards 

providing sound economic guidelines for policy making and also by keeping a 

close oversight on policies, implementation and execution. 

Role Played by the Parliament, especially Senate: 

Pakistan Parliament, especially, the Upper House, have played a very important 

role towards addressing all enduring and emerging financial crises be it balance 

of payment, fiscal deficit, or loans. A huge data exists which amply reflects that 
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Members of the Upper House were quick to address economic crisis situation by 

promptly taking up all related issues using parliamentary tools and devices such 

as Question Hour, Motion under Rule 218, Points of Public Importance, Plenary 

Debates  etc. 

During the years 2015, 2016 and 2017, the key economic crisis issues taken up 

by the Senate include “alarming increase in local and foreign loans”; “steps taken 

to pay back the loans”; “trade deficit”; “sources of funds being used in terrorism”; 

“foreign loans and their utilization”; “escalation in circular debt”; “impact of 

smuggled goods on economy”; “decline in export of fruits and vegetables”, failure 

in meeting the tax revenue target”; Increase in external debt; “Pre-conditions of 

IMF”; CPEC Routes; “steps being taken to increase foreign exchange reserves”; 

“Population Increase, exports trickle-down effect, local debt, textile sector”; 

“domestic debt and liabilities”. 

The House also debated issues raised by senators to this effect such as 

“Discussion on Finance Bill, 2016-17, Regarding circular Debt according to state 

bank report, circular debt generation, shrunken tax base”; “Discussion on 

Finance Bill, 2016-17, regarding debt retirement, debt servicing, and 

borrowings”; “discussion on Finance Bill, 2016-17, regarding circular debt in the 

scenario of falling oil prices, negative growth, decreasing share of agriculture in 

GDP”; “Discussion on Finance Bill, 2016-17, regarding debt trap, multi-lateral 

borrowing and external position.” Debate on Senate Finance Bill, 2017-18, 

regarding loans for development work and the ever-increasing debt servicing” 

etc.

International Market Access:

Both, the import and exports of Pakistan need to be addressed at the domestic 

and international levels simultaneously. One trans-national remedial measure 

taken by the Senate of Pakistan to address this crisis was ensuring that Pakistan 

receives and retains the special incentive arrangement for Sustainable 

Development and Good Governance, known as GSP+ (which would increase 

exports of Pakistan to the EU by 20-22%). The GSP+ was conditional on 

Pakistan complying with 27 United Nations conventions on issue such as human 

rights, labour and environmental laws, protection of endangered species, good 

governance, eliminating corruption, and discrimination against women.

Pakistan was granted GSP+ status in December 2013. However, Pakistan 
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almost lost the trade status during its review period due to non-compliance of 

conventions. The subsequent measures taken by the Parliament of Pakistan 

ensured compliance by the Executive Branch of the government.

Ÿ Legislation: A number of Legislation has been enacted by the 

Parliament of Pakistan to meet the pre-requisites of the GSP+ and WTO. 

Ÿ Committee Oversight: The Senate of Pakistan debated and 

implemented legislative and policy measures to ensure continuation of 

the GSP+.The Senate Standing Committee on Commerce proactively 

took notice of the GSP+ status and WTO framework to improve trade, 

and ensured that the government implemented the pre-requisite 

conventions in true letter and spirit.

These efforts resulted in the extension of the GSP-plus status to Pakistan till 

January 31, 2023. Subsequently, the exports of Pakistan increased by 25% in 

August 2017, as compared to the same month of the previous year. This was the 

third continuous month in which exports of Pakistan had increased.

d)   Climate Change and Environment
Sustainable development, climate change, protection of biodiversity, combatting 

of desertification, protection of the ozone layer, management of environmental 

pollution and water resources are important environmental issues that the 

international community is dealing with.

The international community has realized that greenhouse gasses and 

emissions need to be controlled, putting undue stress on growing or emerging 

economies in terms of controlling the same.

This had given rise to inequality when it comes to tackling climate change. The 

issue of differentiated responsibilities played a key role at climate negotiations in 

December 2015 that resulted in the Paris Agreement. Developing countries, 

many of which are especially vulnerable to rising sea levels, drought and a whole 

slew of other climate-related issues, demanded that developed nations help pay 

for them to adapt to climate change.

Pakistan ranks seventh in the ten countries that are most affected by climate 

change globally, with 133 events directly attributed to it in the last two decades 

and costing the country $3.82 billion in losses.

The Parliament of Pakistan has not only advocated the concept of “differentiated 

responsibilities” at international forums.

Ÿ Legislation: Pakistan Climate Change Act,  2016, (to tackle climate risks 
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and secure global funding for implementing projects to boost country’s 

climate resilience, protect lives and livelihoods of the people, mainly 

those associated with agriculture); and the National Energy Efficiency 

and Conservation Act, 2016.

Ÿ Committee Oversight: In addition to the Senate Standing Committee on 

Climate Change, a Special Committee on Climate Change was 

constituted in 2016.

Ÿ Parliamentary Initiative: Pakistan Parliament became the first 

Parliament in the world to become completely ‘’green’’ by converting 

100% to solar energy. Leading by example.

e)  Kashmir Dispute
The Kashmir dispute is the main bone of contention between India and Pakistan, 

and has been the reason behind two wars between the two neighbours. Apart 

from the wars, the countries often entangle in skirmishes across the Line of 

Control, where violations have cost a huge number of lives civilian areas nearby. 

The imposition of curfews and the use of pellet guns in addition to other gross 

violations of human rights have somehow failed to garner the world’s attention 

because of the Indian lobby.

The Parliament of Pakistan has made sincere efforts to take up the issue at the 

appropriate forums such as the UN, but to no avail. The UN Security Council 

Resolution 47, adopted on April 21, 1948, relates the resolution of the Kashmir 

conflict. Unfortunately, the Indian denial of the Kashmiris' right to self-

determination has dragged this dispute for decades. The Parliament of Pakistan 

continues to make diplomatic efforts on national, international, and bilateral 

forums to try and resolve the Kashmir dispute peacefully and amicably.

Ÿ The Constitution of Pakistan: The Constitutional framework regarding 

Jammu and Kashmir is subject to provisions of Article 257. The Article 

does provide the people of Jammu and Kashmir the right to decide 

whether they would like to accede to Pakistan or not.

Ÿ Committee of the Whole: The Committee took up the issue regarding the 

present state and relation between Pakistan and India. In an ensuing 

report, the Senate of Pakistan condemned the brutalities committed by 

India against the innocent people of Indian Occupied Kashmir and the 

violations of human rights.

Ÿ Committee Oversight: The Parliamentary Committee on Kashmir is 

dedicated to overseeing all aspects of this longstanding crisis and cause 

of conflict between India and Pakistan.
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Ÿ Resolutions: Numerous Resolutions have also been adopted by the 

Senate from time to time to endorse and uphold the Kashmiri peoples’ 

right to self-determination, and also, against the brutal violence on the 

unarmed Kashmiri people.

f) Political and religious sit-ins and rallies (Dharnas)
Sit-ins and rallies (Dharnas in local parley) though are common pubic protest 

means, yet in Pakistan's perspective such events have the potential of becoming 

eventualities or domestic, law and order or national crisis situations. Especially 

when prolonged or staged at city centres or on busy commuting routes, Dharnas 

can bring public life and businesses to a standstill.

Again while managing such matters usually falls within the purview of the 

Executive, parliament's role for a peaceful outcome is crucial since among all 

state institutions, it is only the legislature that carries the constitutional and legal 

legitimacy being a representative institution to create wider socio-political 

consensus and understanding to amicably resolve such crisis situations. . 

 Pakistan Parliament provides an interesting case study that shows that when 

parliament is engaged in such situations, the outcomes and negotiations are 

better, peaceful and more democratic in nature. However, the absence of 

parliament results leads to perpetuation of crisis, or questionable or 

controversial solutions. Back in 2014 when 'Dharnas' of much more bigger 

numbers and longer duration besieged the Parliament, the then Prime Minister 

and the Executive brought the matter before the Joint Session of Parliament, 

which stood like an iron wall and faced worst possible mob situation with firm 

resolve without any compromise. To the contrary, when the Executive and Prime 

Minister did not bring a similar matter of 'Dharna' that virtually crippled the twin 

cities of Rawalpindi and Islamabad, the crisis got out of proportion and control, 

resulting in serious jolts to the state writ and democratic system, besides 

negating and undermining the success achieved through great sacrifices and 

operations of Zarb-e-Azb and Rad-ul-Fasad. 

g) Comparison between Turkish Parliament role in defeating 
2016 military coup and Pakistan Parliament's joint resolve 
against during 2014 Islamabad Sit-in

The abortive Turkish military coup of 2016 and the Dharna that besieged 

Pakistan Parliament in 2014 carry stark similarities in that both signify a triumph 

of parliamentary democracy, and by dint of that of the people as well, against 
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undemocratic and unconstitutional moves to overthrow an elected government 

and undermine democratic process. 

The world witnessed that during the Turkish Military Coup, all parties in the 

Parliament unanimously decried the attempt to overthrow a democratically 

elected government.  In addition to the Nationalist Movement Party (MHP), 

Turkey's main opposition Republican People's Party (CHP) too condemned the 

coup attempt and called it unacceptable. As a result of the unanimous stand 

taken by the Turkish Parliament, the government and the people; democracy 

and people's will prevailed.  

Likewise, during the 2014 Dharna outside Parliament House in Islamabad, the 

parliamentary parties, including treasury and opposition benches – barring few 

exectptions – put up a joint and unanimous front to safeguard the democratic 

process and quelled all such demands to send a democratically elected 

government packing. 

However, overlooking the strength and legitimacy of the parliament to act as a 

guardian of democratic values and people's will, the attempts to resolve a 

localized sit-in in Islamabad recently backfired and the issue erupted into a 

nationwide violent crisis, all at a great cost to the democratic process and 

supremacy of the parliament.

4.2  The Role of Parliament in Conflict Management: 
 An International Comparison: Parliaments with their ability to represent 

the varied classes of people, initiate legislation for their betterment and oversee 

the actions and decisions of the executive can play an instrumental role in 

dealing with various forms of conflict. Some of the ways in which they can 

prevent conflict are as follows:

I.  Enable and Ensure Fair Representation

International Example:

Ÿ In December 2007, Kenya experienced a worst post-independence 

crisis triggered by claims of election rigging. This prompted a 

parliamentary action, whereby a power-sharing agreement involving the 

establishment of a grand coalition with President is retaining the 

presidency and the challenger taking on the newly-created post of Prime 

Minister. The grand collation government also included representatives 

from the two main political coalitions, and was tasked with writing a new 
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constitution and pursuing other necessary reforms, investigating the 

shortcomings of the Election Commission.

Pakistan’s Example:

Ÿ Being cognizant of the alleged rigging of 2013 General Elections, a new 

Parliamentary Committee was formed and the new Election Bill 2017 

(Electoral Reforms) is under consideration at the Standing Committee of 

Senate.

II. Reconciliation and Transitional Justice

International Example:

Ÿ South Africa: The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was set 

up in terms of the ‘Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act’, 

No. 34 of 1995. The work of TRC was accomplished through three 

committees: Human Rights Violations Committee, Reparation and 

Rehabilitation Committee and Amnesty Committee. Public hearings of 

the committees were held in order to gather evidence and to document 

incidents of violence during apartheid.

Ÿ Colombia: Again, a Truth Commission was established to reach an 

understanding of the conflicts’ multiple dimensions, satisfy victims' 

rights and promote coexistence. Creation of 16 Special Temporary 

Peace Constituencies for the election of representatives to the Chamber 

of Representatives for two terms (2018-2022, 2022-2026). These 

districts would be created in the regions most affected by the conflict, 

which are also the regions where the FARC rebels are strongest. The 

inhabitants of these regions would be able to elect, during the 

transitional phase and on a temporary basis, additional members to the 

lower house with special rules. Through the adoption of these electoral 

and political reforms by the Colombian Parliament, a guerrilla movement 

was to be transformed into a political party.

Ÿ Nepal: The National Peace and Rehabilitation Commission, Truth 

Commission, and a high-level Commission for State Restructuring were 

established. The parliament worked on a proposal to set up a Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission to investigate wartime killings, torture and 

forced disappearances and is debating proposals to grant an amnesty 

for abuses by government and rebel forces.
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 Pakistan’s Example:

Ÿ The role of the commission, in the case of Pakistan, would be quite vital 

especially in regards to bringing out in the open the institutional support 

that non-state actors received in the past. This should include the 

financial and military assistance provided by Saudi-Arabia and America. 

Blaming Pakistan for all the troubles in Afghanistan has become a 

convenient explanation for the failure of American forces in the region. 

This blame-game can be brought to an end by the creation of a fact-

finding commission.This commission can be set up through an Act of 

Parliament. Furthermore, the various parliamentary committees can 

play their due role in facilitating the conduct of public hearings. In terms 

of legislation required to bring about the requisite political changes, 

Parliament can play an indispensable role. FATA reforms and the 

provision of enhanced fiscal autonomy to Balochistan may be 

considered as the most urgent matters in the near future.

III.  Consensus Building

Parliaments are able to contribute to conflict prevention and peace-building by 

initiating national policy dialogue and consensus building.

International Example:

Ÿ The conflict in Sierra Leone started in 1991 and cease fire agreement 

was signed in May 2002. The Parliament established the National Youth 

Commission through an Act of Parliament in 2009, which was charged 

with implementing policies, programs, and projects to develop the 

youth’s potential and with assisting in the creation of job opportunities. 

Furthermore, the parliamentary human rights committee visited prisons, 

schools, and hospitals in order to verify and report on human rights 

practices.

 Pakistan’s Example:

Ÿ Committee of the Whole: In 2015, the Senate of Pakistan introduced the 

concept of Committee of the Whole, whereby the whole House 

constitutes itself into a Committee and discusses issue of national 

importance. This is an attempt to build consensus and develop some 

policy guidelines which could be followed.

Ÿ Initial Response to the US President’s Afghan-South Asia Policy 
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Statement: Realizing the importance of the US President’s Afghan-
rdSouth Asia Policy Statement on 23  August, 2017, the Committee of the 

Whole was tasked to prepare ‘policy guidelines in the light of emerging 
threalities and the role of United States’. On 29  August, 2017, the draft 

was adopted by the House including members from both Treasury and 

Opposition Benches. The recent visits of the Foreign Minister to China 

and Turkey are in tandem with one of the policy guidelines was to initiate 

a regional diplomatic initiative in consultation with friendly countries.

Ÿ Parliamentary Committee on National Security:  The Parliamentary 

Committee on National Security under the chairmanship of Speaker 

National Assembly works to oversee the implementation of National 

Action Plan.

IV.  Regional and International Parliamentary Diplomacy

Parliaments also can become involved in international networks separate from 

the channels of official foreign relations and can play an important role in regional 

and international parliamentary diplomacy.

 International Example:

Ÿ Rwanda and Uganda: In 2002 on-going tensions escalated between 

Rwanda and Uganda, threatening to convert into armed conflict. The 

parliamentarians from Uganda and Rwanda arranged unprecedented 

dialogue meetings between the two parliaments. A delegation of 

Ugandan parliamentarians travelled to Kigali in August 2002 to meet 

with Rwandan parliamentarians, and then Rwandan parliamentarians 

travelled to Kampala as part of a reciprocal parliamentary visit the 

following year. These well-publicized parliamentary visits conducted 

across party lines and in the spirit of friendship helped show that there 

were no major differences or conflict between the people of both 

countries and helped bring about an environment that allowed 

rapprochement between the two countries.

Ÿ Joint Initiative of the Parliaments of Sierra Leone and Guinea: At the 

initiative of two parliamentarians, from Sierra Leone and Guinea, a 

meeting was arranged for the Kissi people and their representatives 

from Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Liberia at the reopening of the Koindu 

International Market in eastern Sierra Leone in 2005. After years of 
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conflict and growing suspicion, it was the first opportunity for the Kissi 

people, who live in the sub-region, to come together. The meeting was 

dedicated to discussing the common affairs of the Kissi people, including 

unity, peace, security, agriculture, food security, development, the 

treatment of refugees, and a local reconciliation process. Local 

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), the National Forum for Human 

Rights, and Talking Drum Studio provided coverage of the opening of 

the market and the historic meeting, which was broadcast by local 

community radio station.

 Pakistan’s Example:

Ÿ The Senate of Pakistan is aware of the importance of Parliament in 

diplomacy and in recent years has taken numerous steps in this regard. 

Furthermore Senate actively participates at various forums including 

CPA, IPU and APA.

Ÿ Creation of Asian Parliament: The organization of Special Committee on 
thCreation of Asian Parliament on 14  March, 2017 is a step in this regard. 

This meeting highlighted the role of parliamentary diplomacy in 

promoting the ideals of regional integration and prosperity of the Asian 

region. The participation of more than 70 delegates from 23 Asian 

countries including India, Afghanistan and Iran injected dynamism and 

spirit of comradeship in addressing issues confronting the Asian region.

V.  Civil Military Relations

 International Example:

Ÿ Reflecting the concern about civil-military relations and defence policy, 

after the 1994 elections in South Africa, two parliamentary committees 

were created to deal with defence: the Defence Portfolio Committee and 

the Joint Standing Committee on Defence(JSCD). The portfolio 

committee focuses largely on legislation regarding defence. However, 

the Joint Standing Committee, which is composed of members of both 

the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces (NCOP), 

was established primarily to oversee the military’s transformation. It has 

reviewed the budget, overseen policy implementation, tried to reconcile 

differences that emerged between the SANDF and the Defence 

Secretariat, and has engaged in fact-finding efforts. Although the 
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transformation of the SANDF is not yet complete, the portfolio 

committee has taken on most of the responsibility for committee work 

related to the defence sector.

 Pakistan’s Example:

Ÿ Implementation of National Action Plan: As an aftermath of the deadly 

attack on Army Public School, Peshawar in 2014 which claimed more 

than 100 lives, National Action Plan was developed. This Plan was 

widely debated and discussed in the Parliament of Pakistan, followed by 
stthe 21  Constitutional Amendment where powers of military courts were 

enhanced. Furthermore this Plan identifies some of the steps which can 

be taken to prevent spread of violent ideologies.

Ÿ Parliamentary Committee on National Security:  The Parliamentary 

Committee on National Security under the chairmanship of Speaker 

National Assembly works to oversee the implementation of National 

Action Plan.

Intra-Institutional Dialogue: For the first time in the Parliamentary history of 

Pakistan, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pakistan addressed the 

Committee of the Whole of the Senate of Pakistan, on the invitation by the 

Chairman Senate. This was perhaps one of the most important steps towards 

intra-institutional harmony and dialogue. Following this, the Senate unanimously 

approved the proposal for intra-institutional dialogue among the Executive, the 

Judiciary, the Parliament and the Military Bureaucracy. This proposal was aimed 

at avoiding crisis situations between institutions, and ensuring that all institutions 

work within their constitutional jurisdictions.

VI.  Promoting Socio-Economic Equity

International Example:

The Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation in Australia: The Council for Aboriginal 

Reconciliation in Australia was established under the Council for Aboriginal 

Reconciliation Act 1991 and was charged with the objective of the establishment 

of a Council to promote the process of reconciliation between Aborigines and 

Torres Strait Islanders and the wider Australian community. The Council worked 

closely with the Australian Local Government Association to have the issue of 

reconciliation on the local community agenda. In January 2000, the Council for 

Aboriginal Reconciliation was replaced with a new private body, Reconciliation 
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Australia. Reconciliation Australia is the current peak national organization 

building and promoting reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

Australians.

Canada: Standing Committee on Aboriginal Peoples:  Matters relating to the 

Aboriginal peoples of Canada may be referred to the Standing Senate 

Committee on Aboriginal Peoples according to the Rules of Senate.

Pakistan’s Example:

The Senate of Pakistan has a fully working, Functional Committee on Problems 

of Less Developed Areas, which, inter alia, also aims at preventing conflicts by 

facilitating equitable distribution of resources in less developed areas. 

Furthermore the Senate's Standing Committee on Human Rights takes up 

matters of human rights abuses.

VII.  Reintegration of Internally Displaced Persons

 International Example:

Ÿ The Kampala Convention (formally, the African Union Convention for 

the Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in Africa 

addresses internal displacement caused by armed conflict, natural 

disasters and large-scale development projects in Africa. The 

Convention was adopted in October, 2009. As of 2016 it has been 

signed by 40 and ratified by 25 of the 54 member states of the African 

Union. The Convention entered into force on 6 December, 2012.

Pakistan’s Example:

Ÿ The issue of IDPs has been raised in the Senate at various forums 

including Committees and Resolution of the House. The Senate in its 

sitting held on Monday, the April 14, 2014, unanimously passed the 

Resolution on relief and rehabilitation of IDPs moved by Senator 

Afrasiab Khattak on his behalf and on behalf of Senator Farhatullah 

Babar.  
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5.1  Parliamentary Diplomacy: Case of Pakistan Parliament 

The Parliament of Pakistan has lately achieved a great deal of success by 

effectively utilizing parliamentary diplomacy by instituting specialized forums 

and developing certain procedural tools and mechanisms towards 

internationalizing Pakistan's vision and agenda of peace. Pakistan's 

parliamentary diplomacy towards addressing international, regional and intra-

state crisis situations has also been very successful in recent years and months. 

The Senate of Pakistan, assuming a lead role in parliamentary diplomacy had 

over the years taken numerous steps in this regard. Senate delegations has 

been actively participating in various multilateral forums including 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association (CPA), Inter Parliamentary Union 

(IPU) and Asian Parliamentary Assembly (APA). 

In particular, Pakistan's Senate's two-year APA Presidency and ensuing 

proactive engagements as chair of Standing Committee on Creation of Asian 

Parliament (SCCAP) and Vice-Presidency of the Political Affairs Committee 

have brought about significant breakthroughs on key fronts of regional peace, 

reconciliation, and building a cooperative framework with far-reaching national 

and international implications. The constitution of Special Committee on 

Creation of Asian Parliament of the APA on the initiative of Senate of Pakistan is 

a major accomplishment. 

Most importantly, it contributed immensely towards positively improving 

Pakistan's image as a responsible, democratic, peace-loving and friendly 

country committed to regional stability, conflict resolution, human rights, and 

mutually-shared and equitable progress. 

Primarily, through Parliamentary diplomacy Pakistan Senate aimed a twin-

pronged objective having far-reaching international and national implications 

and benefits. At the regional and global level, Senate was able to break the 

diplomatic ice and stagnancy, dispel negative vibes about our security situation, 

and reach out to even those nations in our immediate neighbourhood with whom 

we were having difficulties reaching through conventional diplomatic channels.

A case in point is the participation of Indian delegation led by Mr. Shashi Tahroor, 

Member of Lok Sabha, in the recently-held two APA committee meetings in 
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Islamabad, thus reviving the much-needed inter-parliamentary and bilateral 

connectivity between the two countries. 

Senate managed to bring to table those South Asian nations who boycotted the 
th19  SAARC summit scheduled to be held in Islamabad in December, 2016.

This development also unveiled that while conventional diplomacy might have 

hit a temporary hiatus, there existed sufficient will and promise on both sides to 

explore parliamentary diplomacy path for mutual benefits. And that is certainly a 

significant progress, and triumph of parliamentary diplomacy on part of Pakistan 

Senate and Parliament. 

4.3  The workings of the two Houses of the Parliament of Pakistan i.e. Senate 

and National Assembly in the month of December, 2017, when the book was 

being sent to print, not only add to the case studies of timely and effective role of 

Parliament in crisis situations but show enhanced role and added value. The 

holding of first of kind Committee of Whole meeting of the Senate of Pakistan in 

which top leadership of the Military Establishment, headed by Chief of Army 

Staff, briefed the Committee on the invitation of the Chairman Senate followed by 

Question and Answer session spread over 4 hours, helped build synergy among 

the state institutions and players in countering the increasing threats posed by 

Trump Administration. While in earlier cases the country had jumped in others’ 

war on one telephone call, series of threats and notices are being faced when 

Parliament is in place and in action.

4.4  The Speakers Conference convened by the National Assembly of Pakistan 
thon 24  December, 2017 is another landmark in not only Parliamentary 

Diplomacy but history of Pakistan. The timing and topic of the conference and 

proof of effective Parliamentary role in crises situation. The speech of the 

Chairman Senate on the occasion and the Declaration adopted by the 

Conference especially Paras 15 to 19 deserve particular mention through the 

close of this book and culminate or of the effective role of Pakistan Parliament in 

challenging crises times.
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5.2  Speakers Conference on “The Challengers of Terrorism and 

Inter Regional Connectivity”

The National Assembly also held a very important regional conference from 

December 23   ̶  25, 2017, participated by Speakers of Russian, Chinese, Turkish, 

Iranian, Afghanistan and Pakistan parliaments. The conference aimed at building 

inter-parliamentary cooperation in the region for peace, connectivity and 

prosperity, with a special focus on the issues of terrorism and regional connectivity.

The convening of a Speakers’ Conference by the National Assembly of Pakistan 

attended by the Speakers and Heads of Delegations of the National Parliaments 

of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Peoples’ Republic of China, Islamic 

Republic of Iran, Russian Federation and Republic of Turkey on the topic of “The 

Challenges of Terrorism and Inter-Regional Connectivity” was a landmark event 

proving beyond any doubt that Parliament can play important role in the fields 

which were previously purely in the domain of executive achieving much more 

and better results.
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The inaugural six-nation Speakers’ Conference, attended by parliamentary leaders from 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, China, Russia, Iran and Turkey, is yet another sign of our foreign policy 

shift away from the US. Hosted by Pakistan in Islamabad, the conference dealt with the 

challenges posed by security threats in the region. Senate Chairman Raza Rabbani 

highlighted Pakistan’s growing separation from the US when he forthrightly condemned US 

Vice President Mike Pence’s warning about putting Pakistan “on notice”. Rabbani also pointed 

out the tight nexus between the US, Israel and India, and linked the US decision to shift its 

Israeli embassy to Jerusalem and India’s ongoing occupation of Kashmir. He could have 

mentioned that one reason such rogue states get away with their violations of international law 

is the help they receive from countries like Saudi Arabia which, in their own narrow self-interest, 

have decided to look the other way. This condemnation of the US was particularly significant 

since countries like China, with their regional One Belt, One Road initiative, Russia and Turkey 

have all been working together to build an alliance that would challenge the superpower status 

of the US. Iran, too, is firmly a part of this new bloc. Afghanistan, mired in a ruinous civil war, is 

trying to stay close to the US and India while also working with other countries. But the Afghans 

too should be tiring of US interference in their country. As Foreign Minister Khawaja Asif has 

pointed out recently, it is the growing US frustration with its failing war in Afghanistan that can 

explain its actions in the region.

Apart from opposition to American hegemony, the countries in attendance at the conference 

are also linked by the ruinous damage done to them by global terrorism. During the conference, 

National Assembly Speaker Ayaz Sadiq spoke of the threat Daesh posed to the world. The 

multinational terrorist group has wreaked havoc across the world, with the spill over of its 

activities in Syria badly affecting Turkey. The group has gained a strong foothold in both 

Afghanistan and Pakistan while Russia, China and Iran are worried about the impact that will 

have on regional trade and security. The 39-point Islamabad Declaration issued at the end of 

the conference stressed the need for interconnectivity through trade, cultural exchanges, 

tourism and investment. The only way to defeat a hybrid entity like Daesh, which has loosely-

connected affiliated around the world, is by working together to eliminate the threat. The US 

has shown that it cannot be counted on as a reliable partner and so we have had to look east for 

alternatives. The Speaker’s Conference was a demonstration that the countries that have been 

most badly affected by terrorism can put their very real differences aside to try and search for 

common ground.

Editorial 26 Dec. 2017
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This book by Mr. Amjad Pervez Malik is a laudable effort. Having been 

witness to the initial Presentation by the author at St. Petersburg, 

Russia and after seeing this book, I believe the analysis offered by him 

is an intellectual tour de force. No author has ever so comprehensively 

compiled and analysed the multifaceted and wide spread business of 

the Parliament in any field, more so in the area of handling of crisis 

situations. The author’s experience of more than twenty years as 

Parliamentary functionary is very well reflected by his incisive analysis 

of the usage of different Parliamentary tools by the Parliamentarians in 

response to terrorism as a case study.

Moreover, this book is an eye opener for those segments in particular 

who constantly raise apprehensions about the efficacy of 

Parliamentary form of government in Pakistan. It is also offers a wise 

recipe to the Executive – the role of the Parliament in dealing with the 

situations of Crisis must be enhanced and recognised.

I would congratulate Mr. Amjed Pervez Malik, on this timely work of 

utmost importance.
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